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Preface 

Twenty years have passed since I became a professor in the First Department 
of Pathology, Hiroshima University School of Medicine. It is my great pleas
ure that Molecular Pathology o[ Gastroenterological Cancer-Application to 
Clinical Practice has been published by Springer-Verlag Tokyo to commemo
rate the 20th anniversary of my professorship. 

Seeing the academic achievements of our department during these 20 
years, I am confident that we could establish a department of oncology to 
research the pathogenesis of human cancer through systemic application of a 
variety of molecular techniques. We have demonstrated that the develop
me nt and progression of esophageal, gastric, and colon cancer require mul
tiple alterations affecting DNA mismatch repair genes, oncogenes, and 
tumorsuppressor genes, and that common and uncommon genetic changes 
exist for esophageal, gastric, and colorectal carcinomas. In addition to these 
genetic changes, the majority of gastrointestinal cancers express telomerase 
activity, with overexpression of telomerase RNA, indicating a powerful addi
tional tool for early detection of gastrointestinal cancer. 

By transferring these basic observations to the clinic, we now are able to 
make accurate cancer diagnoses, thus determing the grade of malignancy and 
patient prognosis. We also can identify patients at high risk for developing 
cancer and create new therapeutic approaches. In fact, we have routinely 
implemented a new molecular diagnosis strategy at the Hiroshima City Medi
cal Association Clinical Laboratory since August 1993. 

This book presents the latest information about molecular diagnosis strat
egy and gastroenterological cancers. The contributors, some of them my 
colleagues, are highly renowned researchers from abroad and from Japan. 
Among them are Professors Sugimura, Nakamura, McGee, Lotan, Tarin, Ide, 
and Fidler, who have worked with us for these many years. I must express my 
sincere gratitude to them and to my sons for their valuable contributions to 
this book and for our collaborative studies. 

It is hoped that Molecular Pathology o[ Gastroenterological Cancer will be 
of use not only in cancer research but also in the prevention, diagnosis, and 
therapy of gastrointestinal cancers as the twenty-first century approaches. 

I would like to take this opportunity to express again my appreciation to 
the scientists and colleagues who contributed their work to this book and for 
their willingness to provide readers with insight into molecular pathology. 
Finally, I gratefully acknowledge the dedicated work of the staff of Springer
Verlag Tokyo. 

December 1996 

EUCH! T AHARA 
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Experimental Stomach Carcinogenesis 

Hiroko Ohgaki1 and Takashi Sugimura2 

Summary. Sugimura and Fujimura first suc
ceeded in selective induction of gastric carci
nomas in rats by putting N-methyl-N' -nitro-N
nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) in their drin king water 
in 1967. Since then, similar models have been 
established for the induction of stomach carcino
mas in other species using MNNG and its ethyl 
derivative N-ethyl-N' -nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine 
(ENNG). N-Methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU) has 
also been demonstrated to induce a high incidence 
of gastric adenocarcinomas in rats and mice when 
given in their drinking water. Susceptibility to gas
tric carcinogenesis and the histologic types of 
gastric carcinomas depend on the mode of treat
ment, species, strain, and sex. The organ specificity 
of MNNG correlates weIl with the level of DNA 
methylation in target and non target tissues follow
ing oral administration in rats. The high concentra
tion of methylated DNA bases in the glandular 
stomach appears to result from thiol-mediated ac
celeration of the decomposition of MNNG. Ex
perimental gastric carcinogenesis is greatly modi
fied by various factors and agents, indicating that 
both host and environmental factors contribute 
significantly. Although possible gastric carcino
gens in humans have not been cIearly identified, 
results in experimental animals suggest that 
avoidance of factors that enhance stomach 
carcinogenesis, especially those that enhance cell 
proliferation in the gastric mucosa, could help pre
vent gastric carcinogenesis in humans. 

I Unit of Molecular Pathology, International Agency for 
Research on Cancer, 150 cours Albert Thomas, 69372 
Lyon, France 
2National Cancer Center Research Institute, 1-1 
Tsukiji, 5-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan 

Experimental Models 
of Gastric Cancer 

Rats 

Generally, young adult male rats are given N
methyl-N' -nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) ad 
libitum in their drinking water at concentrations 
of 50-83Ilg/ml for 4-8 months. After several 
months of additional observation, 60-100% of 
rats develop gastric adenocarcinomas (Table 1) 
[4-9]. Most tumors induced by MNNG in the 
drin king water are located in the pyloric region 
of the glandular stomaeh, but tumors are also 
induced in the fundie region, duodenum, and 
jejunum at a lesser frequency. HistologicaIly, most 
gastric tumors are adenomas or adenocarcinomas, 
although sarcomas also develop. Most adenocar
cinomas developed in rats are weIl differentiated, 
although rare poorly differentiated adenocar
cinomas and signet ring cell carcinomas are seen. 
Gastric adenocarcinomas frequently invade the 
muscIe layers or serosa, but meta stasis of gastric 
adenocarcinomas are rare. 

FemaIe rats are generally less susceptible to 
gastric carcinogenesis induced by MNNG than 
male rats [10]. Castration or injection of estradiol 
in male rats reduces the incidence of gastric 
adenocarcinomas induced by MNNG [11, 12]. The 
age at wh ich rats are treated with MNNG is also 
an important factor determining susceptibility to 
gastric carcinogenesis. Y oung rats are more sus
ceptible than old animals [13]. 

There is a remarkable strain difference in 
susceptibility to MNNG in rats [9, 10, 14]. The 
incidences of gastric adenocarcinomas in ran
dombred Wistar, inbred Wistar-May-Furth, and 
inbred Buffalo rats were 73%, 10%, and 
0%, respectively, after administration of MNNG 
(83Ilg/ml) for 52 weeks [14]. Treatment with 
MNNG in susceptible ACI rats, resistant Buffalo 
rats, and their F1 and F2 offspring demonstrated 
that susceptibility to MNNG was genetically 
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Table 1. Induction of experimental gastric tumors 
Experimental Gastric tumor 

Species/strain Treatment period' incidence (%) 

Rats 
Wistar MNNG 50llg/ml for 4 months 10 months 70 
Wistar MNNG 841lg/ml for 7 months 16 months 57 
Wistar MNNG 1671lg/ml for 7 months 16 months 70 
BN MNNG 831lg/ml for 7 months 18 months 92 
BDlX MNNG 831lg/ml for 7 months 18 months 75 
ACI MNNG 831lg/ml for 8 months 17 months 80 
Buffalo MNNG 831lg/ml for 8 months 17 months 18 

F344 MNU 100ppm for 42 weeks 42 weeks 24 
F344 MNU 400 ppm for 25 weeks 45 weeks 100 
F344 MNU 400ppm for 15 weeks 35 weeks 38 
F344 MNU 100ppm for 15 weeks 40 weeks 76 

Mice 
C3H MNU 120ppm for 30 weeks 42 weeks 44 

Dogs 
ENNG IOOllg/ml for 5-6 months 13-37 months 100 
ENNG IOOllg/ml for 8-9 months 17-49 months 100 
ENNG 150llg/ml for 5-6 months 20-40 months 100 
ENNG 150llg/ml for 9 months 15-22 months 100 

MNNG, N-methyl-N' -nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine; MNU, N-methyl-N-nitrosourea; ENNG, 
N-ethyl-N' -nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine. 
Modified from [8]. 
a Total period of experiment including the treatment period. 

determined, and resistance to MNNG in the 
Buffalo strain was a dominant trait [10]. In
terestingly, gastric mucosa in these Buffalo 
rats showed less proliferative response during 
MNNG treatment than did that in susceptible 
ACI rats, which may constitute a key factor deter
mining the susceptibility to MNNG-induced gas
tric carcinogenesis in these two rat strains [15]. 
Linkage analysis studies in F2 offspring of ACI 
and Buffalo strains are ongoing to identify the 
genes that control cell proliferation responding to 
MNNG and to determine susceptibility to gastric 
cancer [16]. 

A single intragastric dose of MNNG (50-
250mg/body weight) given to ACI or Wistar rats 
produced a high incidence of forestomach tumors 
but only a few adenocarcinomas in the glandular 
stomach [17, 18]. For the development of glandu
lar stomach carcinomas, continuous administra
tion of MNNG appears to be essential. 

Maekawa et al. [19] reported that gastric 
adenocarcinomas developed in 24 % of F344 
rats exposed to N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU) 
in their drinking water (100ppm) for 42 weeks. 
These animals also developed simultaneously a 

high incidence of tumors in the brain and spinal 
cord. F344 rats given MNU (200ppm) in their 
drinking water developed, in addition to brain 
tumors, a high incidence of squamous cell carcino
mas in the oral cavity and esophageal papillomas 
and carcinomas, but adenocarcinoma in the gl an
dular stomach was rare [19]. In ACI rats given 
MNU (200ppm) in their drinking water, renal pel
vis papillomas developed frequently in addition to 
brain tumors, but gastric carcinomas were rare 
[19]. Hirota et al. [2] reported that invasive gastric 
adenocarcinomas were selectively induced in 
100% of rats given MNU (400ppm) in distilled 
water for 25 weeks and then maintained without a 
carcinogen for another 20 weeks. No neoplastic 
lesions were found in the esophagus, forestomach, 
or duodenum [2]. Later it was found that adminis
tration of MNU (100ppm) for 15 weeks was an 
optimal condition for the selective induction of 
gastric adenocarcinomas in F344 rats [20]. 

Mice 

Mice have been considered to be resistant to 
gastric carcinogenesis, as several efforts to induce 



gastric adenocarcinomas by MNNG, ENNG, or 
catechol in various strains of mice have been un
successful [5, 21, 22]. In contrast, BALB/c mice 
given 10 weekly administrations of MNU by 
intragastric intubation (0.5 mg/mouse) developed 
carcinomas in both forestomach and glandular 
stomach at high incidences [23]. Tatematsu et al. 
[3] reported that C3H mice given MNU ad libitum 
in the drinking water at 30-120ppm for 30 weeks 
selectively developed adenocarcinomas in the 
glandular stomach. Adenocarcinomas developed 
in a dose-dependent manner and were histolo
gically well-differentiated, poorly differentiated, 
and signet ring cell carcinomas. 

Using C3H, BALB/c, and their chimeric mice, 
Tatematsu et al. [24] analyzed the clonality of 
gastric carcinomas. Mice were given MNU 
(0.5 mg/mice) once a week for a total of 10 weeks 
by intragastric intubation and observed until week 
50. In normal gastric mucosa of the chimeras, 
each gland was composed entirely of C3H strain
specific antigen-positive or antigen-negative cells; 
no mixed glands were observed. Cells of all 
adenomatous hyperplasias and adenocarcinomas 
in chimeric mice were, in each case, homogeneous 
for one or other of the parental types. Thus it was 
clearly shown that individual carcinomas are de
rived from single cells with multipotential activi
ties and that cellular differentiation of gastric 
cancer cells occurs secondarily [24]. 

Oogs 

Mongrel and beagle dogs given MNNG (50-83Ilg/ 
ml) ad libitum in their drinking water developed a 
high incidence of gastric adenocarcinomas [25]. 
The most common type of gastric carcinoma 
in dogs given MNNG was weil differentiated ad
enocarcinoma of the fundic region [26]. However, 
MNNG concurrently induced sarcomas in the 
small intestine, which caused early death of the 
dogs [27]. 

It has been found that administration of N
ethyl-N' -nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (ENNG), ei
ther mixed with a pellet diet or given ad libitum 
in the drinking water (100-150llg/ml for 3-9 
months), produced a high incidence of gastric car
cinomas in mongrel and beagle dogs without de
velopment of small-intestinel tumors [7, 28, 29]. 
The preferential sites for the induction of carcino
mas in dogs were the angulus and antrum, but 
carcinomas also developed in the corpus. With 
concentrations of ENNG higher than 150llg/ml, 
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esophageal squamous cell carcinomas also devel
oped frequently [30]. 

Histologically, the gastric carcinomas in dogs 
were well- or poorly differentiated adenocar
cinomas and signet ring cell carcinomas. Different 
histologic types of carcinomas often develop in 
the same stomach [29]. Only signet ring cell 
carcinomas and poorly differentiated adeno
carcinomas developed in the antrum in 50% of 
the dogs treated with ENNG for 3 months (total 
dose per dog was 6 g). After treatment for 6 and 
9 months (total dose per dog was 12-18g), 
weil differentiated adenocarcinomas developed 
in addition to poorly differentiated adenocar
cinomas or signet ring cell carcinomas (or both) 
in 90% of dogs [31]. Thus the concentration of 
ENNG and duration of treatment appear to affect 
the incidence, histological type, and location of 
gastric carcinomas [29, 31]. Metastases of gastric 
adenocarcinomas to regional lymph nodes, liver, 
and other organs are frequent [30, 32-34]. The 
process of gastric carcinogenesis and the effect of 
treatment were successfully confirmed by radio
graphic examina ti on and endoscopy in stomach 
cancer in these dogs [33]. 

Monkeys 

Two cynomolgus monkeys given ENNG (lOOllg/ 
ml) ad libitum in the drinking water for 10 months 
and two rhesus monkeys given MNNG (83Ilg/ml) 
for 10 months did not develop gastric carcinomas 
after 54-104 months of observation [35]. Rhesus 
and cynomolgus monkeys given ENNG at a con
centration of 200 or 300llg/ml in their drink
ing water for 11-26 months developed gastric 
adenocarcinomas after 11-38 months of observa
tion [35]. All the tumors were located in the 
pyloric region. Histologically, they were poorly 
differentiated adenocarcinomas and signet ring 
cell carcinomas, with a few moderately to well
differentiated adenocarcinomas. The histological 
appearance of these carcinomas was similar to 
that in human cancers for the respective histologi
cal types. Metastasis was not found in any of the 
monkeys. One cynomolgus monkey given ENNG 
for 26 months was examined sequentially by en
doscopy and biopsy. A tumor was first detected in 
the angulus of the stomach at the 31st month and 
was diagnosed as signet ring cell carcinoma. At 
autopsy in the 109th experimental month, 
this tumor was found to be still in the early 
(intramucosal) stage [36]. 
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06-Alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase was 
measured in the gastric mucosa of 15 Macaca 
fascicularis monkeys before and during chronic 
oral exposure to ENNG in order to investigate 
possible causes of interindividual differences in 
susceptibility to its gastrocarcinogenic effect. 
A wide range of 06-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltran
sferase activity (307-1903fmol/mg protein) was 
found before treatment, which decreased signifi
cantly during the first year of exposure [37]. It 
remains to be clarified whether the level of 0 6_ 
alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase and its de
crease during ENNG treatment correlate with 
susceptibility to ENNG-induced gastric carcino
genesis in monkeys. 

Ferrets 

Ferrets have Helicobacter mustelae, which natu
rally colonizes in their stomachs and causes 
chronic gastritis. A ferret infected with H. mus
telae developed a spontaneous adenocarcinoma in 
the pyloric region of the stomach [38]. Ferrets 
infected with H. mustelae were given a single dose 
of MNNG (50-100mg/kg). Nine of ten ferrets de
veloped adenocarcinomas 29-55 months after the 
treatment [39]. Ferrets would be a good model for 
studies on the role of Helicobacter during the de
velopment of gastric cancer [39-41]. 

Possible Mechanisms of 
Experimental Gastric Carcinogenesis 

MNNG-Induced Gastric Carcinogenesis 

A direct-acting mutagenic and carcinogenic com
pound, MNNG, causes methylation of nucleic ac
ids and protein without requiring metabolic 
activation [42-44]. On the other hand, nonen
zymatic decomposition of MNNG, which is accel
erated by SH compounds (L-cysteine and reduced 
glutathione), is necessary for its macromolecular 
bin ding [43]. The major methylated base caused 
by exposure to MNNG is 7-methylguanine, 
but 3-methyladenine, I-methyladenine, 3-
methylcytosine, and 06-methylguanine are also 
produced at smaller amounts [42, 43]. Of these, 
0 6 -methylguanine is considered to be the most 
critical adduct leading to mutation. 

MNNG was first found to be carcinogenic by 
Sugimura et al. [45] and Schoental [46], who in-

duced fibrosarcomas in rats by subcutaneous in
jection. It was unexpected that rats treated with 
MNNG in their drinking water developed 
adenocarcinomas selectively in the glandular 
stomach without developing tumors in the upper 
digestive tract. The organ specificity of MNNG 
correlates well with the level of DNA methylation 
following oral administration of MNNG in rats 
(Table 2). After a single oral dose in rats, the 
concentration of methylpurines in the glandu
lar stomach was 9 times higher than in the 
forestomach and 20 times higher than in the 
esophagus [47]. Similarly, during chronic adminis
tration of MNNG (80llg/ml in the drinking water) 
to inbred Wistar rats, the amounts of 0 6_ 

methylguanine in the pylorus were about 3 times 
higher than in the fundus and in the duode
num [48]. These regional differences in DNA 
methylation correlate with the concentrations of 
cellular thiols, which enhance the decomposition 
of MNNG and the extent of its macromolecular 
binding (Table 2) [47]. Under the acidic condi
tions of gastric juice, MNNG is rapidly converted 
to N-methyl-N' -nitroguanidine, which is not 
mutagenic or carcinogenic [49]. This conversion 
may explain the low tumor incidence in the small 
and large intestine despite the high thiol con
centration in these tissues. The amount of 0 6_ 

methylguanine DNA methyltransferase, wh ich 
repairs 06-methylguanine, has been reported to 
be low in rat glandular stomach (about 15% of the 
amount in the forestomach and 2 % of that in 
the liver) [50]. The low repair capa city for 0 6_ 

methylguanine mayaiso play a role in selective 
induction of adenocarcinomas in the glandular 
stomach by MNNG. 

The distribution of cells highly exposed to 
MNNG were identified in the surface epithelium 
of fundus and pylorus of the glandular stomach in 
rats [15, 48]. Most superficial pyloric epithelial 
cells are postmitotic and rapidly desquamate into 
the gastric lumen; they are therefore considered 
not susceptible to the initiation of malignant 
transformation. The proliferating cell zone is 10-
cated deeper in the pyloric glands, where the level 
of exposure to MNNG is much lower. Owing to 
this difference in the location of highly exposed 
cells and proliferating cells within the mucosa, the 
mutation frequency is predicted to be low when 
normal gastric mucosa is exposed to MNNG. 
However, du ring MNNG treatment the number 
of proliferating cells increases and the range of the 
proliferative cell zone extends greatly [15, 51, 52]. 
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Table 2. Concentrations of free thiols and DNA methylation in rat tissues 
after treatment with MNNG or MNU 

MNNGb MNU' 
Thiolsa 7-meG 06meG 

Organ (Ilmol/g wet tissue) (mol/mol G) (Ilmol/mol G) 

Esophagus 0.279 9.9 124 
Forestomach 0.119 22.2 185 
Glandular stomach 1.249 196.8 98 
Duodenum 2.149 155.0 109 
Jejunum 2.659 16.0 ND 
Colon ND ND 59 
Liver 5.003 5.7 29 
Brain ND ND 228 

ND, not determined. 
a From WiestIer et al. [47]. 
bWistar rats were treated with a single dose of MNNG (80ppm; 2.5mg/kg body 
weight) in the drinking water [47]. 
'F344 rats were treated with MNU in the drinking water (400ppm) for 2 weeks 
[55]. 

With this condition, the gastric mucosa is consid
ered to be much more susceptible to additional 
MNNG exposure, wh ich may explain the need far 
continuous MNNG treatment for induction of 
glandular stornach carcinomas. 

Little is known about the molecular mecha
nisms of MNNG-induced gastric carcinogene
sis in experimental animals. c-Ha-ras p21 
immunoreactivity was detected in 3 of 17 carcino
mas but in none of 10 adenomas that developed 
in rats given MNNG [53]. Immunoreactivity to 
transforming growth factor alpha (TGF-a) 
monoclonal antibody was confined to the differen
tiated compartment of the mucosa, whereas 
MNNG caused a significant increase in the inten
sity of TGF-a expression after 16 weeks of treat
ment in Wistar rats [54]. TGF-a expression was 
perinuclear in adenocarcinomas [54]. 

MNU-Induced Gastric Carcinogenesis 

A multipotent carcinogen, MNU, induces tumors 
in various tissues depending on the route of ad
ministration. In contrast to MNNG treatment, 
chronic administration of MNU produced the 
highest levels of 06-methylguanosine in the brain 
and significant amounts of 06-methylguanosine in 
a11 the digestive tract tissues measured (i.e. 
esophagus, forestomach, pylorus and fundus of 
the glandular stornach, duodenum, and colon) in 
F344 rats given MNU (400ppm) in the drinking 
water for 2 weeks [55]. There was no clear corre
lation between target organ specificity and the 

extent of methylation (Table 2). It was also found 
that the distribution of ce11s exposed to MNU was 
not restricted to the surface epithelium, but whole 
gastric mucosal ce11s were equa11y exposed [55]. 
In contrast to MNNG, MNU is stable under the 
acidic condition of the intragastric environment, 
and its decomposition to a methylating intermedi
ate (i.e. methyldiazonium hydroxide) is not af
fected by intrace11ular thiols. Thus it is likely that 
gastric mucosa is exposed to MNU from the gas
tric lumen and from the bloodstream when rats 
are given this carcinogen in the drinking water. 

Mutations in the ras and neu genes were not 
found in MNU-induced gastric carcinomas in rats 
[56]. 

Preneoplastic and Related Lesions 
During Gastric Carcinogenesis 
Induced by MNNG 

Biochemical Changes 

Expression of Pgl, which is one of three 
pepsinogen isozymes norma11y present in the 
pyloric mucosa, decreases beginning 1 week after 
the start of MNNG treatment [57, 58]. The de
crease or disappearance of Pgl is also consistently 
observed in gastric adenocarcinomas [59]. Thus 
the decrease in Pgl expression is a good biochemi
cal marker for preneoplastic or neoplastic lesions. 
Tatematsu et a1. [60] analyzed methylation pat
terns in CCGG and GCGC sites of the Pgl gene 
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in gastric adenocarcinomas and adenomatous 
hyperplasias induced by MNNG. The Pg1 gene 
was more methylated in adenocarcinoma or 
adenomatous hyperplasia than in nontreated 
pyloric mucosa. 

Preneoplastic Lesions 

Erosion, regenerative hyperplasia at the margin 
of erosions (until 21 weeks), adenomatous hyper
plasia (21-30 weeks), and adenocarcinoma (31-60 
weeks) were sequentially observed in male Wistar 
rats given MNNG in their drinking water at 
1671lg/ml for 40 weeks and then 841lg/ml until the 
end of the experiment [61]. Ohgaki et al. [52] com
pared the sequential histologic changes during 
MNNG-induced gastric carcinogenesis in suscep
tible ACI rats and resistant Buffalo rats given 
MNNG (83Ilg/ml) in the drinking water. In ACI 
rats sequential histologic changes were similar to 
those observed in Wistar rats. In Buffalo rats the 
major histologic changes following MNNG treat
ment were consistent erosions and hyperplasia of 
pyloric glands at the margin of erosions, but no 
atypical changes were observed. After cessation 
of MNNG treatment, glandular hyperplasia of 
pyloric glands subsided followed by atrophy of 
these glands [52]. The weak gastric carcinogen N
propyl-N' -nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (PNNG) was 
found to induce gastric carcinomas in male Wistar 
rats without previous ulceration or regenerative 
changes [62]. It is suggested that the first 
histologically detectable changes that eventually 
lead to adenocarcinomas are atypical glands or 
adenomatous hyperplasia. Erosions and regenera
tive hyperplasia are not directly re la ted to gastric 
carcinogenesis in rats. 

Intestinal Metaplasia 

Because a close relation has been found between 
intestinal metaplasia and human gastric cancer, 
intestinal metaplasia has been proposed to be 
a possible precancerous change. Intestinal meta
plasia is rare in the stornach of normal rats, but it 
is frequently found in rats treated with MNNG or 
PNNG, and its incidence increases during these 
treatments [63, 64]. Intestinal metaplasia ap
peared before or at almost the same time as gas
tric carcinoma in rats [63, 64]. These results 
suggest that common factors cause intestinal 
metaplasia and gastric carcinoma. 

Local x-irradiation of the stornach of Wistar 
rats induced intestinal metaplasia but not gastric 
tumors [65]. Watanabe and Ho [66] reported that 
x-irradiation before or after MNNG treatment 
resulted in a lower incidence of gastric tumors 
after treatment with MNNG alone, but that the 
incidence of intestinal metaplasia in groups irradi
ated with x-rays before or after MNNG treatment 
was significantly higher than that in a group 
treated with MNNG alone. A similar inverse 
correlation between intestinal metaplasia and 
adenocarcinoma has been reported in rats treated 
with x-rays and MNU [67]. 

Tatematsu et al. [68] administered MNNG 
50llg/ml to Wistar rats and examined sequential 
changes in the incidence of intestinal metaplasia, 
adenomatous hyperplasia, and weil differentiated 
adenocarcinoma. They classified ceHs into gastric 
and intestinal types by paradoxical concanavalin 
A staining. Intestinal metaplasia first appeared 
in the pylorus of MNNG-treated rats 16 weeks 
after the beginning of MNNG treatment and in 
untreated control rats after 40 weeks. Most parts 
of the adenomatous hyperplasias and weil differ
entiated adenocarcinomas consisted of gastric
type ceHs. Similarly, using polyclonal antibody 
against rat intestinal-type alkaline phosphatase, it 
was observed that stornach tumors induced by 
MNNG in rats consisted mainly of gastric-type 
cells [69]. Thus there is no direct evidence that 
intestinal metaplasia is a precancerous lesion in 
rat stornach. 

Factors Modulating MNNG-Induced 
Gastric Carcinogenesis 

There is increasing evidence that experimental 
gastric carcinogenesis is significantly modulated 
by various host and environmental factors. Most 
factors that enhance gastric carcinogenesis in
crease ceH proliferation in gastric mucosa [70], 
and most inhibitory factors have inhibiting effects 
of ceH proliferation. 

Dietary Factors 

Epidemiological studies have shown that 
populations with excessive intake of highly salted 
foods are a high risk group for the development of 
gastric cancer. Administration of saturated NaCI 
solution by gastric intubation or 10% NaCi in the 



diet during MNNG treatment significantly in
creased the incidence of gastric carcinomas [71, 
72]. Treatment with saturated NaCI solution be
fore a single dose of MNNG increased the inci
dence of carcinomas in the rat glandular stomach 
[73]. An enhancing effect of NaCI was also ob
served when it was given to rats after cessation of 
MNNG treatment [74, 75]. These results indicate 
that NaCI enhances both the initiation and pro
motion stages of gastric carcinogenesis induced 
by MNNG in rats. Rats were given MNNG 
100ppm in their drinking water for 8 weeks and 
then fed a diet supplemented with NaCI at doses 
of 10%,5%,2.5%, or 0% for the next 82 weeks. 
The administration of 10% and 5% NaCI signi
ficantly enhanced the development of gastric 
adenocarcinomas and adenomas in a dose
dependent manner [76]. Similar but nonsignificant 
tendencies to increase were also seen in the group 
given 2.5% NaCI compared to that in the MNNG
alone group. Thus NaCI exerts dose-dependent 
tumor-promoting activity on gastric carcino
genesis in rats, even at doses as low as 2.5%, when 
given after MNNG initiation [76]. 

Populations with poor diets (i.e. low in protein 
and high in carbohydrates) have a high risk of 
gastric cancer. Tatsuta et al. [77] reported that the 
incidence of gastric adenocarcinomas in Wistar 
rats given MNNG (50llg/ml) for 25 weeks fol
lowed by a low protein diet (5% casein) was 63%, 
whereas those given a higher protein diet (10% 
and 25% casein) were 15% and 18%, respectively. 
Serum gastrin, the norepinephdne level, and the 
labeling index in the pyloric mucosa were sig
nificantly higher in rats fed a low protein diet. It 
was suggested that the enhanced sympathetic 
nervous system resulting from a low protein diet 
increased cell proliferation and enhanced gastric 
carcinogenesis [77]. 

Populations who drink milk have a low risk of 
gastric cancer [78]. The effect of calcium was 
tested in rats treated with MNNG (100ppm) in the 
drinking water for 8 weeks followed by calcium 
chloride (0.2%) [79]. The incidence of adeno
matous hyperplasia was significantly lower in rats 
given calcium chloride in a dose-dependent man
ner. In contrast, rats given a calcium-deficient diet 
after MNNG treatment had a higher incidence of 
gastric adenocarcinomas [80]. 

Epidemiological studies have shown a lower 
risk of gastric cancer among people who consume 
a large amount of green tea. It was found that 
crude tea extracts decrease the mutagenic activity 
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of MNNG in vitro and in the intragastric tract of 
rats [81]. (- )-Epigalloncatechin gallate (EGCG) 
is one of the main constituents of green tea, which 
inhibited tumor promotion by teleocidin in two
stage carcinogenesis in mouse skin. The incidence 
of gastric carcinomas in rats treated with MNNG 
plus EGCG was 31 %, significantly lower than that 
in rats treated with MNNG alone [82]. The inhib
iting activity of EGCG was suggested to be due to 
inhibition of cellular kinetics and decrease in the 
ornithine decarboxylase activity in the gastric 
mucosa [82]. 

Gastrectomy and Bile Acid 

The incidence of human gastric cancer in the rem
nant of the stomach after surgery for benign le
sions is higher than that in the general population. 
Gastrectomy of rats before or after MNNG treat
ment resulted in a high er incidence of gastric 
adenocarcinomas [83-86]. There was a clear cor
relation between bile reflux and an increase in the 
incidence of gastric carcinomas [83-87]. Even 
without MNNG treatment, adenocarcinomas de
veloped with an incidence of 23% in the remnant 
of the stomach of Wistar rats [84]. All of these 
carcinomas were located in the vicinity of the 
gastrojejunal anastomosis, which is directly ex
posed to duodenal contents [84]. Among the duo
denal contents, bile acids (sodium taurocholate 
and taurocholic acid) were demonstrated to en
hance gastric carcinogenesis induced by MNNG 
[83,85]. When gastrectomized rats were fed a high 
cholesterol (1 %) diet, which increases bile acid 
excretion, a significantly higher incidence of gas
tric carcinomas developed (61 %) in the remnant 
stomach after MNNG treatment than in gas
trectomized rats fed anormal diet (36%) [88]. 
Histologically, undifferentiated adenocarcinoma 
was recognized more frequently in the high cho
lesterol group [88]. 

Phenolic Compounds 

Catechol is a major industrial chemical and a 
major phenolic component of cigarette smoke. 
Catechol is not mutagenic to Salmonella 
(mutagenicity assay), but it greatly enhances cell 
proliferation in the gastric mucosa when given in 
the diet [70]. Treatment with catechol (0.8% in the 
diet) after a single intragastric MNNG dose of 
150mg/kg greatly enhanced both forestomach and 
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glandular stomach carcinogenesis [89]. The other 
derivatives including p-tert-butyIcatechol and p
methyIcatechol also significantly enhanced gastric 
carcinogenesis induced by MNNG. Moreover, 
catechol and p-methyIcatechol alone induced 
adenomatous hyperplasia and adenocarcinomas 
in the pyloric region [89, 90]. 

Tanaka et al. [91] analyzed strain differences in 
catechol carcinogenicity to the stomach. Groups 
of 30 animals were treated with a powdered diet 
cantaining 0.8% catechol for 104 weeks. Induction 
of glandular stomach adenocarcinomas occurred 
in 67%, 73%, and 77% of Wistar, Lewis, and SD 
animals, respectively, but in only 10% of WKY 
rats [91]. 

Hirose et al. [92] treated F344 rats with catechol 
(0.8% in the diet) for 12, 24, 48, 72, or 96 
weeks. The incidence of submucosal hyperplasia, 
adenomas, and adenocarcinomas, the average 
number of tumors per rat, and the size of the 
tumors increased time-dependently. After cessa
ti on of catechol treatment, although the average 
number of tumors per rat and labeling indices in 
both tumorous and nontumorous areas decreased, 
the size of tumors tended to increase [92]. 

Helicobacter pylori Infection 

Helicobacter pylori was implicated in gastric car
cinogenesis through the induction of metaplasia of 
the gastric mucosa in humans. H. pylori has potent 
urease activity and produces ammonia, a factor 
causing H. pylori-related gastroduodenal mus cu
lar lesions. Rats were treated with MNNG (83/J-g/ 
ml) for 24 weeks followed by a solution of 0.01 % 
ammonia or tap water for an additional 24 weeks. 
The administration of ammonia solution signifi
cantly increased the incidence and number of 
gastric carcinomas in the glandular stomach [93]. 
Increased cell proliferation in the gastric mucosa 
was observed in rats treated with ammonia 
solution [93]. 

Kawaura et al. [94] examined the co
carcinogenic activity of H. pylori infection during 
gastric carcinogenesis induced by MNNG in 
Wistar WKY male rats. Rats received drinking 
water containing MNNG (50/J-g/ml), and intra
gastric administration of H. pylori for 40 weeks. 
However, the frequency of glandular stomach 
tumors did not differ between rats given 
MNNG alone and those given MNNG and 
H. pylori. 

Experimental Gastric Cancer 
in Transgenic Mice 

Several strains of transgenic mice have been 
reported to develop preneoplastic lesions or 
adenocarcinomas in the glandular stomach. How
ever, because of the lack of availability of regula
tory or promoter sequence for specific expression 
of transgenes in the glandular stomach mucosa, to 
date strains of transgenic mice that selectively 
develop adenocarcinomas with histology similar 
to that of human gastric cancer have not been 
established. 

Transgenic Mice Carrying Metallothionein-I 
Promoter/TGF-a Fusion Gene 

Transgenic mice overexpressing human TGF-a 
cDNA under transcriptional regulation with 
metallothionein-I (MT-I) promoter developed 
spontaneously adenomatous hyperplasia in the 
fundic region of the glandular stomach [95] as weIl 
as mammary carcinomas and abnormality in the 
pancreas [96]. MNU was administered to MT-li 
TGF-a mice (line MTlOO). Untreated MTlOO 
mice exhibited a severe age-related gastric fundic 
hyperplasia. Precancerous lesions, including 
atypical or adenomatous hyperplasia, were found 
in the fundic regions of 16 of 22 male and 8 of 
22 female MT100 mice but not in 27 male and 
24 female nontransgenic mice [96]. There was 
no significant difference in the incidence of 
adenocarcinomas induced by MNU in the pyloric 
region between MT100 mice and nontransgenic 
mice [97]. Hyperplastic lesions in the gastric 
fundus induced by TGF-a overexpression ap
peared to predispose MTlOO mice to carcino
genesis by MNU [97]. 

Transgenic Mice Carrying MMTV-L TR/E1 a 
and E1b Fusion Gene 

The adenovirus protein E1a functions to im
mortalize cells and cooperate with another 
adenovirus, protein E1b, to effect camplete trans
formation of cells in culture [98]. Transgenic mice 
carrying both the adenovirus 12 (Ad12) E1a and 
E1b genes developed gastric tumors but not those 
carrying only one of the two transgenes. All male 
transgenic mice died between 3 and 4 months. 
Most of the mice showed macroscopically visible 
lesions in the stomach. Interestingly, tumors were 



restricted at or near the transition from squamous 
to columnar epithelium. Histologically, they were 
classified as adenocarcinomas or adenosquamous 
carcinomas composed of glandular elements with 
adjacent or overlaying squamous hyperplasia [99, 
100]. 

Transgenic Mice Carrying Bovine Keratin 6 
Gene Promoter/Human Papilloma Virus Type 
16 Early Region Fusion Gene 

Certain human papilloma virus es (HPVs) have 
been implicated as important contributory factors 
in the development of cervical carcinoma and 
other epithelial malignancies. Transgenic mice 
carrying papilloma virus type 16 early region gene 
under the bovine keratin 6 promoter showed soli
tary glands with small dysplastic cells within the 
gastric mucosa after the age of 100 days. Later this 
abnormal cell population spread within the glan
dular stornach mucosa, invaded the submucosa 
and outer muscular wall of the stornach, and com
monly metastasized to locallymph nodes and the 
liver. These tumors were classified as malignant 
carcinoids, originating from the neuroendocrine 
enterochromaffin-like cells. Increased expression 
of HPV mRNA was evident in the tumors. The 
mean age at tumor presentation was 246 days in 
males and 352 days in females [101]. 

Transgenic Mice Carrying a Murine 
Amylase 2.2 Promoter/SV40 Large T 
Antigen Fusion Gene 

The mouse pancreatic amylase Amy-2.2 gene was 
fused to the structural gene for SV 40 T antigen, 
and 51 independent transgenic founder mice car
rying the fusion gene were genera ted. Most of the 
founders and 100% of their offspring in the de
rived transgenic lines developed pancreatic acinar 
cell carcinomas and stornach carcinomas. North
ern blot analyses and RNA protection assays 
showed that Amy-2.2 is expressed in stornach at 
a rate of approximately 0.05% that in pancreas. 
Expression of the fusion gene in the stornach 
therefore appears to represent a previously unrec
ognized activity of the Amy-2.2 promoter. RNA 
protection assays demonstrated the properly initi
ated large T and small t antigen transcripts in 
pancreas and stornach during tumorigenesis. T 
antigen pro te in was also detected in pancreas and 
stornach by immunohistochemistry [102]. Early 
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stornach lesions consisted of focal or multi
focal areas and tended to localize in the basal 
to midportion of the gland. Such lesions com
prised cells of uncertain deviation that had hyper
chromatic nuclei and scant cytoplasm. The 
distribution of these cells suggests that the lesions 
may be of chief cell origin. Extensive invasion of 
the mucosa and submucosa was characteristic of 
malignant stornach lesions [102]. 

Transgenic Mice Carrying Rabbit 
Uteroglobin Promoter/SV40 T Antigen 
Fusion Gene 

All transgenic founders carrying rabbit utero
globin promoter/SV 40 T antigen fusion gene 
exhibited bronchoalveolar adenocarcinomas, pro
bably due to expression of the transgene in Cl ara 
cells. Most founders also developed tumors of 
the submandibular salivary gland and adenocar
cinomas of the stornach [103]. In the stornach, 
solid, undifferentiated tumors frequently exhib
ited disturbed muscularis mucosa and infiltrated 
submucosa. Early stages of morphological altera
tions in the stornach were characterized by 
increased numbers of clustered pepsinogen
producing cells [103]. 
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Multistep Carcinogenesis 
of Esophageal Carcinoma 
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and Kazufumi Suzuki 

Summary. To investigate genetic features of 
esophageal cancer, we have examined a large 
number of squamous cell carcinomas of the 
esophagus (ESCs) for loss of heterozygosity 
(LOH) using polymorphie DNA marker~ repre
senting all autosomal chromosomes. Allehe losses 
at frequencies of at least 30% were observed at 
loci on chromosomal arms on 3p (33 %), 3q (30%), 
5q (36%), 9p (57%), 9q (60%), lOp (33%), 13q 
(43%) , 17p (62%), 17q (46%), 18q (38%), 19q 
(32%), and 21q (37%). By comparing the LOH o.n 
each chromosomal arm with the clinicopathologlc 
parameters of patients, we found a significant cor
relation between LOH on 19q and regionallymph 
node metastasis. Interestingly, the frequency of 
LOH on 17q was significantly higher in tumors 
from female patients (12 of 14 cases) than in those 
from male patients (20 of 56 cases) (P = 0.0009 by 
Fisher's exact test). Subsequent analysis of allelic 
losses in DNA extracts isolated from 106 lesions 
among 32 patients with ESCs revealed that allel.ic 
losses on 3p or 17p occurred frequently even tn 

dysplastic lesions, and that allelic losses on these 
chromosomal arms were observed in cancerous 
tissues as weil. We detected allelic losses of the 
short and long arms of chromosome 9 at low fre
quency in lesions with mild dysplasia but often in 
lesions with severe dysplasia and in intraepithelial 
cancers. Our results suggested that inactivation 
of tumor suppressor genes on 3p and 17p occurs 
at an early stage of esophageal carcinogenesis, 
and that genes on 9p and 9q are likely to play 
important roles in malignant changes. 

Laboratory of Molecular Medicine, Human Genome 
Center, Institute of Medical Science, University of 
Tokyo, 4-6-1 Shirokanedai, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, 
Japan 

Allelotype Study 

Like other cancers, esophageal cancer is thought to 
result from the accumulation of certain genetic 
alterations that affect normal control of cell growth 
and transform anormal cell to a neoplastic cell. 
Some genetic features associated with esophageal 
cancer have now been discovered, including 
amplifications of the c-myc, human epithelial 
growth factor (EGF) receptor, and cyclin D ~enes 
[1,2]. Metastasis of tumors seems to be assoctated 
with amplification of the cyclin D gene [3]. Muta
tions in genes of the ras family have been detected 
only rarely with esophageal carcinomas [4]. 
With respect to tumor suppressor genes, loss of 
heterozygosity (LOH) studies in esophageal can
cers have indicated possible involvement of the 
TP53 , RB], APC, MCC, and DCC genes [5-8]. 
Of these candida te genes, additional mutational 
analyses have been performed only for TP53; so
matic mutation in this gene is often detected in 
esophageal cancers [9, 10]. Although one group 
reported abnormal expression of both TP53 and 
RB] in esophageal cancers [11], the authors were 
uncertain whether the RB] gene itself was mutated 
or its expression was down-regulated owing to 
other genetic changes. In one other study of 
LOH on chromosomalloci in a small number of 
esophageal cancers, only the chromosomal arms 
of 17p frequently showed allelic loss [12]. 

To investigate localizations of putative tumor 
suppressor genes involved in the development or 
progression of esophageal carcinomas, we u~ed 
41 restrietion fragment length polymorphlsm 
(RFLP) markers, including 25 VNTR loci, repre
senting all chromosome arms, to test for LOH. 
Table 1 indicates the frequency of LOH at each of 
the 4110ci examined. The most frequent LOH (16 
of 21 informative cases, or 76%) was observed at 
the D9S17 locus on chromosomal band 9q34. The 
short arm of chromosome 9 also showed frequent 
LOH at the D9S18 locus (9pter-p13) (17 of 30 
informative cases, or 57%). Both arms of chromo-
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Table 1. Loss of heterozygosity in esophageal eareinoma 

Chromosome No. patients Allelie loss/ 
loeation Probe Locus Enzyme tested informative cases (%) 

Ip MCT58" DlS77 TaqI 62 4/18 (22) 
lq HHH106 D1S67 MSpl 65 3/26 (12) 
2p TBAB5.7" D2S47 Pvu ll 72 10/41 (24) 
2q YNH24" D2S44 MSpl 66 10/60 (17) 
3p CI3-515" D3S685 MSpl 60 15/47 (32) 
3p C13-373 D3S659 Pvull 66 10/28 (36) 
Total of 3p 75 19/55 (35) 

3q EFD64.2" D3S46 MSpl 65 13/44 (30) 
4p YNZ32" D4S125 MSpl 59 7/40 (18) 
4q EFD139.l" D4S163 MSpl 58 9/35 (26) 
5q APC/eDNA APC MSpI 76 5/21 (24) 
5q L5.71 D5S141 MSpl 65 13/35 (37) 
Total of 5q 78 16/45 (36) 

6p CI6-7" D6S139 Pvull 73 12/49 (24) 
6q C6-111" D6S193 TaqI 63 9/56 (16) 
7p RMU7.4" D7S370 MSpI 64 2/20 (10) 
7q JCZ67" D7S396 RsaI 66 5/44 (11) 
8p CI8-2125" TaqI 63 9/38 (24) 
8q CI8-134" D8S177 MSpI 64 4/42 (10)b 
9p HHH220 D9S18 Taql 73 17130 (57) 
9q MCT112 D9S15 MSpI 64 9/22 (41) 
9q EKZ19.3 D9S17 Taql 76 16/21 (76) 
Total of 9q 77 24/40 (60) 

lOp MHZ15 Dl OS 17 MSpI 65 11/33 (33) 
lOq EFD75.1" DI0S25 TaqI 64 6/36 (17) 
11p Ha-RASl" HRAS MSpI 60 4/21 (19) 
11q MCMP1" PYGM MSpI 60 5/42 (12)b 
12p THH14 Dl2S16 TaqI 72 217 (29) 
12q YNH15 D12S17 MSpI 64 3/34 (9) 
Bq MHZ47" Dl3S52 Pvull 70 23/53 (43) 
14q CMM101" Dl4S13 MSpl 65 9/64 (14) 
15q THH55 Dl5S27 MSpl 63 2/17 (12) 
16p CMM65" D16S84 TaqI 60 4/28 (14) 
16q CJ52.209MI Dl6S151 MSpl 64 8/43 (19) 
17p YNZ22" D17S30 Taql 74 40/65 (62) 
17q Cl 17-730" D17S874 MSpI 90 20/35 (57) 
17q CMM86" Dl7S74 Taql 80 20/54 (37) 
Total of 17q 91 32170 (46) 

18p B74 D18S3 MSpl 64 2/18 (11) 
18q OS4 D18S5 Taql 65 11/29 (38) 
19p JCZ3.l" D19S20 Rsal 61 2/25 (8) 
19q EFD4.2" D19S22 Pvull 73 11/34 (32) 
20q CMM6" D20S19 Taql 60 7/59 (12) 
21q MCT15" D21S113 MSpI 64 11/30 (37) 
22q EFZ31 D22S32 MSpI 64 1/13 (8) 

"Variable number of tandem repeat markers. 
b Amplification of alleles was observed: frequeney is described in the text. 
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some 17 showed frequent LOH: 62 % at the locus 
defined by YNZ22 (D17S5) at 17p13.3 (40/65 in
formative cases) and 57% at the locus defined by 
CI17-730 (D17S874) at 17q21.3 (20/35 informative 
cases). 

Figure 1 summarizes the data that revealed 
LOH on each chromosomal arm. Allelic losses 
at frequencies of 30% or more were observed 
on chromosomal arms 3p (35%), 3q (30%), 5q 
(36%), 9p (57%), 9q (60%), lOp (33%), 13q 
(43%), 17p (62%), 17q (46%), 18q (38%), 19q 
(32%), and 21q (37%). LOH on chromosomal 
arms 5q, 13q, 17p, and 18q, sites of the APClMCC, 
RB1, TP53, and DCC loci, had been reported pre
viously by others [5-8]. In addition to LOH, we 
observed increased intensities of bands represent
ing single alleles on chromosomal arms 8q (12%, 
or 5/42 informative cases), and llq (32%, or 13/41 
informative cases). These alleles involve loci of 
the c-myc (8q), EGF receptor (8q), and cyclin D 
(llq) genes, which are known to be amplified in 
esophageal carcinoma [1,2]. 

We have also examined a correlation of LOH 
on each chromosomal arm with clinical and patho
logical features (age, sex, location of tumor, TNM 
classification, and clinicopathological stage). We 
found a significant correlation of LOH on chro
mosome 19q with regionallymph node metastasis 
(P = 0.0128, Fisher's exact test). For the long arm 
of chromosome 17, the frequency of LOH in 
tumors from female patients (12/14 informative 
cases) was significantly higher than those from 
male patients (20/56 informative cases) (P = 

0.0009, Fisher's exact text). No other significant 
correlation between LOH and clinicopathological 
parameters was detected. 

Each of three polymorphic loci on chromosome 
9 revealed LOH at high frequency (76% at q34, 
41 % at q21.1-q13, and 57% at p13-pter). A sig
nificant proportion of non-small-celllung cancers, 
including squamous cell carcinomas, also have 
revealed LOH on chromosomal arms 9p [13]. 
On the long arm of chromosome 9, a gene re
sponsible for multiple self-healing squamous 
epithelioma, an autosomal dominant disease 
causing skin tumors that are morphologic
ally indistinguishable from weIl differentiated 
squamous cell carcinomas, has been localized 
to 9q22-31 by linkage analysis [14]. The gene re
sponsible for this hereditary syndrome might be 
associated with the development of esophageal 
squamous carcinomas as weIl. Analysis of 
squamous cell carcinomas of the lung has revealed 
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Fig. 1. Frequency of allelic loss at each chromosomal 
arm. p, open bars; q, closed bars 

frequent LOH on chromosomal arm 9q (67%, 
or 12/18 informative cases) [15]. These various 
observations suggest that putative tumor suppres
sor gene(s) on chromosome 9 may play an impor
tant role in squamous cell carcinomas of the lung, 
skin, and esophagus. Loci on both arms of chro
mosome 3 also revealed frequent LOH: 35% on 
3p and 30% on 3q. Loss of 3p seems to be com
mon among squamous cell carcinomas of the 
esophagus, lung, nasopharynx, head and neck, and 
skin [15-18]. 

The LOH for 5q21, including the APClMCC 
loci in esophageal cancer, has already been re
ported; and the authors suggested that inacti
vati on of MCC or APC might be involved in 
esophageal carcinogenesis [7]. However, as we 
detected no alteration by screening one-third of 
the APC genes in 50 esophageal cancers, it is 
likely that a gene on 5q other than APC is related 
to the genesis of esophageal cancer [18]. 

Multistep Carcinogenesis 

To further investigate genetic alterations that 
may affect the development or progression of 
esophageal squamous cell carcinomas (ESCs) 
we examined LOH on each of the 12 chromo
somal arms that showed more than 30% fre
quency of LOH in early-stage esophageal 
carcinomas. As shown in Table 2, there was 
on high frequency of LOH at loci on chromo
somes 3p21.3, 9p22, 9q31, and 17p13. LOH 
frequency on 5q, 13q, 17q, 18q, and 19q was 
lower in early-stage carcinomas here than 
appeared in our earlier allelotype study of 
esophageal carcinomas. These results likely in-
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Table 2. LOH on each of nine chromosomal arms at various stages of 
esophageal carcinogenesis 

Allelic losses/informative cases 
Chromosomal Basal cell Dysplasia Early Advanced 
arm hyperplasia carcinoma carcinoma 

3p 0/3 (0) 17130 (57) 15/33 (45) 34/78 (44) 
5q 1/8 (13) 1/19 (5) 16/45 (36) 
9p 0/4 (0) 9/38 (24) 19/37 (51) 38/54 (70) 
9q 0/3 (0) 11/36 (31) 21/33 (64) 36/46 (78) 

Bq 0/4 (0) 4/28 (14) 7/38 (18) 36/81 (44) 
17p 0/4 (0) 15/32 (47) 20/34 (59) 59/90 (66) 
17q 1/8 (13) 3/17 (18) 20/35 (57) 
18q 1/5 (20) 2/9 (22) 11/29 (38) 
19q 0/4 (0) 1/15 (7) 11/34 (32) 

Numbers in parentheses are the percent. 

dicate that the inactivation of genes on these 
chromosomal arms is associated with progression 
of the esophageal carcinoma. 

To explore the genetic changes of these four 
chromosomal arms, we analyzed LOH at micro
satellite loci on chromosomal arms 3p, 9p, 9q, and 
17p in DNA extracts from lesions at various 
stages from 32 patients who had developed ESC. 
No LOH was detected in any of the basal cell 
hyperplasias examined. LOH was observed fre
quentlyon each of the four chromosomal arms in 
intraepithelial cancerous lesions adjacent to the 
main cancerous lesions (3p, 32%; 9p, 70%; 9q, 
70%; and 17p, 72%). Allelic losses on 3p (9/21, or 
43%) and 17p (13 of 24, or 54%) were frequent 
even in dysplastic lesions. 

The results reported here imply that events that 
inactivate tumor suppressor genes located on 
chromosomal arms 3p, 9p, 9q, and 17p are likely 
to play a significant role in an early stage of 
esophageal carcinogenesis. Our results indicate 
that accumulation of genetic alterations correlates 
with the progression of esophageal tumors (Fig. 
2). LOH on 3p or 17p was frequent in both mildly 
dysplastic and severely dysplastic lesions and 
cancerous tissues. Hence inactivation of tumor 
suppressor genes on one or both of these chromo
somal arms may be important for converting 
normal stratified squamous epithelial cells to 
dysplastic cells. Because LOH of 9p or 9q was 
observed occasionally in mild dysplasias, but fre
quently in severe dysplasias and in intraepithelial 
cancerous lesions adjacent to a main tumor, inac
tivation of tumor suppressor genes on 9p and 9q 
may be important for transformation to the malig
nant phenotype. 

Detailed Mapping of Putative 
Tumor Suppressor Gene on 
Chromosome 9q 

Allelic losses on 9q have also been found in many 
early-stage bladder carcinomas [19, 20], and de
tailed deletion mapping in those tumors has as
signed a candidate locus to chromosomal band 
9q34.1-q34.2 [21). Furthermore, genetic analyses 
of squamous cell carcinomas of the lung and of the 
head and neck have disclosed frequent LOH on 
the long arm of chromosome 9q [15,22,23]. These 
results suggested to us that inactivation of a tumor 
suppressor gene on 9q is likely to playa significant 
role in the development of squamous cell carci
noma of the esophagus and other tissues. 

To further define a region containing the puta
tive tumor suppressor gene, we examined LOH in 
37 ESCs using 14 microsatellite markers mapped 
to 9q31-q34.1. LOH was observed in 30 of 37 
(81 %) tumors at one or more of the loci exam
ined, and partial or interstitial deletions at 9q31-
q34.1 were detected in 13 of these tumors. On the 
basis of these results, we constructed a detailed 
deletion map and defined a commonly deleted 
region between the D9S262 and D9S154 loci at 
9q31-q32. The genetic distance between these two 
loci is estimated to be approximately 4cM. We 
have investigated this region further using six new 
microsatellite markers isolated from yeast arti
ficial chromosome (YAC) clones covering the 
deleted region and have narrowly defined the 
commonly deleted region to a segment between 
two loci: KM9.1 and D9S177. On the basis of the 
contig map of cosmid and Y AC clones, we esti-
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Fig. 2. Model of multistep 
carcinogenesis of esophageal 
squamous cell carcinoma 

mate the physical size of the region of interest to 
be about 200 kb. Because the distal 9q region also 
has been implicated as the si te of a tumor suppres
sor gene(s) related to squamous cell carcinomas of 
other tissues, our map provides useful information 
for attempts to identify a common gene for carci
nomas of this cell type. 

We also investigated a possible role of the PTC 
gene on chromosome 9q22.3 (identified as the 
cause of nevoid basal cell carcinoma syndrome 
(NBCCS) [24-26]) during carcinogenesis in the 
esophagus and lung. We examined 20 ESCs and 
10 squamous cell carcinomas of the lung for muta
tions in any coding exon of PTC using single
strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) and 
direct sequencing. We detected no mutations 
other than two nondeleterious polymorphisms, 

Normal 
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j __ Inactivation 01 tumor suppressor 
genes on 3p and p53 . 

Mild 
dysplasia 

j 
Moderate 
dysplasia 
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Invasion 
Metastasis 

suggesting that inactivation of tumor suppressor 
gene(s) on 9q other than PTC contributes to the 
development of squamous cell carcinomas in 
these tissues [27]. 

Infrequent Replication Error 
in Esophageal Carcinomas 

Genetic defects in the mismatch repair system can 
be monitored by RER (Replication Error) at 
microsatellite loci in cancer cells. The RER + phe
notype has been reported in tumors associated 
with hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer 
(HNPCC) or Muir-Tore syndrome, wh ich develop 
multiple primary cancers [28-30]. Moreover, it 
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has been reported that genetic instability may play 
an important role in the development of multiple 
primary cancers not associated with HNPCC or 
Muir-Torre syndrome [31]. However, the RER 
phenotype has not been investigated in detail in 
patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the 
esophagus or of the head and neck. Although 
esophageal cancer is infrequent in patients with 
HNPCC or Muir-Torre syndrome, it is well known 
that patients with ESC have a high statistical risk 
of developing a second primary cancer in the head 
or neck [32]. The increased risk has been attrib
uted to life style, such as heavy smoking and ex
cessive consumption of alcohol [33]. It is also 
possible that genetic background including an ab
normality in the mismatch repair pathway may 
increase the risk for developing multiple primary 
tumors in various tissues including the esophagus. 
To investigate whether any genetic backgrounds, 
such as defects in the DNA-mismatch repair sys
tem, influence the development of these multiple 
primary tumors, we examined replication errors 
(RER) at six microsatellite loci in DNA extracts 
of 46 tumors from 33 patients who had developed 
primary cancers in various tissues in addition 10 
the esophagus. The RER + phenotype was ob
served in only three tumors from 2 of the 33 
patients examined. Our results suggest that devel
opment of multiple primary tumors in these pa
tients would not be affected by an abnormality in 
the DNA repair system(s) detected as the RER 
phenotype. However, it is notable that a single 
patient who developed multiple cancers revealed 
the RER + phenotype at multiple microsatellite 
loci in both tumors, indicating that a defect in the 
DNA repair gene(s) may have played an impor
tant role in the development of tumors in this 
patient. 
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Oxidative Damage During the 
Gastric Precancerous Process 

Pelayo Correa\ Mark Mille~, and Elizabeth E. Mannick2 

Summary. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 
reactive nitrogen species (RNS) may playa role 
in human carcinogenesis. Epidemiologic studies 
have indicated that infection with Helicobacter 
pylori increases the risk of gastric cancer. This 
chapter explores the possibility that such an asso
ciation is the result of long-standing inflammation 
and the release of ROS and RNS by white blood 
cells. 

Introduction 

Research on cancer causation historically has fo
cused on epidemiologie studies of the association 
between external agents and neoplastic events in 
affected individuals. Such studies have provided 
strong evidence for the carcinogenicity of some 
external chemical mixtures, most prominently to
bacco smoke. Unlike this major cause of cancers 
of the lung and other organs, no such equivalent 
cause has been found for most other frequent hu
man cancers. No extern al carcinogen has been 
identified as a major cause of cancers of the 
breast, colon, prostate, or most other major causes 
of death from neoplasia. This lack has inspired 
investigators to focus on the possibility that the 
carcinogen(s) responsible may be formed "in 
situ." The long incubation period of such tumors 
suggests that the locally synthesized carcinogens 
are delivered to the target cells in minute amounts 
over a long period, usually decades. 

1 Department of Pathology, Louisiana State University 
Medical Center, 1901 Perdido Street, New Orleans, LA 
70112, USA 
2 Department of Pediatrics, Louisiana State University 
Medical Center, 1901 Perdido Street, New Orleans, LA 
70112, USA 

In the case of the stomach, it has been shown 
that in the presence of chronic gastritis high levels 
of nitrite are usually present in the gastric lumen. 
Nitrites are mostly formed by bacterial reductases 
acting on nitrate derived from food. Nitrites can 
nitrosate food-derived species, such as chloroin
doles, to produce highly mutagenic compounds. 
Chloroindoles are abundant in some foods eaten 
frequently by populations at high risk of cancer 
(e.g. fava beans in Colombia and Chinese cabbage 
in China) [1]. Nitrosation of Japanese fish has 
been used in experimental carcinogenesis in ro
dents [2]. As yet, no definitive proof has been 
provided that products of food nitrosation are car
cinogenic in humans. 

Chronic infectious diseases are suspected to 
playa carcinogenic role in humans. Several major 
human cancers have been linked to infectious 
agents, but the mechanisms for this association are 
unclear. The role of hepatitis virus in primary liver 
carcinoma is well documented epidemiologically 
[3]. Similarly, papilloma viruses are causally re
lated to human cervical cancer, and again the 
mechanism of carcinogenesis is unclear [4]. The 
most recent infectious agent linked to a major 
human cancer is Helicobacter pylori. The World 
Health Organization has classified the bacterium 
as a human carcinogen [5]. This chapter discusses 
hypotheses related to possible mechanisms of 
action of H. pylori in human carcinogenesis, 
especially the role of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS). We 
describe the process in terms of histopathology, 
chemistry, cellular defense mechanisms, and 
immunochemistry. 

Histopathology 

The gastric precancerous process for the most fre
quent tumor (intestinal type) has been described 
in terms of sequential steps identified by their 
morphologic characteristics: chronic gastritis, at-
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rophy, intestinal metaplasia, dysplasia [6]. There 
is epidemiologie evidence supporting the involve
ment of H. pylori in all of the steps [7]. 

Helicobacter pylori produces a potent urease 
that splits urea into carbon dioxide and ammonia. 
The latter compound damages the mucous layer 
(together with bacterial lipases) and stimulates 
excessive proliferation of epithelial cells [8]. The 
bacteria remain outside the tissue of the gastric 
mucosa, in the gastric lumen, close to the sur
face epithelium. Bacterial chemotaxis attracts 
monocytes and polymorphonuclear neutrophils, 
which migrate from the capillaries in the lamina 
propia. These migrating white blood cells contain 
toxins capable of destroying the bacteria, but most 
infiammatory cells do not reach the bacteria 
present in the lumen. They degenerate and die in 
the stroma itself or while traversing the layer of 
epithelial cells that line the foveola, around the 
gland necks, or in the gastric lumen. The toxins 
intended to kill the bacteria are instead released 
in "oxidative bursts" and are capable of damag
ing the DNA and the proteins of the host cells. 
This process has been called "frustrated 
phagocytosis" and may be of critical importance 
in carcinogenesis. 

Reactive Oxygen and Nitrogen 
Species and DNA Damage 

Reactive species are produced as part of the cellu
lar defense mechanisms stimulated by H. pylori 
infection (Fig. 1). These species may initiate a 

H. pylori Infection 

cascade of effects, induding mitochondrial dys
function, lipid peroxidation, modification of pro
tein structure and function, and genotoxicity. The 
latter effect is of great concern in terms of promot
ing the precancerous process because if mutations 
initiated by these agents are not repaired before 
cellular re pI icati on they may remain part of the 
transformed genomic burden. The types of altera
tions caused by reactive oxygen and nitrogen spe
eies are primarily point mutations, particularly 
G:C ~ A:T mutations (Table 1), wh ich are a 
common type of transformation in cancer. The 12 
potential sites for alkylation of DNA include the 
ring nitrogen positions in adenine, guanine, 
cytosine, and thymine; the oxygen atoms of 
guanine, thymine, and cytosine; and the phos
phate groups. Experimental data confirm that the 
0 6 alkylation of guanine represents the most im
portant re action. Mutations at this site are 
strongly linked to carcinogenicity. 

Oxygen free radicals and NO-derived products 
promote deamination of DNA. Nitric oxide pro
motes N-nitrosation of aromatic amines (Ar-NHz) 
to form the nitrosamine (Ar-NH-NO) intermedi
ate, which then decomposes and rearranges to 

Table 1. Alterations and mutations that may arise 
from the deamination of DNA bases by NOx 

Conversion Type of mutation 

Cytosine + NOx --t uracil G: C --t A: T 
mCytosine + NOx --t thymine G: C --t A: T 
Guanine + NO, --t xanthine G: C --t A: T 
Adenine + NOx --t hypoxanthine A: T --t G: C 

f1fBI 
~ Ik BReiease 
~ and Degradation 

j 

(. NF-IrB 
Reaclive 

L-__ M_u_1!_IP_1 e __ -t--+ OKygen cf P65 

Signalling Specles P50 

Gastritis 

Pathways 

Inflammation 

Fig. 1. Events related to RaS and 
RNS brought about by infection of 
the gastric mucosa with H. pylori 
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produce the diazonium ion (Ar-N;), which in turn 
decomposes to the hydroxyl derivative of the 
aromatic amine (Ar-OH). These reactions have 
been proposed for the oxidative deamination of 
cytosine, methylcytosine, guanine, or adenine 
(Table 1) and the observed increased formation of 
oxidative DNA adducts following exposure to 
oxidative or nitrosative species. It has been de
scribed that nitro-guanine adducts can be detected 
in response to peroxynitrite exposure [9, 10], the 
chemical processes and potential endogenous me
diators for mutations. Nitric oxide has also been 
shown to compromise the ability of natural re pair 
processes, for example, poly(ADP-ribose) or Fpg 
to repair DNA damage [11, 12]. Thus in addition 
to causing DNA damage, these endogenous com
pounds may limit the mechanisms to prevent 
these mutations from being permanently incorpo
rated into the genome [13]. 

An interesting aspect of research in the field of 
reactive nitrogen species and inflammation is the 
formation of nitroso (NO) and nitro (N02) ad
ducts from endogenous sources [14-17]. A wide 
range of exogenous nitrosated compounds have 
been linked to the development of gastrointestinal 
cancer [18, 19], and it appears that they may 
operate through mechanisms that are similar, if 
not identical, to the effects of endogenous com
pounds. For example, exogenous nitrosamines re
semble intermediate products formed during 
nitrosative reactions produced endogenously. 
Thus the ability of compounds to promote 
gastrointestinal cancer may not be some spurious 
toxicological phenomenon but, rather, a means of 
duplicating the reactions elicited in the natural 
precancerous process. 

Cellular Defenses Against Reactive 
Oxygen or Nitrogen Species 

Cellular defenses against both species are similar; 
sulfhydryl groups in the form of glutathione 
quench these reactive species [20, 21]. Enzymatic 
degradation of superoxide and hydrogen peroxide 
is media ted by superoxide dismutase and catalase, 
respectively. To date, a comparable enzymatic 
pathway has not been discovered for the nitric 
oxide cascade. The two pathways can also inter
act. Nitric oxide and superoxide react at almost 
diffusion-limited kinetics to form peroxynitrite, 
ONOO- [22, 23]. Whereas these substrates 
possess unp ai red electrons, thereby defining them 

as free radicals, these electrons pair up in 
peroxynitrite. Peroxynitrite is therefore not a free 
radical but an oxidant that is considerably more 
reactive than either of its parent molecules, with a 
biological half-life of approximately 1 s. It reacts 
with numerous proteins, enzymes, lipids, and 
DNA to cause cell injury and toxicity. Because of 
its potency and ephemeral existence, it is difficult 
to quantify. In addition to being an oxidant, it also 
is an excellent nitrating agent, particularly in the 
presence of metals; and it avidly nitrates tyrosine 
residues in proteins to form the stable product 
nitrotyrosine. Nitrotyrosine formation in vivo can 
be evaluated by immunohistochemical staining, 
Western blotting, or high-performance liquid 
chromatography techniques [14, 17, 24]. Nitroty
rosine levels are particularly low in noninflamed 
stat~s but increase markedly during inflammation 
or immune activation and co-localize with induc
ible nitric oxide synthase expression [14, 25, 26]. 
Bicarbonate and ascorbic acid [22, 27] rapidly de
grade peroxynitrite, and ascorbic acid has been 
demonstrated to prevent peroxynitrite-induced 
cell death in cultured epithelial cells [28]. This 
finding may have great relevance for gastritis be
cause those at the greatest risk for the develop
ment of gastric cancer have the lowest luminal 
levels of ascorbic acid [29]. 

A cellular defense mechanism against marked 
DNA damage is the process of apoptosis, or pro
grammed cell death [30,31]. We have noted that 
marked apoptosis accompanies gastritis and co
localizes with sites of inducible nitric oxide 
synthase expression and nitrotyrosine formation 
[26]. Both nitric oxide and peroxynitrite promote 
apoptosis [28]. Importantly, treatment of patients 
with antibiotics to clear the H. pylori or use of the 
supplement al antioxidants [3-carotene and ascor
bic acid lowers the frequency of such lesions [26]. 
Thus cell toxicity and death can be manipulated 
by clearing the source of immune activation or 
modifying the host response. 

Antioxidants also have the potential to diminish 
the entire immune cascade, including the release 
of cytokines, by compromising activation of the 
nuclear transcription factor NF-KappaB [32]. H. 
pylori infection has been associated with NF
KappaB activation, a result confirmed in our labo
ratories. Antioxidants may therefore not only 
reduce the bioactivity of free radicals but also 
dampen the release of cytokines and expression of 
adhesion molecules that contribute to the host 
response. To a large extent the activation of NF-
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KappaB involves a proteosome that is activated 
by reactive oxygen species, which places greater 
importance on the potential utility of antioxidants 
for terminating the cascade of events in the 
precancerous process. 

Immunochemical Studies 

Evidence of nitric oxide is assessed by staining the 
enzyme-inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), 
which is involved in the synthesis of nitric oxide by 
infiammatory ceHs and represents abnormal syn
thesis of the product, in contrast to the constitu
tive synthase involved in physiologie functions, 
(Figs. 2-4). As seen in the microphotographs in 
Figs. 2-4, polymorphonuciear leukocyte ceHs 
stained positive for iNOS in the stroma, epithe
lium, and lumen, indicating migration into the gas
tric cavity. Positively stained ceHs are also seen 
around epithelial ceHs in the glandular necks. 
These changes indicate potential for damage to 
the normal gastric mucosal ceHs, specificaHy the 

Fig. 2. Microphotograph of a gastric foveola of a pa
tient with H. pylori-associated active gastritis. Immu
nostaining for proliferating cell nuclear antigen 
(PCNA) indicates active DNA synthesis. Polymopho
nuclear neutrophils (PMNs) are seen migrating from 
the stroma to the gastric lumen, where H. pylori was 
identified with silver stain. The migrating PMNs break 
through the epithelium and come into intimate contact 
with dividing epithelial cells. (This topographie setup 
allows oxidative bursts to contact dividing cells) 

epithelial ceHs, by oxidative bursts of the 
polynuciear ceHs. Figure 5 shows positive staining 
for nitrotyrosine, indicating damage to proteins 
associated with H. pylori infection. 

iN OS is a marker of activated host defense 
mechanisms and, with the exception of pregnancy, 

Fig. 3. Microphotograph of gastric foveola of a patient 
with H. pylori-associated active gastritis. Immu
nostaining for inducible nitric oxide synthase (iN OS) 
was used. Positively stained polymorphonuclear 
leukocytes are seen migrating from the stroma, through 
the epithelium, to the lumen 

Fig. 4. Microphotograph of the glandular neck region 
of a patient with H. pylori-associated active gastritis. 
Immunostaining for inducible nitric oxide synthase 
(iNOS) was used. Positively stained polymor
phonuclear leukocytes are seen in the immediate vicin
ity of the gland necks, where DNA synthesis normally 
takes place 
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Fig. 5. Microphotograph of the foveolar region of a 
patient with H. pylori-associated active gastritis. Immu
nostaining for nitrotyrosine. Positive staining of cells 
and stroma indicates damages to proteins, presumably 
from peroxynitrite 

is associated with cell toxicity [33]. Cellular dam
age, including genotoxicity, may result in different 
outcomes. Severe damage to cells usually compro
mises not only the DNA but also the cellular 
membranes, resulting in complete destruction of 
the integrity of the cell, namely necrosis. Less 
damage may induce DNA fragmentation, which 
may be beyond cellular repair mechanisms. Under 
these circumstances, a cellular defense may be the 
initiation of programmed cell death, (apoptosis), 
which prevents the survival of transformed cells. 
Apoptosis can be assessed in situ with the 
TUNEL assay as shown in (Fig. 6). The normal 
site of apoptosis is at the surface epithelium in 
cells predetermined to desquamate. In gastric 
mucosa with H. pylori-associated chronic gastritis, 
apoptosis is abnormally observed at the level of 
the glandular necks, where cell replication nor
mally takes place. It has been suggested that this 
abnormally located apoptosis results from disrup
ti on of the normal adhesion of epithelial cells to 
their basement membrane (anchorage) by the 
cytokines released by the inflammatory cells in 
the lamina propia. This phenomenon has been 
labeled "anoikis" (homelessness) [34]. As seen in 
Figs. 2-6, apoptosis is prominent in the H. pylori
associated gastritis, indicating a degree of damage 
that is insufficient to induce necrosis but sufficient 
to induce programmed cell death. This phenom
enon may explain why H. pylori has been causally 
linked to atrophy (gland loss), a precancerous 
change, in epidemiologic studies. Reactive oxygen 
and nitrogen species can initiate apoptosis in low 

Fig. 6. Microphotograph of the neck and foveolar re
gions of a patient with H. pylori-associated active gastri
tis. Immunostaining for apoptosis (TUNEL stain) was 
used. Positively stained cells are seen at the surface 
(normallocation) but also prominently in the neck re
gion, probably related to the adjacent infiammatory 
infiltrate 

concentrations, and higher burdens may evoke 
necrosis. Thus the co-Iocalization of enzymes that 
produce large amounts of nitric oxide with 
apoptosis is suggestive of a causal link. This link 
has been confirmed in cell culture and is further 
suggested by chemotherapeutic approach es 
wherein both iNOS and apoptosis staining are re
duced. It does not prove causality, as other inflam
matory media tors and cytokines released during 
gastritis also promote apoptosis [35]. 

Apoptotic cells are destined not to replicate and 
obviously do not generate neoplastic clones. 
These clones could be genera ted by levels of 
DNA damage that are insufficient to induce 
apoptosis but sufficient to induce mutations. They 
are detected by techniques of molecular biology 
dealt with in other chapters. 

Conclusions 

Whether cell damage by carcinogens synthesized 
"in situ" by inflammatory cells is of relevance to 
human carcinogenesis is conjectural at the present 
time. The process appears to be highly complex, 
and further research is justified. 
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Strong epidemiologic evidence links H. pylori 
infection with gastric neoplasia in humans. At 
least three hypothetical pathways are suggested 
by the human experience. H. pylori plays an 
important role in gastric lymphoma, suggesting 
that carcinogenic inftuences brought about by 
the bacterium may target the mucosa-associated 
lymphoid tissue (MALT), which colonizes the 
gastric mucosa after its infection and apparently 
induces trisomy 3 [36] and 1; 14 translocations 
[37]. H. pylori is also associated with the intestinal 
type of gastric adenocarcinoma in which molecu
lar alterations of cell proliferation and differentia
tion similar to those of colon carcinoma have been 
described, including involvement of pS3, APC, 
and DCC genes [37-39]. It has been reported that 
the diffuse type of gastric carcinoma is associated 
with H. pylori infection [40]. The nuclear altera
tions indicative of DNA damage are less weil 
characterized in such tumors; there seems to be 
selective damage directed to the synthesis and 
preservation of cellular membranes and basal 
membrane proteins: adhesion molecules, laminin, 
and type IV collagen. Hypothetically, all three 
types of alteration linked to H. pylori may be in
duced by oxygen- and nitrogen-reactive species. 
Nitric oxide resulting from H. pylori infection may 
be the common link of the three gastric neoplastic 
pathways proposed, as an active agent or a marker 
of the so far poorly understood processes. Hope
fully, future research will elucidate the role of 
oxygen- and nitrogen-reactive species, their inter
action with antioxidants, and other defense 
mechanisms for determining the outcome of H. 
pylori infection. 
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Multiple Genetic Alterations and 
Abnormal Growth Factor Network in 
Human Esophageal Carcinomas 

Kazuhiro Yoshida\ Wataru Yasui2 , Yoshihiro Kagawa\ 
and Eiichi Tahara2 

Summary. Esophageal carcinoma is the most 
malignant gastrointestinal neoplasm. Multiple 
genetic alterations of oncogenes and tumor sup
pressor genes take place in esophageal squamous 
cell carcinomas. Co-amplification of cyclin 01, 
hst-l, and int-2 gene is found in 40% of the pri
mary tumors and almost all metastatic tumors. 
The prognosis of the patient with gene amplifica
tion is evidently poorer than those without ampli
fication. Multiple alterations of tumor suppressor 
genes and negative cell cycle regulators, including 
p53 gene, Rb gene, BRCAI gene, pI6 (MTSI), 
pI5 (MTS2), and p21 (WAFI/CIPI), play an ~m
portant role in the development and progres~lOn 
of esophageal carcinomas. Furthermore, multiple 
growth factor-receptor loops exist and participate 
in the autocrine growth of the esophageal cancer. 
They include epidermal growth factor (EGF), 
transforming growth factors (TGF) a and ß, 
and platelet-derived growth factor (POGF). 
Overexpression of EGF, TGF-a, and EGFR is 
closely correlated with the malignant behavior of 
tumor cells and patient prognosis. These growth 
factors stimulate production of the interstitial 
degradation enzymes and down-regulation of E
cadherin function, which may lead to cell invasion 
and metastasis. 
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Introduction 

Esophageal carcinoma, one of the most malig
nant gastrointestinal cancers, occurs at a high 
frequency in Japan and certain areas of China. 
The incidence of esophageal carcinoma in men 
is higher than in women; and the prognosis for 
men is worse than for women, suggesting that 
esophageal carcinoma is closely related to diet 
and sex hormones. The development of human 
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma is a ~u~
tistep, progressive process [1, 2]. An early mdl
cator of this process is an increased proliferation 
of esophageal epithelial cells morphologically i~
cluding basal cell hyperplasia, dysplasia, and carCl
noma in situ, which are regarded as precancerous 
lesions. In this process, multiple genetic altera
tions and overexpression of growth factor
receptor systems are involved [3], including 
amplification and overexpression of epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR), amplification 
of cyclin 0l/hst-l/int-2 gene [4-6], loss of het~ 
erozygosity (LOH) at multiple chromosomal 10Cl 
(e.g., 3p, 5q, 9p, 9q, 13q, 17p, 17q) [7,8], mutation 
of the p53 gene, total deletion or mutation of 
the MTSI gene [9, 10], and overexpression of 
growth factors. In the present review, the roles of 
multiple genetic alterations and growth factor
receptor systems that contribute to the develop
ment and progression of esophageal carcinomas 
are described. 

Genetic Alterations in 
Esophageal Carcinomas 

The process of tumorigenesis at the cellular lev.el 
is related to disorders of the control of cell prolIf
eration and differentiation. Most of the cancer 
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cells contain genetic alterations that relate to the 
control of this process, including growth factors 
and their receptors, signal transduction, and tran
scription factors [11]. Two basic types of genetic 
damage are encountered frequently in cancer 
cells: dominant (with targets known as proto
oncogenes) and recessive (with targets known as 
tumor suppressor genes). The genetic events af
fecting proto-oncogenes often result in increased 
stimulatory function, whereas those affecting tu
mor suppressor genes may cause loss of inhibitory 
function. The interaction of signaling molecules 
with their receptors induces receptor activation 
and initiation of a signal transduction cascade 
mediated by multiple second messengers and 
receptor-activated protein kinases. In cells with 
activated oncogenes many of these pathways be
come disturbed, often constitutively activated, re
sulting in autonomous proliferation and other 
phenotypic changes. There are several major bio
chemical mechanisms of action for oncogenes 
[11]: (1) abnormal signaling by a structurally 
abnormal cytokine/growth factor including ampli
fication, deletion, rearrangement, and point muta
tion of the gene; (2) aberrant phosphorylation of 
proteins at either serine, threonine, or tyrosine 
residues by alte red receptors and other signal 
transducing kinases; and (3) disturbed regulation 
of gene tran scrip ti on by abnormal transcription 
factors. Tumor suppressor genes can be defined as 
genes whose repression, inactivation, dysfunction, 

Table 1. Genes altered in esophageal cancer 
Gene alterations Incidence (%) 

hst-lIint-2/cyclin D (amplification) 
EGFR (amplification) 
c-myc (amplification) 
p53 (17q13) (LOH, mutation) 
APC (5q21) (LOH) 
Rb (13q14) (LOH) 
MTSlICDK4 (9q21) (loss, mutation) 
BRCA (17q) (LOH) 
LOH of 3p 

9p 
9q 

13q 
17p 
17q 

LOH of 5q, lOp, 18q, 19q, 21p 

LOH, loss of heterozygosity. 

40-50 
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14 
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Fig. 1. Survival curve of an esophageal carcinoma pa
tient after esophagectomy without cyclin D gene ampli
fication (A) and with gene amplification (B) 

or loss results in cell transformation [12]. They 
were initially described in hereditary cancers, 
such as retinoblastoma (Rb gene) [13], Wilms' 
tumors (WTgene) [14], and familial adenomatous 
polyposis coli (APC gene) [15]. It has been shown 
through unbridled cellular proliferation that cell 
cycle regulators are candidate oncogenes or tumor 
suppressor genes. The genetic abnormalities of 
oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes involved 
in the development of esophageal carcinomas are 
shown in Table 1. 

Activation of Oncogenes 

Regarding oncogenes in esophageal carcinomas, 
amplification of hst-lIint-2 genes, EGFR gene, 
and c-myc gene has been reported [4-6, 16]. We 
analyzed the co-amplification of hst-lIint-2 genes 
by slot blot analysis using DNAs from formalin
fixed paraffin-embedded tissues of 18 dysplastic 
lesions, 100 primary esophageal carcinomas after 
surgical resection, and 18 metastatic esophageal 
carcinomas obtained at autopsy. No amplification 
was detected in dysplasia, whereas it was detected 
in 41 cases (41 %) of primary tumors and 100 % of 
metastatic carcinomas. The amplification of these 
genes correlated with tumor staging and depth of 
tumor invasion. Moreover, the prognosis for pa
tients with gene amplification was poorer than for 
those without gene amplification [4, 5] (Fig. 1). 
Although the co-amplification of hst-1 and int-2 
genes was frequently associated with esophageal 
carcinoma, mRN A expression has not been found 
so far. 
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Much attention has been paid to this hot 
locus for the candidate gene related to the 
carcinogenesis of esophageal cancer. Motokura 
et al. [17] isolated a potential oncogene, prad 1, 
from a rearranged chromosome llq13 found in 
parathyroid tumors. Interestingly, the cDNA se
quence of the gene was identical to that of cyclin 
Dl gene [18]. The cyclin Dl gene encodes a cell 
cycle regulatory protein that governs GI progres
sion, S phase entry, or both. Three types of cyclin 
D genes have been discovered and form com
plexes with cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) 2, 4, 
and 5. 

What is interesting in the study is that the inci
dence of distant metastasis and local recurrence 
is higher in patients with gene amplification. 
Amplification of cyclin Dl gene was detected in 
one epithelial tumor and two submucosal tumors. 
The patient with the epithelial tumor suffered 
from breast cancer 2 years 4 months after eso
phagectomy. Liver and skin metastases were ob
served in one case of submucosal tumor, and the 
patient died 2 years after esophagectomy. Tumor 
cells with amplified and overexpressed cyclin Dl 
gene might have predominant growth in the local 
lesion, with deep invasion into the esophageal wall 
and a proliferative course leading to metastasis. 
At the time of operation when deciding on the 
therapeutic plan for the patient, it would be valu
able to know if the tumor has amplified cyclin Dl 
gene. Jiang et al. [19] demonstrated amplification 
and expression of cyclin Dl gene in human 
esophageal carcinoma cells. Amplification and 
overexpression of cyclin Dl gene might lead to 
uncontrollable cell growth and proliferation. We 
have also confirmed overexpression of cyclin Dl 
gene with gene amplification in esophageal carci
nomas. The expression of cyclin Dl gene was in
creased after treatment with exogenous EGF and 
transforming growth factor a (TGF-a). In addi
tion, the cyclin D2 and cyclin E genes were found 
to be amplified in colorectal ca rein omas [20]. 
Although overexpression of the cyclin gene
provoked cellular transformation is not yet 
proved, amplification or overexpression of the 
cyclin gene family plays an important role in the 
carcinogenesis of human esophageal cancer and is 
a good biologie marker of malignancy for human 
esophageal carcinomas. 

Although the amplification of EGFR gene and 
c-myc gene has been reported in esophageal 
carcinomas, the incidence of amplification is not 
high compared to that of the hst-l and int-2 genes. 

The significance of this phenomenon is not yet 
known. Point mutations of the ras gene family 
are rare events in esophageal carcinoma tissue 
[21 ]. 

Abnormality in Cell Cycle Regulator Genes 

Carcinomas are characterized by uncontrolled 
cell growth. Cellular proliferation follows an 
orderly progression through the cell cycle, which 
is governed by protein complexes composed 
of cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases [22]. 
These complexes exert their regulatory functions 
by phosphorylation of key proteins involved 
in cell cycle transitions, such as the product 
encoded by the retinoblastoma gene (pRb). 
Cyclin Dl, functionally forming a complex 
with CDK4/CDK6, is involved in Gl-S transi
tion and may play an important role in car
cinogenesis. Mutations and overexpression of 
cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases , mainly 
cyclin Dl and CDK4, have been reported [22]. 
The expression of cyclin D family members is 
media ted by many growth factors including 
EGF and TGF-a, whereas the expression of 
cyclin E and cyclins A and B is cell cycle
dependent. We have already described the 
frequent amplification of cyclin Dl gene in 
esophageal carcinomas and its significance for 
tumor progression. 

Several candidates for CDK-inhibitory mol
ecules have been identified. Because of their re
cessive nature in cel!. cycle control and the fact 
that some of them are mutated in human tumors, 
it has been suggested that they mayaiso function 
as tumor suppressor genes. These genes include 
p2I (SDllIWAFlICIPl) [23-25], p27 (KIPl) [26], 
pI6 (MTSl) [27], and pI5 (MTS2) [28]. The pI6 
mutations have been reported in a variety of 
human tumors, including esophageal carcinomas, 
breast tumors, and brain tumors [27]. The P16 
protein binds to CDK4 and inhibits the cyclin Dl
CDK complex, which phosphorylates pRb. The 
gene encoding PIS (MTS2) also binds to CDK4 
and CDK6. Most esophageal cancer ceillines con
tain homozygous deletions of the pI6 and pI5 
genes associated with overexpression of cyclin Dl, 
CDK4, p27K1P1 , and phosphorylated Rb protein, 
suggesting loss of the pI6 gene; subsequent 
overexpression of cyclin Dl and CDK4 could con
fer autonomous growth of esophageal cancer cells 
[29]. 
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Tumor Suppressor Genes 

The loss of genes at specific chromosomalloci has 
been demonstrated to be involved in the develop
ment of a number of human cancers, incIuding 
hereditary and nonhereditary lesions. It is now 
believed that gene loss on specific chromosomes is 
associated with carcinogenesis, as tumor suppres
sor genes may be located on or near those loci. 
As suggested in Knudson's two-hit models [30], 
allelic loss or LOH and mutations of the other 
allele is required to inactivate the tumor suppres
sor genes. In esophageal carcinomas, allelic losses 
at frequencies of at least 30% were observed 
at loci on chromosomal arms 3p, 3q, 5q, 9p, 9q, 
10p, 13q, 17p, 17q, 18q, 19q, and 21q [7, 8] (Table 
1). 

The most common type of mutation or LOH in 
human tumors seems to be that affecting the p53 
gene, which is located on chromosome 17p13. As 
mentioned above, alterations in the gene occur at 
an early stage of esophageal carcinogenesis (e.g., 
dysplasia and carcinoma in situ) [31]. Point mu
tation of the p53 gene is detected in about 40% 
of esophageal carcinomas, most of which are 
missense mutations. Considering the base substi
tution spectrum, G:C to T:A transversion is com
mon in esophageal carcinomas, which is similar to 
that in carcinomas of the lung and liver and differ
ent from that observed in colorectal carcinomas, 
which share transition of CpG to TpG [32, 33]. 
Point mutations of the p53 gene result in alte red 
conformation and increased stability of the prod
uct, leading to the accumulation of P53 protein. 
This protein accumulation and gene mutation 
were reported to occur at the early stages of 
esophageal carcinogenesis. In addition, the prog
nosis of the patient with mutated P53 protein
positive tumors is poorer than those without 
mutated P53 protein [34]. 

The gene encodes a 53-kDa nucIear phos
phoprotein, which is a negative regulator of the 
G l-S phase transition in the cell cycIe. A current 
model of P53 function is that it is activated when 
DNA damage occurs and serves to block DNA 
replication; hence it allows time for repair of 
DNA. Wild-type p53 functions as a transcription 
factor for several genes, such as p2I (SDIl/W AFl/ 
CIPI) , GADD45, and bax [23-25, 35]. The pro
moters of these genes have a P53-binding site, 
and transcription is activated by wild-type p53 
but not by the mutated one. The p2I gene is a 
negative regulator of the cell cycIe; it does so 

by inhibiting enzyme activity of various cycIin
cycIin-dependent kinase (CDK) complexes. 
GADD45 binds to PCNA, anormal component of 
CDK complexes, and is involved in DNA replica
ti on and repair synthesis. BAX, complexing with 
BCL-2, induces apoptosis. Therefore P53 in
activation may confer esophageal tumorigenesis 
through abnormal cell growth, DNA re pair, and 
cell survival. 

As mentioned in a previous section, the nega
tive cell cycIe regulators are also considered to be 
tumor suppressor genes because the loss of cell 
cycIe inhibitors would lead to unbridled cell pro
liferation. The loss of pI5 and pI6 genes, each of 
which is located on chromosome 9p21, may con
tribute to uncontrolled growth of esophageal can
cer [9, 10, 27]. Moreover, the loss of P21 protein 
contributes to the highly malignant nature of 
esophageal carcinoma (unpublished observation). 
Although mutations of the APC gene are rare 
[36], LOH of the Rb gene on chromosome 13q 
[37] and BRCAI on chromosome 17q [38] is fre
quently observed in human esophageal carcino
mas. Another candidate tumor suppressor gene, 
the FHIT gene on chromosome 3p14.2, has been 
isolated [39]. As frequent abnormalities of this 
gene are reported in head and neck cancer cells 
[40], it is interesting to examine the alteration of 
the gene in human esophageal carcinomas. 

Genetic instability is also an important phe
nomenon in human cancers. For example, muta
tions of MSH2 and MLHI , which are mismatch 
re pair genes, are responsible for hereditary 
nonpolyposis coli cancer (HNPCC) [41, 42]. 
Mutations of these genes may cause defects in 
the DNA-mismatch repair system. Replication 

T T 

H.E X200 BAT25 0351067 

Fig. 2. Microsatellite instability assay showing an 
RER-positive result in tumor tissue. N. normal tissue: 
T, tumor tissue 
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errors (RER) can be detected by examining mi
crosatellite loei in DNA from tumor tissues and 
their normal counterparts (Fig. 2). Whether a de
fect in DNA repair gene plays an important role in 
carcinogenesis of human esophageal carcinoma is 
not yet known [43, 44]. Further studies are being 
conducted to elucidate the pathogenesis of human 
esophageal carcinomas. 

Abnormal Growth Factor Network 
in Esophageal Carcinomas 

The functions of growth factors are media ted 
through autocrine or paracrine pathways [45]. 
Most of the cancer eells produce autocrine growth 
factors, which act through receptors on their cell 
membrane. Paracrine growth factors, whieh are 
produced by cancer cells or interstitial cells, act on 
cells adjacent to the cells that produce them. The 
first event of signal transduction through growth 
factor receptors is dimerization of the receptors, 
which leads to phosphorylation of tyrosine kinase 
on the receptors [46]. The interaction between 
receptors and their intracellular component is 
mediated through src homology domains, which 
are commonly identified structures in intracellular 
substrate that include phospholipase C-y, Ras 
GTPase-activating protein, phosphatidylinositol-
3'-kinase, and members of the src family of 
tyrosine kinases [47-49]. The signals through 
receptors such as EGFR and PDGFR are me
dia ted through Ras and then through the 
phosphorylation cascade of raf-l and MAP 
kinase, which is transported to the nucleus of the 
cells for proliferation and differentiation [50]. 

Epidermal Growth Factor 
and Receptor Family 

Epidermal growth factor and TGF-a act through 
the EGFR (Table 2) and share many biological 
activities. The expression of either TGF-a or 
EGFR alone is not sufficient to induce the 
transformed phenotype in NIH 3T3 cells; both 
TGF-a and EGFR overexpression is essential to 
transform the cells. In many cancer cells both 
EGF and TGF-a act as autocrine growth factors 
through EGFR [51]. On the other hand, 
membrane-bound TGF-a binds to EGFR on the 
surface of contiguous cells and induces receptor 

autophosphorylation, leading to signal trans
duction, which is regarded as juxtacrine growth 
stimulation [52]. 

The EGFR is encoded by the proto-oncogene 
c-erbBl [53]. Amplification and overexpression 
of the EG FR gene are detected not only in 
esophageal carcinomas but in a variety of other 
tumors as weil, such as brain tumors, breast car
cinomas, and gastric carcinomas [54-57]. Ozawa 
et al. [58] reported that EGFR was expressed in 
high numbers in squamous cell carcinomas of the 
esophagus. We have demonstrated that EGF 
bin ding capacity ranges from 4.0 X 105 to 9.0 X 105 

sit~~/cell with a dissociation constant (Kd ) of 
10 M [51]. An elevated EGFR level is now re
garded as a significant prognostic indicator for 
esophageal carcinoma [59]. Moreover, esophageal 
carcinoma cells express EGF and TGF-a mRNA 
and proteins [60]. The expression of EGF mRNA 
was deteeted in 8 (29.6%) of 27 tumors including 
the cell lines, whereas the TGF-a and EGFR 
genes were expressed in 21 (77.8%) and 24 
(88.9%) of the 27 tumors, respectively [61] (Fig. 
3). The EGF content of TE-l cells is 210pg/106 

cells measured by an enzyme-linked immuno
sorbent assay (ELISA). The number of EGFR 
sites and EGF content are about 10 times higher 
than those in gastric carcinoma cells, which might 
be one of the reasons for the rapid growth of 
esophageal carcinomas compared to that of other 
carcinomas. Anti-EGF monoclonal antibody or 
anti-TGF-a monoclonal antibody inhibited the 
growth of TE-l esophageal earcinoma cells. These 
results suggest that EGF or TGF-a, the ligand of 
hyperproduced EGFR in esophageal carcinomas, 
may act as autocrine growth factors. 

Table 2. Growth factors and receptors in esophageal 
carcinomas 
Growth factor 

EGF family 
EGF 
TGF-(X 
Amphregulin 

PDGF family: 
PDGF A- and B-chains 

Sex hormone 

TGF-ß family 

EGFR 
EGFR 
ERBB3 
ERBB2 

Receptor 

PDGF (X- and ß-receptor 

ER 

TGF-ß type L II, 111 
receptor 
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Fig. 3. Expression of mRNA for 
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EGFR 

The effect of EGF and TGF-a on the expres
sion of mRNA for EGF, EGFR, and ERBB2 gene 
was different; that is, TGF-a increased EGF, 
EGFR, and ERBB2 mRNA expression, whereas 
EGF decreased the expression [61]. The mecha
ni sm of these effects remains to be elucidated. 

Two new members of the EGF family, Cripto 
and Amphiregulin, have been identified [62, 63]. 
Cripto, a protein of 188 amino acids, has a central 
portion of the molecule that shares structural ho
mology with EGF and TGF-a. Expression of this 
molecule is widely detected in a variety of tumor 
tissues. The expression is correlated with tumor 
invasion and patient prognosis in gastric and 
colorectal carcinomas [64,65]. 

Amphiregulin is a heparin-binding growth 
factor whose C-terminal region has homology 
to EGF. Amphiregulin induces tyrosine auto
phosphorylation of the EGFR and indirectly 
ERBB3 [66]. EGF or TGF-a induces mRNA of 
amphiregulin by gastric carcinoma cells, indicat
ing involvement of the molecule in the autocrine 
growth stimulatory loop induced by EGF or 
TGF-a. 

Platelet-Derived Growth Factor/Receptor and 
Estrogen Receptor 

Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is made 
up of two related A- and B-chains, which form 
homodimers (AA, BB) and heterodimers (AB). 
Two distinct types of PDGF receptor, a- and ß
receptors, have been identified (Table 2). The a-

l N T N T N 

kb transforming growth factor-a 

·48 

• I 6 

·50 

. 106 

- 58 

(TGF-a), epidermal growth factor 
(EGF), and EGF receptor (EGFR) 
in human esophageal carcinoma cell 
lines and tissues. T, tumor tissue; N, 
adjacent normal mucosa 

receptor binds all three isoforms of PDGF with 
equally high affinity, whereas the ß-receptor binds 
only PDGF BB with high affinity [67]. The PDGF 
B-chain precursor bears a close similarity to the 
protein of the transforming gene, v-sis, of the si m
ian sarcoma virus [68,69]. 

Esophageal carcinomas express PDGF A- and 
B-chains and PDGF B-receptor, suggesting the 
existence of a multiautocrine loop in the growth 
and progression of tumor cells. We have detected 
the expression of PDGF A-chain in all the pri
mary esophageal carcinomas tested [27]. PDGF 
B-chain and PDGF B-receptor mRNA expression 
are detected in 66.7% and 74.1 %, respectively, of 
esophageal carcinomas. PDGF B-type receptor 
was detected in 53% of gastric carcinoma tissues, 
and its expression was closely related to fibrous 
stroma. Esophageal carcinomas examined here 
had no relation to fibrous stroma [70]. 

What is interesting is that EGF or TGF-a in
duces the expression of EGF, TGF-a, and EGFR 
genes, suggesting an autostimulation mechanism. 
Moreover, the expression of PDGF A- and B
chains is also increased after EGF or TGF-a treat
ment by TE-l cells [61]. Pandiell and Massague 
[71] showed that membrane-bound pro-TGF-a is 
cleaved by an elastase-like enzyme, which sug
gests the existence of mechanisms that control 
the switch of TGF-a from a juxtacrine to a 
paracrine growth factor. This cleavage is activated 
by protein kinase C (PKC)-dependent and PKC
independent mechanisms. EGFR and PDGF 
receptor might activate phospholipase C, resulting 
in activation of PKC. These findings suggest that 
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EGF and TGF-a regulate the expression of 
PDGF, and that PDGF also controls the switch of 
TGF a-mediated cell growth. 

The initial alteration in the regulation of EGF 
or TGF-a might lead to enhanced expression of 
the EGF, TGF-a, or EGFR gene. The advantage 
conferred by EGFR overexpression may be 
subsequently enhanced and stabilized by gene 
amplification. EGFR mRNA overexpression can 
precede gene amplification, which implies that 
EGFR overexpression takes place in the absence 
of EGFR gene amplification in human cancers. 
These clones may exhibit predominant growth 
and then have a proliferative advantage to metas
tasis [72]. Above all, EGF and TGF-a not only act 
as autocrine growth regulators but also function 
as multigrowth factor modulators leading to un
controlled growth and progression in human eso
phageal carcinomas. 

Estrogen receptor (ER) has been found to be 
present in a variety of human tumors, includ
ing breast, uterine, gastric, hepatocellular, pan
creatic, rectal, and lung carcinomas. Sex hormone 
receptors (Table 2), including the ER and 
androgen receptor, have been detected also in 
human esophageal carcinoma [71]. Interestingly, 
Matsuoka et al. [73] reported that growth of the 
esophageal carcinoma cell line with ERs and 
testosterone receptors was inhibited by adminis
tration of estrogen and enhanced by testosterone, 
which may be one reason for the high incidence 
of esophageal carcinomas in men and the good 
prognosis in women. 

Transforming Growth Factor ß 

Transforming growth factor ß (TGF-ß) exhibits 
characteristics different from those of other 
growth factors. Although TGF-ß was originally 
isolated as a fibroblast-transforming factor, it acts 
as a growth suppressor for benign and malignant 
epithelial cells. TGF-ß is a heterodimer peptide of 
25 kDa and consists of five family members (TGF
ß1-5). The biological activity of the molecule is 
regulated by its latent TGF-ß-binding protein and 
proteolytic enzymes [74]. Three distinct receptors 
for TGF-ß (types I, 11, and III) have been identi
fied (Table 2) [75]. Type land 11 receptors are 
responsible for its biological functions [76, 77]. 
The structure of type 11 receptor includes a 
cysteine-rich extracellular domain and a cytoplas
mic serine/threonine kinase domain. The type 11 

receptor requires both kinase activity and associa
tion with type I receptor to signal growth inhibi
tion. Thtj growth inhibitory mechanism of TGF-ß 
is that it inhibits phosphorylation of CDK2 and 
subsequently inhibits phosphorylation of Rb gene 
product, which stops the cell cycle to GI phase 
[26]. The expression of TGF-ß mRNA is com
monly detected in esophageal carcinoma cells 
and tissues [71]. The biological significance of the 
molecule in the esophagus is not yet known. 

Molecular Mechanism of 
Invasion and Metastasis of 
Esophageal Carcinomas 

Cancer invasion and metastasis involve a compli
cated process that includes enzymatic proteolysis, 
cell motility, and cell adhesion through cancer
stroma interaction [78, 79]. Extracellular degen
erative enzymes are assumed to play an important 
role in tumor invasion and metastasis [80]. Kerr et 
al. [81] demonstrated that transin RNA is induced 
by EGF, PDGF, and the tumor promoter 12-
O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate in NIH 3T3 
fibroblasts; other authors have reported an oppo
site regulatory action of TGF-ß on extracellular 
proteolytic activities by carcinoma cells and 
fibroblasts. It is intriguing that EGF and TGF-a 
induce the expression of mRNA for interstitial 
collagenase, stromelysin, and type IV collagenase 
genes, which might lead to invasive growth of the 
tumor cells [61, 82]. The increased Fos protein 
with transcription factor JUNI AP-1 binds to the 
promoter region of collagen ase and stromelysin 
genes, wh ich increases the transcription of these 
genes. A TGF-ß inhibitory element was found to 
be present in the promoter region of these genes, 
suggesting complicated regulation of their expres
sion [81]. Further studies are needed on the tran
scriptional regulation of these genes in esophageal 
carcinomas. 

E-Cadherin is one of the important components 
of cell adhesion molecules and may be a crucial 
determinant of tumor metastasis [83]. The expres
sion of E-cadherin is reduced in 45% of cancers of 
various organs, including the esophagus, stornach, 
and breast [84]. The frequency of reduced E
cadherin expression is higher in tumors with infil
trative growth than those with expansive growth. 
For esophageal cancer the frequency of down
regulation of E-cadherin expression in tumors 
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with extensive lymph node metastasis was signifi
cantly higher compared to that of their counter
parts [85). 

E-cadherin is now regarded as a product of sup
pression or impairment of transcripts of the E
cadherin structural gene and protease cleavage of 
E-cadherin peptides. Moreover, linkage between 
transmembranous cadherins and actin filament 
of the cytoskeleton is necessary to form strong 
cell-cell adhesion, including the catenins vinculin 
and actin [86]. Catenins are aseries of cadherin
associated cytophasmic proteins composed of <X-, 

ß-, and y-catenins. <x-Catenin directly binds to the 
cytoplasmic domain of cadherin, a connection that 
is the first step in the complicated linkage between 
cadherin and actin filament. After this connection, 
<x-catenin binds to vinculin, which can cross-link 
actin filaments. The cadherin-catenin complex is 
indispensable for cadherin function and cell-cell 
adhesion. The reduction of <x-catenin expression, 
as weil as that of E-cadherin, is significantly associ
ated with tumor dedifferentiation, infiltrative 
growth, and lymph node metastasis [87]. In 
esophageal carcinomas, reduced <x-catenin expres
sion is more significantly correlated with the inva
sive phenotype with lymph node metastasis than 
is E-cadherin expression [86]. E-cadherin func
tion is down-regulated through the tyrosine phos
phorylation of ß-catenin induced by hepatocyte 
growth factor (HGF) and EGF. ß-Catenin may be 
a key molecule for cadherin-mediated cell adhe
sion activity during the process that effects cell 
movement and cell migration and eventually cell 
infiltration and metastasis. Interestingly, EGF in
duces tyrosine phosphorylation of ß-catenin and 
E-cadherin and may modulate cadherin-catenin 
adhesion through tyrosine kinase receptors. The 
down-regulation of E-cadherin by EGF may be a 
significant factor that facilitates cell invasion [29]. 
Moreover, the APC gene product associated with 
<X- and ß-catenin may be important to malignant 
cell transformation [88, 89). 

Above all, esophageal carcinomas exhibit mul
tiple autocrine growth factor-receptor loops that 
may participate not only in cell growth but also in 
tumor invasion and metastasis. Understanding the 
biology of esophageal cancer is indispensable to 
precise diagnosis and proper cancer treatment. 
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Genetic Alterations in 
the Precursors of Gastric Cancer 

Atsushi Ochiai and Setsuo Hirohashi 

Summary. The presence of multiple genetic al
terations has been established in human cancers. 
The evolution of sequential histological changes 
from normal cells through invasive cancer pro
vides the opportunity to elucidate the molecular 
basis of this progression. The paradigm for such 
studies involves the identification of molecular 
genetic events that occur during the evolution of 
various human carcinomas, including gastric can
cer. Several studies have demonstrated that mul
tiple genetic alterations, comprising oncogene and 
tumor-suppressor gene mutations and loss of het
erozygosity, play roles in cancer development and 
progression. Two histological forms of gastric car
cinoma (intestinal and diffuse) and their different 
histogenetic and etiological backgrounds suggest 
that different spectra of genetic changes are in
volved in different tumor types. That same genetic 
alterations, including oncogenes and tumor
suppressor genes, have been detected in the pre
cursors of both intestinal- and diffuse-type gastric 
cancers, but no specific genetic alterations have 
been detected in the latter. The genetic alterations 
in precursor lesions of gastric cancer and chronic 
atrophie gastritis, a precancerous condition, are 
summarized here. Also presented are the results 
of investigations into p53 tumor-suppressor gene 
mutations in nonneoplastic gastric mucosa exhib
iting chronic atrophie gastritis with intestinal 
metaplasia, an early genetic change. 

Introduction 

Gastric cancers have been classified by Lauren 
into two subtypes-intestinal and diffuse [1]
which correspond to Nakamura et al.'s classifica
tion of gastric adenocarcinomas: differentiated 
and undifferentiated, respectively [2]. Intestinal-
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type (differentiated) gastric cancer, which is more 
prevalent in males and older individuals than fe
males and the young, is composed of cells resem
bling intestinal columnar epithelial cells and is 
associated with widespread intestinal metaplasia 
in the vicinity of the tumor [1, 3, 4]. Diffuse-type 
(undifferentiated) gastric cancer is characterized 
by poorly cohesive tumor cells that show wide, 
diffuse infiltration of the gastric wall. With respect 
to the histogenesis of these two gastric cancer 
subtypes, the results of morphological and epide
miological studies support the hypothesis that 
there is a link between intestinal metaplasia and 
intestinal-type gastric cancer. Results obtained 
in histopathological studies on the surrounding 
mucosa of minute adenocarcinomas (tumor diam
eters less than 5 mm) showed that intestinal-type 
adenocarcinomas arise in metaplastic mucosa, and 
diffuse type lesions occur in nonmetaplastic gas
tric mucosa [5, 6]. 

Chronic infection with Helicobacter pylori [7] 
and excess salt and nitrosamine compound intake 
[8] are suspected to be important causal factors in 
gastric cancer. Correa hypothesized that car
cinogenesis of the stornach is a multistage process 
[9], and the progression from normal epithelial 
cells to tumor cells involves at least six stages: 
superficial gastritis, ehronie atrophie gastritis, in
testinal metaplasia of the complete (sm all intesti
nal) type followed by the ineomplete (colonic) 
type, gastrie adenoma, dysplasia, and carcinoma. 
It is not clear which steps of the gastric car
cinogenetic process such careinogenic agents af
feet. Furthermore, no direct correlations between 
these carcinogenie agents and intestinal meta
plasia as a precancerous condition have been 
established. Identification of the precancerous 
lesions in nonneoplastic gastric mueosa eompris
ing chronic atrophie gastritis and intestinal meta
plasia should provide important information on 
gastric carcinogenetic pathways. 

Molecular genetic studies have established that 
most human tumors display multiple genetic al-
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terations [10, 11]. The molecular biology of gastric 
carcinomas is expected to reflect the heterogene
ity of their causes and histological subtypes, and 
clonal divergence within tumors is likely to add 
heterogeneous gene products to those associated 
with different cancer types. Such alterations are 
also considered to underlie the multistage pro
cesses of carcinogenesis and tumor progression, 
although in most cases the precise sequence of 
genetic events is unclear. It has become clear that 
gastric carcinomas also display multiple genetic 
alterations [12-14], including alterations ot" 
oncognes, tumor-suppressor genes, and chromo
somal loss of heterozygosity (LOH). The genetic 
alterations detected in gastric cancers to date are 
summarized in Table 1. An accumulation of ge
netic alterations was found in both intestinal- and 
diffuse-type gastric cancers. Two ras gene family 
members (Ki-ras and Ha-ras), c-erbB-2 gene, and 
APC and p53 tumor-suppressor genes were found 
mainly in intestinal-type gastric cancers, whereas 
k-sam and c-met genes were detected in diffuse
type gastric cancers. Detection of these genetic 
alterations in precancerous conditions, such as 
chronic atrophic gastritis, should provide informa
tion useful for identifying precancerous lesions of 
gastric carcinomas. However, in general, the fre
quencies of genetic alterations detected in gastric 
cancers are too low to enable the causal genetic 
changes that occur at the early stages of gastric 
carcinogenesis to be determined. 

Among the genetic changes observed in gastric 
cancers, p53 tumor-suppressor gene mutations 
have been detected most frequently. We and 

Table 1. Genetic alterations in gastric cancers 

Frequency 

Genetic alterations Intestinal Diffuse Reference 

Gene mutation 
Ki-ras 
p53 
APC 

Gene amplification 
c-erbB-2 
k-sam 
c-met 

Loss of heterozygosity 
5 

13q 
17 
18 

3/17 
40/100 

9/36 

5/13 
0/35 

3/13 
14/36 
17/23 
8/19 

0/18 
0/18 
3/21 

0/17 
10/48 
15/64 

30 
16 
34 

49 
50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
55 

other investigators have detected p53 gene muta
tions in human gastric cancers, even in the early 
stages [15, 16]; and about 40% of intestinal-type 
gastric cancers had p53 gene mutations in both the 
early and advanced stages. We examined the re
gional differences related to heterogeneous differ
entiation and invasiveness of p53 mutations in 
advanced gastric carcinomas and found that most 
of the advanced gastric cancers showed the same 
p53 mutations, despite their different histological 
morphologies and invasion sites [17]. The finding 
that the p53 gene mutation frequecy in both early 
and advanced gastric adenocarcinomas is the 
same suggests that p53 mutations occur at an early 
gastric carcinogenetic step. 

As weil as accumulating information about ge
netic alterations in gastric carcinomas, genetic 
changes in precursor lesions of, and precancerous 
conditions associated with, gastric cancer have 
been reported. The genetic alterations in precur
sor lesions of gastric cancer and chronic atrophic 
gastritis, a precancerous condition, are summa
rized here; and the findings of investigations into 
p53 tumor-suppresor gene mutations in chronic 
atrophic gastritis with intestinal metaplasia are 
presented. 

Genetic Alterations in 
Precancerous Lesions and 
Precancerous Conditions 

Precancerous Conditions and 
Precancerous Lesions 

It has been suggested that precursors of gastric 
cancer are divided into two categories: precan
cerous conditions and precancerous lesions [18]. 
Precancerous conditions are clinical entities asso
ciated with an increased incidence of gastric can
cer development, whereas precancerous lesions 
are pathological lesions from which gastric carci
nomas have been reported to develop. A sum
mary of precancerous lesions of gastric cancer and 
precancerous conditions associated with it is pre
sen ted in Table 2. 

The precancerous lesion of many gastric can
cers is adenoma of the stomach. Hirota et al. re
ported that about 21 % of gastric adenomas were 
accompanied by cancer [19], whereas the inci
dence of cancer developing in chronic ulcers last
ing more than 5 years is around 0.5% to 2.0%, and 
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Table 2. Precursors of gastric cancer 

Gastric adenoma 
Gastric dysplasia 
Chronic atrophie gastritis 

With intestinal metaplasia 
Gastritis Verruciform 

Hyperplastic polyp 
Chronic peptic ulcer 
Postresection gastric stump 
Menetrier's disease 

the incidence of cancer in stomachs resected for 
clinically benign ulcers is about 2% [20]. The ma
lignant transformation rate of chronic peptic ulcer 
is lower than expected previously, but hyper
plastic polyps and gastritis verruciform, wh ich 
were thought to be reactive changes, have been 
proved to develop into gastric cancers. Daibo et 
al. reported that 10 of 477 hyperplastic polyps 
(2.1 %) were associated with a focal carcinoma 
[21 ]. 

Intestinal Metaplasia and Gastric Cancer 

The term "metaplasia" means the replacement of 
one adult tissue by another. Intestinal metaplasia 
of the stornach is defined as the replacement of 
antral or fundic gastric mucosa by glands com
posed of epithelium resembling that of the small 
intestine. Intestinal metaplasia has been classified 
into complete (small intestinal) and incomplete 
(colonic) types based on the findings of light 
microscopy and histochemical studies [22]. The 
incomplete type was subdivided into two sub
types, according to the histochemical characteris
tics: one with O-acetylated sialomucin and the 
other with sulfomucin [23]. Matsukura et al. classi
fied intestinal metaplasia into complete and in
complete types according to their enzymological 
features [24]. The former exhibited sucrase, 
trehalase, leucine aminopeptidase, and alkaline 
phosphatase activities, whereas the latter had 
sucrase and leucine aminopeptidase, but no 
trehalase or alkaline phosphatase, activities. The 
classification criteria used in studies are not al
ways the same. For example, incomplete meta
plasia has been defined as that without Paneth 
cells, lacking certain enzymes, or with the pres
ence of mucous cells in pi ace of absorptive cells; 
moreover, the types of mucin used for distingiu
shing sm all intestinal and colonic types of 

metaplasia differ. There is adefinite need for a 
unified concept for classification. 

Histological investigations on small gastric 
cancers (tumors with diameters <5 mm) have 
indicated a high degree of association between 
intestinal-type gastric cancer and incomplete-type 
metaplasia in the surrounding mucosa. Hirota et 
al. reported that the frequency of metaplasia sur
rounding the gastric mucosa decreased, in the fol
lowing order: gastric carcinoma (87.3%), benign 
gastric ulcer (84.1 %), gastric polyps (65.0%), 
duodenal ulcers (38.4%). The association of non
metaplastic gastritis with carcinoma is less fre
quent (12.7%) [25]. These data indicate that there 
is a close relation between gastric carcinoma and 
chronic gastritis with intestinal metaplasia. 

Sipponen et al. reported a correlation between 
the occurrence of sulfomucin-positive intestinal 
metaplasia and gastric cancer detected in an endo
scopic survey of a large Finnish population [26]. 
Thirty-one percent of the patients with gastric 
cancer showed sulfomucin-positive intestinal 
metaplasia, whereas this lesion occurred in only 
6% of the benign cases. Sulfomucin-positive intes
tinal metaplasia was present frequently in the im
mediate vicinity of intestinal-type carcinomas; and 
the mucin profiles of sulfomucin-positive intesti
nal metaplasia and intestinal-type carcinomas 
were similar, indicating there is a close relation 
between intestinal metaplasia and intestinal-type 
sulfomucin-producing carcinomas. 

Genetic Alterations in Precancerous Lesions 

Most investigations into genetic changes in 
precancerous lesions have been carried out on 
adenomas. The genetic alterations in precan
cerous lesions of gastric cancer are summarized in 
Table 3. Ki-ras, p53, and APC tumor-suppressor 
gene mutations have been reported in gastric 
adenomas. 

Ki-ras Gene 

Three members of the ras oncogene family (H-, 
Ki-, and N-ras) were first detected in human can
cers as transforming genes in the transfection as
say using NIH/3T3 cells [27, 28]. These genes, 
which encode closely related 21 kDa proteins, are 
highly conserved among species. The Ras proteins 
bind guanine nucleotides with high affinity and 
serve as transducer molecules for signals regulat
ing cell proliferation and differentiation. Muta-
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Table 3. Genetie alterations In gastrie 
adenomas 
Gene 

Oneogene 
Ki-ras 

Tumor-suppressor genes 
APC 
p53 

Referenee 

30 

35 
40 

tions at the codon 12, 13, and 61 amino acid posi
tions confer transforming activity; and point mu
tation of the c-Ki-ras oncogene has been detected 
frequently in adenocarcinomas of the colon, pan
creas, and bile duct [29]. Fewer than 10% of gas
tric carcinomas have been reported to show Ki-ras 
mutations, which were found in one of seven gas
tric adenomas [30]. Studies on ras expression have 
shown increased Ras p21 protein levels not only 
in carcinomas but also in noncancerous epithelia 
such as dysplasia, intestinal metaplasia, and regen
erating epithelium adjacent to peptic ulceration 
[31 ]. 

APC Tumor-Suppressor Gene 

The APC gene, which was isolated as a tumor
suppressor gene for familial adenomatous 
polyposis (F AP), is located at chromosome 5q21 
[32, 33], and APC gene mutations have been de
tected in colorectal carcinomas occurring in F AP 
patients and sporadically. Most mutations lead to 
truncation of the APC gene product. Among 
gastric carcinomas, APC gene mutations were 
detected in both intestinal (differentiated) and 
diffuse (undifferentiated) types, especially in very 
weil differentiated adenocarcinomas [34]. Some 
signet-ring cell carcinomas were also found to pos
sess APC gene mutations, and APC gene muta
tions were present in 6 of 30 gastric adenomas 
(20%) [35]. 

p53 Tumor-Suppressor Gene 

The p53 protein, originally identified as a protein 
that forms a stable complex with the SV40 large 
T antigen, was thought to be an oncogene but is 
now defined as a tumor-suppressor gene. It is 10-
cated on chromosome 17p13, the inactivation of 
which has been suggested to be involved in car
cinogenesis of various organs. Mutations of the 
pS3 gene are clustered at four hot spots in highly 
conserved regions; and the locations of the muta-

tions and types of base change they show have 
been demonstrated to differ among cancers of dif
ferent organs [36, 37]. In gastric cancers, approxi
mately 40% of intestinal-type adenocarcinomas 
showed pS3 gene mutations [38,39], and Tohdo et 
al. reported that 4 of 10 gastric adenomas pos
sessed such mutations [40]. 

Shiao et al. reported that dysplastic epithelium 
of the stomach also possessed pS3 gene mutations. 
Most mutation patterns in gastric adenomas were 
G: C to A: T, which is also the main mutation 
pattern of gastric adenocarcinomas [41]. 

Genetie Alterations in 
Chronie Atrophie Gastritis 

Detection of genetic alterations in mucosa show
ing chronic atrophic gastritis is considered difficult 
because chronic atrophic gastritis is so common 
it can be difficult to obtain a sampie of the 
precancerous lesion present in the mucosa. The 
genetic alterations detected in gastric mucosa ob
tained from patients with chronic atrophic gas
tritis are summarized in Table 4. The genetic 
alterations in chronic atrophic gastritis were also 
found in several genes, including ras, tpr-met, 
cripto, and pS3 tumor-suppressor genes, and tel
omere reduction in chronic atrophic gastritis has 
been reported. 

ras Gene 

The mutation of the ras gene in chronic atrophic 
gastritis has also been reported. Tahara et al. ob
served the point mutation of the Ki-ras gene in 1 
of 10 endoscopic biopsy specimens of metaplastic 
mucosa obtained from 10 patients [42] . 

tpr-met Gene 

The tpr-met oncogenic rearrangement was first 
observed in MNNG-transformed cells of an 
osteosarcoma celliine (HOS). The rearrangement 
involved fusion of the translocated promoter re
gion (tpr) locus present on chromosome 1 to the 5' 

Table 4. Genetie alterations in chronic atrophie 
gastritis 
Genetic alteration 

Ki-ras mutation 
tpr-met expression 
cripto overexpression 

Positive eases (no.) 

1/10 
9/13 

10/12 
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regions of met gene sequences located on chromo
some 7 [43]. Soman et al. reported that expression 
of tpr-met protein was also detected in gastric can
cer, and they observed tpr-met expression in 9 of 
13 patients with nonneoplastic mucosa associated 
with chronic gastritis [44]. 

eripto Gene 

The cripto gene, which encodes 188 amino acids 
and is a member of the family of transforming 
genes of the epidermal growth factor (EGF), was 
cloned from an undifferentiated human teratocar
cinoma cell line, NTERA2 clone Dl (NT2Dl) 
[45]. The cDNA of this gene encodes 188 amino 
acids, the central portion of which is structurally 
homologous with human EGF, human trans
forming growth factor-a (TGF-a), and human 
amphiregulin. Overexpression of the cripto gene 
has been detected in gastric and colonic carcino
mas; nonneoplastic mucosa with intestinal meta
plasia has also been found to overexpress it [46]. 

Telomere Reduction 

Telomere shortening has been proposed to be the 
major mitotic clock mechanism whereby cells 
know how many times to divide. Telomere DNA 
iength decreases with in vitro and in vivo division 
of human somatic cells [47,48]. In immortalized 
cells in vitro, telomere length is stabilized by 
the activation of telomerase, wh ich elongates 
telomeres de novo. Tahara et al. reported tel
omere reduction in gastric mucosa with intestinal 
metaplasia [42]. 

p53 Alteration in 
Chronie Atrophie Gastritis 

Deteetion of p53 Protein Nuelear 
Aeeumulation in the Mueosa of Chronie 
Atrophie Gastritis 

To investigate the earliest genetic alterations that 
occur in the mucosa with chronic atrophic gastri
tis, we carried out systematic investigations of p53 
gene mutations in noncancerous gastric mucosa. 
Sixteen patients who underwent resection for gas
tric cancer at the National Cancer Center Hospital 
in Tokyo from 1992 to 1993 were selected for a 
retrospective study to detect p53 alterations in 
nonneoplastic gastric mucosa. Of these 16 pa
tients, 7 had single early gastric cancer, one had 

advanced cancer, and 8 had double or multiple 
gastric cancers. All the gastric cancers examined 
were intestinal-type adenocarcinomas and com
prised papillary adenocarcinomas (pap, 1 lesion) 
and well differentiated (tubI, 22lesions) and mod
erately differentiated (tub2, 6 lesion) tubular 
adenocarcinomas, according to the histological 
classification of the general rules for gastric cancer 
study in surgery and pathology of the Japanese 
Research Society for Gastric Cancer [49]. All the 
resected stomachs were fixed with formalin, and 
step-cut sections of virtually the entire stornach 
were examined histologically. To examine the 
nonneoplastic gastric mucosa, 756 serial sections 
311m thick were cut from blocks of nonneoplastic 
gastric mucosa from the 16 gastric cancer patients 
and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). 
Intestinal metaplasia was detected in 477 of these 
756 sections; complete-type intestinal metaplasia 
with absorptive epithelial cells, goblet cells, and 
Paneth cells was detected in 125 of the 477, and 
incomplete-type intestinal metaplasia lacking ab
sorptive cells and Paneth cells was observed in 
352. 

The methods used for immunohistochemical 
staining of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 
sections with the antibody RSP-53 are described 
in detail elsewhere [16, 17]. RSP-53 (Nichirei, 
Tokyo, Japan) is a polyclonal antibody against 
p53 protein raised in rabbits immunized against 
amino acids 54-69 of synthetic p53 peptide; it re
acts with both wild and mutant forms of p53 pro
tein. The p53-positive foci detected comprised 5 
single lesions in 5 patients with a single gastric 
cancer and 14 lesions in 6 patients with multiple 
gastric cancers. A total of 19 foci of p53-positive 
glands were detected by immunohistochemical 
staining among the 756 sections of nonneoplastic 
gastric mucosa examined. As shown in Table 5, 17 
of the 19 (89.5%) p53-positive lesions were de
tected in tissues showing intestinal metaplasia 
with or without atypia, and 2 (10.5%) were in 
pseudoploric glands of the regenerative gastric 
mucosa. Of the 17 (23.5 %) p53-positive intestinal 
mataplastic lesions, 4 showed mild atypia, which 
consisted of round or oval nuclei, structural 
atypia, or both. 

Figure 1 shows representative features of p53-
positive intestinal metaplasia with slight to mild 
atypia (case 8) in comparison with the surround
ing intestinal metaplastic glands. However, it was 
not easy to distinguish p53-positive from sur
rounding p53-negative metaplastic glands exhibit-
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Table 5. pS3 Alterations detected by immunohistochemistry and PCR-SSCP and mucin 
histochemistry in nonneoplastic gastric mucosa 

Ca se Histology Histology of Sulfomucin pS3 Alteration delected 
no. of cancer p53-positive glands production by PCR-SSCP 

tub2 IM, incomplete ND 
2 tub! , tub! IM, incomplete 
3 tub! IM, incomplete + 
4 tubl, tub2 IM, incomplete + ND 
5 Regenerative mucosa ND 
6 Regenerative mucosa ND 
7 IM, incomplete ND 
8 tub2 IM, incomplete exon 5 
9 tubl, multiple IM, incomplete exon 7 

10 IM, incomplete 
11 IM, incomplete exon S 
12 IM, incomplete IS 
13 IM, incomplete IS 
14 IM, incomplete IS 
15 tub2 IM, incomplete + ex on S 
16 pap, tub 1 IM, incomplete 
17 tub2, tub2 IM, incomplete IS 
18 tubl , multiple IM, incomplete 
19 tubl IM, incomplete 

IM, intestinal metaplasia; PG, pylaric gland; tubl, well-differentiated tubular adenocar
cinoma; tub2, moderately differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma; ND, not detected far com
plete PCR-SSCP analysis of exons S to 8; IS , insufficient specimen. 

ing various levels of regenerative atypia. All the 
p53-positive intestinal metaplastic lesions were of 
the histologically incomplete type and possessed 
neither Paneth cells nor brush borders at the base 
of the glands. Nuclear accumulation of p53 pro
tein was not observed in whole metaplastic glands 
but was present in their lower halves, which are 
thought to be proliferative zones. Slightly fewer 
goblet cells were observed in areas showing p53-
positive intestinal metaplasia than in those that 
did not. A few scattered foveolar epithelial nuclei 
were p53-positive. 

p53 Gene Mutations in 
Chronie Atrophie Gastritis 

To confirm the presence of p53 gene mutations in 
the nonneoplastic intestinal metaplasia associated 
with chronic atrophic gastritis, at least two sheets 
of 10 f.lm thick sections from each lesion were 
stained with RSP53, and the p53-positive glands 
were excised selectively with microscissors under 
a light microscope. The method used to extract 
the DNA from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded 
sections is described elsewhere [15]. Briefly, the 

excised tissues contalOlOg p53-positive glands 
were treated with proteinase K (Sigma) for 24 
hours at 37°C followed by phenol/chloroform ex
traction; the DNAs extracted were examined by 
polymerase chain re action single-strand confor
mation polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) analysis of 
exons 5 to 8 of the p53 gene, as described previ
ously [15]. To avoid tissue and DNA contamina
tion from other dysplastic or carcinomatous 
tissues, at least two independent experiments 
were performed. Oligonucleotide primers with 
sequences corresponding mainly to those of the 
exons used to amplify exons 5 to 8 were designed 
on the basis of the published sequence of the p53 
gene and synthesized using a DNA synthesizer 
(model 391; Applied Biosystems Japan, Tokyo, 
Japan) followed by purification with an oligonu
cleotide purification column. The primers used for 
pS3 analysis (exons 5 to 8) in the present study are 
described elsewhere [15, 16]. They were labeled 
with [y'2p]dATP, and a PCR assay comprising 34 
cycles, each consisting of amplification for 3 min
utes at 94°C, 1 minute at 55°C, and 2 minutes at 
noc, was carried out. The PCR products were 
diluted serially and applied to 1 % (w/v) (exons 5, 
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Fig. 1a-cl. Histology of p53-positive intestinal metaplasia. a,e H&E staining. b p53 Immunohistochemistry. d 
HID-alcianblue staining for sulfomucin 
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Fig.2a,b. PCR-SSCP analysis a and direct sequencing 
b of DNA from alesion in patient 9 on exon 7 

6, and 7) and 2% (w/v) (exon 8) polyacrylamide 
gels without glycerol and to 4 % (w/v) (exon 5) and 
1 % (w/v) (exons 6, 7, and 8) polyacrylamide gels 
containing 5% (v/v) glycerol. After electrophore
sis, the gels were dried on filter paper and 

autoradiographed overnight using x-ray film 
(Kodak XRP-1) at -80°e. The abnormally mi
grating bands detected by PCR-SSCP analysis 
were eluted from the gels and amplified using 
phosphated and nonphosphated oligonucleotide 
primers, as described previously [15]. Each ampli
fied DNA was annealed with the appropriate 
[y'2p]dA TP-labeled primer, and the sequence re
action was performed using a Sequenase version 
2.0 kit (United States Biochemicals, Cleveland, 
OH, USA). These sampies were electrophoresed 
on 5% to 8% (w/v) acrylamide sequence gel con
taining 7.5 M urea, wh ich was then dried on filter 
paper and subjected to autoradiography. The 
sequencing primers used for each of the exons 
were the same as those used for the PCR-SSCP 
analysis. 

Not enough DNA could be obtained from the 
p53-positive glands in all the sampies, and com-

b 

d 
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Fig. 3. Histology of mutant form of p53 in the mucosa of ehronie atrophie gastritis a using P AB240 antibody b 

plete PCR-SSCP analysis of exons 5 to 8 of the 
DNAs from only 10 of 19 lesions was possible. 
The DNAs obtained from 4 of these 10 patients 
(nos. 8, 9, 11, and 15) showed abnormal migration 
bands when subjected to PCR-SSCP analysis. 
These bands were detected in exon 5 of the DNA 
from patients 8, 11, and 15 and in exon 7 of that 
from patient 9. Direct sequencing of the DNA 
extracted from each abnormal migrating band was 
performed by PCR-SSCP analysis, the results of 
which, together with those of direct sequencing of 
the p53-positive intestinal metaplastic tissues, are 
shown in Table 5 and Fig. 2. Three mutations were 
found in exon 5 (patients 8,11, and 15) and one in 
exon 7 (patient 9). Direct sequencing analysis of 
these abnormal migrating bands showed a CCC to 
CGC mutation at codon 117 in exon 5, TGC to 
AGC at codon 182 in exon 5, and GGC to AGC at 
codon 245 in exon 7. These findings are summa
rized in Table 5. 

Table 6. p53-Positive eells and glands in 50 eases of 
nonneoplastie gastrie mueosa 

p53-Positive eells Cases (no.) 

By antibody to mutant and wild-type p53 
(RSP 53) 

A few eells 13 
Several eells 18 
More than 10 eells 3 

By antibody to mutant form of p53 (P AB 240) 
A few eells 4 
Glands (more than 10 eells) 1 

Immunohistoehemieal Deteetion of p53 
Mutations in Chronie Atrophie Gastritis 

To investigate the frequency of p53-mutated le
sions in chronic atrophic gastritis, 454 sections of 
nonneoplastic gastric mucosa obtained from 50 
consecutive patients who underwent gastric resec
tion were stained immunohistochemically with a 
p53-mutation-specific antibody. The resected gas
tric tumors comprised 27 intestinal-type and 22 
diffuse-type gastric cancers and one malignant 
lymphoma of the stornach. 

Mutant form p53 protein in chronic atrophic 
gastritis was detected immunohistochemically by 
applying a monoclonal antibody, PAb 240 
(Novocastra), wh ich is specific for mutant p53 pro
tein, to AMeX-fixed tissues. A total of 454 sec
tions of nonneoplastic gastric mucosa obtained 
from surgically resected stomachs were fixed with 
AMeX and embedded in paraffin. The specificity 
of the PAb 240 antibody for mutant forms of p53 
pro tein was confirmed by performing both West
ern blotting analysis and immunohistochemical 
staining of cell lines with and without p53 muta
tions. This antibody did not react with wild-type 
p53 in human bronchial epithelial cells transfected 
with SV 40 large T antigen, but it did react with 
an HCC cell line. Table 6 shows the im
munohistochemical staining results. Examination 
of the 454 sections revealed that the Pab 240 anti
body reacted with only one gland from one patient 
and one or two cells from four patients (Fig. 3). 
The frequency of p53-positive glands is estimated 
to be about 0.0087 positive foci/cm of the H&E 
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section. These results indicate that p53 gene muta
tions had occurred in the nonneoplastic mucosa of 
chronic atrophic gastritis, especially incomplete
type intestinal metaplasia. 

Conclusions 

Evidence obtained from molecular genetic analy
ses of precancerous conditions, lesions, and gastric 
carcinomas suggests that gastric cancers develop 
from nonneoplastic gastric mucosa with chronic 
atrophic gastritis through multiple steps, thereby 
accumulating multiple genetic alterations. First, 
some genetic changes occur in gastric mucosa with 
chronic atrophic gastritis or intestinal metaplasia, 
a precancerous condition. Epithelial cells with ge
netic alterations, if they acquire growth advan
tages or genetic instability, expand clonally and 
accumulate additional mutations, leading to pre
cancerous lesions (adenoma and dysplasia), early 
carcinoma, a locally aggressive tumor, and finally 
an advanced tumor with metastatic capability. 

The data accumulated on genetic alterations 
during the various steps in gastric cancer progres
sion also indicate that the multiple gastric 
carcinogenetic steps in the two histological sub
types of gastric cancer, intestinal and diffuse, dif
fer. The former, which is associated with intestinal 
metaplasia in the vicinity of the tumor, may have a 
similar carcinogenic pathway to colorectal cancer, 
as these two cancers both show ras, p53, and APC 
gene mutations. On the other hand, the genetic 
changes in the early stage of diffuse-type gastric 
cancer have not yet been elucidated, and K-sam 
and c-met gene amplification has been detected 
only in the late stages of this type of gastric cancer. 
Although tpr-met re arrangement in chronic 
atrophic gastritis has been reported, all precancer
ous lesions have been proved to possess this type 
of gene re arrangement. The precursor lesion of 
diffuse-type gastric cancer remains to be eluci
dated. To clarity this lesion, further developments 
in molecular biological and genetic techniques are 
needed. 

The genetic alterations discussed here undoubt
edly play important roles in the multis tage pro
gression of gastric carcinomas. Studies are needed 
to clarify the genetic alterations that occur during 
the early gastric carcinogenetic stages in order to 
discover the risk factors for and mechanisms of 
genetic susceptibility to gastric cancer. Elucida
tion of these multiple genetic alterations in gastric 

carcinogenesis should clarify the differences be
tween the natural histories of intestinal- and dif
fuse-type gastric cancers and hopefully provide 
important information that will help prevent gas
tric cancer. 
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Molecular Bases of Human Stomach 
Carcinogenesis 

Hiroshi Yokozaki, Hiroki Kuniyasu, Shuho Semba, 
Wataru Yasui, and Eiichi Tahara 

Summary. Multiple genetic alterations, incIuding 
inactivation of tumor-suppressor genes, activation 
of oncogenes, and reactivation of telomerase, are 
im pli ca ted in human stomach carcinogenesis. 
Among them, replication errors (RERs) at micro
satellite loci, reactivation of telomerase, activation 
of c-met, inactivation of pS3, and deranged CD44 
transcription are common events of both well
differentiated and poorly differentiated gastric 
carcinomas. In addition to these common events, 
K-ras mutation, APC inactivation, loss of DCC, 
and amplification of c-erbB2 are preferentially 
found in well-differentiated gastric carcinomas, 
whereas gene mutations, loss of the cadherinl 
catenin system, and amplification of K-sam are 
frequently observed in poorly differentiated can
cers. In addition, a paracrine loop formed between 
cancer cells and stromal cells through the 
hepatocyte growth factor/c-met system plays an 
important role in morphogenesis and invasion of 
gastric carcinoma with different status of adhesion 
molecules and signal transduction systems in vivo. 
Reduction or loss of p27 protein, associated with 
overexpression of cyclin E , may confer the pro
gression and metastasis. In regard to precancerous 
lesions of the stomach, some of the intestinal 
metaplasias and adenomas exhibited the same ge
netic alterations (e.g. mutations of APC and pS3, 
RERs, and reactivation of telomerase) and 
telomere shortening as those found in well-differ
entiated carcinomas. Moreover, human 
telomerase RNA overexpression, which correlates 
weIl with the number of Helicobacter pylori 
present, may precede telomerase reactivation in 
human stomach carcinogenesis. These observa
tions suggest overall that there are two distinct 
genetic pathways in human stomach carcino
genesis, and some well-differentiated cancers 
share the same multistep genetic alterations as 
those established for colorectal cancers. 

First Department of Pathology, Hiroshima University 
School of Medicine, 1-2-3 Kasumi, Minami-ku, Hiro
shima 734, Japan 

Introduction 

The most fascinating hypothesis that links the 
findings of molecular biology and human carci
nogenesis is the one by Fearon and Vogelstein 
concerning multistep human colorectal carcino
genesis [1]. The stepwise alterations in several 
tumor-suppressor genes, such as adenomatous 
polyposis coli (APC) gene, pS3 gene, and deleted 
in colorectal cancer (DCC) genes, as weIl as ac
tivation of oncogenes such as K-ras gene point 
mutation, were contrasted chronologically and 
morphologically in the so-called adenoma-carci
noma sequence of the colorectum. The multiple 
alterations of genes susceptible for carcinogenesis 
are also found in stomach cancer [2] (Table 1). In 
this chapter, we offer a detailed overview of 
the multistep genetic alterations in stomach 
carcinogenesis. 

Genetic Instability in Human 
Stomach Carcinogenesis 

One of the exciting concepts in human carci
nogenesis is the possible participation of genetic 
or genomic instabilities, which can establish a 
background of multiple gene abnormalities. The 
polymerase chain re action (PCR)-based assay for 
the alte red length of cytosine-adenine (CA) re
peat microsatellites, which are scattered all over 
the human genome, can assess part of the genetic 
instabilities in human cancers. 

Although the frequency of microsatellite insta
bility in human gastric cancer differs depending 
on the number and nature of microsatellites ex
amined, it is estimated to be around 30% of 
primary cancers [3-7]. Han et al. detected micro
satellite instability in 64 % of poorly differentiated 
and 17% of well-differentiated gastric cancers [3]. 
Rhyu et al. found microsatellite instability in 31 % 
of gastric cancers [4]. Seruca et al. found that most 
gastric cancers with microsatellite instability dis-
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Table 1. Alterations in tumor suppressor genes, cyclins, oncogenes, and telomerase activity in gastric cancer 

Weil differentiated' Poorly differentiateda 

Alterations (%) (%) 

Tumor-suppressor genes 
p53 LOH, mutation 
APC LOH, mutation 
DCCLOH 
LOH of Ip 
LOH of lq 
LOH of7q 

Cyclin and CDK inhibitors 
Cyclin E gene amplification 
Cyclin E overexpression 
p21 overexpression 
p16loss 
p27loss 

Oncogenes 
K-ras mutation 
c-met amplification 
K-sam amplification 
c-erbB-2 amplification 

Receptor and pro tein 
EGFR overexpression 
EGF overexpression 
TGFa overexpression 
Osteopontin 
IL-8 

Adhesion molecules 
E-Cadherin, mutation and loss 
CD44 aberrant transcript including intron 9 

Replication error 

Telomere reductionb 

Telomarase activity 

'In young patients (under 35 years old). 
bUnder 10Kb. 

played abundant T lymphocyte infiltration and 
exhibited a relatively good prognosis [8]. We de
tected CA repeat instability in 33% of weIl dif
ferentiated tumors and in 18% of the poorly 
differentiated type by analyzing 25 cases of gas
tric carcinomas [7]. Moreover, we found micro
satellite instability in 42 % of gastric adenomas 
and 33% of intestinal metaplasias of the stomach, 
both of which are considered precancerous lesions 
of well-differentiated gastric carcinomas [7]. Our 
results overall indicated that microsatellite insta
bility may occur as an early event of stomach 
carcinogenesis, contributing to malignant progres
sion, as reported by Strickler et al. [5]. 

Another important finding on microsatellite in
stability in human cancer is that multiple primary 

60 75 
40-60 0 

50 0 
30 38 
44 0 
53 33 

33 7 
57 63 
77 76 
12 31 
46 69 

10 0 
19 39 
0 33 

20 0 

50 25 
40 20 
60 55 
86 65 
75 86 

0 50 
100 100 

20-40 20-70 

62 53 
100 90 

cancers, including stomach, colon, and gallbladder 
carcinomas arising in a single case, frequently dis
play replication errors at multiple microsatellites 
[9]. This finding indicates the possibility of the 
existence of background abnormalities in some of 
the DNA mismatch repair genes in these patients. 
Moreover, detection of microsatellite instability in 
a cancer may serve as a good molecular marker 
for the assessment of a second cancer risk in the 
same patient. 

In addition to microsatellite instabilities, 
telomere length reduction may bring about chro
mosomal instability, additional genetic alterations, 
reactivation of telomerase (which is the ribo
nucleoprotein enzyme that synthesizes telomeric 
DNA in germline tissues and in immortal tumor 
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ce11s), and ultimately cancer development [10]. It 
is known that in normal somatic ce11s the length of 
telomeres progressively shor(en in the absence of 
telomerase activity with each ce11 division and ag
ing, and this shortening of telomeres may function 
as a mitotic clock by which ce11s count their divi
sion, leading to replicative ce11ular senescence 
[11]. Intestinal metaplasias and carcinomas of the 
stomach display shorter telomere length than that 
of the normal gastric mucosa [12]. Interestingly, 
telomere reduction in primary tumors is closely 
related with increase in tumor staging. However, 
long telomeres (over 15 kb) are sometimes seen in 
poorly differentiated gastric cancer (see chapter 
by H. Tahara et al., this volume). 

Most tumor tissues, a11 metastatic tumors, and 
a11 cultured tumor ce11 lines of gastric cancer ex
press telomerase activity, which is necessary for 
the immortality of the ce11 [13, 14]. However, the 
corresponding normal gastric mucosa is negative 
for telomerase activity. Therefore the reactivation 
of telomerase and ensuing telomere stabilization 
may occur concomitantly with the acquistion of 
immortality by tumor ce11s. More interestingly, 
more than 50% of intestinal metaplasias share 
short telomeres (under 8 kb). Twenty-three per
cent of intestinal metaplasias and 50% of stomach 
adenomas exhibit detectable telomerase activity, 
indicating that reactivation of telomerase may oc
cur at an early stage of stomach carcinogenesis 
[13]. Considering the strong correlation between 
telomerase activity and malignant transformation, 

selection for ce11 immortality may be a critical 
step in the development of gastric cancers, as 
is reported in other organs. Measurement of 
telomerase activity may thus serve as a powerful 
additional tool for cancer diagnosis. 

The RNA component of telomerase (TR) has 
been cloned [15] and the expression of TR has 
been assessed in several cancer tissues as we11 as in 
ce11lines [16]. Blasco et al. [17] reported that TR 
expression increased in preneoplastic and early 
stage tumors, whereas telomerase activity was evi
dent only in late-stage tumors in two mouse mod
els. We also found that ,most primary gastric 
carcinomas expressed higher levels of TR than 
that of the corresponding gastric mucosa [18]. 
Moreover, the expression of human TR, which 
correlated we11 with Helicobacter pylori infection, 
may precede telomerase reactivation during hu
man stomach carcinogenesis [18]. 

Alterations of Tumor-Suppressor 
Genes in Human Stomach 
Carci nogenesis 

Stomach cancer shows frequent loss or inactiva
ti on of multiple tumor-suppressor genes, includ
ing p53, APC, and DCC. Loss of heterozygosity 
(LOH) on chromosome 17p (p53 locus) and mu
tation of the p53 gene are observed in more than 
60% of gastric carcinomas [19-21], regardless of 
histological type. Gastric cancer ce11lines also dis-

Table 2. Alterations of tumor-suppressor genes and oncogenes in human gastric cancer celliines 

Celiline p53 mutation APC mutation Gene amplification 

KATO-III Deletion 

HSC-39 Missense mutation codon 245 
GGC-AGC 

TMK-1 Missense mutation codon 173 
GTG-ATG 

MKN-1 Missense mutation codon 143 
GTG-GCC 

MKN-7 Missense mutation codon 278 
CCT-TCT 

MKN-28 Missense mutation codon 257 
ATC-CTC 

MKN-45 No mutation 

MKN-74 No mutation 

Partial deletion (exon 7) 

No mutation 

No mutation 

No mutation 

Silent mutation codon 1179 
TAT-TAC 

Nonsense mutation codon 1470 
CGA-TGA 

No mutation 

No mutation 

K-sam, c-met 

c-myc, c-met 

c-erbB2 
cyclin E 

c-met 
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play frequent p53 gene mutations [22] (Table 2). 
Moreover, these alterations take place even in 
the mucosal cancers. Mutation of the p53 gene 
was also found in 33% of gastric adenomas [23]. 
Among the adenomas studied, most of those with 
severe atypia had missense or frameshift muta
tions of the gene, whereas the ones with mild to 
moderate atypia had only silent mutations [23]. 
Sakurai et al. [24] studied long-term, followed-up 
cases of gastric adenomas and reported that p53 
missense mutation was the key indicator for ma
lignant transformation of the lesion. Ochiai et al. 
[25] investigated nonneoplastic gastric mucosa in 
756 sections from 16 resected stomaehs containing 
gastric adenocarcinomas and identified p53 
mutations in 4 of 19 foci with nuclear accumula
tion of p53 protein. We also found LOH of the 
TP53 polymorphie locus in 14% of intestinal 
metaplasias and 22% of gastric adenomas [7]. Al
though some investigators insist on the absence of 
the adenoma-carcinoma sequence in stomach 
carcinogenesis [26], these accumulating findings 
overall suggest that some of the adenomas and 
intestinal metaplasias of the stomach have irre
versible genetic alterations and possess definite 
characteristics of precancerous lesions. 

Because p53 gene mutation is a relatively gen
eral event in human carcinogenesis, the mutation 
spectrum of this gene can serve as an indicator for 
the effect of putative carcinogens in a certain or
gan [27]. The mutation spectrum of p53 in gastric 
carcinomas displays an intermediate pattern be
tween carcinoma of the colon and that of the 
esophagus [20, 28, 29]. p53 mutations at A:T 
group is frequent in weil differentiated gastric car
cinomas, whereas G:C to A:T transitions are pre
dominant in poorly differentiated cancers. It is 
weil known that carcinogenic N-nitrosamines, 
which cause predominantly G:C to A:T base sub
stitutions and comprise one of the candidates for 
carcinogens of the stomach carcinogenesis [30], 
are frequently contained in the foods noted above 
and can be produced from the amines with ni
trates in the acidic environment of the stomach 
[31]. This point can be weil applied to poorly dif
ferentiated adenocarcinoma of the stomaeh. On 
the other hand, in weil differentiated adenocar
cinoma, the main supply for nitroso compounds is 
supposed to be the abnormal anaerobic bacterial 
flora colonized on the mucosa with atrophic gas
tritis with a high pH environment [32]. The high 
incidence of mutation at the A:T pair may be 
explained by DNA depurination from irritants to 

the mucosa, including ethanol or scalding tem
peratures and chemical carcinogens such as the 
urethane contained in alcoholic beverages as dis
cussed for esophageal cancer by Hollstein et al. 
[33]. 

A susceptible tumor-suppressor gene for famil
ial polyposis coli, APC has been isolated and char
acterized [34,35]. Mutations in the APC gene also 
occur in sporadic colorectal and gastric cancers. 
Nakatsuru et al. [36] reported that more than 50% 
of well-differentiated gastric adenocarcinomas 
displayed somatic mutations of the APC gene, but 
no APC mutation was found in poorly differenti
ated gastric cancers. We identified APC gene al
terations in three of eight gastric cancer cell lines 
[37]. In addition, there is a distinct difference in 
the nature of APC mutation between colorectum 
and stomach. That is, missense mutation of the 
APC gene is dominant in gastric cancer, whereas 
nonsense mutation and frameshift mutation fre
quently take place in colorectal cancers [36]. APC 
alteration is an early genetic event in stomach 
carcinogenesis, as has been characterized for 
colorectal carcinogenesis [38]. Somatic mutations 
of the APC gene were found in 20% to 42% of 
gastric adenomas [37,39] and 6% of incomplete
type intestinal metaplasias of the stomach [37]. 
We observed a good corrlelation between the na
ture of APC gene mutations and histological 
atypia of adenomas of the stomach, as has also 
been discussed for p53. The adenomas with non
sense or frameshift mutations in the APC gene 
display high grade atypia, whereas the lesions with 
silent mutations show low grade atypia [37]. 
Therefore the nature of the mutations in the APC 
and p53 tumor-suppressor genes can serve as a 
important biomarker for malignant potential of 
gastric lesions. 

A tumor-suppressor gene located on the 
long arm of chromosome 18, DCC encodes 
a transmembrane protein with considerable 
homology to neural cell adhesion molecules [40]. 
LOH at the DCC locus is one of the characteris
tics of well-differentiated gastric carcinomas and 
is detected in 50% to 61 % of gastric cancers [19, 
41]. 

Several distinct chromosomal loci have been 
reported to be deleted in gastric carcinomas. LOH 
at 1q and 7q is frequently observed in well
differentiated lesions, loss of 1 P is relatively com
mon in advanced poorly differentiated gastric car
cinomas [19], and LOH at 17q within the BRCAI 
locus is common in scirrhous gastric cancer, espe-
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cially that affecting the young age group. Ezaki et 
al. [42] conducted an extensive deletion mapping 
study on 1q and defined the commonly deleted 
region between DlS201 and DlSI97, which are 
13 cM apart. Tamura et al. [43] described two dis
tinct regions of deletion in well-differentiated gas
tric carcinomas on 5q apart from the APC locus. 
In addition, we reported LOH at the bcl-2 gene 
locus was frequently associated with well
differentiated gastric cancers and colorectal can
cer [44]. The results of our deletion mapping study 
on 7q [45], which is closely related to peritonal 
dissemination and a poor prognosis for gastric 
cancer, are discussed later in the chapter. From 
these assigned loci, candidates for the tumor
suppressor gene responsible for stornach carcin
ogenesis may be identified in the future. 

Cell adhesion molecules also may function as 
tumor suppressors. The expression of E-cadherin, 
P-cadherin, and Q-catenin is significantly lower 
in poorly differentiated or scirrhous gastric carci
nomas compared with that in weil differentiated 
cancers [46,47]. Molecular biological analysis re
vealed that cell lines derived from scirrhous gas
tric cancers harbor gene abnormalities in either 
E-cadherin or catenins [48]. Mutations in the E
cadherin gene have been reported to occur prefer
entially in 50% of poorly differentiated gastric 
cancers [49]. These observations strongly suggest 
that gene alterations and reduced expression of 
cadherin and catenins are involved in the develop
ment and invasion of poorly differentiated or 
scirrhous gastric cancer. 

Alterations of Cell Cycle 
Regulator Genes in Human 
Stomach Carcinogenesis 

The molecular regulation of the cell cycle controls 
cell growth, differentiation, survival, and death 
through positive and negative regulators. The 
positive regulators cyclins and cyclin-dependent 
kinases (CDKs), which form complexes, regulate 
progression through key transitions in the cell cy
cle. Expression of the cyclin D family members 
is media ted by many growth factors, whereas 
expression of cyclin E and cyclins A and B is 
cell-cycle-dependent. Gene abnormalities and ab
errant expressions of various cyclins may play a 
pivotal role in the pathogenesis of gastrointestinal 
cancers. 

Studies have uncovered abnormalities in cyclin 
E gene expression in most gastric and colorectal 
carcinomas as weil as breast cancers [50, 51]. The 
cyclin E gene was amplified 3- to lO-fold in 6 
(13.3%) of 45 gastric carcinoma tissues [52]. The 
important additional finding is that all of the cases 
with cyclin E gene amplification had regional 
Iymph node metastases. However, no gene ampli
fication of the cyclin D 1 gene was found in any 
gastric and colorectal cancers. We have also found 
the concurrent amplification of cyclin E and 
CDK2 genes in colorectal carcinomas [53]. Over
expression of cyclin E is more frequently detected 
in adenocarcinomas than in adenomas of the 
stornach, and cyclin E overexpression correlates 
weil with tumor staging, invasiveness, histological 
grade, and proliferative activity measured by the 
Ki-67 antigen and the abnormal accumulation 
of p53 protein [54]. These findings suggest that 
overexpression of cyclin E and subsequent de
regulation of the cell cycle may control the devel
opment and progression of gastric and colorectal 
adenocarcinomas. Cyclin E expression may pro
vide a biomarker for the detection of malignant 
transformations or high malignant phenotypes 
of gastric and colorectal cancers. Interestingly, 
this situation contrasts with the observations in 
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma that co
amplification of the cyclin D 1 gene together with 
the hst-l and int-2 genes occurs in 50% of primary 
tumors and in 100% of metastatic tumors [55, 
56]. Overall, these findings suggest that cyclins 
involved in the development and progression 
of gastric or colorectal adenocarcinomas and 
esophageal squamous cell carcinomas are 
different. 

As for the negative regulators, five CDK inhibi
tor genes have been identified as attractive candi
dates for new tumor-suppressor genes: p2I (SDIl/ 
WAFlICIP1) [57-59],p27 (KIP1) [60],p28 [61], 
pI6 (MTSI) [62], and pI5 (MTS2) [63] genes. 
Found among them is the mutation and allele loss 
of the gene encoding pI6, the so-ca lied multiple 
tumor-suppressor-l (MTSl) gene. It has been 
found in diverse primary and cultured cancer cells, 
including esophageal cancer, breast cancer, astro
cytoma, glioma, familial melanoma, and osteo
sarcoma [62]. The p16 protein binds to CDK4 
and inhibits the cyclin DI-CDK4 complex that 
phosphorylates pRb [61]. The gene encoding pI5 
(MTS2) is located adjacent to the MTSI gene in 
the short arm of human chromosome 9. The pI5 
protein also binds directly to CDK4 and CDK6 
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[63]. Although no somatic mutation of the p16 
gene is found in any of the gastric adenomas or 
carcinoma tissues [64], three of eight gastric can
cer celliines exhibit genetic alteration in the p16 
and p 15 genes, whereas no colorectal cancer cell 
lines have any change in either gene [65]. On the 
other hand, most esophageal cancer cell !ines 
harbor homozygous deletions of the p16 and p15 
genes, associated with overexpression of cyclin 
Dl, CDK4, p27Kipl, and phosphorylated Rb pro
tein, suggesting that loss of the p16 gene and sub
sequent overexpression of cyclin Dl and CDK4 
could confer an autonomous growth of esopha
ge al cancer cells [66]. Merlo et al. reported that 
5'CpG island methylation is associated with tran
scriptional block of p16 in a variety of human 
cancers [67]. A question for further study is 
whether methylation of the 5'CpG island of the 
p16 gene promoter region associated with tumor
suppressor gene inactivation occurs in primary 
gastrointestinal cancer tissues. Recently we re
ported that deeply invasive tumors showed a sig
nificantly higher incidence of p16 protein loss than 
did superficial tumors [67a]. 

The remaining CDK inhibitor, p21, which in
hibits cyclins/CDK2 kinase, is induced by wild
type p53 and is expressed in senescent human 
fibroblasts at high levels [57,68]. However, induc
tion of p21 by the p53-independent pathway has 
been demonstrated in muscle and fully differenti
ated epithelial cells of the gastrointestinal tract 
[69]. In fact, we found that transforming growth 
factor-ßl (TGF-ßl) induced p21 expression and 
consequently suppressed CDK2 kin ase activity, 
followed by areduction in cyclin A and phos
phorylation of Rb protein in the gastric cancer cell 
!ine TMK-l containing mutant p53 [70]. The ex
pression of p21 in tumor cells of the stomach may 
account for both the p53-dependent and p53-
independent pathways, because most gastric 
adenoma and carcinoma tissues express p21 pro
tein [71]. Our results indicate that the expression 
of p21 in gastric cancer correlates with tumor 
aggressiveness as determined by immunohisto
chemical analysis and invasiveness. However, no 
remarkable alterations in the p21 and p27 genes 
have been uncovered [65], although interferon-a 
(IFN-a) dramatically induces expression of p27 
mRNA and protein by TMK-l cells, indicating the 
existence of a TGF-ß-independent expression of 
p27. Wh at is more important is that p27 reduction 
or loss correlates significantly with the advanced 
stage, the depth of tumor invasion, and lymph 
node metastasis [71a]. Moreover, the expression 

of p27 shows an inverse correlation with the ex
pression of cyclin E. 

Concerning apoptotic cell death in gastric can
cer cells, TGF-ßl causes apoptosis in some human 
gastric cancer celliines [72]. Moreover, we found 
that IFN-a also induced expression of the 6-16 
gene [73] in TMK -1 cells, followed by apoptosis. 
Therefore TGF-ß and IFN-a, wh ich may act as 
autocrine or paracrine growth regulators, are trig
gers for apoptotic cell death in gastric cancer cells. 
Kasagi et al. [74] reported an interesting observa
tion that apoptotic indices (number of apoptotic 
cells/total number of tumor cells) measured by 
the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT)
media ted dUTP biotin nick end-labeling 
(TUNEL) method were significantly higher in 
well-differentiated than poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinomas. This finding indicates that 
poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas have a 
lower incidence of apoptosis. These results are 
compatible with our findings that LOH at the 
bcl-2 gene locus is frequently associated with 
well-differentiated gastric cancer, whereas bcl-2 
overexpression is confined to poorly differenti
ated stomach cancer [44]. Evidence indicates that 
bax is directly induced by wild-type p53 and acts 
as an accelerator of apoptosis [75]. The bcl-2 and 
bax proteins can form heterodimers that regulate 
the ability of bcl-2 protein to block cell death. 
Alterations of the bax gene in gastric cancer 
should be examined in the future. 

Alterations of Oncogenes, 
Growth Factors, and Growth 
Factor Receptors in Human 
Stomach Carcinogenesis 

Proto-oncogenes are classified into four groups: 
growth factors, growth factor receptors, signal 
transducers, and nuclear proteins. Activation of 
proto-oncogenes was caused by amplification, re
arrangement, point mutation, or translocation of 
the gene. Receptor tyrosine kinase mediates the 
mitogenic signal of growth factors through the 
phosphorylation cascade of signal transducers 
and nuclear proteins. Several receptor tyrosine 
kinases, especially c-met, K-sam, and c-erbB2, have 
been reported to be altered in human gastric can
cer. Among these proto-oncogenes, alteration of c
met is most implicated in stomach carcinogenesis. 

The c-met gene was iso la ted as a proto
oncogene corresponding to met oncogene acti-
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vated by the re arrangement between the TPR 10-
cus and the met locus [76]. The c-met proto
oncogene encodes a receptor tyrosine kinase that 
has been identified as a receptor for hepatocyte 
growth factor/scatter factor (HGF/SF) [77]. 
Amplification of the c-met gene is frequently 
found with advanced gastric cancer, particularly 
scirrhous tumors [78]. This alteration is a rare 
event in esophageal or colorectal carcinomas. 
Most gastric cancers overexpress two c-met tran
scripts 7.0 and 6.0kb in size. The 6.0kb c-met tran
script is expressed preferentially in cancer tissues 
and cancer celliines of the stornach [79]. Expres
sion of the 6.0 kb c-met transcript correlates weil 
with tumor staging, lymph node metastasis, and 
depth of tumor invasion [79]. It is also known that 
c-met has several minor transcriptional variants 
[80, 81]. Yokozaki et al. [82] reported that gastric 
cancer cell lines, gastric carcinoma tissues, and 
their corresponding nonneoplastic gastric mucosa 
had the 54 bp - splice variant of c-met, which en
codes mature 190kDa heterodimeric protein as 
the major transcript population; the 54 bp + vari
ant, which encodes 170 kDa protein (which is dis
tinct from the met precursor protein), could not 
be detected. These findings provide a hypothesis 
that interaction between c-met overexpressed on 
gastric cancer cells and HGF/SF from stromal 
cells has implications for the morphogenesis and 
progression of gastric cancer in vivo. Stroma 1 cells, 
especially fibroblasts, can secrete HGF with the 
stimulation of several growth factors, such as 
interleukin-la (IL-1a), TGF-a, or TGF-ß. All of 
these growth factors are weil known to be pro
duced by cancer cells and act in an autocrine or 
paracrine manner. On the other hand, gastric can
cer cells so far analyzed do not have the ability to 
secrete HGF/SF. When the stroma 1 cells activated 
by these tumor-derived growth factors and 
cytokines secrete HGF/SF, the HGF/SF could act 
as a morphogen and promote tubular formation of 
cancer cells in a clone maintaining expression 
of adhesion molecules such as cadherins and 
catenins, resulting in weil differentiated ade no
carcinoma histologically. Conversely, in the case 
of a clone exhibiting reduced expression of cell 
adhesion molecules, HGF/SF could act as a 
motogen and induce diffuse spreading or scatter
ing of the cancer cells, resulting in poorly differen
tiated adenocarcinoma or scirrhous cancer of the 
stornach [83, 84]. This hypothesis is supported by 
the finding that there is cross-talk between E
cadherin/ß-catenin and receptor tyrosine kinases 
including c-met and c-erbB2 [85]. 

K-sam (KATO-III cell-derived stornach cancer 
amplified gene) was isolated from KA TO-III 
gastric signet ring cell carcinoma by the gel 
renaturation method [86-88]. K-sam has at least 
four transcription variants. Type I (brain type) 
and type 11 (KA TO-III type) encode membrane
bound receptor tyrosine kinases, and other two 
species encode secreted receptors [89]. Type 11 
transcript, encoding a receptor for keratinocyte 
growth factor (KGF), is expressed only in carci
noma cell lines, not in the cell lines derived from 
sarcomas. K-sam amplification takes place prefer
entially in poorly differentiated or scirrhous 
gastric carcinomas but not in well-differentiated 
gastric carcinomas [90]. Most of the gastric carci
nomas with amplified K-sam gene are in the ad
vanced stage, and some show K-sam amplification 
only in metastatic foci, suggesting that amplifi
cation of the K-sam gene is a late event during 
carcinogenesis of the stornach [90]. In addition, 
the amplification of K-sam is generally a phenom
enon independent of c-met amplification. 

The c-erbB2 gene is one of the members of the 
epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor gene 
family. In contrast to the EGF receptor, which 
frequently displays amplification in squamous cell 
carcinomas, c-erbB2 is amplified in adenocar
cinomas, including salivary gland [7], breast, and 
stornach [91, 92] cancers. The amplification of this 
tyrosine kin ase receptor gene is preferentially 
found in well-differentiated but not poorly differ
entiated gastric carcinomas [91, 92]. Moreover, 
overexpression associated with amplification of 
c-erbB2 is closely related to a poor prognosis [93] 
including liver metastasis of gastric cancer [94,95]. 
The amplification of c-erbBl (EGF receptor) and 
c-erbB3 was found in 3% [96] and 0% of human 
gastric carcinomas, respectively. 

Mutational activation of the Ki-ras oncogene is 
found in 9% to 18% of gastric cancers, especially 
the weil differentiated ones [97]. The hst-1 gene, 
iso la ted from a surgical specimen of human gastric 
cancer by the NIH/3T3 transformation assay, 
rarely (2%) amplifies in gastric cancer [98]. 

Gastric cancer cells express a broad spectrum of 
growth factors, gut hormones, and cytokines, 
including TGF-a [99, 100], EGF [101, 100), 
amphiregulin [102, 103], cripto [104, 105], TGF-ßl 
[106], platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) 
[107], insulin-like growth factor (IGF) 11 [108], 
basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) [109], IL-la 
[110], IL-6 [108], and IL-8. Among them, the EGF 
family growth factors, including TGF-a, EGF, 
cripto, and amphiregulin are the common positive 
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growth stimulators for gastric cancer. Synchro
nous overexpression of TGF-a and EGF receptor 
correlated well with the biological malignancy of 
stomach cancer. Overexpression of these growth 
factors and their receptors usually did not accom
pany gene amplifications [111]. Most of these 
genes have consensus sequence for GC factor 
(GCF), a negative regulator, as well as a sequence 
for Sp-1, a positive regulator for gene expression, 
in their promotor region. Our investigation re
vealed that the levels of the expression of positive 
growth factors and their receptors were well cor
related with the relative expression levels of these 
two transcription factors [112]. In fact, an in vitro 
transfection study using GCF expression vector 
demonstrated repression of transcription of sev
eral growth factor/receptor genes and caused 
growth inhibition of gastric cancer celllines [113]. 

The negative growth factor TGF -ß1 is commonly 
overexpressed in gastric carcinomas [106]. With 
regard to the relation between the incidence of 
TGF-ß1 overexpression and histological types, 
overexpression of this negative growth factor is 
frequently observed in poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinoma of the stomach. Although it is 
reasonable that TGF-ß1 from cancer cells them
selves may playa role in desmoplasia in scirrhous 
gastric cancer, there must be some escape mecha
nism from the growth inhibitory effect of TGF-ß1 
in cancer cells. Our study on the gastric cancer cell 
line TMK-1, which expresses TGF-ß1, demon
strated that TGF-ß1 inhibits DNA synthesis in 
TMK-1 and that the type I receptor for TGF-ß is 
mainly linked to the growth-inhibitory signal by a 

decrease in retinoblastoma pro tein phosph
orylation by p34cdc2 without suppression of c-myc 
expression [114]. Interestingly, more than 80% of 
gastric carcinoma tissues display areduction in 
TGF-ß1 receptor regardless of histological type 
[115]. Moreover, Park et al. [116] reported that four 
of seven gastric cancer celllines that were resistant 
to TGF-ß1-mediated growth inhibition had a 
genetic alteration, including deletions and 
amplifications in the type 11 TGF-ß receptor. Fre
quent alterations in the poly-adenine tract in the 
TGF-ß type 11 receptor gene open reading frame 
were reported in the replication error-positive 
colorectal cancers and in gastric carcinomas [117]. 
Intensive study on the mutation of these com
plexed TGF-ß receptor system is required to an
swer the question of why most the gastric cancer 
cells escape the growth inhibitory effect ofTGF-ßl. 

In addition to these EGF-related growth factors 
and TGF-ß, PDGF, IGF-II, and bFGF are com
monly overexpressed in poorly differentiated gas
tric carcinomas including scirrhous cancers [108]. 
In particular, the development of scirrhous gas
tric carcinoma may require synchronous over
expression of TGF-ß1, PDGF, IGF-II, and bFGF, 
all of which may function mainly as paracrine 
growth factors. This situation reflects the close 
interaction of tumor cells and stromal cells, in
cluding fibroblasts, endothelial cells, macro
phages, and lymphocytes. In addition, we lately 
found that most of the gastric cancer cell lines 
and gastric cancer tissues produced vascular 
endothelial growth factor, whose expression was 
up-regulated by several stromal- and cancer-
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derived growth factors and 
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derived growth factors and cytokines (Yamamoto 
et al., unpublished data). 

Gastric carcinomas can produce not only 
growth factors but cytokines as weil. Surprisingly, 
IL-1a gene is expressed at various levels by most 
of the gastric carcinoma ceHlines [110]. More than 
60% of gastric carcinoma tissues reveal higher 
levels of IL-1a mRNA expression than normal 
mucosa. Moreover, we found that IL-1a acts as an 
autocrine or paracrine growth factor for some of 
the gastric cancer ceHlines, and the expression of 
IL-1a was stimulated by TGF-a and EGF. We 
found that IL-6 was also overexpressed in some of 
the gastric cancer ceHlines (lto et al., unpublished 
data). Tumor-derived IL-1a may induce an in
crease in proteolytic enzyme activity, ceH adhe
sion molecules, and cytokine production and a 
decrease in extraceHulan matrix production by 
stromal ceHs. Recently, we found that IL-8 pro
duced by tumor ceHs strongly correlated with 
neovascularization [110a]. Therefore cytokines 
and growth factors produced by tumor cells not 
only affect autocrine or paracrine growth and 
motility of tumor cells themselves, they mayaiso 
have an effect on stromal ceHs' interaction with 
their receptors, leading to fibrosis, angiogenesis, 
activation of the cytokine network, and immuno
suppression (Fig. 1). 

Conversely, stromal ceHs stimulated by tumor
derived growth factors may induce secretion of 
multiple growth factors and cytokines, resulting in 
proliferation, enhanced motility, and sometimes 
apoptotic ceH death or necrosis of tumor cells. 

Alterations of Metastasis-Related 
Genes in Human Stomach 
Carcinogenesis 

Alterations in multiple genes and multiple growth 
factors including cytokines may facilitate the 
development of metastasis of gastric cancer. 
WeH differentiated gastric cancers frequently 
metastasize to liver, whereas poorly differentiated 
ones often display peritoneal dissemination. 

CD44 was originaHy implicated as a "homing" 
receptor that directed the migration of recir
culating Iymphocytes across the high endothelial 
venular membranes of the Iymph nodes and in
flamed synovia [118]. It has been confirmed that 
CD44 is expressed not only in Iymphocytes but in a 
wide variety of tissues. It is considered to be an 
important cell adhesion molecule for ceH-cell in-

teraction [119]. Molecular cloning and analysis of 
the genetic structure have revealed that the CD44 
gene contains at least 20 exons of which 12 exons 
can be alternatively spliced to make up a wide 
variety of molecular variants [120]. Expression of 
the CD44 splice variantes) has been found in vari
ous human malignancies and is considered to be 
implicated in tumor progression and metastasis 
[121-123]. We also detected expression of abnor
mal CD44 transcript including exon 11 in aH gastric 
cancer tissues and metastatic tumors [124]. In addi
tion, the difference in the CD44 abnormal tran
script pattern is observed between well
differentiated and poorly differentiated gastric 
cancers, suggesting that two types of gastric cancer 
may have different genetic pathways as weil as 
different biological implications in the expression 
of CD44 [124]. What is more important is that 
CD44 variants found in cancer tissue frequently 
had retention of intronic sequences, especiaHy that 
of intron 9 [125, 126]. Therefore overexpression of 
abnormal CD44 transcripts containing the intron 9 
sequence is presumably a powerful indicator of the 
presence of adenocarcinoma in the gastrointestinal 
tract [127]. It has been confirmed that CD44 vari
ants regulate adhesion, movement, and activation 
of normal and neoplastic ceHs through interaction 
with hyaluronic acid. 

Osteopontin, also termed Eta-1 (early T Iym
phocyte activation-1), was reported to be a protein 
ligand for CD44 and to elicit a different ceHular 
response with its liga ti on from that of the carbohy
drate ligand [128]. Moreover, osteopontin has in
ternal RGD consensus to interact with integrin 
family proteins [129]. Our experimental evidence 
showed that osteopontin is overexpressed in gas
tric cancer tissues, compared with corresponding 
normal gastric mucosa. It is of considerable inter
est that gastric cancer ceHs express the receptor 
adhesion molecule (CD44) and protein ligand 
(osteopontin) synchronously. Our recent study on 
the interaction between CD44 variants and 
osteopontin may provide some biological clues to 
the mechanisms of Iymphogenous metastasis. 

A candidate suppressor gene of metastasis, 
nm23 encodes nucleotide diphosphate kinase 
and c-myc transcription factor. LOH at the nm23 
locus has been found in 85 primary gastric cancers, 
most of which tumors express nm23 mRNA 
at higher levels in primary tumor tissue than in 
the corresponding normal mucosa [130]. However, 
the reduction of nm23 expression is frequently 
associated with metastases of gastric cancer. 
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In addition to nm23, elevated levels of 
urokinase-type plasminogen activator and plas
minogen activator inhibitor in tumor tissues are 
linked with metastasis of gastrointestinal cancer 
[131, 132]. Nekarda et al. [133] found that elevated 
iP A and P AI -1 levels were closely correlated with 
vascular invasion, lymph node metastases, and 
poor prognosis. Additionally, a 31-kDa lactoside 
lectin (L-31) is frequently overexpressed in pri
mary tumors and liver metastases of weil differen
tiated gastric cancers [134], suggesting that 
overexpression of this lectin may correlate with 
liver metastasis of gastric cancer. 

Peritoneal invasion and dissemination may re
quire not only abnormalities of cell adhesion 
molecules but also LOH of the long arm of chro
mosome 7. Our study on deletion mapping of 7q 
demonstrated that LOH at the D7S95 locus was 
correlated closely with poor prognosis and a high 
incidence of peritoneal dissemination in gastric 
cancer [45]. It is likely that the D7S95 locus con
tains a candidate suppressor gene for the progres
sion and metastasis of gastric carcinoma. 

Future Perspectives 

Molecular dissections of human gastric cancers 
have revealed that multiple genetic alterations are 
involved in stomach carcinogenesis. The overall 

observations on this issue may provide supporting 
evidence for our working hypothesis that there 
are two distinctive major genetic pathways for 
stomach carcinogenesis (Fig. 2). K-ras mutation, 
APC inactivation, loss of DCC, and amplification 
of c-erbB2 are preferentially found in well
differentiated gastric carcinomas, whereas gene 
mutations, loss of the cadherin-catenin system, 
and amplification of K-sam are frequently ob
served in poorly differentiated cancers. In addi
tion, the present findings support the use of some 
molecular biological approaches to the diagnosis 
and evaluation of gastric malignancy. Early ge
netic changes, such as microsatellite instability, 
not only serve as good biological markers for 
screening precancerous lesions that have malig
nant potential but also for the possible devel
opment of secondary cancer. Alterations 
preferentially occurring at the point of malignant 
transformation, such as reactivation of telomerase 
and p53 inactivation, may provide a powerful tool 
for the evaluation of malignancy. The late 
changes, including amplification of cyclin E gene, 
c-erbB2 amplification, and 7q LOH, are good indi
cators for biological malignancy. Applying these 
results to routine clinical practice, we are able to 
facilitate and improve cancer diagnosis and to pre
dict grade of malignancy or patient prognosis and 
to discover novel types of therapeutic approaches. 
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We have implemented and utilized a new strategy 
of molecular diagnosis of gastrointestinal tract 
cancers based on the above-mentioned overall 
findings as a routine service in the Hiroshima City 
Medical Association Clinical Laboratory since 
1993 [135]. The detailed philosophy and descrip
tion on this strategy appear in the chapter by W. 
Yasui and E. Tahara of this book. Finally, the 
major remaining work on this field is identification 
of the specific gene(s) responsible for stomach 
carcinogenesis. 
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Galectins in Gastric and Colorectal Cancers: 
Implications for Tumor Progression and 
Metastasis 

Reuben Lotan 1 and Eiichi Tahara2 

Summary. Galectins 1 and 3, galactoside-binding 
proteins, have been implicated in cellular interac
tions, growth, apoptosis, differentiation, transfor
mation, and metastasis. Galectins' expression was 
detected in normal mucosa and in primary and 
metastatic colorectal and gastric carcinomas by 
Western blotting of extracts from cultured tumor 
cells and surgical specimens and by immunohis
tochemistry using histological sections of fixed tis
sues. Galectin-1 was detected in only 7 of 21 cul
tured human colon carcinoma cell Iines, whereas 
galectin-3 was found in 20 of 21. In gastric cancer 
cell lines, galectin-1 was detected in most (six of 
eight) and galectin-3 in all of eight celllines. Most 
of the celliines expressed carcinoembryonic anti
gen and Iysosome-associated membrane proteins, 
wh ich can serve as endogenous ligands for galectins. 
Immunoblotting of extracts of malignant colorectal 
tissues from 48 patients revealed that the galectin-
3 level was higher in tumor specimens from patients 
cIassified as Dukes' stage D than in those in other 
stages. Immunoblotting of extracts of normal and 
malignant gastric tissues from 26 patients revealed 
that the galectin-3 level was high er in tumor tissue 
than in normal tissue in 9 of 26 cases but lower than 
that in normal tissue in only 3 of 26 cases. An im
munohistochemical analysis revealed that galectin-
3 expression increased in gastric cancers relative 
to normal mucosa and in some metastatic lesions 
relative to primary tumors. These results implicate 
galectin-3 in the progression of certain types of 
colorectal and gastric cancers to the metastatic 
phenotype. 
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Introduction 

Normal development, cell growth and differentia
tion, and tumor invasion and metastasis involve 
various types of cellular interactions among cells 
and between cells and exogenous soluble or in
soluble macromolecules. Although most of these 
interactions are mediated by a variety of specific 
cell surface components that are involved in 
protein-protein interactions, such as integrins, 
selectins, or members of the immunoglobulin 
superfamily, some interactions are mediated by 
carbohydrate-recognition mechanisms. Such in
teractions occur during embryonic development 
[1-3], cell growth and differentiation, and cancer 
metastasis [4-8]. 

The expression of cellular glycoconjugates, 
incIuding mucins, glycoproteins, glycolipids, and 
blood group-associated carbohydrate antigens, 
has been found to change during normal dif
ferentiation, after malignant transformation, 
and during progression to metastatic stages in 
a variety of cell types incIuding gastrointestinal 
neoplasms [1, 9-13]. The various monosac
charides present in vertebrate oligosaccharides 
can be linked in specific sequences and types 
of anomeric linkages, and it has been suggested 
that they form specific recognition codes that 
can specify intercellular recognition and adhesion 
[1, 6, 14]. Complementary molecules capable 
of binding specific carbohydrates would be re
quired for recognition and for mediating the 
functional consequences of such recognition. 
Lectin-like proteins endowed with the ability to 
bind different types of saccharides have been 
found in various animal tissues [15] and malignant 
cells [16-18]. The binding of neoglycoproteins 
to tissue sections revealed that the expression 
of several endogenous lectins was different in 
primary and metastatic lesions of human colon 
and lung carcinoma, which suggests a role for 
lectins in metastasis [19-21]. Some lectins have 
been implicated in mediating the adhesion of 
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metastatic tumor cells to target organ cells (i.e., 
lung) [22-24]. 

Galectins: A family of Galactoside
Binding Proteins 

The most prevalent vertebrate lectins bind ß
galactosides [6,8,25,26]. These lectins constitute 
a family of proteins called galectins, which are 
related by sharing amino acid sequences [25, 27]. 
The best studied among the galectins are galectin-
1 (13.0-14.5kDa) [26, 28] and galectin-3 (29-
35 kDa) [5,6,28-32]. 

Galectin-1 is developmentally regulated in sev
eral vertebrate tissues including intestine, skin, 
lung, muscle, and nervous system [27, 33-36]. In 
most cell types this lectin is present in the cyto
plasm with a lower but detectable level of expres
sion on the cell surface. The latter localization is 
also supported by the presence of carbohydrate
binding activity at the cell surface [18, 37]. 
Galectin-1 is also secreted by some cells [38]. 

Galectin-3 [5], a 35kDa lactose-binding lectin, 
shares regions of complete homology with 
galectin-1, including a 39-amino-acid residue se
quence in wh ich there are 15 invariant amino acids 
[6, 25, 27, 32]. These residues are located in the 
carbohydrate recognition domain. Site-directed 
mutagenesis of galectin-1 revealed that sequences 
conserved in this region between galectin-1 and 
galectin-3 are critical for the carbohydrate
binding activity of galectin-1 [39,40]. Galectin-3 is 
identical to the murine macrophage cell surface 
antigen Mac-2 [30]. Mouse galectin-2 also exhibits 
amino acid sequence homology at its amino
terminus with heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleo
proteins (hnRNPs) and can be localized in the cell 
nucleus [32]. 

Functions of Galectins 

The developmental regulation of galectin-1 ex
pression has led to speculation that this protein 
may be involved in the control of cellular prolif
eration and differentiation, and there are indica
tions for a role of this lectin in cell adhesion as weil 
[24, 41]. The ability of galectin-1 to stimulate 
DNA synthesis in a lactose-inhibitable process 
was demonstrated in aortic smooth muscle cells 
and pulmonary endothelial cells [42]. Galectin-1 

has been implicated in malignant transformation 
by the demonstration that BALB3T3 fibroblasts 
that had been transfected with the galectin's 
cDNA became transformed as evidenced by their 
ability to form colonies in soft agar, and they were 
tumorigenic when injected into nude mice [43]. In 
contrast, in mouse embryo fibroblasts galectin-1 
was found to act as an autocrine negative growth 
inhibitor, which is endogenously produced and 
secreted by these cells [44]. Because the latter two 
activities could not be inhibited by galactosides, 
they may be unrelated to the carbohydrate
binding function of the galectin. The rapid in duc
tion of galectin -1 in cells induced to undergo 
apoptosis and its ability to mediate apoptosis of T 
cells have implicated this galectin in programmed 
cell death [45,46]. 

The secretion of galectin-1 suggests that it may 
possess an extracellular function [38]. Binding of 
the secreted galectin to the cell surface or to extra
cellular matrix (ECM) stabilizes the protein and 
protects it from inactivation [47]. Furthermore, 
once bound to the ECM, the secreted galectin-1 
can mediate attachment of tumor cells via cell 
surface lysosomal-associated membrane proteins 
(LAMPs) [41]. 

In addition to its possible role in cell adhesion, 
it has been proposed that galectin-3 may function 
in the nucleus in the transport of mRNA to the 
cytosol [32], and it may be involved in pre-mRNA 
splicing [48]. Furthermore, galectin-3 may playa 
role in cell proliferation, as the levels of galectin-3 
protein and mRNA are low in quiescent mouse 
fibroblasts and increase rapidly after mitogenic 
stimulation [49]. The transfection of galectin-3 
into immortalized fibroblastic cells increased their 
ability to form colonies in agar, to form tumors, 
and to colonize the lungs in mice [50]. Thus 
galectin-3 mayaiso be involved in transformation 
and metastasis. 

Galectins in Gastrointestinal Tumors 

Colorectal Cancers 

A high level of binding of the Mac-2 antibody, 
which recognizes galectin-3 [35, 36], has been de
tected in small intestinal epithelial cells located at 
the tips of villi, whereas only a low level of reactiv
ity was found in cells at the base of the villi [46]. 
The expression of galectin-3 increases along 
the crypt-surface axis in normal colonic epithe-



lium, suggesting a relation with differentiation. 
Furthermore, nonmalignant colonic mucosa cells 
adjacent to colon carcinomas were found to con
tain the galectin-3 mRNA and protein [47,48] . 

There have been several reports on the pres
ence of lactose-binding lectins in human colon 
carcinoma [20, 51-58]. Most of these studies de
tected the presence of galectin-l in primary colon 
tissue and tumor sampies after affinity chromatog
raphy on immobilized lactose. Organ-dependent 
differences in lectin profiles in metastatic lesions 
to either lung or liver from primary colon carcino
mas have been demonstrated [20]. 

Other studies have identified the expression 
of galectins in cultured colon carcinoma cells. 
Galectin-3 expression was detected in six of seven 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) cell lines [57]. 
We found that galectin-3 was present in 20 of 21 
colon carcinoma cell lines [37] and in surgical 
specimens of colorectal cancers [56]. This expres
sion was related to progression to metastatic 
stages in cancer patients [56]. Specifically, the 
levels of galectin-3 in primary tumors of patients 
having distant metastases (dukes' stage D) were 
significantly higher than in those from patients 
without detectable metastases (Dukes' stages BI 
and B2). Likewise, the level of galectin-3 corre
lated significantly with the serum carcinembryonic 
antigen (CEA) level in the same patients. In con
trast, the variation in the level of galectin-l among 
the varirus specimens was sm aller, and there was 
no correlation between the amount of galectin-l 
and cancer stage or CEA level. The results indi
cated that the relative amount of galectin-3 in
creases as the colorectal cancer progresses to the 
more malignant stage. However, galectin-3 has 
been reported to be found primarily in the cyto
plasm of human colon carcinoma in tissue sections 
where staining of adjacent normal colonic epithe
lium shows most of the lectin localized in the nu
cleus [59]. The intensity of staining for galectin-3 
was also more pronounced in normal colonic epi
thelium than it was in colon carcinomas. The rea
son for the differences between results obtained in 
different laboratories is not clear but may be re
lated to the small sampie size of the study. This 
contention is based on the findings of a large study 
in which galectin-3 was analyzed in 153 tissue 
specimens, including 29 adenomas containing pre
malignant lesions, 66 colon carcinomas of known 
Dukes' stage, and 23 other primary carcinomas 
with 35 associated metastases [58]. This study has 
demonstrated that galectin-3 expression was sig-
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nificantly elevated in high-grade dysplasia and 
early invasive cancers relative to adenomatous 
tissues from which they derived. The expression 
of galectin-3 increased with Dukes ' stage and was 
higher in metastases than in the corresponding 
primary tumors, thereby confirming with immu
nohistochemical data the immunoblotting data 
of Irimura et al. [56]. Furthermore, enhanced 
galectin-3 expression correlated with decreased 
long-term patient survival [58]. In conclusion, the 
study indicated that galectin-3 expression is re
lated to neoplastic transformation and metastatic 
progression in colon cancer in vivo. 

Gastric Cancers 

To determine whether galectins also playa role 
in the progression of gastric cancer, we analyzed 
the expression of galectin-3 by Western im
munoblotting in extracts prepared from surgical 
specimens from 26 patients with gastric cancer 
and adjacent nonneoplastic mucosa and from 7 
specimens of normal mucosa [60]. The level of 
galectin-3 was higher in the tumor sampies than in 
the normal specimens in 34.6% (9/26) of cases, 
similar to the normal specimens in 53.8% (14/26) 
of cases, and lower than the normal specimens in 
11.5% (3/26) of cases. The difference in lectin 
level was not re la ted to the histological type of the 
tumor. 

We next used formalin-fixed paraffin
embedded tissue sections from 39 patients with 
various types of primary gastric carcinoma and 
adjacent "normal" mucosa, as weil as specimens 
from primary gastric carcinomas and their 
metastases to lymph nodes, liver, lungs, kidney, or 
ovaries from 74 cases. The galectin-3 level was 
higher in tubular gastric carcinoma specimens 
than in normal mucosa specimens in 55% of the 
cases, and the me an staining index was higher in 
the carcinoma specimens than in the normal tissue 
specimens. The difference between the galectin-3 
level in the tumor and the corresponding normal 
mucosa in 11 cases was statistically significant (P 
< 0.05). Galectin-3 levels were not significantly 
different between tumor tissue and normal tissue 
in cases of weil differentiated papillary carcino
mas or poorly differentiated carcinomas. Like
wise, there was no significant difference between 
galectin-3 levels in tumors at different stages of 
disease, although galectin-3 levels tended to be 
higher in state III cancer than in normal mucosa 
[60]. 
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There were distinct patterns of galectin-3 stain
ing in different tumors. In some cases the staining 
appeared to be associated with the cell surface 
membrane, whereas in others the staining was cy
toplasmic [60]. These patterns of localization were 
observed previously in cultured cells [61]. 

A comparison of galectin-3 lectin levels in pri
mary gastric carcinomas and their metastases was 
also performed using immunohistochemical meth
ods on specimens from 74 patients, including pri
mary gastric carcinoma and metastases to at least 
one distant organ (lymph node, liver, lung, kidney, 
or ovary) isolated from the same patient. The re
sults were analyzed according to the histology 
and differentiation of the tumors and the site of 
metastasis. The galectin-3 level in lymph node 
metastases was similar to that of the correspond
ing primary carcinoma in about 50% of the 51 
cases analyzed. A trend (P = 0.1) for a higher 
level of galectin-3 in lymph node metastases than 
in poorly differentiated primary carcinomas from 
which they dervied was indicated by the finding of 
such a relation in 38% of the cases, whereas only 
6% of the cases showed a higher galectin-3level in 
primary cancers compared to their corresponding 
metastases. Furthermore, a higher galectin-3 level 
in liver metastases than in well-differentiated tu
bular primary cancers (P = 0.02) was indicated by 
the finding of such a relation in 31 % of the cases, 
whereas only 11 % of cases showed a higher level 
of galectin-3 in primary carcinomas than in their 
liver metastases. In contrast, no such trend could 
be detected when lymph node metastases were 
compared with their weil differentiated primary 
carcinomas or when liver or lung metastases 
were compared with their corresponding well
differentiated papillary or poorly differentiated 
primary cancers. The higher expression of 
galectin-3 in certain types of primary gastric can
cers and metastases implicates this lectin in the 
metastatic phenotype [60]. 

Endogenous Ligands tor Galectins 
in Gastrointestinal Mucosa 

Glycoconjugates containing terminal or penulti
mate lactosyl residues may playa role in cellular 
interactions by serving as complementary mol
ecules for endogenous lactoside-binding proteins 
[6, 8, 24, 31, 62]. Important interactions of lectins 
may be mediated by glycoconjugates that are ex
pressed on the surface of adjacent cells or are 

present in the ECM and contain mono- or 
oligosaccharides that are recognized by the com
plementary binding site in the lectin molecule. 
The ECM is composed mainly of laminin, 
fibronectin, type IV collagen, and various pro
teoglycans, many of which are heavily glyco
sylated and whose oligosaccharide side chains can 
provide recognition determinants for lectins. Al
though the functions of galectin-3 are not clearly 
established, this lectin is thought to playa role in 
cellular recognition and adhesion. Galectin-3 iso
lated from a human lung exhibited a higer affinity 
for blood group A-related structures and for 
polylactosaminoglycan chains than for lactose [31, 
63]. The ability of galectin-3, which is present on 
the surface of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
cells to bind laminin is weil established [37, 64-
66]. This activity may playa role in cell binding to 
ECM, an important event in cancer cell invasion 
and metastasis [67]. However, the mere expres
sion of galectin-3 on the surface of a cell may not 
be sufficient to mediate carbohydrate-specific 
adhesion to laminin [66]. The binding of recom
binant human galectin-3 to mouse EHS laminin 
has also been reported [66, 68]. A number of 
cellular interactions with laminin have been 
shown to be dependent on the state of glycosy
lation of this glycoprotein [69]. Whether it is re
lated to important interactions of laminin and 
galectins remains to be elucidated. It is notewor
thy in this regard that one report demonstrated 
that galectin-l may be involved in the adhesion of 
cells to laminin [70] 

Carcinoembryonic antigen (CD66e), a 180kDa 
member of the immunoglobulin superfamily, is 
more than 50% carbohydrate by weight, and some 
of its oligosaccharides are lactosaminoglycans 
[71], the preferred complementary structure for 
galectin-3 [5,6,8,62, 72]. Increased CEA expres
sion is characteristic of metastatic colon carci
noma cells [73]. We have demonstrated that 
galectin-3 is capable of binding to immobilized 
CEA in a carbohydrate-dependent manner. More 
importantly, we found that galectin-3 and CEA 
appeared to be co-localized on the cell surface, 
suggesting that galectin-3 may interact with CEA 
at the cell surface. If such interactions can occur 
between galectin-3 and CEA on adjacent cells, 
they may mediate cell-cell adhesion. In addition, 
interactions between galectin-3 and CEA on the 
same cell could modulate the distribution of CEA 
in the membrane and its efficiency as a cell adhe
sion molecule because microclustered CEA-lec-



tin complexes would likely participate in multiva
lent interactions. Our data suggest that another 
member of the immunoglobulin superfamily, 
most probably nonspecific cross-reacting antigen 
(NCA) (CD66c) or a related family member, is 
also recognized by galectin-3. CEA and NCA 
have been found to be involved in calcium
independent homotypic and heterotypic adhesion 
in colon carcinoma cells [73-75]. Whether 
galectin-3 plays a role in these effects of CEA and 
NCA remains to be established. 

Another class of cellular glycoconjugates we 
examined for their ability to bind to galectin-3 was 
the lysosome-associated membrane glycoproteins 
(LAMP) [76, 77]. LAMP-l and LAMP-2 were 
shown to be heavily glycosylated, with more than 
50% of their molecular weights being contributed 
by carbohydrate side chains. They are the major 
sialoglycoproteins in a variety of cell types and the 
major carriers of poly-N-acetyllactosamine [77, 
78]. LAMP-l and LAMP-2, although predomi
nantly intracellular, are present on the surface of 
some cells including the KM12 cell line [79]. Cell 
surface LAMPs have been implicated in cell adhe
si on and metastasis of KM12 cells by several stud
ies [79, 80]. The ability of galectin-3 to bind 
LAMP-l and LAMP-2 suggests that these mol
ecules mayaIso be functional ligands for this lec
tin. Previously, it was reported that galectin-l was 
able to bind LAMPs from Chinese hamster ovary 
and ovarian carcinoma cells [41, 81]. We found 
that human galectin-3 can also interact with 
LAMPs. 

To be able to mediate ce lI-ce II and celI-ECM 
interactions, galectin-3 should be present on the 
cell surface; it should be able to bind exogenous 
glycoconjugates; and the cells should express com
plementary glycoconjugates that could serve as 
binding sites for galectin. The presence of various 
carbohydrate-binding pro teins on the surface of 
HCC cells has been shown previously [53). That 
galectin-3 is present on the cell surface was dem
onstrated by several methods, including cell 
surface radioiodination, immunofluorescence 
microscopy, and flow cytofluorimetry; that 
galactoside-specific, lectin-like activity is present 
on the surface of intact KM12 cells was indicated 
by the binding of thiodigalactoside-containing 
neoglycoproteins; that exogenous biotinylated 
galectin-3 can bind in a lactoside-inhibitable fash
ion to the surface of KM12 cells was shown by 
flow cytofluorimetry. The co-Iocalization of 
galectin-3 and CEA, observed by double indirect 
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immunofluorescence, suggests that CEA is one of 
the cell surface ligands for galectin-3. Preliminary 
identification of additional potential cell surface 
galectin-3 ligands was achieved by analysis 
of radioiodinated molecules that were co
immunoprecipitated with galectin-3 from extracts 
of cell surface radiolabeled cells. Some of these 
surface molecules are distinct from those labeled 
metabolically with sugars (e.g. 120 kDa). In this 
regard, it is interesting to note that galectin-l has 
been shown to bind to the surface of mouse em
bryo fibroblasts by me ans of a carbohydrate
independent mechanism [44). Our finding that 
only 50% of exogenously added galectin-3 can be 
removed from the KM12 cell surface by lactose 
also supports the possibility of the existence of 
carbohydrate-independent interactions of the lec
tin with cell surface components. 

Thus we have demonstrated that galectin-3 is 
expressed in a large number of HCC cell lines, 
whereas the expression of galectin-l seems to be 
restricted to more poorly differentiated HCC cell 
lines. Focusing on galectin-3, we determined that 
this protein can bind in a carbohydrate-dependent 
mann er to several endogenous and exogenous 
glycoproteins shown previously to be involved in 
cellular interactions in colon carcinoma celIs, in
cluding CEA, LAMPs 1 and 2, and laminin. Fur
thermore, the presence of cognate ligands for 
galectin-3 on the cell surface suggests that such 
pro teins may play a role in the function of the 
lectin at this location. 

The potential complementary glycoconjugates 
for galectin-3 in gastric cancer have not been char
acterized, although some re ports (described be
low) suggest the expression of potential cognate 
molecules for galectin-3 on the surface of gastric 
carcinoma cells. The patterns of binding of plant 
lectins indicated that glycoconjugates are altered 
during differentiation of normal gastric mucosa, in 
metaplastic lesions, and in gastric carcinomas [82]. 
Furthermore, several reports suggest that glyco
proteins play an important role in determining the 
malignant behavior of gastric carcinoma and that 
such molecules might be promising biochemical 
markers of tumor progression [83-87]. For exam
pIe, the binding of Helix pomatia agglutinin, a 
blood group A-specific lectin, has been detected in 
59% of primary gastric carcinomas; this binding 
was significantly correlated with tumor invasive
ness and metastasis and was inversely related to 
survival [86]. Similarly, the pattern of binding of 
several plant lectins (Con A, WGA, PNA, UEA-
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1, and DBA) to tissue specimens from normal and 
metaplastic gastric mucosa and in adenomas and 
carcinomas revealed changes that were re la ted to 
tumor progression [87]. Changes in glycocojugate 
structure between primary and metastatic gastric 
cancer have been found by the bin ding of 
monoclonal antibodies generated against glyco
proteins isolated from gastric carcinoma by lectin
affinity chromatography. The expression of this 
glycoprotein was lower in liver metastases than in 
primary cancers [88]. Lastly, one report described 
the increased expression of N-acetyllactosamine 
moiety detected by bin ding of plant lectins in 
gastrointestinal neoplasms relative to normal mu
cosal cells [9]. Among gastric carcinomas, tubular 
(intestinal type) carcinomas expressed a higher 
level of the carbohydrate than the diffuse-type, 
signet-ring, and poorly differentiated carcinomas 
[9]. Some of these glycoproteins could be bound 
by galectin-3 via their carbohydrate side chains. 
We found that galectin-3 binds CEA isolated from 
a liver metastasis of a colon carcinoma [37]. This 
glycoprotein antigen is expressed on the surface 
of gastric carcinomas [89-91], and we found by 
immunoblotting that it is also expressed in gastric 
cancer surgical specimens and cell lines that con
tain galectin-3 (unpublished observations). Thus 
galectin-3 could bind CEA on adjacent cells and 
mediate cell-cell adhesion. Likewise, galectin-3 
could bind an asialoglycoprotein antigen that was 
detected on gastric cancer cells [83] or blood 
group A-containing glycoproteins expressed by 
invasive primary gastric tumors [86]. 

Potential Clinical Relevance 
of Galectin Analysis in 
Gastrointestinal Cancer 

Gastric carcinoma is one of the major causes of 
cancer mortality in Japan and is still a frequent 
disease in Western countries [92]. The prognosis 
of a patient with gastric cancer is related directIy 
to the disease stage at the time of initial diagnosis. 
Thus the pathological type of the lesion, its loca
tion in the stornach, and most importantly the 
presence or absence of lymph node metastases are 
the most significant indicators of prognosis [93]. 
Surgery and adjuvant chemotherapy of gastric 
cancer before it has metastasized to lymph nodes 
seem to improve survival. Specific cellular and 
biochemical markers that change during the pro-

gression of localized premalignant and malignant 
gastric lesions to metastatic stages may provide 
a me ans with which to detect highly metastatic 
cells within a heterogeneous primary tumor. Such 
markers could lead to the design of sensitive diag
nostic methods to identify patients at risk for the 
development of metastases (i.e., methods that 
would indicate to the clinician that an aggres
sive treatment may be appropriate for improving 
the patient's prognosis). Our findings revealed 
a high er level of galectin-3 in lymph node 
metastases than in primary poorly differentiated 
gastric carcinomas and a higher galectin-3 level 
in liver metastases than in primary well
differentiated tubular carcinomas. These results 
suggest that galectins, in particular galectin-3, can 
serve as a marker of tumor progression and metas
tasis in gastrointestinal carcinomas. 
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Stomach Cancer and Apoptosis: A Review* 

Hisao Ito, Masato Ishida, Satoshi Ohfuji, Mitsuhiko Osaki, 
Hisae Hayashi, and Shigeru Tatebe 

Summary. Apoptosis is a distinct form of cell 
death, distinguishable from necrosis. It is a natu
ral, active process by which cells are eliminated 
from normal or neoplastic tissue. We describe 
apoptotic cells in human gastric mucosa, 
adenomas, and carcinomas with special reference 
to the role of the pS3 gene. Apoptosis plays a role 
in the morphogenesis of gastritis mucosa, includ
ing intestinal metaplasia to eliminate unnecessary 
or possibly DNA-damaged cells. The frequent 
occurrence of apoptosis in gastric adenomas may 
reflect their rather static nature. Apoptosis corre
lates with proliferative activity and tumorigenesis 
of gastric carcinoma, in which the apoptotic index 
(AI) correlates with the histologie type and depth 
of invasion. Gastric carcinoma with lymphoid 
stroma (GCLS) demonstrated the lowest AI 
among the histologie types. This fact might partly 
correlate with their favorable postoperative prog
nosis of GCLS compared with ordinary gastric 
carcinomas. Although the mutated p53 gene at
tenuates apoptotic cell death, apoptosis of gastric 
cancer cells occurs in a cell cycle-dependent and a 
cell cycle-independent mann er in vivo. Anticancer 
agents, transforming growth factor beta, and anti
Fas antibody variably induce apoptosis in the vari
ous human gastric cancer cell lines. In fact, 
preoperative administration of 5-fluorouracil sig
nificantly increased the number of apoptotic can
cer cells. Thus apoptosis plays a crucial role in the 
tumorigenesis and progression of human gastric 
carcinoma. Selective induction of apoptosis of 
cancer cells is undoubtedly the best way to treat 
gastric cancer patients. Further studies should be 
conducted to clarify variable pathways of signal 
transduction, which might show a diverse spec-
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trum of biologie effects depending on the 
apoptosis-inducible agents. 

Introduction 

Knowledge about cell death has greatly increased 
and even changed since the mid-1970s [1-5]. Dur
ing the course of this rapid advance, a new con
cept of cell death, apoptosis, has been extensively 
analyzed in the field of basic cell biology and pa
thology, resulting in confusion about definitions 
and terminology [4, 5]. 

Apoptosis refers to energy-dependent cell 
death in which individual cells participate in their 
own fragmentation and deletion from living tissue 
[1 , 3, 4]. It has distinct morphologie features , 
including compacting of chromatin against the 
nuclear membrane, cell shrinkage with the preser
vation of organelles, loss of cell-cell contact, and 
finally nuclear and cytoplasmic budding to form 
membrane-bound fragments known as apoptotic 
bodies, which are rapidly phagocytosed by adja
cent parenchymal cells or macrophages [1, 3-5]. 
Increased endogenous nuclease activity causes 
fragmentation of DNA, showing a "ladder" ap
pearance on electrophoresis that is known to be a 
biochemical feature of apoptosis [2] . 

Advances in molecular biology have disclosed 
the roles of a variety of protein molecules or 
oncogenes and suppressor genes in the process 
and regulation of apoptosis. They include p53, c
myc, ras , c-fos, bcl-2, bax, and p2i genes [3]. Many 
studies have focused on pS3 and bcl-2 expression 
[6-8]. For example, the expression of nuclear p53 
almost tallies with that of the mutant [9], wh ich 
suppresses apoptosis. Thus apoptosis is now de
fined as a mode of cell death that exhibits distinct 
morphologie, biochemieal, and molecular biologie 
properties (Table 1). 

Apoptosis is a basic biologie phenomenon of 
critical importance in the regulation of cell 
populations in situations as diverse as metamor-
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phosis, embryogenetic growth and modeling, 
hormone-induced organ involution, and neo
plasia. Because of the short dura ti on of the proc
ess [10] and seemingly low incidence, apoptosis 
can be difficult to detect on routine histologic sec
tions, which is why pathologists have generally 
paid !ittle attention to this process in a variety of 
human tumors including gastric cancer. Given the 
considerable evidence that proliferation indices of 
gastric cancer cells may be of prognostic signifi
cance and that parameters of cell loss are biologi
cally relevant, enhanced apoptosis may be of 
considerable clinical significance. Tumor progres
sion should be analyzed on the basis of both pro
liferation and apoptotic cell death (cellloss). The 
comparative rates of cell proliferation and cell 

Table 1. Definition of apoptosis 

Parameter 

Morphology 

Biochemistry 

Molecular 
biology 

Apoptosis 

Karyorrhexis, membrane blebbing, 
and cell shrinkage, followed by 
formation of apoptotic bodies 

DNA ladder formation on agarose gel 
due to naturally occurring DNA 
strand breaks caused by endogenous 
nuclease activity 

Cell death accompanying the 
expression of various oncogenes and 
suppressor genes 

death determine how fast cancers can grow. In 
fact, studies indicate that estimates of cells show
ing apoptosis may have prognostic significance in 
non-Hodgkin's lymphomas [11, 12] and prostatic 
cancers [13-15]. The apoptotic index becomes 
higher with progression of colorectal cancers, with 
even higher values detected in metastatic foci [16]. 
Thus apoptosis might be correlated with a higher 
proliferative activity of various human tumors. 

The purpose of this chapter is to offer the re
sults of our investigations and a review of the 
literature on apoptosis of human gastric cancer. 
Special attention is given to the role of the p53 
gene and related molecules. 

Apoptosis in Gastric Mucosa, 
Adenomatous Dysplasia, and 
Carcinoma 

Apoptotic cells can be confirmed on routinely pre
pared hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) sections and 
by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT)
mediated dUTP-biotin nick end labeling 
(TUNEL) (Figs. 1-3) [17-21]. This method is 
based on detecting naturally occurring DNA 
strand breaks caused by endogeneous nuclease 
activity in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tis
sue sections. The histology of TUNEL-positive 
apoptotic cells found in gastritis mucosa (Fig. 1), 
tubular adenoma (Fig. 2), and carcinoma (Fig. 3) 

• 

... 

Fig. 1 a,b. Serial section of gastric
intestinal metaplasia, incomplete 
type. a A few apoptotic cells distrib
ute mainly in the deep portion of 
metaplastic glands. (H&E, X 140) b 
Apoptotic cells obviously demon
strate a TUNEL signal in their nu
clei. (TUNEL, X140) 



Fig. 2a-d. Histology of apoptosis in tubular adenoma 
of the stomach. a Tubular adenoma with low-grade 
dysplasia. The location of the nuclei in the cells is regu
lar at the basal portion. A few goblet cells are evident. 
Apoptotic adenoma cell is recognizable even at this 
magnification (arrow). (H&E, X150) b Apoptotic cells 
with condensed, nonfragmented chromatin having a 
clear halo (arrows). Note the apoptotic cell shedding 
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into the glandular lumen (arrowhead). (H&E, X600) c 
Apoptotic cell with fragments of condensed chromatin, 
corresponding to apoptotic bodies (arrow). A mitotic 
figure is noted at the luminal portion of the gland (ar
rowhead). (H&E, x600) d Accumulation of apoptotic 
bodies in the lumen of the adenoma gland, a rare occur
rence. Usually only a few apoptotic bodies are detected 
in the lumen. (H&E, X300) 

.--

Fig. 3a-c. Serial sections of P53-positive gastric carci
noma, well-differentiated type. a A few apoptotic cells 
(arrows) are noted. Apoptotic cancer cells are shedding 
into the glandular lumen (arrowhead). (H&E, X260) b 
Cancer cells showing apoptosis demonstrate an obvious 

posItIve signal for the TUNEL procedure. (TUNEL, 
x260) c Most of the cancer cells contain P53 
immunoreactivity in their nuclei. (Immunostaining for 
P53, X260) 
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is as follows [21-25]: (1) a single structure with 
fragments of condensed chromatin, separated 
from the surrounding intact cells by a c1ear halo; 
(2) cells with a single nucleus containing con
densed chromatin and eosinophilic cytoplasm. 
The latter has a superficial resemblance to small 
Iymphocytes but could be differentiated by noting 
their scant, noneosinophilic cytoplasm, uniform 
pattern of chromatin, and lack of leukocyte com
mon antigen (LCA) immunoreactivity. We have 
confirmed that TUNEL signals are also found in 
seemingly nonapoptotic cells that were in the ini
tial phase of apoptosis. Apoptotic bodies known 
as nuclear fragments or dust are occasionally de
tected in the lumens of a few cancerous and 
noncancerous glands and even in the interstitium 
of tumor tissue. 

Normal Gastric Mucosa, Gastritis Mucosa, 
Intestinal Metaplasia 

Apoptotic cells are rare in normal gastric mucosa 
without atrophy. They exist in the neck zone of 
the mucosa, where Ki-67 antigen-positive, prolif
erative cells are located (generative zone). With 
increasing degree of severity of atrophic gastritis, 
apoptotic ceHs move downward and are fre
quently detected in the basal zone of the mucosa 
[22]. 

Intestinal metaplasia can be c1assified into two 
types: complete and incomplete [26]. The com
pIe te type is characterized by the absence of 
sulfomucin-containing go bIet cells and the pres
ence of Paneth ceHs, as in the mucosa of the small 
intestine. The incomplete type is categorized by 
the appearance of sulfomucin-containing goblet 
cells and the absence of Paneth cells. Apoptotic 
cells are present in deeper portions of the 
metaplastic glands where a generative zone exists 
(Fig. 1). The average number of apoptotic ceHs 
per gland is 2.2 in the incomplete type and 1.1 in 
the complete type [22]. This difference implies 
that DNA-damaged cells appear more frequently 
in the incomplete type of metaplasia and are pre
sumably more frequently eliminated by apoptosis 
to avoid cell transformation. This finding is con
sistent with the previous finding that incomplete
type metaplasia has a c10ser relationship to gastric 
cancer than the complete type [26]. In fact, we 
found P53-immunoreactive cells, and even p53 
gene mutation, in cells of the incomplete type but 
not in complete-type metaplasia [27-29]. More
over, the existence of apoptotic cells in the gen-

erative cell zone suggests a cell cycle-dependent 
type process in nonneoplastic gastric mucosa. 

Tubular Adenoma 

Tubular adenoma showing various grades of 
dysplasia is now considered to be a precancerous 
lesion [30-32]. Although its slow-growing nature 
and proliferative activity have been weil demon
strated [33-35], no attention has been paid to 
apoptotic cell death (cellloss) until now. 

Tubular adenoma is suitable for exemplifying 
the histology of apoptotic cells (Fig. 2a-d). The 
authors have initially compared the number of 
apoptotic cells in tubular adenomas with low
grade and high-grade dysplasia. The average 
number of apoptotic cells within a 10 X 20 magni
fication field was 4.5 ± 1.7 in 25 adenomas with 
low-grade dysplasia and 6.4 ± 2.2 in high-grade 
dysplasias, the number being significantly high er 
(P < 0.01) in the latter [23]. The apoptotic cells 
showed a relatively uniform pattern of distribu
tion with no significant regional (field-to-field) 
variation. On the other hand, there was no signifi
cant difference in the number of mitotic figures 
between the two categories. Mitotic figures can be 
detected, most commonly in the luminal portion 
of the glands (Fig. 2c), especially with high-grade 
dysplasia. Although they are distributed through
out the entire gland, there is a tendency to 
find them more frequently at the upper portion 
of adenomatous glands. This finding might be 
a seeming paradox, as frequent cell loss by 
apoptosis may reflect a slow-growing or static na
ture of gastric adenomas. However, careful con
sideration of the kinetics of both apoptosis and 
mitosis partly resolves this apparent inconsis
tency. Although the mechanisms responsible for 
apoptosis and its significance in neoplastic lesions 
are still incompletely understood, apoptosis might 
be induced in gastric dysplasias as a means of 
eliminating nonproliferative or unnecessary cells 
to obtain higher proliferative activity. 

Table 2 summarizes our results on the apoptotic 
cells in tubular adenoma and gastric carcinoma 
(well-differentiated adenocarcinoma, poorly dif
ferentiated type, and gastric carcinoma with 
lymphoid stroma) [23-25]. Of these lesions, 15 
gastric adenomas and 15 well-differentiated 
adenocarcinomas existed simultaneously in the 
same stornach. The apoptotic index (AI) was de
termined by counting the number of TUNEL 
signal-positive nuclei in at least 1000 cells; it is 
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Table 2. Frequeney of apoptotie eells and Ki-67+ eells in gastrie adenoma and eareinoma 

Histologie type No. of lesions Apoptotie indexa (%) Ki-67 index (%) 

Tubular adenoma 
Low-grade dysplasia 
High-grade dysplasia 

Gastrie eareinoma 
Well differentiated 

Early 
Advaneed 

Poorly differentiated: advaneed 

Gastrie eareinoma with lymphoid stroma 

7 
8 

7 
8 

11 

19 

4.6 ± l.4h 

5.2 ± 2.7 

3.6 ± 1.1 
4.1 ± 1.2 
2.2 ± 1.1 

1.8 ± 0.6 

29.3 ± 11.4 
29.6 ± 7.7 

45.1 ± 13.4 
53.6 ± 13.4 
43.1 ± 9.2 

40.0 ± 10.8 

a Apoptotie and Ki-67 indices are expressed as a pereentage of TUNEL signal-positive cells and Ki-67 immunore
active cells in all the tumor cells, respeetively. 
hYalues are means ± SD. 

expressed as the number of positive nuclei per 100 
tumor cells. Of interest is that the AI is signifi
cantly (P < 0.05) higher in tubular adenomas 
than in gastric carcinomas of any type. On the 
other hand, the percentage of Ki-67-positive 
tumor cells (Ki-67 index) is higher in gastric 
carcinomas than in tubular adenomas. Thus 
the gastric tubular adenoma is characterized as 
having relatively higher AI and lower Ki-67 index 
than gastric carcinomas, which may partly explain 
the slow-growing nature of gastric tubular 
adenomas. 

Gastric Carcinoma 

The progression of human gastric cancer is slower 
than generally considered. Fujita [36] analyzed 
clinical observations and proposed a model for the 
natural history of human gastric carcinoma. The 
total duration of the disease had been estimated at 
16.5 to 33.0 years for average cases, with possible 
variations ranging from 2.0 years to several de
cades. He also pointed out that there was a dis
crepancy between the generation times (cellievel) 
and doubling times (tissue level) of human gastric 
carcinomas. The latter was longer than the former. 
This discrepancy might be partly explained by cell 
loss rates, including apoptosis. In fact, apoptosis 
frequently occurs in gastric carcinomas. 

The number of apoptotic cells, or AI, correlates 
with several factors, including histologic type, 
depth of invasion, preoperative chemotherapy, 
and gene alterations of the tumor cells. Among 
the histologic types, the AI is significantly highest 
(P < 0.05) in well-differentiated adenocar
cinomas, followed by poorly differentiated 

adenocarcinomas and gastric carcinomas with 
lymphoid stroma (GCLS) [24], in the order given 
(Table 2). Of the well-differentiated adenocar
cinomas, the AI is higher in the advanced carcino
mas than in the early ones, although there is no 
significant difference. 

The GCLS has been demonstrated to be associ
ated with Epstein-Barr virus [37-39]. These carci
nomas are charaeterized by a marked degree of 
lymphoid stroma with minimal fibrosis, a pre
dominance in males, relatively preferential occur
rence in the fundic gland area, less marked 
cellular pleomorphism, and rare mitotic figures. 
Moreover, several authors have reported a 
favorable postoperative prognosis for GCLS com
pared to that for ordinary gastric ca rein omas [40, 
41]. The mechanism underlying the rather static 
nature of GCLS has not been elucidated. 
Apoptosis was noted less frequently in GCLS 
than in ordinary earcinomas (Table 2). The Ki-67 
index is also lower. Thus GCLSs might be charac
terized as tumors with a lower cell elimination rate 
and lower proliferation activity. 

Moreover, there is a tendency for the AI to be 
directly proportional to the Ki-67 index (Table 2), 
implying cell cycle-dependent apoptosis in gastric 
cancer cells. 

In summary, apoptosis plays a role in the 
morphogenesis of gastritis mucosa including intes
tinal metaplasia to eliminate unnecessary or possi
bly DNA-damaged cells. The frequent occurrence 
of apoptosis in gastric adenoma might reflect the 
rather static nature of these tumors. In addition, 
apoptosis is correlated with proliferative activity 
as well as tumorigenesis of gastric carcinoma to 
obtain higher proliferative activity. 
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Apoptosis and p53 Gene 

Alterations and overexpression of the p53 gene 
are the most common events in various human 
tumors, including gastric cancer, which involves 
mutation and deletion of the gene [42]. Gastric 
cancer has been shown to involve p53 mutation at 
a high frequency (20-58%) [42-47]; Sano et al. 
[48] found a loss of heterozygosity at the p5310cus 
in 13 (68%) of 19 informative cases, regardless of 
the histologic type. We found the gene deletion in 
10 (77%) of 13 well-differentiated carcinomas by 
interphase cytogenetics using fluorescence in situ 
hybridization (FISH) [29]. The precise role in gas
tric tumorigenesis and biologic significance of the 
gene, however, is not weil understood. Some au
thors have pointed out that p53 mutations corre
late with depth of invasion, stage, and poor clinical 
outcome [49-52]. 

The p53 gene product has been shown to be 
required for induction of the apoptotic pathway 
triggered by oncogenous activation and cytotoxic 
genes [53, 54]. The product may sensitize 
damaged cells to apoptosis, acting to prevent 
the propagation of transforming mutations. 
P21 CIPlIWAFI, induced by the wild-type p53 gene, 
might play a crucial role in the process of 
apoptosis [6]. These results, however, have been 
obtained only in primary cell culture and a 
transgenic mouse model. 

Table 3 summarizes the status of p53 gene mu
tation, the average AI (percentage of TUNEL
positive cells in all the tumor cells), and the 
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) index 
(PI) in 18 nuclear P53-positive cases (category A) 
and 17 negative cases (category B). The 
polymerase chain reaction-single strand confor
mation polymorphism analysis (PCR-SSCP) 
showed a shifted band, indicating the point muta-

tion in 13 (72%) of category A and in 3 (18%) of 
category B, the frequency being significantly 
higher in the former (P < 0.05). These results are 
in good agreement with previous findings wherein 
the mutated p53 gene is coincident with the gene 
expression in a variety of human carcinomas [55-
58]. The mutated gene product has been demon
strated to be accumulated in the nucleus through 
binding to oncogenous proteins or by a prolonged 
half-life [9, 59]. Thus it might be roughly consid
ered that nuclear P53-positive tumor cells are in
volved in point mutation. Carcinomas showing 
P53 expression without a shifted band imply possi
ble false-negative results, which might occur dur
ing analysis by PCR-SSCP. A nonshifted band 
does not necessarily imply the existence of the 
wild-type p53 gene. On the other hand, the cases 
showing no P53 expression with an abnormal 
band might indicate the existence of silent muta
tion, or non-sense mutation. 

As shown in Table 3, the AI was 3.8 ::t:: 1.4 in 
category A and 4.9 ::t:: 1.2 in category B, the value 
being significantly higher in the latter (P < 0.05). 
The PI was 56.4 ::t:: 16.3 in category A and 42.8 ::t:: 

17.6 in category B, the value being significantly 
higher in the former. Moreover, the PI was higher 
in advanced carcinomas than in early carcinomas 
in both categories. Thus human gastric cancers 
with p53 gene mutation might be characterized as 
having a lower apoptotic incidence and higher 
proliferative activity, reflecting their possibly ag
gressive nature. This finding is in good agreement 
with clinical observations wherein p53 mutations 
correlate with depth of invasion, stage, and poor 
clinical outcome [49-52]. 

Apoptosis can occur in a cell cycle dependent or 
independent manner [60, 61]. With the former, 
apoptosis is induced in cells at the late GI or G2 
phase but not in cells at GO or M. Thus 

Table 3. Relations among p53 gene status, expression of p21 and bax, and apoptotic index in human 
gastric carcinomas 

No. of cases with 
p53 expression NO.of Cases with Average AI Average PI cancer cells 

cases mutation" (%) (%) p21 bax 

Positive 18 
13 (72%) I * 3.8 ::':: 1.41 56.4 ::':: 16.31 * 7 (39%) 11(61%) 

* 
Negative 17 3(18%) 4.9 ::':: 1.2 42.8 ::':: 17.6 5 (29%) 5 (29%) 

AI, apoptotic index; PI, PCNA index. 
"Point mutation was analyzed by PCR-SSCP. 
* There is a significant difference by Student's I-test (P < 0.05). 



hyperproliferative cells might be more subject 
to apoptosis, resulting in a higher AI. Over
expression of wild-type P53 has been shown to 
sensitize transformed cells to apoptosis. More
over, cells with DNA damage cannot und ergo 
apoptosis when the p53 gene is inactive [62, 63]. 
On the other hand, defects in the p53 gene were 
associated with attenuated apoptosis and chemo
and radioresistance in a mouse sarcoma model 
[64]. Our results might partly support these obser
vations. The mutated-type p53 fails to lead to GI 
arrest, resulting in increasing survival rate and at
tenuating apoptosis, and it may offer a selective 
advantage for the DNA-damaged cancer cells. A 
similar result was obtained by Kobayashi et al. 
[65], who examined the correlation of P53 expres
sion and apoptosis in human colonic adenomas 
and carcinomas without analysis of p53 gene sta
tus. They found that the apoptotic incidence was 
significantly less frequent in colonic tumors with 
diffuse P53 expression than in those with sporadic 
expression. 

Attention should be paid, however, to the me an 
AI of the category without nudear P53 protein. 
Despite a statistical difference, the Als between 
the two categories were not as different as we had 
initially expected, implying that apoptotic cell 
death occurs via the p53 gene in a cell cycle
dependent or cell cyde-independent mann er in 
gastric cancer in vivo. It is likely that apoptosis is 
not induced solely by overexpression of the wild
type P53 and may require accumulation of addi
tional oncogenous insults to actuate the process of 
cell death. 

The growth-inhibitory protein P21 WAFlICIPI is a 
potent inhibitor of various cyclin-dependent 
kinase, the expression of which is regulated at the 
transcriptionallevel in both a p53-dependent and 
p53-independent manner [66]. The p21 gene is 
induced by DNA-damaging agents that trigger G1 
arrest in p53 wild-type cells but not in p53 mutated 
cells [67]. Immunohistochemistry showed a differ
ence of P21 expression between the two catego
ries. P21-positive tumor cells were detected in 
eight of category A and five of category B tumors, 
suggesting that p21 expression is triggered by a 
p53-independent pathway in human gastric carci
noma. In fact, studies indicate that the existence of 
p53-independent pathways induce p21 expression 
[68-70]. The bax gene has been shown to be acti
vated by the p53 gene. The Bax protein prornotes 
apoptosis, in contrast to Bcl-2, which prevents 
apoptosis [71]. We have found that Bax-positive 
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tumor cells were more frequently detected in the 
carcinomas with nuclear P53, which showed less 
frequent apoptosis. 

Thus the mechanisms of apoptosis induction in 
gastric carcinomas are diverse. Other pathways of 
apoptosis not involving the p53 gene remain to be 
elucidated. 

Apoptosis in Human Gastric 
Carcinoma Cell Lines 

Apoptosis might be induced in the various cul
tured cell lines by a variety of events or agents, 
such as anti cancer agents, radiation, growth factor 
deprivation, cytokines, and hormones. Only a few 
reports, however, are available on the induction of 
apoptosis in the gastric cancer cell lines. 

That anti cancer agents can induce apoptosis of 
the various gastric cancer cell lines in our labora
tory has been confirmed. For example, DNA frag
mentation was detected in HSC-39 after 6h of 
incubation with Adriamycin (ADR) 50ng/ml or 
after 24h with 100ng/ml [72]. On the other hand, 
the ceIlline MKN-28 did not show DNA fragmen
tation after 6 hof incubation with ADR 100 ng/ml. 
5-Fluorouracil (5FU) 1 mM induces apoptosis in 
MKN-74 but not in MKN-28 or KATO-III [73]. 
Thus the sensitivity of gastric cancer to anticancer 
agents is diverse, and induction of apoptosis 
depends on the dose and mechanism of the 
anti tumor action of the agents, as weil as the cell 
line involved, each of which possesses different 
biologic properties. In fact, we have confirmed 
that preoperative administration of 5FU in
creased apoptosis in gastric and colonic cancer 
cells in vivo [74, 75]. 

Transforming growth factor beta (TGF-ß) is a 
polypeptide homodimer with a molecular weight 
of 25 kDa that is present in platelets and other 
normal and tumor cells. TGF-ß has been shown to 
act as a growth-inhibitory factor for certain car
cinoma cell lines, including gastric carcinoma. 
Yanagihara et al. [76] reported that exogenous 
TGF-ß strongly inhibited proliferation of celllines 
HSC-39 and HSC-43, followed by induction of 
apoptosis in a dose-dependent manner. The other 
five ceIllines (MKN-1, MKN-7, MKN-28, MKN-
45, MKN-74) were unresponsive. On the other 
hand, Yamamoto et al. [77] found that TGF-ß 
induced apoptosis in KATO-III but not in other 
cell lines, such as MKN-l, MKN-28, MKN-45, 
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Table 4. p53 Gene alteration and expression of apoptosis-related protein 
in human gastric cancer cell lines 

Celliine 

MKN-1 
MKN-7 
MKN-28 
MKN-74 
MKN-45 
TMK-l 
KATO-III 
HSC-39 

Histology 

As 
Weil 
Weil 
Weil 
Poorly 
Poorly 
Scirrhous 
Scirrhous 

p53 gene status 
(codon) 

143, 147 
278 
251 
Wild type 
Wild type 
173 
Complete deletion 
245 

Expression of antigen" 
P53 Fas Bcl-2 

++ + ++ 
+ + + 

++ ++ ++ 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ ++ -/+ 

+ ++ 
++ ++ ++ 

a Expressions of PS3, Fas antigen, and Bcl-2 protein were examined by Western 
blot. 

MKN-74, SCH, and AZ521. It is of interest that 
exogenous TGF-ß induced apoptosis in a11 three 
ce11lines derived from scirrhous-type gastric carci
noma (Table 4). The growth inhibition effect of 
TGF-ß is mediated by its receptor, especia11y type 
I [78], with the p53 gene not likely participating in 
the process [77]. 

(kDa) 

71 

43 

27 -
- Fas 

-- bcl - 2 The transmembrane receptor protein Fas was 
origina11y identified on the basis of its ability to 
trigger apoptosis, a response similar to that medi
ated by TNF-Rl, upon specific antibody binding 
[79]. Fas is expressed in thymocytes, activated B 
and T ce11s, normalliver, heart, lung, ovary, and 
several tumors [80]. Anti-Fas antibody has been 
reported to induce apoptosis in many leukemia/ 
lymphoma ce11 lines in vitro [81]. Fas-mediated 
apoptosis has been shown to be induced within 
a few hours after anti-Fas antibody treatment. 
This mode of apoptosis occurs in a ce11 cycie
independent manner and might be affected by 
Bci-2 protein [82]. 

Fig. 4. Expression of Fas antigen and bcl-2 protein 
in the seven gastric carcinoma cell lines by Western 
blouing 

We confirmed the expression of Fas antigen in 
the human gastric cancer ce11 lines, among which 
MKN-74, MKN-45, and HSC-39 demonstrated 
the higher expression of the antigen at levels com
parable to those previously reported for lymphoid 
ce11s, in contrast to lower expression in KA TO-111, 
HSC-43, and MKN-7 (Fig. 4, Table 4). Simultane
ous treatment of anti-Fas antigen and interferon 
gamma (INF-y) 501D/ml induces apoptosis on the 
cultured ce11lines to variable degrees (Fig. 5). At 
72 h after treatment, approximately 60% of MKN-
74,33% of MKN-45, 25% of KATO-III, and 20% 
of TMK-l ce11s demonstrated apoptosis (Fig. 6); 
MKN-28 was resistant to the antibody-induced 
apoptosis. These preliminary results indicate that: 
(1) Fas is expressed on cultured human gastric 

(l>p) 

1230 -

369 -

246 -
123 _ 

MKN-45 MKN-74 

11 

Fig.5. Induction of apoptosis in MKN-45 and MKN-74 
by simultaneous treatment of anti-Fas antibody and in
terferon. Both of the cells demonstrate the DNA ladder 
at 72 h after treatment. The negative contral was not 
treated with anti-Fas antibody 
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Fig. 6. Apoptotic index after simultaneous treatment 
of anti-Fas antibody and interferon (lNF-y), which in
duces apoptosis on the cultured cell line to variable 
degrees. MKN-28 is resistant to the antibody-induced 
apoptosis 

carcinoma cells at variable levels; (2) anti-Fas
induced apoptosis occurs gradually and is pro
longed compared to that in hematopoietic tumors; 
(3) the inherent susceptibility to anti-Fas antibody 
is not necessarily correlated with expression of 
Fas; and (4) the wild-type pS3 gene may promote 
the process of anti-Fas antibody-mediated 
apoptosis. There might exist a diverse spectrum of 
biologie effects induced by anti-Fas engagement 
of the Fas protein. 

Vollmers et al. successfully induced apoptosis in 
stornach carcinoma cells by a human monoclonal 
antibody, SC-l, wh ich was isolated from a patient 
with signet ring cell carcinoma and identifies a 
membrane glycoprotein of 49kDa [83]. SC-l anti
body lllg/ml dispersed the cultured cells of gastric 
carcinoma cell line 23132, followed by induction 
of apoptosis, wh ich was confirmed by the DNA 
ladder formation and typical morphology of 
apoptosis after 24 h of treatment. In vivo growth 
of the cells in nu-nu mice was also reduced when 
the antibody was injected. The pathway of signal 
transduction for apoptosis was not investigated in 
this model. 

Further studies should be conducted to eluci
date the spontaneously triggered signal trans
duction pathways as well as the various agents that 
mediate apoptosis of gastric cancer cells, which 
have remained obscure up to now. 
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Pathogenesis of Serrated Adenoma of 
the Colorectum: Implication for 
Malignant Progression 

Fumio Shimamoto\ Shinji Tanaka2 , and Eiichi Tahara3 

Summary. Hyperplastic polyps of the colo
rectum are known to show dysplastic changes 
and may be mixed hyperplastic adenomatous 
polyps. It is proposed that these polyps ar.e 
serrated adenomas and represent a morphologl
cally unique variant of adenoma. The serrated 
adenoma, characteristically containing prolifera
tive activity in the lower portion of the crypts, 
is distinctly different from ordinary adenomas, 
which are found in the upper portion of the crypts. 
In proliferative lesions of the crypts, abnormal 
accumulation of P53 protein is frequently 
associated with serrated adenomas that display 
severe dysplasia and microinvasive serrated 
adenocarcinomas, regarded as hyperplastic 
polyps with pseudoinvasive glands. Some of the 
superficial-type serrated adenocarcinomas arising 
from serrated adenomas or hyperplastic polyps 
are small and display aggressive behavior, mani
festing as liver metastasis. The changes found 
in both hyperplastic polyps and carcinoma-in
cluding increased secretion of carcinoembryonic 
antigen, altered blood antigen expression, and 
reduced secretion of sialomucin-which were 
found in hyperplastic polyps, cannot explained 
unless serrated adenomas arising in hyperplastic 
polyps are recognized as true neoplasia. ~ere we 
describe the relations among hyperplastIc nod
ules, hyperplastic polyps, serrated adenomas, and 
traditional carcinomas with the hope of under
standing this distinct neoplastic lesion of the 
colorectum. Recent data are reviewed. 
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Introduction 

Hyperplastic polyps are the most common polyps 
of the large intestine after age 40 and are often 
found in the rectosigmoid area, where colorectal 
cancers develop most frequently in Japan. It is 
also generally accepted that the hyperplastic 
polyp rarely progresses to malignancy, although 
epidemiological evidence reveals that the 
hyperplastic polyp is an indicator of high risk 
for colorectal carcinoma [1]. Hyperplastic and 
adenomatous polyps have been reported to occur 
in the same area [2-8], and hyperplastic polyps 
with foci of intramucosal carcinoma have been 
reported [9-11]. . 

Hyperplastic polyps in an adenomatous leslOn 
or mixed hyperplastic adenomatous polyps 
(MHAPs), which combine the morphologic. fea
tures of hyperplastic and adenomatous epIthe
lium, are not new forms of colorectal neoplasias, 
as they have been already described by patholo
gists for about 25 years [2-11]. MHAPs have not 
been defined as precancerous lesions. 

Mixed hyperplastic adenomatous polyps are 
rare and are probably overdiagnosed. Moreover, 
hyperplastic polyps exhibit pseudoinvasion across 
the muscularis mucosa, which often misleads 
pathologist to regard them as malignant [12~. 

Furthermore, no convincing evidence of transI
tion from a hyperplastic polyp to a traditional 
adenoma has been seen even among large num
bers of hyperplastic polyps of the colorectum [13, 
14]. The colorectal hyperplastic polyps examined 
came largely from autopsy or surgical specimens, 
not from resected tissue removed using improved 
colonoscopic procedures, by which the new entity 
of colonic tumor seen as a flat neoplastie lesion 
(flat adenomas and flat adenoeareinomas) had 
been found [15, 16]. 

Longaere and Fenoglio-Preiser investigated in 
detail the histologie features, classification, and 
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histogenesis of MAHPs, comparing them with 
hyperplastic polyps and tradition al adenomas. 
They proposed the term "serrated adenoma," 
wh ich reflects a morphologically unique variant 
of adenoma. This variant exhibits incomplete 
mucinous differentiation, dysplastic serrated 
glands, and surface mitoses extended into the up
per zone of the crypt. These authors also indicated 
that an adenoma-to-carcinoma sequence similar 
to that seen with ordinary adenomas occurred in 
these lesions; 37% of serrated adenomas con
tained foci of significant dysplasia, and 11 % had 
areas of intramucosal carcinoma [17]. Our present 
aim is to emphasize the importance of under
standing and diagnosing serrated adenomas of 
the large intestine to clarify the relation between 
serrated adenoma and malignancy. 

Serrated Adenomas 

Clinical and Macroscopic Features 

The incidence of serrated adenomas of the 
colorectum is unknown, although it is reported 
that these lesions constituted about 0.5% of all 
colonic polyps reviewed [17]. It is difficult for 
endoscopists to differentiate between hyperplastic 
polyps and serrated adenomas. 

Histologically, there are two distinct serrated 
adenomas: polypoid-type serrated adenomas 
[17] and superficial-type (flat type) serrated 
adenomas [18-20]. In brief, polypoid-type 
adenomas exhibit exophytic polypoid growth 
with infolding fibrous or fibromuscular stroma 
within the tumor. The superficial type has flat, 
elevated or simply flat mucosa, which is never 
more than two times the thickness of the adjacent 
normal mucosa of the colon without the stroma 
[16]. 

Table 1 shows the clinicopathological features 
for 27 polypoid-type (Fig. la) and 24 superficial
type (Fig. 2a) serrated adenomas, including 
adenocarcinoma (serrated adenocarcinoma) [18]. 
Of the patients with polypoid-type serrated 
adenomas, 14 were men and 13 women (MIF = 
1.1 : 1.0). They ranged in age from 40 to 84 years 
(mean 61.7 years). In contrast, among patients 
with the superficial-type adenoma, 21 were men 
and 3 women (M/F = 7: 1). The age range was 36 
to 81 years (mean 57.9 years). The two major sites 
for both types were the sigmoid colon and rectum. 
Other, somewhat less common sites of the super-

Table 1. Clinical and macroscopic features of polypoid 
type and superficial type serrated adenomas 

Feature Polypoid type Superficial type 

No. 27 24 
Sex (M:F) 1.1 : 1.0 7: 1 
Age (years) 40-84 36-81 

(mean 61.7) (mean 57.9) 

Location 
Cecum 0 1 (4.2%) 
Ascending colon 1 (3.7%) 3 (12.5%) 
Transverse 2(7.4%) 4 (16.7%) 

colon 
Descending 1 (3.7%) 1 (4.2%) 

colon 
Sigmoid colon 14 (51.9%) 6 (25.0%) 
Rectum 9 (33.3%) 9 (37.5%) 

Macroscopic classification 
Ip 10 (37.0%) 0 
Isp 12 (44.4%) 3 (12.5%) 
Is 5 (18.5%) 18 (75.0%) 
Ha 0 3 (12.5%) 

Size (mm) 4-30 2-12 
(mean 10.6) (mean 4.8) 

Ip, pedunculated; Isp, subpedunculated; Is, sessile; Ha, flat 
and elevated. 

ficial type in particular were the ascending 
(12.5%) and transverse (16.7%) colon [17, 18]. 
Macroscopically, the polypoid type was pro
truded, or pedunculated (37.5%), subpedun
culated (44.4%), or sessile (18.5 %), whereas the 
superficial types were subpedunculated (12.5%), 
sessile (75%), or flat and elevated (12.5%). 

The superficial type, ranging in size from 2 to 
12mm in diameter (mean 4.8mm), was signifi
cantly sm aller than the polypoid type (4-30mm; 
mean 10.6mm). All of the large adenomas 
(> 15 mm) displayed the polypoid growth pattern, 
and more than 50% of adenomas contained 
intramucosal carcinoma. In contrast, most of the 
small adenomas (:sAmm) were predominantly the 
superficial type. 

Histology 

Serrated adenomas are characterized by varying 
degrees of serrated glandular patterns and 
dysplastic epithelium, which can be classified as 
mild, moderate, or severe atypia [18] according to 
the grade of epithelial atypia (structure atypia of 
serrated glands, nuclear configuration, nuclear 
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Fig. 1a-d. Polypoid-type serrated adenoma (sigmoid 
colon, 1.5 cm in diameter). a This subpedunculated 
polyp, composed of both polypoid (single arrow) and 
Hat lesions (double arrows), has a tubulovillous appear
ance. (H&E, X 10) b Flat lesion of a polypoid-type ser
rated adenoma shows mild atypia. (H&E, xI00) c 
Ki-67-immunoreactive cells are found in the lower half 
of a flat lesion and in the tubulovillous glands of a 
polypoid lesion. (x40) d Main proliferative zone of a 
flat lesion of the polypoid type occupies more of the 
upper lesion of the lower crypt than that of superficial 
serrated adenoma. ( x 100) 
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Fig. 2a-d. Superficial-type serrated adenoma of the 
cecum, 9 mm in diameter. aLesion is composed of 
mucosal dysplasia without an exophytic polypoid con
figuration and has a submucosal lymphoid foll icle . 
(H&E, X40) b Higher magnification of a. The lesion 
with severe atypia shows dysplastic glands with a promi
nent nucleolus and complicating branching. (H&E, 
X200) c Ki-67-positive staining is localized in the lower 
one-third of the crypts. ( XI00) d P53-positive staining. 
Note P53 overexpression in the base of the crypts, 
which almost corresponds to the Ki-67-positive prolif
erative zone. (X200) 

a 

b 

C, d 
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pseudostratification, nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio, 
and prominent nucleoli) [17]. 

In the superficial- and polypoid-type serrated 
adenomas, the tumor cells are more dysplastic in 
the lower portion of the crypt (which corresponds 
with the proliferative zone) than in the upper por
tion; and they have a tendency to extend to the 
upper portion of the crypts with increasing atypia 
[20]. Serrated glandular features-differentiation 
from the cells of the lower crypt and less atypia
were more conspicuous in the polypoid-type le
sions than in the superficial type because of the 
difference in their growth patterns. 

With mild atypia of both the superficial and 
polypoid types, the nuclei are ovoid or elongated, 
crowded, and mildly stratified; they also contain 
less prominent nucleoli. The nuclear/cytoplasmic 
ratio is slightly increased. Varying degrees of 
mature and immature goblet cells are usually 
preserved in the upper crypts. The overall archi
tecture is not greatly altered from that of the 
hyperplastic polyp, showing serrated glands with
out complicated branching (Fig. 1 b). Although it 
is sometimes difficult to discriminate between ser
rated adenomas with mild atypia and hyperplastic 
polyps, it may be useful for the differential diag
nosis to examine the cryptal endocrine cells, which 
can almost always be identified in the glands of 
hyperplastic polyps [21]. 

With severe atypia in both superficial and 
polypoid types, the nuclei are greatly enlarged, 
are ovoid or round, and often contain a prominent 
nucleolus. Mitoses are numerous and extended 
into the upper portion of the crypts. Mature 
goblet cells decrease markedly but remain imma
ture. The crypts show irregular branching (Fig. 
2a,b). 

On the other hand, depending on the degree of 
cellular dysplasia within the epithelium, Rubio 
and Rodensjoe categorized flat (superficial) ser
rated adenomas into (1) those with low-grade 
dysplasia (LGD) when the dysplastic cells are 
present in the deeper half of the epithelium, and 
(2) those with high-grade dysplasia (HGD) when 
the dysplastic cells are found in the upper half 
of the epithelium. Moreover, depending on the 
topographic distribution of the dysplastic cells 
within the crypts, flat serrated adenomas can be 
divided into type I when the dysplastic epithelium 
is limited to the lower half of the serrated crypts 
and type 11 when the dysplastic epithelium is 
present in the superficial half of the serrated 
crypts [22]. 

Serrated adenomas are histologically sub
classified into tubulovillous and tubular types [23]. 
In our study, polypoid-type serrated adenomas 
could be histologically subclassified as 10 cases of 
the tubulovillous type (including 3 cases with focal 
carcinoma) and 17 of the tubular type (1 case with 
carcinoma). Superficial-type serrated adenomas 
could be subclassified as the tubular type. 

Minute Submucosal Invasive 
Adenocarcinoma Arising 
in Serrated Adenomas 

There are few data on small submucosal invasive 
adenocarcinomas arising in serrated adenomas 
[20,24]. This lesion may be crucial to understand
ing serrated adenomas and adenocarcinomas and 
might be diagnosed as a hyperplastic polyp with 
pseudoinvasion. 

In our study, the histological characteristics of 
the minute invasive carcinoma arising in a ser
rated adenoma demonstrated that the upper part 
of the crypts is represented by typical serrated 
hyperplastic glands with mild nuclear atypia, and 
that only the lower part of the crypts is regarded 
as invasive microcarcinoma with distinct nuclear 
atypia, a prominent nucleolus, and a fused atypi
cal structure (Fig. 3a-c). It is interesting that five 
of six small serrated adenocarcinomas 3 to 12mm 
in diameter and of the superficial type, already 
displayed submucosal invasion. Four of the five 
submucosal carcinomas were only 4 mm in diam
eter, so, these lesions might be easily missed on 
routine colonoscopic examination. Moreover, 
they should be recognized to have high malignant 
potential because the serrated adenocarcinoma 
develops above the thin muscularis mucosa, and 
they can invade the submucosa directly, similar to 
the traditional small, flat adenoma [16, 25, 26]. 
Moreover, Kasumi et al. reported that 8-mm and 
12-mm flat invasive colon cancers, wh ich derived 
from serrated adenoma and serrated hyperplastic 
epithelium, respectively, had infiltrated the sub
se rosa and metastasized to the liver [27]. 

p53 Gene Mutation 

To our knowledge, only a few studies of p53 ex
pression and mutations in serrated adenomas 
have been reported [22, 28, 29]. It is now widely 
accepted that overexpression of P53 nuclear pro
tein correlates with mutation in the p53 gene and 
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Fig. 3a-e. Superficial-type minute submucosal ser
rated adenocarcinoma in the transverse colon, 4 mm in 
diameter. a This small polyp (endoscopically the 
subpedunculated type) spreads laterally with slight 
elevation, which is occupied by dysplastic glands. 
(H&E, x40) b Note the serrated appearance with 
markedly decreased goblet cells and fewer dysplastic 
cells in the upper part of the crypts. (H&E, X200) c 
Submucosal minute invasive carcinoma shows distinct 
nuc1ear atypia and complex glandular formation of the 
lower part of the crypt. (H&E, X200) d Ki-67-positive 
cells with proliferation in the lower portion of the 
crypts. (x 100) e Note P53 overexpression in the lower 
half of the crypts and submucosal invasive glands. 
(XI00) 
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plays an important role in the development and 
progression of ordinary colorectal carcinomas 
[30-35]. Investigation of the accumulation of 
P53 protein would be also useful for histological 
diagnosis of colorectal tumors, as immunohisto
chemical expression of P53 pro tein increases 
according to the histological grade in ordinary 
adenomas. 

Table 2 summarizes the relation between ex
pression of P53 and the degree of atypia in ser
rated adenomas [18]. Of the 24 superficial-type 
serrated adenomas, 1 (14.2%) with moderate 
atypia, 3 (75.0%) with severe atypia, and 4 
(66.7%) with focal carcinoma showed highly posi
tive immunoreactivity (+ + or + + +) to P53 
protein. Of the 27 polypoid-type adenomas, 4 
(50.0%) with moderate atypia, 10 (83.3%) with 
severe atypia, and 4 (100%) with focal carcinoma 
showed highly positive immunoreactivity to P53. 
Both superficial- and polypoid-type serrated 
adenomas with severe atypia and focal carcinoma 
displayed a higher incidence of P53 expression 
than those with mild and moderate atypia; the 
difference was statistically significant (P < 0.01). 
Most of the P53-positive tumor cells could be 
identified in the proliferative area of the serrated 
adenoma. Therefore P53 overexpression of 
serrated adenomas may be useful for the diagnosis 
of serrated adenomas of the colorectum, as 
serrated adenomas are generally likely to be 
underdiagnosed as hyperplastic polyps [11, 17]. 

Hiyama et al. reported that mutation of the p53 
gene was found in 40% of serrated adenomas and 
all serrated adenocarcinomas in or with serrated 
adenoma; the p53 gene mutations comprised 
missense and nonsense changes. Interestingly, 
identical p53 gene mutations were detected 
in both serrated adenoma and invasive 
adenocarcinoma, suggesting a clonal origin for 
both lesions [36]. These observations indicate 
that serrated adenomas are truly neoplastic and 
that p53 gene mutation is the most characteristic 
genetic alteration, appearing as a relatively 
early event in the multistep process of colorectal 
cancer, which may be distinct from the usual 
adenocarcinoma sequence of colorectal 
carcinogenesis. 

Ki-67 Expression 

Rubio and Rodensjoe first discovered the differ
ent patterns of cell proliferation of superficial-
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Table 2. Relation between expression of P53 and Ki-67; and degree of atypia in 24 superficial-type and 27 
polypoid-type serrated adenomas 

Degree of P53 Ki-67 

atypia No. + ++ +++ + ++ +++ 

Mild 
Type S 7 (29.2%) 2 5 0 0 0 0 7 0 

(100%) 
Type P 3 (lU %) 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 

(33.3%) 
Moderate 

Type S 7 (29.2%) 0 6 0 0 2 5 0 
(14.2%) (71.4%) 

Type P 8 (29.6%) 2 2 3 1 0 6 I 
(50.0% ) (87.5%) 

Severe 
Type S 4 (16.7%) 0 3 0 0 0 3 

(75.0%) (100%) 
Type P 12 (44.4%) 0 2 4 6 0 5 6 

(83.3%) (91.7%) 
Focal carcinoma 

Type S 6 (25%) 0 2 4 0 0 0 4 2 
(66.7% ) (100%) 

Type P 4 (14.8%) 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
(100%) (100%) 

Total 24 (100%) 2 14 8 0 0 2 19 3 
(8.3%) (58.3%) (33.3%) (8.3%) (79.2%) (12.5%) 

27 (100%) 3 6 7 11 0 4 12 11 
(11.1 %) (22.2%) (25.9%) (40.7%) (14.8%) (44.4%) (40.7%) 

S, superficial-type serrated adenoma; P, polypoid-type serrated adenoma. 

type serrated adenomas and flat tubular 
adenomas of the colorectum. They used the cell 
proliferation marker Ki-67 [20]. 

Ki-67-positive cells are found predominantly 
in the upper portion of the crypts in ordinary 
flat adenomas [20], whereas they are situated 
mainly in the lower one-third of the crypts in 
the superficial-type serrated adenoma (Fig. 2c). 
In polypoid-type serrated adenomas with a 
histologically flat and polypoid lesion, Ki-67 was 
not intensively positive in the lower portion of the 
crypts above the muscularis mucosa, whereas it 
was positive in the lower to middle portion of 
the crypts in the flat lesions and in the lower to 
upper portion of the crypts in the polypoid lesions 
(Fig. lc,d). Interestingly, although cell prolifera
tion of polypoid-type serrated adenomas has 
not been reported, the proliferative zone of flat 
lesions in the polypoid type, which might be 
histologically classified into the superficial type, 
is definitely different from that of the superficial 
type. This finding suggests that the difference in 

growth patterns between the polypoid-type and 
superficial-type serrated adenomas may depend 
on the site of the proliferation zone in the crypts 
regardless of histological subclassification [23]. 
It would perhaps be useful to investigate the 
sites of Ki-67-positive cells in serrated adenomas 
to differentiate between the superficial and 
polypoid types (if the colonic polyps are smalI) 
and early polypoid-type serrated adenomas, 
which may arise from superficial-type serrated 
adenomas. 

In the minute submucosal carcinoma arising in 
superficial-type serrated adenomas, P53-positive 
cells and Ki-67 proliferative cells are found in the 
lower portion of the crypt and in submucosal infil
trating tumor cells (Fig. 3d,e) [20,22,24] . Rubio 
and Rodensjoe suggested that the basal prolifera
tive cells of the crypts in serrated adenomas aquire 
the capability of independent growth and con
cluded that flat serrated adenomas were a novel, 
independent phenotype of neoplastic lesions in 
the colorectum [20]. 



Hyperplastic Polyps and 
Hyperplastic Nodules 

Clinical and Macroscopic Features 

Hyperplastic polyps of the large intestine [37] are 
identical to metaplastic polyps [38]. Hyperplastic 
polyps show a striking predilection for the 
rectosigmoid [39] and are more common and 
more likely to be multiple in patients with 
colorectal adenomas and carcinomas [4, 40]. They 
have often been misdiagnosed in the past as 
either normal mucosa or adenomatous polyps 
[41]. No convincing examples of transition from 
hyperplastic polyp to tradition al adenoma have 
been seen in large numbers of hyperplastic polyps 
of the colorectum [13, 14]. 

Hyperplastic polyps consist of serrated or saw
toothed crypts, and those without serrated fea
tures in the crypts are classified as hyperplastic 
nodules according to the histological criteria of 
the Japanese Research Society for Cancer of the 
Colon and Rectum. 

Table 3 shows the clinicopathological features 
of 67 cases of hyperplastic nodule and 56 cases 
of hyperplastic polyp [42] . Among the patients 
with hyperplastic nodules, 50 were men and 17 
women (M/F = 2.9: 1). They ranged in age from 
29 to 83 years (me an 58.3 years). Of those with 
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hyperplastic polyps, 48 were men and 8 women 
(M/F = 6:1), with an age range of 41 to 81 years 
(mean 60.1 years). The major sites of hyperplastic 
nodules and hyperplastic polyps were the sigmoid 
colon and rectum, similar to the serrated 
adenomas. Macroscopically, the hyperplastic nod
ules and hyperplastic polyps were predominantly 
the sessile type (56.7% and 46.4%, respectively). 
The hyperplastic nodules ranged in size from 2 to 
6mm diameter (mean 3.7mm) and were almost as 
large as the hyperplastic polyps, which ranged 
from 2 to 8mm (mean 4.0mm). 

Histology 

All hyperplastic nodules are characterized by 
nonserrated hyperplastic glands with mature gob
let cells and no immature goblet cells; these cells 
were slightly dilated, distorted, and occasionally 
fused (Fig. 4a). The nuclei of the glands are round 
to ovoid and the nucleoli almost inconspicuous. 
Increased chronic inflammatory cell infiltration, 
sometimes with lymphoid follicles, is often found 
in the stroma of the lesions. Some hyperplastic 
nodules are transformed at an early stage to 
hyperplastic polyps, showing serrated patterns 
only in the surface epithelium of the upper crypts. 
A ordinary tubular adenoma is rarely found in 
hyperplastic nodules of the colorectum. 

Table 3. Clinical and macroscopic features of hyperplastic nodules and 
hyperplastic polyps 

Feature Hyperplastic nodule Hyperplastic polyp 

No. 67 56 
Sex (M:F) 2.9: 1 6 : 1 
Age (years) 29-83 (mean 58.3) 41-81 (mean 60.1) 

Location 
Cecum 6 (8.9%) 1 (1.8%) 
Ascending colon 6 (8.9%) 4 (7.1 %) 
Transverse colon 7(10.4%) 2 (3.6%) 
Descending colon 2 (3.0%) 1 (1.8%) 
Sigmoid colon 24 (35.8%) 26 (46.4%) 
Rectum 22 (32.8%) 22 (39.3%) 

Macroscopic classification 
Ip 1 (1.5%) 1 (1.8%) 
Isp 9(13.4%) 8 (14.3%) 
Is 38 (56.7%) 26 (46.4%) 
Ha 5 (7.5%) 1 (1.8%) 
Unknown 14 (20.9%) 20 (35.7%) 

Size (mm) 2-6 (mean 3.7) 2-8 (mean 4.0) 

Ip. pedunculated; Isp, subpedunculated; Is, sessile; IIa, Hat and elevated. 
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Fig. 4. Hyperplastic nodule in the rectum, 3mm in 
diameter. a Small polyp (endoscopically the 
subpedunculated type) is histologically considered to be 
a hyperplastic nodule because of the presence of 
nonserrated hyperplastic glands without dysplasia. 
(H&E, X 100) b Ki-67-positive cells in the lower portion 
of the crypt of this polyp are slightly increased over 
those of the adjacent normal mucosa. (XI00) c P53-
positive cells are sporadically detected in the lower por
tion of the crypts. (XI00) 

In contrast, in hyperplastic polyps, a serrated 
epithelial appearance is found only in the upper 
part of the crypts, composed of a varying degree 
of mixed mature and immature goblet cells and 
showing dilated, distorted, or sometimes fused 
glands with oval or round nuclei without promi
nent nucleoli or atypia (Fig. 5a). 

Although most of the small pure hyperplastic 
polyps never exhibit dysplastic change, as the 
hyperplastic polyps increase in size mixed 
hyperplastic adenomatous polyps are occasionally 
encountered [2-8]. It is said that foci of dysplasia 
may be observed in hyperplastic polyps, but 
the incidence is low and dysplasia is probably 
overdiagnosed [12, 43]. Hyperplastic polyps 
showing pseudoinvasion across the muscularis 

mucosa sometimes simulate adenocarinoma [44, 
45]. 

If more than 10 hyperplastic polyps are pre
sent in the colon, the designation "hyperplastic 
polyposis" may be used. Some of these polyps are 
combined hyperplastic-adenomatous lesions [5, 6, 
43] and are at low but definite risk of becoming 
malignant. 

Oohara et a1. [46] investigated the histogene
sis of microscopic adenomas and hyperplastic 
(metaplastic) glands in nonpolyposis. They 
pointed out that when characteristic hyperplastic 
glands were followed up using complete serial sec
tions, they were seen to connect with glands with 
reduced serrated patterns as did those in the 
above-described hyperplastic nodules. Moreover, 
with regard to the histogenesis of hyperplastic 

Fig. 5a-c. Hyperplastic polyp in the rectum, 5 mm in 
diameter. a Small polyp (endoscopically the 
subpedunculated type) is composed of serrated and 
nonserrated glands. Note serrated epithelium only in 
the upper portion of the crypts and no dysplastic change 
of the glands. (H&E, X40) b Ki-67-positive cells with 
nonserrated epithelium in the lower portion of the 
crypts. (X 100) c P53-positive cells are sporadically 
found in the lower portion of the crypts. (X400) 
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polyps in the colorectum, Araki et al. first sug
gested that hyperplastic polyps originated by the 
apparent fusion of single abnormal crypts within a 
small region of mucosa and grew by fission of the 
crypt and fusion of the polycentrically arising 
polyp. They also noted that no serration of the 
epithelial lining could be seen during the early 
stages of hyperplastic polyps, as determined by 
advanced tissue digestive techniques and scanning 
electron microscopy [47]. 

p53 and Ki-67 

Table 4 summarizes the relation between expres
sion of P53 and Ki-67 and hyperplastic nodules 
and polyps. Of the 64 hyperplastic nodules, 30 
(46.9%) showed weakly positive immunoreac
tivity (+) to P53 protein (Fig. 4c). In contrast, of 
the 55 hyperplastic polyps, 32 (58.2 %) had weakly 
positive immunoreactivity to P53 (Fig. Sc); neither 
hyperplastic lesion (nodules or polyps) showed 
intense reactivity (+ + to + + +). The hyperplastic 
polyps displaya slightly higher incidence of P53 
expression than did the hyperplastic nodules. P53-
positive cells were sporadically identified in the 
proliferative area, as in the serrated adenoma. 

Rubio and Rodensjoe pointed out that weak 
P53 expression was unexpectedly demonstrated 
by nearly 12 % of the fiat hyperplastic polyps, 
in addition to a high incidence of P53 im
munoreactIvlty in fiat serrated adenomas, 
as shown in our study. The weak P53 immuno
reactivity in fiat hyperplastic polyps should be 
considered a false-positive re action [22]. Exten
sive study of p53 gene alteration in hyperplastic 
lesions and serrated adenomas is necessary for 
understanding the carcinogenesis of the serrated 
adenoma. In fact, we have found p53 gene 
mutation in serrated adenomas and adenocarcino
mas and suggested a multistep carcinogenesis 
pathway for serrated adenoma that is distinct 
from the usual adenoma-to-carcinoma sequence 
[29]. 
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Ki-67-positive cells of hyperplastic nodules and 
polyps are situated mainly in the lower one-third 
of the crypts, and they appear in greater numbers 
than in normal glands (Figs. 4b, Sb). There was no 
statistical difference in the incidence of Ki-67-
positive cells in regard to hyperplastic nodules and 
hyperplastic polyps. 

Functional Alterations in 
Hyperplastic Polyps 

There are functional alterations that overlap in 
hyperplastic polyps and severe adenomatous 
dysplasia and carcinomas of the colorectum [48]. 
Such changes include increased secretion of 
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) [49], reduced 
secretion of sialomucin [49], changes in blood 
group antigen expression [2], and an absence of 
cytoplasmic immunoglobulin A (IgA) secretory 
activity [48]. 

Ordinary Adenocarcinoma 
and Serrated Adenoma 

For a long time normal-appearing hyperplastic 
mucosa adjacent to colorectal carcinoma was 
studied with particular attention to the morpho
logical and histochemical changes [50, 51], colon 
carcinogenesis, ultrastructural findings [52], and 
karyotypic features [53]. Filipe et al., who first 
termed the adjacent mucosa as "transitional 
mucosa," suggested that the changes in transi
tional mucosa represented a specific premalignant 
alteration in the colon mucosa, represented by a 
consistent alteration of mucin histochemistry [50, 
51]. Conversely, Isaacson and Attwood pointed 
out that mucosa adjacent to large bowel carci
noma was likely to represent a reactive phenom
enon because the mucosal alteration described in 
the transition al mucosa could be demonstrated in 
mucosa from solitary u\cer syndrome and colosto
mies [54]. 

Table 4. Expression of P53 and Ki-67 in hyperplastic nodules and hyperplastic polyps 

P53 Ki-67 
Lesion No. + ++ +++ + ++ +++ 
HN 64 34 (53.1 %) 30 (46.9%) o o o 20 (31.3%) 39 (60.9%) 5 (7.8%) 

HP 55 23 (41.8%) 32 (58.2%) o o o 23 (41.8%) 32 (58.2%) 0 

HN, hyperplastic nodule; HP, hyperplastic polyp. 
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Pandey et al. demonstrated that tissue adjacent 
(up to 3-4cm) to a carcinoma has elevated levels 
of expression of cell cycle traverse-associated 
gene (c-Fos, c-Jun, and Cdc-2 protein) and down
regulation of non-proliferation-specific gene 
expression, such as statin. Consequently, they 
supported the concept that the transitional 
mucosa may represent a premalignant stage of 
tissue [55]. 

Table 5 summarizes the clinicopathlogical fea
tures of ordinary colorectal carcinomas with ser
rated lesions (hyperplastic polyps or serrated 
adenomas). In ordinary colorectal carcinomas, 
serrated lesions were observed in 37 (32.2 %) of 
115 submucosal early adenocarcinomas (Fig. 6) 
and 12 (24.5%) of 49 advanced adenocarcinomas. 
The serrated lesions are seen in the mucosa 
bordering the colorectal carcinoma and are 
histologically different from the transitional 
mucosa, which is thickened and composed of 
branched crypts lined by tall goblet cells [21]. 
Some ordinary colorectal carcinomas with ser
rated lesions had histological characteristics of 
complex pseudocribriform gland formation, sug-

gesting that they arose from hyperplastic polyps 
or serrated adenomas [17] (Fig. 6b). Among ordi
nary carcinomas the incidence of serrated lesions 
is higher in the flat-type traditional carcinomas 
(Ha, Ha + Hc, Hc + Ha) than in the polypoid-type 
ones (pedunculated, subpedunculated, sessile), 
and it is higher in the rectum and sigmoid colon 
than at other sites of the colon. The difference 
in these sites may be due to the incidence of 
hyperplastic polyps, most of which are located 
in the rectum and sigmoid colon. That the 37 
(32.2%) and 12 (24.5%) serrated lesions were 
found in the mucosa immediately adjacent to 
early carcinoma and advanced carcinoma, respec
tively, histochemically and genetically suggests an 
early stage of carcinogenesis [51]. 

Histogenesis of Serrated Adenoma 

Two hypotheses have been suggested to explain 
the histogenesis of serrated adenomas in the 
colorectum [8, 17, 20]. One hypothesis is that ser-

Table 5. Clinical and macroscopic features of early and advanced colorectal 
carcinomas with hyperplastic polyp or serrated adenoma 

Early Advanced 
(submucosal invasion) 

No. 37 12 
Sex (M:F) 1.6: 1 2:1 
Age (years) 37-86 (me an 62.7) 55-76 (mean 59) 

Location 
Cecum 0 0 
Ascending colon 1 (2.7%) 0 
Transverse colon 2(5.4%) 1 (8.3%) 
Descending colon 2(5.4%) 0 
Sigmoid colon 6 (16.2%) 2 (16.7%) 
Rectum 26 (70.3%) 9 (75.0%) 

Macroscopic classification 
Ip 4 (10.8%) 0 
Isp 8 (21.6%) 0 
Is 2(5.4%) 0 
Ha 9 (24.3%) 0 
Ha + He 10 (27.0%) 0 
He + Ha 1 (2.7%) 0 
He 3 (8.1 %) 0 
H type 0 11 (91.7%) 
III type 0 1 (8.3%) 

Size (mm) 8-45 (mean 18.2) 22-80 (mean 43) 

Ip, pedunculated; Ips, subpedunculated; Is, sessile; Ha, Hat and elevated; He. 
depressed; II type, u\cerative and localized type; HI type, u\cerative and infiltra
tive type. 
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Fig. 6a,b. Traditional submucosal invasive careinoma 
in the deseending colon, 17 mm in diameter. a Flat 
eareinoma, maeroseopically type Ha + He, massively 
invades the submueosa. (H&E, x40) b Flat careinoma 
surrounded by transition al mueosa of serrated 
adenomatous and hyperplastie epithelium with 
pseudoeribriform formation (single arrow). Serrated 
adenomatous glands (double arrows) are composed of 
tumor cells with a pseudostratied elongated nucleus and 
immature goblet eells. (H&E, X200) 

rated adenomas arise from hyperplastic polyps [8, 
20], and another is that they arise de novo, possi
bly owing to the neoplastic transformation of 
a more differentiated cell within the crypt than 
that wh ich gives rise to the traditional adenoma, 
because a significant proportion of serrated 
adenomas are small (17.3% of serrated adenomas 
are less than 0.5cm in diameter) [17]. 

Our study of the relations among hyperplastic 
nodules, hyperplastic polyps, and serrated 
adenomas reveals that some of the hyperplastic 
glands, which arise from some of the hyperplastic 
nodules or possibly directly from normal mucosa, 
may develop large polypoid-type serrated 
adenomas. In contrast, small superficial-type ser
rated adenomas may arise from small hyperplastic 
polyps or de novo without progression to a 
hyperplastic lesion. 
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The chronic inflammatory changes in the 
stroma of the hyperplastic polyp, which may be 
closely related to its histogenesis, is identified as 
often as the hyperplastic nodules. Chronic inflam
mation with lymphoid follicles drew attention, as 
human colonic adenomas and experimental rat 
carcinomas often developed in mucosal areas 
above lymphoid follicles [56, 57]. The following 
explanations have been proposed for the in
creased occurrence of tumors above colonic 
lymphoid follicles: (1) the more rapid turnover of 
epithelial cells may be responsible for the in
creased susceptibility to carcinogens inducing can
cer above lymphoid follicles; (2) protrusion into 
the enteral lumen may cause nonspecific mucosal 
damage; (3) carcinogens or co-carcinogens may 
undergo increasing concentration here; and (4) 
immunologic control (surveillance) may be al
tered in the immediate perilymphatic surround
ings [58]. These explanations suggest that the 
hyperplastic glands, from which colorectal ser
rated adenomas or carcinomas may develop, 
are particularly susceptible to carcinogenic or 
co-carcinogenic substances, such as bile or bile 
acids [59), and that they then support the 
histogenetically hyperplastic polyp-serrated 
adenoma-carcinoma sequence. 

Hyperplastic polyps, which have been termed 
metaplastic polyps [39] and have been empirically 
noted to be histologically similar to intestinal 
metaplastic foveolar epithelium of the stornach, 
have been found to contain neutral/ M UCI gene
related mucin. The latter is closely associated with 
the trefoil-peptide pS2, a major component of the 
ulcer-associated cell lineage (UACL) [60], which 
is expressed within the foveolar epithelium in the 
gastric an trum but not at as high a level as in 
normal small or large bowel. In additional, the pS2 
peptide, epidermal growth factor/urogastrone 
(EGF/URO), EGF receptor, and MUCI gene 
immunoreactivity has been shown to be present 
throughout the hyperplastic polyps [61]. Hanby et 
al. suggested that hyperplastic polyps represent 
inappropriately activated UACL, switched on in 
the absence of ulceration, and that in this inappro
priate, nonreparative setting EGF/URO-induced 
expansion of the proliferative compartment might 
lead to the mature and serrated appearances seen 
in hyperplastic polyps [61]. 

Finally, aberrant crypt foci (ACF), which were 
first identified in methylene blue-stained colonic 
mucosa from carcinogen-treated rodents, are 
now of interest in the carcinogenesis of human 
colorectal carcinoma [62,63), Otori et al. reported 
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that their main histological finding was hyper
plasia of glandular epithelium in human ACF 
and the high incidence of K-ras mutation 
in these ACF was a unique feature [64]. 
Histologically hyperplastic nodules, hyperplastic 
polyps, and serrated adenomas as described 
above may be partially included in the ACF 
lesions, which have been examined under a 
stereomicroscope after staining with methylene 
blue. The relations among ACF, hyperplastic le
sions, serrated adenomas, and ordinary adenomas 
should be investigated in detail to further our 
knowledge of colorectal carcinogenesis. 

Conclusion 

One may hypothesize that serrated adenomas 
arise from hyperplastic nodules or hyperplastic 
polyps, wh ich grow from polypoid-type or 
superficial-type adenomas, and are indicators of a 
high risk for colorectal carcinoma [1]. Some ser
rated adenomas show malignant transformation, 
similar to that seen in traditional adenomas, and 
may eventually develop into invasive, serrated 
colorectal adenocarcinomas. In particular, it 
should be clinically recognized that serrated 
adenocarcinomas arising from small superficial
type serrated adenomas have aggressive 
biological behavior and are difficult to detect 
endoscopically. They therefore may create consid
erable confusion during histological diagnosis [11, 
17,27]. Serrated adenomas should be regarded as 
a distinct form of colorectal neoplasia [17] and be 
correctly diagnosed, if necessary, using a marker 
of abnormal accumulation of P53 protein detected 
by immunohistochemistry. In the future, factors 
causing hyperplastic nodules or polyps should 
be thoroughly investigated to prevent ordinary 
carcinoma (or serrated adenocarcinoma) [48, 49]. 
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Carcinoma Cells at Deeply Infiltrated Sites: 
Role in Development of Metastases 
in Patients with Advanced Colorectal 
Adenocarcinomas 

Kiyomi Taniyama 1, Naomi Sasaki1, Hiroshi Maruyama2 , Hayao Nakai2 , 

Hirofumi Nakatsuka3, Kazushige Toyama4 , and Eiichi Tahara5 

Summary. Carcinoma cells that infiltrate beyond 
the muscularis propria ("ss" lesions) have a sig
nificant role in developing metastases in patients 
with advanced colorectal carcinoma. Examination 
of 363 resected colon carcinomas revealed a high 
frequency of metastasis when carcinoma cells 
invaded beyond the muscularis propria. The 
metastases found in 170 patients with advanced 
colorectal adenocarcinomas invading this tissue 
were divided into five groups according to the 
histology of the ss lesions and the overall predomi
nant histology. Lymph node meta stasis was sig
nificantly increased as the histologie grade of 
the ss lesion decreased. Poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinoma cells were rapidly infiltrative re
gardless of the proliferative state and were as
sociated with peritoneal dissemination, distant 
metastasis, or local recurrence. In contrast, mod
erately differentiated adenocarcinoma cells were 
more proliferative with reduced expression of 
E-cadherin compared to weIl differentiated 
adenocarcinoma; they were closely associated 
with liver metastasis and overexpression of p53. In 
the DNA ploidy study, there was a relation be
tween decreased histologie differentiation and an 
increased likelihood of changes of the DNA 
ploidy pattern. Overexpression of a2ß1- and 
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a4ß1-integrins of carcinoma cells preceded dis
ruption of the cadherin system, which was associ
ated with the morphologie change, and were 
correlated with the high metastatic properties of 
the carcinoma cells. Tumor classification based on 
histology in the ss is a good indicator of metastasis 
or prognosis of advanced colorectal adenocar
cinomas. Further study based on these findings 
will facilitate understanding of the metastasis. 

Introduction 

Modern molecular techniques have provided de
tails on the development, invasion, and metastases 
of cancer. Gastrointestinal cancers involve genetic 
alterations in multiple oncogenes, multiple tumor 
suppressor genes, and multiple DNA repair genes. 
Alterations of these genes with malignancy 
include deletions, amplifications, and single
nucleotide mutations [1]. Several oncogenes func
tion synergistically in the pathogenesis of 
colorectal cancer, and the same abnormalities are 
found with metastatic tumors [2]. Colorectal can
cer remains one of the leading causes of neoplastic 
morbidity and mortality worldwide [3]. In Japan 
age-adjusted death rates for colorectal cancer per 
100000 population were 22.0 for males and 13.9 
for females in 1990. Mortality rates were 10.2% 
(males) and 12.9% (females) of deaths resulting 
from all malignancies. Moreover, the incidence of 
colorectal cancer is increasing [4]. 

About 30% to 50% of patients undergoing pre
sumably curative resection have a recurrence 
within the first 2 years after surgery, with wide
spread metastases, particularly hepatic, in 45% of 
those patients; one-third develop local recurrence, 
which is particularly common after abdo
minoperineal resection [2]. One of the most im-
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portant and reliable predictors of local recurrence 
is the stage of the tumor at the time of surgery [2]. 
Although the stage is the final determinant of 
prognosis [5], several stages for colorectal carci
noma have been proposed, causing considerable 
confusion [6-9]. 

The classification for lymph node metastasis is 
also confusing [6-8, 10], although the number of 
lymph nodes with metastasis at the time of sur
gery has a great inftuence on the pro gnosis for 
colorectal adenocarcinoma [5]. Histologic classifi
cation of the tumors has been undertaken by many 
pathologists, but histologic grading is subjective 
and interobserver agreement poor [11]. Moreover, 
the histologic criteria for colorectal adenocar
cinomas by J apanese pathologists are different 
from those used by pathologists in Western coun
tries. With the classification of the Japanese Soci
ety for Cancer of the Colon and Rectum and the 
Histological Typing of Intestinal Tumors by the 
World Health Organization (WHO), malignant 
epithelial tumors are classified as adenocar
cinoma, mucinous adenocarcinoma, signet-ring 
cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, adeno
squamous carcinoma, undifferentiated carcinoma, 
small-cell carcinoma (oat cell carcinoma), and 
others. Small-cell carcinoma is included in the 
WHO classification but not in the Japanese classi
fication. In the Japanese classification, small-cell 
carcinoma is classified as either undifferentiated 
carcinoma or "other." This difference is not an 
important matter because sm all-ce 11 carcinoma is a 
rare tumor in the colorectum. An important differ
ence is found, however, in the classification of 
adenocarcinoma. In Japan colorectal tumors are 
classified according to their predominant histology 
[9]. In contrast, with the WHO classification, weIl
and moderately differentiated adenocarcinomas 
are grouped together as low grade, and poorly 
differentiated adenocarcinoma and undifferen
tiated carcinoma are grouped as high grade. When 
a tumor shows different grades of differentiation, 
the higher grade should determine the final cat
egorization [12]. Although some suggest that the 
disorganized glands commonly observed at the 
advancing edge of the cancer should not be consid
ered a high-grade malignancy [12], this typing sys
tem pays little attention to the amount or 
localization of the higher-grade malignancy within 
a tumor. The various classifications for lymph 
node metastasis or histologic grading of the 
tumors have decreased the significance of tumor 
histology on the development of metastases. 

In the present study, we clarify that carcinoma 
cells infiltrating lesions beyond the muscularis 
propria have a significant role in develop
ing metastasis in patients with colorectal 
adenocarcinoma. Only advanced colorectal 
adenocarcinomas invading beyond the muscularis 
propria were selected for comparing the signifi
cance of histology at the deeply infiltrating sites 
and the potential to develop metastases. We also 
report the results concerning the DNA ploidy, cell 
kinetics, immunoreactivities for adhesion mol
ecules or p53 suppressor gene, and serum levels of 
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and CA19-9 of 
the carcinomas. Other suppressor genes that may 
relate to the metastases are also discussed. The 
histologic classification described in this study 
serves as a useful indicator of metastasis as weil 
as for the prognosis of patients with advanced 
colorectal adenocarcinoma at the time of surgery. 

Relations Among Tumor Histology, 
Depth of Invasion, and Metastases 
of Colorectal Carcinomas 

In Japan most colorectal carcinomas are reported 
to be well-differentiated adenocarcinoma [13]. 
Poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas are rare 
[14]. In Western countries, however, approxi
mately 20% are reported to be well
differentiated, 60% moderately differentiated and 
20% poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas [5]. 

Altogether 363 colorectal malignant tumors 
were examined to determine the frequency of the 
tumors classified according to their predomin
ant histology. The tumors were resected 
endoscopically or surgically in Kure Kyosai 
Hospital from 1993 to 1995 (Table 1). They 
consisted of 258 (71.1 %) well-differentiated 
adenocarcinomas, 83 (22.9%) moderately differ
entiated adenocarcinomas, 6 (1.7%) poorly differ
entiated adenocarcinomas, 9 (2.5%) mucinous 
carcinomas, 4 (1.1 %) carcinoids, 1 (0.3%) endo
crine cell carcinoma, and 2 (0.6%) malignant 
lymphomas. The tumors were also classified ac
cording to their depth of invasion: 134 tumors 
were localized in the mucosa, 45 tumors invaded 
the submucosa, 19 tumors invaded the muscularis 
propria, and 165 tumors invaded beyond the 
muscularis propria. Of the 134 tumors localized to 
the mucosa, 132 (98.5 %) were well-differentiated 
adenocarcinoma; the frequency of well-differenti-
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Table 1. Depth of invasion and histology of 363 resected colorectal malignancies 

Adenocarcinoma, 

Depth of Tumors by differentiation (no.) Mucinous Carcinoid ECC ML 
invasion (no.) Weil Moderately Poorly (no.) (no.) (no.) (no.) 

M 134 132 (98.5%) 2 (1.5%) 0 0 0 0 0 
SM 45 40 (88.9%) 1 (2.2%) 0 0 4 (8.9%) 0 0 
PM 19 11 (57.9%) 8 (42.1 %) 0 0 0 0 0 
>PM 165 75 (45.5%) 72 (43.6%) 6 (3.6%) 9 (5.5%) 0 1 (0.6%) 2 (1.2%) 

Total 363 258 (71.1 %) 83 (22.9%) 6 (1.7%) 9 (2.5%) 4 (1.1 %) 1 (0.3%) 2 (0.6%) 

M, mucosa; SM, submucosa; PM, muscularis propria; > PM, beyond the muscularis propria: ECC, endocrine cell carci
noma; ML, malignant lymphoma. 

ated adenocarcinoma decreased as the tumors in
vaded more deeply. In contrast, moderately dif
ferentiated adenocarcinoma was found in only 2 
(1.5%) of the 134 tumors but increased in fre
quency as the tumors invaded more deeply. A 
total of 8 (42.1 %) of 19 tumors that invaded the 
muscularis propria and 72 (43.6%) of 165 tumors 
that invaded beyond the muscularis propria were 
moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma. The 
latter frequency is almost equal to that of well
differentiated adenocarcinoma that invaded be
yond the muscularis propria. Therefore alm ost all 
adenocarcinomas were considered weil differenti
ated, and the predominant histology changed 
gradually as the tumors invaded more deeply. 
About half of the tumors were classified as moder
ately differentiated adenocarcinomas when they 
reached the level of the muscularis propria or in
vaded beyond. 

Six poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas 
were observed to be invading beyond the 
muscularis propria. It has been reported that 
poorly differentiated cancers are, in any event, 
unlikely to present as an early growth [5]. In 
a previous study, 11 poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinomas of the colorectum were found to 
be invading beyond the muscularis propria. Four 
of the adenocarcinomas had minor foci of well- or 
moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma in the 
upper half of the tumors [14]. Therefore these 
poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas were 
considered to have changed their predominant 
histology from weil or moderately-differentiated 
adenocarcinoma in the upper half (probably in the 
submucosa) of the colorectal wall. 

Cancer metastasis is a critical point for treating 
patients with colorectal carcinoma. Almost one
third of the colon adenocarcinomas were reported 
to be localized at the time of diagnosis, with 20% 

having distant metastases [15]. The risk of Iymph 
node metastasis has been reported to be approxi
mately 12% when the tumors extend into the 
muscularis propria and increases to 60% with 
spread beyond the muscularis propria into the 
pericolic or perirectal tissues [5]. To study the 
relation between the depth of invasion and 
metastases, 229 colorectal carcinomas surgically 
resected between 1993 and 1995 were analyzed 
(Table 2): We found that 1 (4.3%) of 23 tumors 
invading the submucosa, 4 (21.1 %) of 19 tumors 
invading the muscularis propria, and 98 (60.1 % ) 
of the 163 tumors invading beyond the muscularis 
propria had metastases in Iymph nodes, liver, peri
toneum, or other organs at the time of surgery. 
The frequency of metastasis for the 163 tumors 
was significantly higher than that for other groups. 
These frequencies may be lower than the true 
frequencies of metastases found during the clini
cal course of the patients with these tumors or that 
found in all patients with the same tumors because 
the postoperative course of these patients was not 
considered; moreover, some inoperative cases 
were excluded from surgical treatment because 
of multiple metastases or complicating disease. 
These frequencies do suggest, however, that can
cer metastasis requires a large number of carci
noma cells, and that carcinoma cells invading 
beyond the muscularis propria have a significant 
role in developing metastasis in patients with 
colorectal carcinoma. 

The location of the tumors has been reported to 
have some significance for metastasis [16]. Rectal 
adenocarcinomas are reportedly associated with 
poorer survival than colon adenocarcinomas 
[15]. In the present study, carcinomas of the 
rectosigmoid were included with rectal tumors [8, 
9]. Because metastases found in organs other than 
Iymph nodes among the 163 patients with tumors 
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Table 2. Relation between depth of invasion and metastasis among 229 surgicaJly resected colorectal carcinomas 

Depth of Tumors Tumors with metastasis (no.) 
invasion (no.) Lymph node Liver Peritoneum Others Total 

M 24 0 0 0 0 0 
SM 23 1 (4.3%) 0 0 0 1 (4.3%)* 
PM 19 3 (15.8%) 1 (5.3%) 0 0 4 (21.1 % )** 
>PM 163 82 (50.3%) 8 (4.9%) 6 (3.7%) 2(1.2%) 98 (60.1 %) 

Total 229 86 (37.6%) 9 (3.9%) 6 (2.6%) 2 (0.9%) 103 (45.0%) 

See Table 1 for abbreviations. 
* p < 0.001; ** P < 0.01 versus > PM. 

Table 3. Relation between predominant histology and metastasis among 163 advanced colorectal carcinomas 

Predominant Tumors Tumors with metastasis (no.) 
histology of tumor (no.) Lymph node Liver Peritoneum Others Total 

Weil 75 43 (57.3%) 4(5.3%) 1 (1.3%) 1 (1.3%) 49 (65.3%) 
Moderately 72 32 (44.4%) 4 (5.6%) 3 (4.2%) 1 (1.4%) 40 (55.6%) 
Poorly 6 3 (50.0%) 0 0 0 3 (50.0%) 
Mucinous 9 3 (33.3%) 0 2 (22.2%) 0 5 (55.6%) 
ECC 1 1 (100%) 0 0 0 1 (100%) 

Total 163 82 (50.3%) 8 (4.9%) 6 (3.7%) 2 (1.2%) 98(60.1%) 

Weil, well-differentiated adenocarcinoma; Moderately, moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma; Poorly, poorly differ
entiated adenocarcinoma; Mucinous, mucinous adenocarcinoma; ECC, endocrine cell carcinoma. 

invading beyond the muscularis propria were too 
small in number to examine, only the relation be
tween the location of the tumors and Iymph node 
metastasis found at the time of surgery was com
pared. The 82 tumors with lymph node metastasis 
were grouped according to their location: ascend
ing colon, transverse colon, descending colon, 
sigmoid colon, and rectum; alternatively they 
were said to be in right half (including the ascend
ing and transverse colon) or the left half (includ
ing the descending and sigmoid colon and 
rectum). There was no significant difference in the 
distribution between the tumors with Iymph node 
metastasis and those without Iymph node metasta
sis (data not shown). 

Table 3 shows the relations between tumor his
tology and metastases found at the time of surgery 
in the 163 patients. Approximately 50% to 60% of 
patients with well-, moderately, or poorly differ
entiated adenocarcinomas and mucinous carcino
mas had metastases elsewhere. There were no 
significant differences in the frequency of metasta
sis among these groups. In a previous study we 
also found no statistical difference in Iymph node 
metastasis between the well-differentiated and 
the moderately differentiated adenocarcinomas of 
the colorectum, although the latter tended to have 
more widespread lymph node metastasis than the 

former [17]. Therefore classification of the tumors 
according to their predominant histology is con
sidered to have little significance regarding the 
development of metastasis. 

In Western countries, well- and moderately 
differentiated adenocarcinomas are grouped to
gether as low-grade and poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinoma and undifferentiated carcinoma 
as high-grade [12]. Jass et al. reported that tumors 
were graded as either poorly differentiated or 
"other" [18]. These classifications are considered 
to be of practical importance concerning the prog
nosis, as the prognosis is known to be related to 
the absolute number of Iymph nodes involved 
[19]; poorly differentiated tumors have been re
ported to be frequently associated with more than 
four lymph nodes being involved than other 
grades [20]. These classifications, however, do not 
consider other metastases. 

Classification of 
Lymph Node Metastasis 

In 1932 Dukes proposed a classification scheme 
for carcinoma of the rectum based on the depth of 
tumor penetration and the presence of regional 
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node metastases as folIows: A, tumor limited to 
the bowel wall; B, tumor extending into the 
perirectal adipose tissue; C, tumor with nodal 
metastasis, with no regard for tumor penetration 
[6]. Since the introduction of this classification 
scheme, there have been numerous efforts, par
ticularly for patients with histologically positive 
nodes, to increase the predictive value of clinical 
pathologic staging [21]. In 1954 Astler and Coller 
introduced a modification of the Dukes scheme 
that consisted of subclassifying patients with 
histologically positive nodes on the basis of the 
depth of penetration of the primary tumor in the 
bowel wall. A Cl lesion referred to a tumor with 
positive nodes that had not penetrated the entire 
thickness of the bowel wall, whereas a C2 tumor 
manifested full-thickness penetration [7]. In 1958 
Dukes and Bussey divided the C cases into Cl, 
in which only the regional nodes contained 
metastases, and C2, in which there was more ex
tensive Iymphatic spread, including the nodes at 
the point of ligature of the blood vessels. In 1984 
the Gastrointestinal Study Group subdivided pa
tients with histologically involved nodes into those 
demonstrating one to four or more than four posi
tive nodes. The two subsets were designated 
Cl and C2, respectively [10]. Needless to say, the 
classification of Iymph node metastasis from 
colorectal carcinomas is confusing. 

With the last TNM staging system (1992), 
nodal status was classified as folIows: NO, no 
nodal metastasis; N1, one to three regional nodal 
metastases; N2, four or more regional nodal 
metastases; N3, nodal metastasis along the course 
of a named vascular trunk, metastasis to apical 
nodes, or both [8]. The Japanese Society for Can
cer of the Colon and Rectum numbers and groups 
the Iymph nodes according to their anatomical 
positions [9]. With this classification scheme, 
Iymph node metastases confirmed by histologic 
examination were classified as folIows: nO, nega
tive Iymph node metastasis; n1, metastasis in the 
pericolic or perirectal Iymph nodes that are 10-
cated mainly within 5 cm of the carcinoma along 
the colorectal wall; n2, metastasis in Iymph nodes 
located 5 to 10 cm from the carcinoma along the 
colorectal wall or in the intermediate Iymph 
nodes; n3, metastasis in Iymph nodes located 
along the course of a named vascular trunk (al
most the same as the N3 nodes in the TNM classi
fication); and n4, metastasis in a more distant 
Iymph node than n2 or in a more central Iymph 
node than n3, without regard to the number of 
Iymph nodes with metastasis. The n1 and n2 

Iymph nodes are the regional Iymph nodes de
scribed in the TNM classification. 

The degree of Iymphatic invasion by carcinoma 
cells can be classified according to intensity as 
lyO, ly1, ly2, and ly3 [9]. We previously reported 
that the intensity values of ly2 and ly3 are found 
more frequently in moderately differentiated 
adenocarcinomas than in weil differentiated 
adenocarcinomas [17]. Shirouzu et al. reported 
that the degree of Iymphatic permeation is an im
portant prognostic factor in patients with rectal 
carcinomas of stage lIla of the TNM classification, 
with one to three nodes with metastasis. They 
differentiated Iymphatic invasion from venous 
invasion or pseudolymphatic invasion due to 
tissue shrinkage by careful observation using 
hematoxylin-eosin and elastica van Gieson stains 
[22]. Therefore the degree of Iymphatic permea
tion by carcinoma cells might be a useful tool for 
estimating Iymphatic spread of carcinoma cells. 
This estimation, however, is subjective and not 
reliable because pseudolymphatic vessels are 
sometimes difficult to differentiate from true 
Iymph vessels, even with careful observation using 
the hematoxylin-eosin and elastica van Gieson 
stains. 

Lymph node metastasis is a result of carcinoma
tous Iymphatic invasion. Classification of Iymph 
node metastases theoretically reflects the likeli
hood that carcinoma cells will spread through the 
Iymph vessels according to the anatomical course. 
Therefore in the present study Iymph node 
metastases were grouped according to the classifi
ca ti on of the Japanese Society for Cancer of the 
Colon and Rectum [9]. The degree of Iymph node 
metastasis was estimated as being representative 
of carcinomatous Iymphatic spread. 

Histologie Grading at 
Deeply Infiltrated Sites 

As mentioned previously, cancer cells that in
filtrate beyond the muscularis propria have an 
important role in the development of metastasis 
in patients with advanced colorectal ad
enocarcinoma. We have aiready reported that 
low-grade differentiation of deeply infiltrating 
sites is significantly correlated with Iymph node 
metastasis and that moderate differentiation is 
associated with hematogenous metastasis to the 
liver from advanced colorectal adenocarcinomas 
[16, 17]. These results were obtained with a small 
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number of eases. In the present study, a large 
number of ca ses were examined to confirm these 
findings. 

Lesions of adenocarcinoma invading beyond 
the muscularis propria of the eoloreetum were 
deseribed as ss lesions and were classified as 1,2, 
or 3 depending on the number of cancer cells. 
Aceording to the histologie criteria described in 
previous studies [16, 17], adenocarcinoma cells in 
the ss lesions were subclassified based on the de
gree of their glandular differentiation, including 

Fig. 1 a-e. Histologie grading of adenoeareinoma. a 
Well-differentiated type showing aeinar arrangements. 
b Well-to-moderately differentiated (W IM) type. c 
Moderately differentiated (Mod) type showing fused 

the following levels of differentiation: weil, weil to 
moderate, moderate, and poor. The weil differen
tiated (Wel) type showed small or large acinar 
arrangements, with or without papillary structures 
(Fig. la). The well-to-moderately differentiated 
(W IM) type (Fig. 1 b) was intermediate between 
the Wel and the moderately differentiated (Mod) 
types. The Mod type showed cribriform-like ar
rangements or fused glands (Fig. lc). The Wel, 
W IM, and Mod types closely eorresponded to 
the grade 1, 2, and 3 tumors, respectively, re-

glands. d Poorly differentiated adenoeareinoma eells 
intermingled with Wel-type eells. e Predominantly 
poorly differentiated (poor) adenoeareinoma. (a-e: 
H&E. X175) 

b 

d 
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ported by Dukes [23]. Poorly differentiated ad
enocarcinoma cells showed a trabecular arrange
ment or individual infiltration of cancer cells. 
When poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma 
cells intermingled with Wel-, W/M-, or Mod-type 
cells in the ss lesions of the predominantly well- or 
moderately differentiated adenocarcinomas, they 
were subclassified as Por subtype (Fig. 1d). Poorly 
differentiated adenocarcinoma cells in ss lesions 
were found exclusively with the predominantly 
poorly differentiated (poor) adenocarcinomas 
(Fig. 1e), which corresponded with Dukes' histo
logic grade 4. 

In 1937 Dukes reported that the most common 
form of rectal carcinoma is adenocarcinoma grade 
2, which accounts for approximately 50% of the 
tumors. Next in order of frequency were grade 3 
(26%), colloid growths (12%), grade 1 (6%), and 
grade 4 (2%) [23]. Mucinous adenocarcinoma has 
been reported to be involved in 10% of colon 
carcinomas and approximately 6% of rectal carci
nomas [15]. As mucinous or colloid colorectal car
cinomas are biologically different from other 
adenocarcinomas [15], they were excluded from 
the present study. 

Comparison of Tumor Grading 
at Deeply Infiltrated Sites and 
Metastases 

To clarify the significance of histologic typing of 
tumors in relation to metastases, 170 colorectal 
adenocarcinomas were examined. All adeno
carcinomas invaded beyond the muscularis pro
pria and were surgically resected at the 
departments of surgery of the Shizuoka General 
Hospital, Kure City Medical Association Hospi
tal, or Kure Kyosai Hospital between 1983 and 
1994. Some of these cases were included in previ
ously reported studies [14, 16, 17]. None of the 
patients received any treatment before surgery. 
Surgical specimens were fixed in formalin and ex
amined microscopically by preparing tissue strips 
(5-lOmm). The tumor tissue was embedded in 
paraffin wax for light microseopic examination. 
The adenocareinomas eonsisted of 71 weil differ
entiated, 86 moderately differentiated, and 13 
poorly differentiated types. The 71 weil differenti
ated adenocareinomas were subclassified into 16 
(22.5%) Wel, 42 (59.2%) W/M, 4 (5.6%) Mod, 
and 9 (12.7%) Por subtypes. The 86 moderately 

differentiated adenoearcinomas were also 
subclassified into 12 (14.0%) W/M, 36 (41.9%) 
Mod, and 38 (44.2%) Por subtypes. Although 
the moderately differentiated adenocarcinomas 
were more likely than the well-differentiated 
adenocareinomas to be subclassified as Por 
subtype, it was difficult to prediet the histology of 
ss lesions from the predominant histology of the 
tumor. 

Table 4 summarizes the clinicopathologic 
findings. Among the five groups there were no 
significant differenees in the mean age of the pa
tients. The male/female ratios of the Wel-subtype 
tumors and the poor tumors were 0.8 and 0.9, 
respeetively, whereas those of the other three 
groups ranged form 1.4 to 2.2. Male predominanee 
was not seen in the former two groups. The poor 
tumors tended to be found in the right half of the 
colorectum, although there were no significant 
differenees in the colon/reetum ratio or the right/ 
left ratio among the five groups. Mean tumor di
ameter of the Por-subtype tumors was 45.1 mm
significantly smaller than those of the other four 
groups. The me an size of the ss lesion, however, 
tended to inerease as the degree of histologie dif
ferentiation of earcinoma cells in the ss lesion de
creased in the well- or moderately differentiated 
adenocarcinomas. The mean size of the ss lesion 
of the Por-subtype tumors was 2.3 and was not 
signifieantly different from the me an size of the ss 
lesion (2.1) among the poor tumors, although the 
latter tumors had the largest diameter. From these 
results, the Por-subtype tumors were considered 
to be the most rapidly infiltrative into the deep 
tissue, forming small tumors; and the poor tumors 
were rapidly infiltrative in all direetions, forming 
larger tumors. This differenee may be due to the 
differenee in the amount of poorly differentiated 
adenocareinoma cells. 

Por-subtype tumors were differentiated from 
W/M- and Mod-subtype tumors by the minor 
components of poorly differentiated adenoear
ein oma eells, not by the predominant histology; 
and poorly differentiated adenocareinoma cells 
related to the rapidly infiltrative growth of the 
Por-subtype tumors. Therefore they should be 
more rapidly infiltrating than weil or moderately 
differentiated adenocarcinoma eells. This finding 
may relate to the tumor size or size of the ss lesion. 
Por-subtype tumors may have had poorly differ
entiated adenoearcinoma eells in the deep tissue, 
which formed a minor but deeply infiltrating com
ponent in the tumor. In contrast, the poor tumors 
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Table 4. Relation between tumor histology and clinicopathologic data for 170 patients with advanced colorectal 
adenocarcinoma 

Predominant Tumor 

histology of tumor Patients Diameter ss Colon/ Right/ 
( differentiation) Tumors Age M/F (mm) rectum left Survival 
and subtype (no.) (years) ratio ratio ratio rate (%) 

Weil (Wel) 16 67.9 0.8 55.8* 1.8 3.0 0.5 91.7 
Weil or moderate 

W/M 54 66.1 2.2 54.5* 2.0 1.7 0.7 84.1 
Mod 40 67.9 1.4 59.3** 2.2*** 1.5 0.3 74.1 !.**** 
Por 47 66.3 1.8 45.1 2.3**** 1.8 0.7 53.9"*** 

Poor 13 63.4 0.9 64.6* 2.1 1.6 1.2 44.9t.t t .**** 

Data for age, M/F (male/female) ratio, tumor diameter, and ss lesion of tumor are mean values. 
Wel, well-differentiated type; W/M, well-to-moderately differentiated type; Mod, moderately differentiated type; Por, 
admixture of poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma cells with other type cells; ss, amount of cancer cells invading beyond 
the muscularis propria of the colorectum; Survival rate, cumulative survival rates 3 years after surgery. 
* p < 0.05; ** P < 0.01 versus Por. *** P < 0.01; **** P < 0.05 versus Wel. t P < 0.001; § P < 0.001, tp < 0.05 versus 
W/M. Hp < 0.05 versus Mod. 

Table 5. Relation of lymph node metastasis and clinicopathologic data for 169 patients with advanced colorectal 
adenocarcinoma 

Grade of Lymph nodes with Patients Tumor 
lymph node Tumors metastasis Age M/F Size ss Right/left 
metastasis (no.) (no.) (years) ratio (mm) (mm) ratio 

nO 88 0 67.7*** 1.9 57.1 ***** 2.0*** 0.5 
nl 34 1.8 66.9**** 1.1 51.0 2.2 0.4 
n2 33 5.1* 66.3**** 0.9 49.2 2.2 0.5 
n3,n4 14 6.6** 58.6 2.5 51.4 2.5 1.0 

Data for lymph node number, patient age, tumor size, and ss lesion of tumor are mean values. 
nO, no lymph node metastasis; n1, metastasis in the regional pericolic or perirectal node only; n2, metastasis in the 
intermediate lymph node; n3, metastasis in the main lymph node; n4, metastasis in a more distant lymph node than those 
in n3. 
* p < 0.001; ** P < 0.05 versus nl. *** P < 0.01; **** P < 0.05 versus n3,n4; ***** P < 0.05 versus n2. 

were considered to have had the poorly differenti
ated adenocarcinoma cells in the submucosa, 
where they formed large tumors. 

Metastases at the time of or after surgery were 
compared among the five groups. Of the 170 pa
tients, 19 died of carcinoma and 5 were excluded 
from the follow-up study because of non-cancer
related death within 1 year after surgery. Other 
patients were followed more than 1 year (up to 10 
years). As most recurrences of the colorectal 
adenocarcinomas are reported to be found within 
2 years of surgery [24], the follow-up data in the 
present study should be sufficient. If different 
metastases are observed among the five groups, 
they could be attributable, at least in part, to the 
different histology or number of carcinoma cells 
in the ss lesion. 

Lymph Node Metastasis 

Table 5 shows lymph node metastases found at the 
time of surgery. In 1 of 54 patients with W/M
subtype tumors, lymph node resection was not 
performed because of the presence of multiple 
liver metastases. Therefore lymph node metasta
sis was compared among 169 patients. 

Lymph node metastasis was found in 81 
(47.9%) of 169 patients. Of the 81 patients, 34 had 
n1, 33 n2, and 14 n3 or n4 lymph node metastasis. 
The mean numbers of lymph nodes with metasta
sis found were 1.8 in n1, 5.1 in n2, and 6.6 in n3 or 
n4. There was a statistically significant difference 
between n1 and n2, n3, or n4 in the number of 
lymph nodes with metastasis. The patient's age 
with n3 or n4 was younger than that with nO, n1, or 
n2. The me an diameters of the tumors were 
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Table 6. Relation between tumor histology and lymph node metastasis 
among 169 advanced colorectal adenocarcinomas 

Predominant Tumors with lymph node metastasis at 

histology of Tumors the time of surgery (no.) 

tumor and subtype (no.) n1 or more* n2* n3 or n4 

Weil (Wel) 16 3 (18.8%) 1 (5.6%) 0 

Weil or moderate 
W/M 53 19 (35.8%) 5 (9.4%) 1 (1.9%) 
Mod 40 17 (42.5%) 8 (20.0%) 0 
Por 47 32(68.1%) 13 (27.7%) 9 (19.1 %) 

Poor l3 10 (76.9%) 6 (46.2%) 4 (30.8%) 

See Table 4 far abbrcviations. 
* p < 0.01. 

57.1 mm for nO, 51.0mm for nl, 49.2mm for n2, 
and 51.4mm for n3 or n4. In eontrast, the me an 
sizes of the ss lesions in these tumors were 2.0 
(nO), 2.2 (nI), 2.2 (n2) and 2.5 (n3 or n4). There 
was a signifieant differenee in the tumor diameter 
between nO and n2 and in the size of the ss lesion 
between nO and n3 or n4. These results indieate 
that lymph node metastases are likely to be found 
in tumors with a small diameter but large ss lesion. 
Therefore adenoeareinoma eells infiltrating rap
idly into the deep tissue have a high probability 
for developing lymph node metastasis. Although 
tumors with n3 or n4 metastasis tended to be 
found in the right half of the eoloreetum, the de
velopment of lymph node metastasis did not de
pend on the loeation of the tumor. 

Table 6 shows the relation between the histo
logie grade of the tumors in the ss lesion and the 
degree of lymph node metastasis. The frequeney 
of nl or more or n2 was signifieantly inereased as 
the histologie differentiation of the tumors de
ereased (P < 0.01). In partieular, 13 of 14 tumors 
with n3 or n4 metastasis were either Por-subtype 
tumors or poor tumors. These results indicate that 
adenoeareinoma eells with different histologie 
differentiation in the ss lesion have different 
potentials for lymph node metastasis, and that 
poor differentiation, primarily loss of tubular dif
ferentiation, may have a eritieal role in form
ing lymph node metastases. This finding is eon
sistent with the finding that rapidly infiltrating 
adenoeareinoma eells in the deep tissue have a 
high prob ability of developing lymph node 
metastases, as deseribed above. 

Chung et al. examined 246 patients with 
eoloreetal adenoeareinoma and reported that, 
irrespeetive of the size of the primary tumor, 

site of the tumor, or depth of invasion, patients 
with grade 3 lesions (poorly differentiated ade no
eareinoma) had an inereased likelihood of 
nodal metastasis eompared to those with grade 
1 lesions (weil differentiated adenoeareinoma) 
or grade 2 lesions (moderately differentiated 
adenoeareinoma) [24]. Aeeording to their histo
logie eriteria for tumors, both the Por-subtype 
tumor and the poor tumor in the present study 
might belong to the grade 3 tumor group. Chung 
et al. also found distant metastases during a fol
low-up study of 34 patients. Of these 34 patients, 
15 had metastasis in the liver, 6 in the lung, 5 in the 
bone, 4 in the supraclavieular area, 3 in the brain, 
and 1 in the spinal cord. They reported that pa
tients with grade 3 lesions had more loeal reeur
rences, distant metastasis, or both than those with 
grade 1 or 2 lesions. They did not find any differ
enee for grade 3 tumors, however, between pa
tients with liver metastasis and those with other 
metatases. 

Liver Metastasis 

Liver metastases are reportedly found in as many 
as one-fifth to one-fourth of patients operated on 
for eoloreetal eareinoma and are an important 
eontributory eause of death [25]. Kelvin and 
Maglinte reported that with approximately 45% 
of eoloreetal adenoeareinoma distant metastases 
were found predominantly in the liver [26]. In the 
present study, liver metastasis was found in 22 
patients (12.9%) at the time of surgery and in 
another 22 patients after surgery, aeeounting for 
approximately one-fourth of the 170 patients ex
amined. Their clinieopathologie findings are sum-
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Table 7. Relation between liver metastasis and cIinicopathologic data for 170 patients 
with advanced colorectal adenocarcinoma 

Liver metastasis Tumors Patients Tumors 

At After (no.) Age M/F Size ss Colon/ Rightl 
surgery surgery (years) ratio (mm) rectum left 

ratio ratio 

Positive 22 62.5 1.4 51.7 2.6 2.1 0.5 
Negative Positive 22 66.5 2.7 50.5 2.3 1.4 0.3 
Negative Negative 126 67.3* 1.4 54.9 2.0** 1.7 0.4 

M/F, male/female. 
Data for patient age, tumor size, and ss lesion of tumor are mean values. 
* p'< 0.05 versus positive. ** P < 0.05 versus positive. 

Table 8. Relation between tumor histology and several metastases for 170 patients with advanced colorectal 
adenocarcinoma 

Predominant Tumors with metastasis (no.) 

histology of Tumors Liver Peritoneum Others 

tumor and sub type (no.) At All At AIl* At All Local rec 

Weil (Wel) 16 1 (6.3%) 1 (6.3%) 0 1 (6.3%) 0 0 0 

Weil or moderate 
W/M 54 5 (9.3%) 13 (24.1 %) 2 (3.7%) 4 (7.4%) 1 (1.9%) 4 (7.4%) 3 (5.6%) 
Mod 40 9 (22.5%) 14 (35.0%) 4 (10.0%) 4 (10.0%) 0 2 (5.0%) 1 (2.5%) 
Por 47 6 (12.8%) 17(36.2%) 6(12.8%) 10 (21.3%) 2(4.3%) 7(14.9%) 6 (12.8%) 

Poor 13 1 (7.7%) 1 (7.7%) 3 (23.1 %) 3 (23.1 %) 1 (7.7%) 3 (23.1 %) 2 (15.4%) 

At, at the time of surgery; All, all metastases found during the clinical course; Loeal ree, retroperitoneal reeurrenee after surgery. 
See Table 4 for other abbreviations. 
* p < 0.05. 

marized in Table 7. The mean age of patients with 
liver metastasis at the time of surgery was 62.5 
years, which was approximately 5 years younger 
than that of patients having no liver metastasis 
during the clinical course (P < 0.05). The mean 
size of the ss lesion in the tumors with liver metas
tasis at the time of surgery was significantly 
greater than that of tumors without liver metasta
sis during the clinical course. Moreover, the me an 
size of the ss lesion in the former tumors tended to 
be larger than that of tumors having liver metasta
sis after surgery, although this difference was not 
statistically significant. Therefore liver metastasis 
tended to be found in younger patients and with 
tumors having larger ss lesions. 

There was no significant difference in the male/ 
female ratio of the patients, tumor diameter, co
lon/rectum ratio, or right/left ratio of the tumors 
for patients with or without liver metastasis. In a 
postmortem study, Schulz et al. examined 26 livers 
containing metastases from colon carcinoma and 
reported an approximately homogeneous distri-

bution of metastases from colon carcinoma in the 
hepatic parenchyma, irrespective of the location 
of the primary tumor [27]. Although the highest 
frequency of blood-borne metastasis was found in 
the middle third of the rectum for rectal carcino
mas [28], the rectum was not divided into smaller 
portions in the present study. 

Table 8 shows the relations between the histo
logic grades of the tumors and liver metastasis. At 
the time of surgery, 1 (6.3%) of 16 Wel-, 5 (9.3%) 
of 54 W/M-, 9 (22.5%) of 40 Mod-, 6 (12.8%) of 47 
Por-subtype tumors, and 1 (7.7%) of 13 poor 
tumors had liver metastasis. These frequencies 
were different from those observed for lymph 
node metastasis. After surgery, 8 W/M-, 5 Mod-, 
and 11 Por-subtype tumors were also found to 
have liver metastasis. No additionalliver met asta
sis was found in any of the Wel-subtype tumors 
or the poor tumors. Overall frequencies of liver 
metastasis among these five groups were 6.3%, 
24.1 %, 35.0%, 36.2% and 7.7%, respectively. 
From the findings that greater ss lesion size is 
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signifieantly eorrelated to liver metastasis, the 
smaller ss lesion size of the Wel-subtype tumors 
might eorrelate to the lower frequeney of Iiver 
metastasis than in W/M-, Mod-, or Por-subtype 
tumors. The ss lesion size of poor tumors, how
ever, was not different from that of the W/M-, 
Mod-, or Por-subtype tumors. Por-subtype tumors 
frequently presented with liver metastasis as weIl 
as Iymph node metastasis. Differenees in liver 
metastasis between the Por-subtype tumors and 
the poor tumors might be partially attributable to 
the differenee in the predominant histology of 
these tumors. Therefore moderate differentiation 
of eareinoma eells may be assoeiated with liver 
metastasis. 

Peritoneal Dissemination, Metastases 
to Other Organs, and Local Recurrence 
in the Retroperitoneum 

Peritoneal dissemination ean oeeur when earei
noma eells are exposed to the peritoneal surfaee at 
either the primary or the metastatie site. There
fore organs eovered by the peritoneum are the 
sites in whieh peritoneal dissemination oeeurs. 

Twenty-one tumors were found to be assoeiated 
with peritoneal dissemination. Of these 21 tumors, 
15 were found at the time of surgery and 6 were 
found after surgery. The mean size of the ss lesion 
of these tumors was 2.6, and 18 were found in 
colon tumors. Thirteen were assoeiated with li ver 
metastasis, and six of eight tumors without Iiver 
metastasis were assoeiated with Iymph node me
tastasis of n2 or more. Therefore peritoneal dis
semination of eareinoma eells was likely to be 
found with eolon tumors that had large ss lesions 
and liver or widespread Iymph node metastasis 
(data not shown). Aeeording to the histologie 
grade of the tumors with ss lesions less differenti
ated tumors were assoeiated with a higher fre
queney of peritoneal dissemination (P < 0.05) 
(Table 8). 

Distant metatases were found in other organs in 
16 patients: lung (10), brain (3), spleen (1), skin 
(1), and bone (1). Of these 16 patients, 9 had liver 
metastasis. Six of the other seven patients had 
Iymph node metastasis of n2 or more (data not 
shown). The distant metastases tended to be 
found in the patients with Por-subtype tumors or 
poor tumors (Table 8). 

Loeal reeurrenee in the retroperitoneum was 
found in 12 patients. The me an diameter of the 

tumors was 50.1 mm and the mean size of the ss 
lesions of their tumors 2.3. Ten had reetal tumors, 
and the other two had eolon tumors 80 and 75 mm 
diameter, respeetively. Therefore loeal reeurrenee 
is related to the reetal tumor or to a large tumor of 
the eolon (data not shown). Moreover, 8 ofthe 12 
tumors were either Por-subtype tumors or poor 
tumors (Table 8). These results indieate that, in 
addition to the loeation and size of the tumors, 
poorly differentiated adenoeareinoma eells may 
have a role in the development of peritoneal 
dissemination, distant metastases, and loeal 
reeurrenee. 

Relations Between Lymph Node 
Metastasis and Other Metastases 

Newland et al. reported that the survival of 910 
patients with no known residual tumor and 
no Iymph node metastasis after reseetion of 
eoloreetal eareinoma was equivalent to that of the 
general population with the exeeption of male 
patients with stage B tumors (tumors that invade 
beyond the museularis propria with no Iymph 
node metastasis). They reported that the redueed 
survival of the male patients with stage B tumors 
was largely due to cIinieal faetors, sueh as postop
erative eomplieations, and suggested that the risk 
of oeeult metastasis is low for patients with no 
Iymph node metastasis at the time of surgery [29]. 
In the present study, metastasis after surgery in 
patients without Iymph node metastasis was found 
in 16 (18.2%) of 88 patients (Table 9). Therefore 
even for patients without Iymph node metastasis 
at the time of surgery eareful follow-up should be 
undertaken. 

Table 9 shows the relations between the degree 
of Iymph node meta stasis and other metastases 
found during the cIinieal eourse of 169 patients. 
Patients with Iymph node metastasis had more 
metastases than those with no Iymph node metas
tasis. Peritoneal dissemination signifieantly eorre
lated with the degree of Iymph node metastasis. 
The highest frequeney of liver metastasis, dis
tant metastasis, or loeal reeurrence in the 
retroperitoneum, however, was found in patients 
with n2 Iymph node metastasis and not in those 
with n3 or n4 metastasis. Moreover, liver metasta
sis was found in 12 (13.6%) of 88 patients with no 
Iymph node metastasis. As mentioned previously, 
distant metastasis tended to be found in patients 
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Table 9. Relation between Iymph node metastasis and other metastases for 169 patients with advanced colorectal 
adenocarcinoma 

Grade of 
lymph node Patients Patients with metastasis (no.) 
metastasis (no.) Liver Peritoneum Others Local Total 

nO 88 
nl 34 

12 (13.6%) 
13 (38.2%)* 

7 (8.0%) 
3 (8.8%) 

4 (4.5%) 
2 (5.9%) 

3(3.4%) 
2 (5.9%) 

n2 33 14 (42.4%)** 
n3,n4 14 4 (28.6%) 

7 (21.2% )*** 
4 (28.6% )*** 

7 (21.2%)** 
2 (14.3%) 

5 (15.2%)*** 
1 (7.1%) 

16 (18.2%) 
16 (47.1 %)** 
22 (66.7%)* 
9 (64.3%)* 

* P < 0.001; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.05 versus nO. 

with liver or Iymph node metastasis of n2 or more; 
and local recurrence relates to the rectal tumor or 
large tumor of the colon, although both were re
lated to poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma 
cells. These results indicate that the mechanism of 
liver metastasis may be different from that of 
Iymph node metastasis. 

It is weil known that cancer metastasis is not 
formed by chance according to the anatomic 
position of organs involved [30]. As indicated 
in the present study, moderately differentiated 
adenocarcinoma cells are closely associated with 
liver metastasis, and poorly differentiated adeno
carcinoma cells are closely associated with other 
metastases or local recurrence. Analysis of the 
carcinoma cells in the ss lesion might elucidate the 
metastatic mechanisms. 

Prognosis 

Cumulative survival rates of 170 patients were cal
culated using the Kaplan-Meier method and were 
analyzed using the generalized Wilcoxon test. Dif
ferences were assumed significant when the P 
value was less than 0.05. Cumulative survival 
rates after 3 years were 91.7% in 16 patients 
with Wel-subtype tumors, 84.1 % in 54 patients 
with W/M-subtype tumors, 74.1 % in 40 
patients with Mod-subtype tumors, 53.9% in 47 
patients with Por-subtype tumors, and 44.9% in 13 
patients with poor tumors (Table 4). As the 2-year 
survival rate is reported to be reliable for the pur
pose of comparing various treatment results [24] 
the 3-year survival rates are also reliable for com
paring the biologic behavior of the tumors classi
fied according to the histology of the ss lesion. 
These results indicate that the histologic grades of 
carcinoma cells in the ss lesion closely relate to the 

prognosis of the patients, which reftects the differ
ent metastases. 

In Japan W/M-subtype tumors are classified 
as weil differentiated tumors and Por-subtype 
tumors as well- or moderately differentiated 
adenocarcinomas according to their predominant 
histology [9]. In contrast, in Western countries, 
W/M-subtype tumors may be classified as moder
ately differentiated tumors and Por-subtype 
tumors as poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas 
[5]. These differences in histologic classifications 
may have failed to provide important data on the 
metastasis or prognosis of advanced colorectal 
adenocarcinomas. 

Factors Relating to 
Metastasis or Prognosis 

DNA Ploidy 

The DNA ploidy pattern is reported to be a useful 
prognostic factor for colorectal carcinomas [14, 
31]. Intratumoral differences in DNA ploidy were 
reported in 7.4% of colorectal carcinomas [32] 
and in 71 colorectal carcinomas [14, 17]. All were 
adenocarcinomas invading beyond the muscularis 
propria and were classified histologically accord
ing to their predominant histology. Altogether 24 
were weil differentiated, 36 moderately differenti
ated, and 11 poorly differentiated. A total of 12 
(50%) of the well-differentiated, 20 (55.6%) of 
the moderately differentiated, and 8 (72.7%) of 
the poorly differentiated tumors were associated 
with Iymph node metastasis. 

The DNA ploidy patterns were analyzed by 
ftow cytometry (Coulter, EPICS-Profile or Elite, 
Hialeah, FL, USA) in paraffin-embedded tissue 
using the method of Hedley et al. [33] with some 
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modification [14, 17]. The representative paraffin 
block of the primary tumor was divided horizon
tally into two portions, and the superficial and 
deep halves were defined as Sup and Deep, re
spectively. Aneuploid tumors were found in 14 
(58.3%) of 24 weIl differentiated, 22 (61.1 %) of 36 
moderately differentiated, and 6 (54.5 %) of 11 
poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas. The 
DNA ploidy pattern of Deep differed from that of 
Sup in 2 (28.6%) of 14 aneuploid tumors of weIl 
differentiated, 11 (50.0%) of 22 aneuploid tumors 
of moderately differentiated, and 4 (66.7%) of 
6 aneuploid tumors of poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinomas. The aneuploid stern li ne was 
more frequently found in the Deep than in the 
Sup in weIl or moderately differentiated adeno
carcinomas; however, in poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinomas the aneuploid stern line was 
more frequently found in the Sup than in the 
Deep. These results may indicate a relation be
tween decreased histologic differentiation and a 
greater li ability in changing the DNA ploidy pat
tern of the tumor [17]. 

Scott et al. reported the DNA histograms of 
rectal carcinomas from 121 patients along with a 
detailed clinicopathologic assessment of the same 
tumors; they also reported the incidence of 
postresection tumor recurrence and patient sur
vival over an extended period of 15 years. They 
found that DNA nondiploid rectal carcinomas 
had a statistically significant increase in the inci
dence of vascular invasion, tumor fibrosis, and 
high Dukes' stage and concluded that the most 
important independent prognostic variables for 
rectal carcinomas were DNA ploidy pattern and 
the operative assessment of tumor spread [31]. 

Goh et al. reported an independent contribu
tion of DNA content to survival after an analysis 
of 203 cases of rectal cancer with a foIlow-up of at 
least 15 years. They reported that the contribution 
of DNA content was small [34]. Rowley et al. 
reported that the significant effect of ploidy was 
restricted to patients with Dukes' A and C tumors, 
representing 51 (28 %) of the 179 patients with 
colorectal carcinoma, followed for up to 9 years. 
There was some doubt as to its clinical value as a 
prognostic indicator, and the authors reported 
that the Dukes' classification remains superior to 
the ploidy status for prognostication [35]. 

Cumulative survival rates of the 29 patients 
with diploid tumors and the 42 patients with 
aneuploid tumors were calculated in the present 

study as being 52.5% and 65.1 %, respectively, 5 
years after surgery. There was no statistical differ
ence in cumulative survival rates between these 
two groups. This result may be attributable to the 
small number of patients examined or the short 
duration of the foIlow-up. On the other hand, we 
previously reported that the DNA ploidy pattern 
of a primary tumor is correlated with the degree of 
metastasis or prognosis in the poor tumors [14] 
but also that the histology of Deep should have a 
greater significance than DNA content on lymph 
node metastasis in well- or moderately differenti
ated adenocarcinomas of the colorectum [17]. 
Therefore heterogeneous histology in the deeply 
infiltrating sites of the 71 tumors may result in no 
significant differences in the cumulative survival 
rates between patients with diploid and aneuploid 
tumors in the present study. PracticaIly, it is im
portant to examine the DNA content of Deep to 
determine if there is aneuploidy in well- or mod
erately differentiated adenocarcinoma of the 
colorectum [17]. 

Cell Kinetics 

Proliferative activity has been reported to be a 
more significant predictor of survival than the 
tumor DNA ploidy pattern [36]. Proliferative ac
tivity has been estimated by use of nonradioactive 
reagents, such as the monoclonal antibody to 
bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), [17] proliferating 
cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) [37], and Ki-67 [38]. 
The number of argyrophilic nuclear organizer re
gions (AgNOR) has also been reported as a tool 
to assess the malignant potential ofthe tumor [39]. 
Previously, we compared the proliferative activi
ties of different histologic areas in colorectal 
adenocarcinomas by means of PCNA and Ki-67 
labeling and by AgNOR impregnation [16, 17]. 
Twenty-three colorectal adenocarcinomas for 
BrdU analysis and 28 colorectal adenocarcinomas 
for PCNA labeling and AgNOR impregnation 
were examined. Of the latter 28 tumors, 9 were 
also used for Ki-67 labeling. All of these 
adenocarcinomas had invaded beyond the mus
cularis propria. 

For in vitro BrdU labeling, tumor tissues were 
obtained separately from the superficial periph
eral and deeply invading centrallesions of the 
tumors immediately after tumor excision. The tis
sues were treated according to the method of 
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Sasaki et al. [40] with some modification [17]. 
BrdU labeling indices (LIs) of superficial periph
erallesions of the well- and moderately differenti
ated adenocarcinomas were 15.2% and 15.6%, 
and those of deeply infiltrating lesions were 6.9% 
and 11.8%, respectively. After dividing the deeply 
infiltrating regions into well-, well-to-moderately, 
moderately, and moderately-to-poorly differenti
ated areas, their BrdU LIs were 5.5%, 12.1 %, 
11.0%, and 10.6%, respectively. These areas 
corresponded with the Wel, W/M, Mod, and Por 
subtypes in the present study. There was no sig
nificant difference in BrdU LIs among W/M-, 
Mod-, and Por-subtype tumor cells, although all 
three subtypes had higher BrdU LIs than did the 
Wel-subtype tumor cells. 

The PCNA and Ki-67 LIs were reported to be 
larger than the BrdU LI in lung tumors [38]. The 
PCNA and Ki-67 LIs being higher than the BrdU 
LI might make it possible to distinguish between 
the proliferative activity of Mod areas in Mod
subtype tumors and Por areas in Por-subtype 
tumors. Hence the PCNA LI and Ki-67 LI for 
various histologic areas in the moderately differ
entiated adenocarcinomas of the colorectum were 
determined even when BrdU LI values were simi
lar [17]. Such analysis revealed that the PCNA LI, 
Ki-67 LI, and AgNOR values determined for the 
poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma cells in 
the Por-subtype tumors were significantly lower 
than those of moderately differentiated adeno
carcinoma cells in the Mod-subtype tumors. In 
cells from tumors classified as Por subtype, poor 
differentiation was associated with a decreased 
PCNA LI but an unchanged Ki-67 LI and 
AgNOR values [16]. Therefore adenocarcinoma 
cells withhigh proliferative activity may prolifer
ate more rapidly in the tubular gland, resulting in 
formation of tubulopapillary or fused glands; and 
loss of glandular formation (i.e., poor differentia
tion) is possibly unrelated to the proliferative ac
tivity of adenocarcinoma cells. 

The mechanisms for a decrease in the PCNA LI 
and unchanged BrdU LI, Ki-67 LI, or AgNOR 
value for poor differentiation is not clear. The 
BrdU LI reportedly corresponds with the S phase 
of the cell cycle [17]. Ki-67 antigen is present at all 
stages of the cell cycle except GO [41]. The Ki-67 
LI has been reported to correlate best with the 
BrdU LI when compared with the PCNA LI and 
DNA polymerase alpha LI [38]. PCNA is an aux
iliary protein of DNA polymerase delta and is 
expressed in normal and neoplastic cells during 

the proliferation cycle, particularly during the late 
G1 and S phases of the cell cycle [42]. PCNA LI 
does not necessarily express the reproduction 
rate, however (unpublished work). The decreased 
PCNA LI may reflect a shorter late G 1 phase of 
the poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma cells 
[16]. 

Cadherin and Integrin 

It is reported that varying genetic abnormalities of 
cell adhesion molecules may participate in the 
processes of invasion and metastasis of carcinoma 
cells [43]. For formation of a metastatic nodule, 
carcinoma cells must leave the primary tumors, 
invade the surrounding host tissue, enter the 
circulation, lodge in the distant vascular bed, 
extravasate into the target organ, and proliferate, 
resulting in formation of a metastatic nodule [44]. 
The most crucial step is the dissociation of carci
noma cells from the tumor [43]. 

Cadherins are reported to be a family of cell 
adhesion receptors crucial for the mutual associa
tion of vertebrate cells. The regulated expression 
of cadherins also controls cell polarity and tissue 
morphology [45]. Basal lamina formation is not 
necessary for glandular structure formation in co
lon cancer cells [46]. In humans the gene for 
epithelial (E)-cadherin is located on chromosome 
16q22.1 [47,48]. Its expression is reportedly strong 
in well-differentiated carcinomas, whereas it is 
generally reduced in undifferentiated carcinomas 
having a strong invasive property [43]. It has been 
reported that E-cadherin expression in colorectal 
carcinomas is related inversely to tumor differen
tiation. Down-regulation of E-cadherin levels was 
associated with cellular dissociation, progression, 
invasion, and metastasis [49-51]. 

Adhesion of cells to basement membranes and 
extracellular matrices is media ted by members 
of the integrin family of cell surface receptors 
[52]. Integrins are heterodimeric cell surface 
glycoproteins comprised of noncovalently linked 
a and ß chains [53]. a2ß1-Integrin is a receptor for 
collagen and laminin [54], and a4ß1-integrin is a 
receptor for fibronectin and vascular endothelial 
cells [48]. Both are reported to relate to the metas
tasis [55]. Immunoreactivity for the a2-subunit, 
but not for a4ß1-integrin, is found in normal co
lonic epithelium [56]. 

In a previous study, the expressions of E
cadherin and integrins (a2ß1 and a4ß1) in the 
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predominant histology of the tumors were ex am
ined in 61 acetone-methanol-fixed colorectal 
adenocarcinomas [57] which were included in 
the 170 tumors. They consisted of 30 well
differentiated and 31 moderately differentiated 
adenocarcinomas, divided into 26 W/M-, 17 
Mod-, and 18 Por-subtype tumors. Reduced ex
pression of E-cadherin (Fig. 2a) was observed in 
11.5% of W/M-, 35.3% of Mod-, and 27.8% of 
Por-subtype tumors. There was no difference in 
frequency of reduced expression of E-cadherin 
between the latter two groups. Predominant his
tology revealed that W/M- and Mod-subtype 
tumors were composed mainly of well- and mod
erately differentiated adenocarcinomas, respec
tively. The predominant histology of the Por
sub type tumors, however, was a mixt ure of well-

or moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma. 
Moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma cells 
had a more reduced expression of E-cadherin 
than did weIl differentiated adenocarcinoma ceIls, 
indicating that E-cadherin expression was closely 
associated with the morphology. Its reduction, 
however, cannot precede the morphologie change 
from well- or moderately differentiated to poorly 
differentiated [57]. 

Cadherins form a complex with the actin-based 
cytoskeleton via catenins [58]. It is reported that 
cells in epithelial proliferative breast lesions pro
liferate within the basement membrane-bound 
spaces, losing their evenly spaced arrangement, 
and form secondary lumens. In these lesions the 
actin-binding, cytoskeletal protein fodrin (part of 
the cadherin cascade) is abnormally distributed 

Fig.2a-c. Immunohistochemical expressions of E-cadherin and integrins (a2ßl and a4ßl) in acetone-methanol
fixed adenocarcinomas. a Expression of E-cadherin on the ceH membrane is reduced in W/M-type ceHs. b,c 
Overexpression of a2ßl-integrin (b) and a4ßl-integrin (c) is observed in Mod-type ceHs of Por-subtype tumors. 
(a-c: labeled with avidin-biotin, x400) 

b 
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[59]. As W/M- or Mod-subtype carcinoma cells 
are more proliferative with higher BrdU LIs 
than Wel-subtype carcinoma cells, they are con
sidered to form papillary, cribriform-like, or fused 
glands associated with reduced expression of 
E-cadherin. 

On the other hand, expressions of a2ß1-integrin 
(Fig. 2b) in the predominant histology were found 
in 76.9%, 76.5%, and 94.4%; and those of a4ß1-
integrin (Fig. 2c) were in 7.7%, 5.9%, and 27.8% 
of W/M-, Mod-, and Por-subtype tumors, respec
tively. Although these differences were not statis
tically significant, stronger expression of a2ß1-
and a4ß1-integrins in the predominant histology 
of the Por-subtype tumors than in the W/M- or 
Mod-subtype tumors suggest that overexpression 
of a2ß1- and a4ß1-integrins in the predominant 
histology relates to the poor differentiation at the 
deeply infiltrating sites from well- or moderately 
differentiated carcinoma cells or more metastases 
of the Por-subtype tumors than W/M- or Mod
subtype tumors. 

Overexpression or underexpression of integrins 
is reportedly correlated with dedifferentiation of 
carcinoma and acquisition of metastatic proper
ties [13]. During the early stages of tumor growth 
(i.e., release from the tumor mass), decreased ad
hesion to the basement membranes or matrix pro
teins may be advantageous. Enhanced expression 
of integrins on tumor cells after they re ach the 
circulation, however, might aid implantation and 
promote metastasis [55]. Overexpression of ß1-
integrin is implicated in the invasive growth of 
gastric scirrhous carcinomas [60] and the liver 
metastasis of human gastric carcinoma cells [61]. 
Overexpression of a4ß1-integrin relates to the 
invasive ability by an enhanced interaction 
with fibronectin, increased mRNA for type 
IV collagenase, and pulmonary metastasis of 
osteogenic or fibrosarcoma cells [62]. To form 
metastatic foci in the lungs, however, laminin 
receptors such as a2ß1-integrin on tumor cells 
might be necessary to bind to subendothelial base
ment membranes because a4ß1-integrin on tumor 
cells is reported only to initiate adhesion to lung 
endothelial cells [62]. 

Sakamoto et al. [13] examined alterations of cell 
morphology and adhesion moleeules in response 
to phorbol ester treatment of a human colon can
cer cell line, which forms a well-differentiated 
tubular structure even under standard culture 
conditions. They suggested that activation of the 
integrin system in association with tyrosine 

phosphorylation of paxillin, wh ich is a focal adhe
sion protein [63], secondarily prornotes disruption 
of the cadherin system [13]. Taken together, those 
results indicate that overexpression of a2ß1-
and a4ß1-integrins precedes disruption of the 
cadherin system in well- or moderately differenti
ated adenocarcinoma cells to change their 
morphology to poorly differentiated cells; and it 
relates to the high probability of metastases of the 
Por-subtype tumors. 

Serum Levels of CEA and CA 19-9 

Serum levels of CEA and CA19-9 are well-known 
serologie markers for colorectal carcinoma [64]. 
CEA is a heavily glycosylated 180-kDa protein 
that was described not only as an oncofetal tumor 
marker of colorectal carcinoma [65] but also as a 
homotypic intercellular adhesion moleeule [66, 
67] ofthe immunogloblin supergene family [68]. A 
CEA level elevation of more than 5 ng/ml is 
observed with advanced disease and has been cor
related with diminished survival [2]. Liver metas
tasis of human colon carcinomas is reported to 
produce high levels of CEA mRNA, and CEA 
protein [69]; and patients with metastatic liver 
tumors tend to have high serum CEA levels [70]. 
Increased homotypic intercellular adhesion favors 
the metastatic process, probably because cell ag
gregates, rather than single cells breaking away 
from the primary tumor, have a greater chance of 
survival in the circulation and lodging in other 
organs [71]. A decreasing CEA tissue concentra
tion was reported to be significantly related to 
increasing dedifferentiation of colorectal carcino
mas [64]. 

CA19-9 is defined as sialyl-Lewis-a (SLA) and 
is a product of the Lewis gene [72]. SLA serves as 
a ligand for members of the selectin family [73] 
and is noted to have an important role in the 
process of vascular invasion and hematogenous 
metastasis of carcinomas in vitro [74]. CA19-9 has 
been reported to be significantly related to liver 
[25], lung, or lymph node [75] metastasis from 
colorectal carcinoma [76]. 

To evaluate the relations between the serum 
levels of these tumor markers and the histol
ogie grade of the colorectal adenocarcinoma, 
preoperative serum levels of CEA (normal < 
2.5 ng/ml) were measured in 85 patients and 
CA19-9 (normal< 37U/ml) in 53 patients (Table 
10). All of the tumors, resected at Kure Kyosai 
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Table 10. Relation between preoperative serum CEA and CA19-9 and 
Iymph node metastasis, liver metastasis, and tumor histology 

Serum Serum 
Tumors CEA CA19-9 

Factor (no.) (ng/ml) (U/ml) 

Lymph node metastasis 
nO 44 4.9 33.4 (n = 28) 
nl 18 6.5 36.0 (n = 10) 
n2 14 8.4 31.3 (n = 11) 
n3 9 8.3 44.3 (n = 4) 

Liver metastasis 
Present 
All 18 11.3 25.9 (n = 10) 

At surgery 6 13.2 27.3 (n = 3) 
After surgery 12 10.3 25.3 (n = 7) 

Absent (other metastases present) 29 6.2 35.4 (n = 20) 
Absent (no metastasis) 38 3.7** 37.0 (n = 23) 

Tumor histology and subtype 
Weil (Wel) 5 5.5 13.5 (n = 2) 
Weil or moderately 

W/M 31 3.8 36.6 (n = 18) 
Mod 16 4.8 18.4 (n = 12) 
Por 29 9.9* 47.0 (n = 19) 

Poorly 4 4.2 9.0 (n = 2) 

All data are mean values. 
CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen. See Table 4 for other abbreviations. 
* p < 0.05 versus W/M. ** P < 0.05 versus All. 

Hospital between July 1992 and September 1995, 
had invaded beyond the muscularis propria of the 
colorectum. Sixty-two of the patients were in
cluded among the 170 patients of our study, and 
all patients were followed for more than 5 months 
after surgery. Lymph node metastasis at the time 
of surgery was found in 41 patients, of which 18 
had nl, 14 had n2, and 9 had n3 grade Iymph node 
metastasis. Preoperative serum levels of CEA and 
CA19-9 in patients with Iymph node metastasis of 
n3 grade were 8.3 ng/ml and 44.3 U/ml, and those 
in patients with no Iymph node metastasis were 
4.9ng/ml and 33.4 U/ml, respectively. Serum CEA 
levels in patients with Iymph node metastasis of n1 
and n2 were 6.5 ng/ml and 8.4 ng/ml, respectively. 
Elevated serum CEA or CA19-9 levels tended to 
related to the Iymph node metastasis, although 
there was no statistical difference. 

Of the 85 patients, liver metastasis was found in 
6 patients at the time of surgery and in 12 after 
surgery. Twenty-nine patients had no liver metas
tasis but had other metastases during their clinical 
courses. Thirty-eight patients had no metastases 
during their clinical courses. Serum CEA levels of 

these patients were 13.2, 10.3, 6.2, and 3.7ng/ml, 
respectively. The serum CEA level of 18 patients 
with liver metastasis during their clinical courses 
was 11.3 ng/ml, which was significantly high er than 
the 3.7 ng/ml in the 38 patients without metastases. 
No significant difference was found in serum 
CA19-9 levels among those patients. Hence the 
serum CEA level relates more significantly to 
liver metastasis than to Iymph node metastasis. 
The serum CA19-9 level does not relate to liver 
metastasis, although it has some relation to Iymph 
node metastasis. 

The 85 tumors were classified as 5 Wel, 31 W IM, 
16 Mod, and 29 Por subtypes and 4 poor tumors. 
Serum CEA levels were 3.8ng/ml for the 31 
patients with W/M-subtype tumors, 4.8ng/ml for 
the 16 patients with Mod-subtype tumors, and 
9.9ng/ml for the 29 patients with Por-subtype 
tumors. Serum CA19-9 levels of these patients 
were 36.6,18.4, and 47.0U/ml, respectively. Hence 
serum CEA and CA19-9 levels were expressing 
weil the high malignant potential of Por-subtype 
tumors. 
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p53 and Other Suppressor Genes 

The p53 tumor suppressor gene is involved in the 
pathogenesis of a large number of human neo
plasms as a major biochemical regulator of growth 
control [77]. p53 mutant tumor cells have been 
reported to have a survival advantage over cells 
with intact p53 [78]. Starzynska et al. reported that 
immunohistochemical detection of pS3 protein is 
correlated with a poor prognosis [79], although 
literat ure on the prognostic value of pS3 im
munoreactivity is controversial [77]. Ayhan et 
al. discussed the diversity of p53 alterations in the 
development and progression of colon carcinoma 
and found no relation between pS3 immuno
reactlVlty and histologically defined tumor 
subtype [80]. We previously reported that pS3 
immunoreactivity tended to be correlated with 
liver metastasis, and the Mod-subtype tumors had 
a stronger immunoreactivity for pS3 than did the 
Por-subtype tumors. However, pS3 overex
pression was not weil correlated with the histo
logie change at the deeply infiltrating sites [16]. 

With colorectal carcinoma, loss of heter
ozygosity (LOH) on chromosome 17p is reported 
to be correlated with vascular invasion, whereas 
18q LOH is correlated with lymphatic invasion 
and hepatic metastasis, and 22q LOH correlates 
with lymph node metastasis [81]. The p53 gene 
mapped on chromosome 17p13 [82] and the DCC 
gene on 18q [81]. Nm23-hl has been located on 
17q21.3-22. Deletions of Nm23-hl are reported to 
be relatively more frequent in poorly differenti
ated adenocarcinomas and to be associated with 
shorter patient survival [82]. The dose relation 
between tumor histology at deeply infiltrated sites 
of advanced colorectal adenocarcinomas and me
tastasis and the genetic alterations of those carci
noma cells, with special attention to the LOH of 
suppressor genes, must be further elucidated. 
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Glycoprotein Histochemistry and 
the Histogenesis of Colorectal Cancer 

Jeremy R. Jass 

Summary. The nature and synthesis of the car
bohydrate and protein components of colorectal 
mucin are discussed before drawing together 
particular carbohydrate structures, types of 
apomucin, and associated celliineages. In normal 
goblet cells MUC2 is co-expressed with type 1 
carbohydrate chains and sialylated structures in
cluding SLea , SLe" and STn. MUCI is expressed 
normally by immature crypt base cells and shows 
co-localization with type 2 carbohydrate chains 
(LeX and LeY). Colorectal cancers may secrete 
mucin-like material that is mainly MUC2 and 
non-mucin-like material that is mainly up
regulated MUCl. These secretions are character
ized by distinct patterns of morphologic distribu
tion, MUC2 being within goblet cells and 
extracellular pools, MUCI being glycocalyceal, 
luminal, and within intracytoplasmic lumens. It 
appears that cancer "mucin" is derived from dif
ferent lineages and needs to be characterized ac
cordingly. The distribution of mucins in normal 
tissue, precancerous and cancer-associated le
sions, and cancer is considered in light of the 
lineage-based model. The essential molecular 
processes involved in carcinogenesis must be 
largely independent of the genetic control of 
mucin synthesis. By relating the characterization 
of mucin to cell lineage, it may be possible to 
derive classifications that are biololgically me an
ingful and relevant to the pathogenesis and 
behavior of colorectal cancer. 

Introduction 

It is accepted that structural differences exist be
tween mucins expressed by normal colorectal epi
thelium and those expressed by adenocarcinoma, 
but there is little appreciation of the pathogenesis 
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of these differences or of their biologie or clinical 
significance. Colorectal mucins have been studied 
by various technologies including histochemistry, 
biochemistry, and molecular biology. These tech
niques have their own limitations and pitfalls, and 
the findings associated with each must be inte
grated to provide a comprehensive overview. This 
presentation focuses on the histochemical ap
proach but begins with an account of the chemical 
structure of epithelial mucin. 

Mucins are glycoproteins containing up to 85% 
carbohydrate, and it is necessary to consider the 
carbohydrate and protein components separately. 
The carbohydrate component is best approached 
from the standpoint of blood group biochemistry, 
as the peripheral region consists of blood groups, 
substances that provide the main structural 
(antigenic ) variability. The protein component 
(apomucin) includes several distinct species coded 
for by different genes. Many of these genes have 
been cloned, and monoclonal antibodies have 
been raised to the specific repetitive amino acid 
sequences. It is then necessary to combine the 
carbohydrate and protein components and relate 
the unified molecule to particular regions and 
celliineages within the gastrointestinal tract. This 
exercise provides a firm basis for studying the 
changes that occur during the course of neoplastic 
evolution. 

Carbohydrate Component 

The carbohydrate component is arranged in 
oligosaccharide chains of varying length and 
degree of branching, and the chains are attached 
to the protein backbone by covalent linkage. 
Oligosaccharide chains containing 2 to 12 
monosaccharides have been demonstrated m 
colonic mucin [1-3]. During the course of 
biosynthesis, monosaccharides are added in 
stepwise fashion by specific glycosyl transferases. 
Compositional analysis has demonstrated the 
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presence of five saccharides: the hexosamines N
acetyl-o-galactosamine (GaINAc) and N-acetyl
o-glucosamine (GIeNAc); the hexose o-galactose 
(Gai); smaller amounts of 6-deoxyhexose L

fucose (Fuc); and a variety of neuraminic (sialic) 
acid derivatives. Sulfation of certain sugars con
tributes further to the acidity [4]. Examples of 
long and short oligosaccharide chains are shown 
in Fig. 1. 

The oligosaccharide chains can be considered to 
have three structurally distinct domains: a co re 
region incorporating the linkage to the protein, a 
backbone, and a peripheral region [5, 6]. Among 
the four best-established co re structures, core 3 
structure is the best represented within colorectal 
mucin: GieN Acßl ~3GaIN Ac-O-serine/threonine 
[1, 2]. The precursor of co re structure 3 is the Tn 
antigen (GaINAc-O-R). The presence of core 1 
structure (GaIßl~3GaINAc-O-R) (T antigen) 
within either normal or cancerous mucin is gener
ally accepted [7] but may be an erroneous view. 
The abnormal expression of T antigen within 
colorectal cancer was apparently demonstrated 
by means of the lectin peanut agglutinin (PNA) 
[8-10] and by immunohistochemistry [11]. 
However, apart from the fact that core 3 structure 
predominates in structural analyses of human 
colonic mucin [1, 2], PNA is not in fact specific 
for T antigen, binding also to the backbone 
disaccharide sequence (Galßl ~3/4GleNAc-R) [5, 

Peripheral Backbone 

@ 

6]. Furthermore, highly specific monoclonal anti
bodies to the T antigen fail to localize this struc
ture in either normal or malignant tissues of the 
colorectum [12]. 

The backbone of the oligosaccharide chain is 
made up of one or more disaccharide repeats 
(GaIßl~3/4GleNAc-). There are two types of 
backbone depending on whether the linkage is 
1~3 (type 1) or 1~4 (type 2). This variable also 
determines the type of peripheral blood group 
substance (see below). The mucins of normal 
colorectal goblet cells are constituted pre
dominantly but not exclusively of type 1 
oligosaccharide chains (hence type 1 blood group 
substances). Increased amounts of type 2 chain 
are found in colorectal cancer mucin [13, 14]. 

As noted above, the terminal component of the 
oligosaccharide chain is a blood group substance, 
the type (1 or 2) being determined by the underly
ing backbone. The terminal component is the 
most variable part of the molecule, and the vari
ability is genetically determined. There are sev
eral models to explain the genetic basis of blood 
group substance expression, and they center on 
the Lewis (Le) system and the secretor (Se) gene. 
The simplest, most recently formulated model is 
probably the correct one [15]. The synthesis of 
blood group substances begins with the precursor 
structure Lee, which is the most peripheral back
bone disaccharide (GaIßl~3GleNAc-R). Fucose 

Core 

Sialic acid Fue Gal GlcNAe GalNae 

Fig. 1. The shortest carbohydrate chain is formed 
through a2,6-sialylation of Tn, the precursor of core 
structure 3. Sialosyl Tn (STn) is expressed within nor
mal goblet cell mucin, but O-acetylation of sialic acid 

renders the structure cryptic without prior alkaki sa
ponification. The long chain is made up of core struc
ture 3, a repetitive backbone, and peripheral blood 
group A. Sialylation is shown at several sites 



is linked to galactose to give substance H. How
ever, there are two a-2-fucosyltransferase genes, 
one for type 1 chains (Se) and one for type 2 
chains (H). About 75% of caucasians [5] carry 
the Se gene (which is expressed in endoderrn), 
and these individuals therefore secrete 
gastrointestinal mucins that carry blood group 
structures. The Se gene converts Lec to Led (H 
type 1) substance. The Le gene converts Lec to 
Lea and Led (H Type 1) to Leb. The Le and Se 
genes compete with each other and with other 
transferases involved with chain elongation or 
branching, as weIl as with sialyltransferases (giv
ing sialosyl-Lea). AdditionaIly, substances A or B 
may be produced according to blood group status. 
The structures and synthetic pathways are illus
trated in Fig. 2. The type 2 chain homologs of Le", 
Leb, and sialosyl-Lea are Le" LeY, and sialosyl-Le" 
respectively. The latter show limited expression 
in normal mucosa and increased expression in 
colorectal cancer mucin. Lex is synonymous with 
Hapten X, CD15, and stage-specific embryonic 
antigen (SSEA) and is recognized by a variety of 
monocIonal antibodies [16] incIuding Leu-MI. 
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Protein Component 

Seven mucin genes (MUC1-MUC7) have been 
cIoned, and three of them are expressed by nor
mal colorectal goblet ceIls: MUC2 [17-20], MUC3 
[19, 21, 22], and MUC4 [21, 23, 24]. MUC2 is 
regarded as the predominant goblet cell mucin 
[17]. MUC3 is secreted within small vesicIes by 
both columnar cells and goblet cells [19]. One 
study indicated that MUC2 is expressed by colum
nar cells as weIl as goblet cells [18], but MUC2 is 
otherwise held to be goblet ceIl-specific [19] (Fig. 
3). Immunolocalization studies have revealed 
MUC2 to be in a characteristic perinucIear distri
bution [19] (Fig. 3), a finding confirmed by in situ 
hybridization of MUC2 mRNA [19]. The repeti
tive amino acid sequences characteristic of human 
mucins MUC1 to MUC4 are shown in Table I. 

The MUC1 gene differs from the other mucin 
genes in that it codes for the protein backbone of 
membrane-bound, nonsecretory glycoproteins. 
The latter, distributed along the apical membrane 
(glycocalyx) of columnar cells of glandular tissues 
such as breast and pancreas, are characterized as 

Branchlnglelongatlon 
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Fig. 2. Synthetic pathways for the formation of type 1 
Lewis structures within goblet cell mucin. All subjects 
express Le' and sialosyl Le" within goblet cell mucus 
with a pancolonic distribution. Hand Leh are found 
only in secretors (Se +) and are expressed in the proxi
mal but not distal colon. A and Bare expressed in the 
proximal colon according to blood group status. The 
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type 2 equivalents of Le', Leh, and SLe' are LeX, LeY, and 
SLe" respectively. Of the latter, only SLe' is demonstra
ble within goblet cell mucin. AIthough both SLe' and 
SLe' are components of goblet cell mucin , sialic acid 
is heavily O-acetylated, rendering these structures 
nonantigenic with respect to available monocIonal anti
bodies. Antigenicity can be unmasked by saponification 
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EMA and are structures recognized by the 
monoclonal antibodies HMFG-l and HMFG-2 
[25, 26, 31]. Increased expression of MUCI is a 
feature of a variety of adenocarcinomas (Fig. 4). 
MUCI is acknowledged to be minimally ex
pressed in normal colorectum [26], though 
immunoreactivity is inftuenced by the choice of 
monoclonal antibody and use of pretreatments. 
When periodate oxidation precedes immunostain
ing with MUSE11 [32], a distinctive pattern of 
immunolocalization is observed, highlighting 
the apical membranes of immature columnar 
cells within the crypt base (Fig. 5). Colorectal 
adenocarcinomas may show marked up
regulation of MUCI [26]. 

The protein backbone of the mucin moleeule is 
termed an apomucin. It comprises a central do-

Fig. 3. MUC2 showing restricted immunolocalization 
to the perinuclear cytoplasm of normal goblet cells. 
(Immunoperoxidase re action with CCP58 [18]) 

Table 1. Mucin genes expressed in large intestine 

Fig.4. MUCI expression within a moderately differen
tiated adenocarcinoma showing typical glycocalyceal 
and intraluminal distribution. The intraluminal material 
was "non-mucin-like," being dense, eosinophilic, and 
weakly positive with mild PAS (specific far non-O
acetyl sialic acid). The material is assumed to be derived 
from cells of columnar Iineage. (Immunoperoxidase 
re action with MUSEIl [32]) 

main bearing the carbohydrate chains and periph
eral domains [31]. Apomucins are linked together, 
forming a polymerie macromolecule through 
disulfide bonds within the peripheral domains. 
The central domains incIude multiple tandem re
peating amino acid sequences. In MUC2, for ex
ample, the length of each repeat is 23 amino acids, 
which is repeated 51 to 115 times [20]. Fourteen 
of the amino acids are threonine (Table 1), 
and it is to this hydroxy amino acid that the 
oligosaccharide chain is attached covalently. 
MonocIonal antibodies have been developed that 

Mucin Amino acid sequence Chromosome Tissue expression References 

MUCI PGSTAPPAHGVTSAPDTRPA lq21-24 Multiple epithelia 25-29 
MUC2 PTTTPITTTTTVTPTPTPTGTQT I1p15 Intestine, lung, cervix 17-20 
MUC3 HSTPSFTSSITTTETTS 7q22 Sm all and large intestine 19,21,22,30 
MUC4 TSSASTGHATPLPVTD 3q29 Large intestine, trachea 21, 23, 24 



Fig. 5. MUCI expression along the apical membrane 
of immature crypt base columnar cells within normal 
large bowel mucosa. MUCI reactivity was evident only 
after periodate oxidation. (Immunoperoxidase reaction 
with MUSEll [32]) 

recognize the amino acid sequences forming the 
repeats [33]. Antibodies to MUC2 do not recog
nize the glycosylated apomucin but may do so 
following neuraminidase digestion and periodate 
oxidation (Fig. 6). 

Relation Between Classes of 
Apomucin and Carbohydrate Chain 

It is likely that different classes of apomucin are 
associated with particular oligosaccharide struc
tures. It is known, for example, that MUC2 
predominates in normal colorectal goblet cell 
mucin, which is constituted mainly of type 1 
oligosaccharide chains. Conversely, cancer 
secretions may show up-regulation of MUCl 
and type 2 carbohydrate chains with associated 
blood group structures (Le', LeY, SLeX). Interest
ingly, in normal colon MUCl and type 2 
oligosaccharide chains (LeX and LeY) are co
expressed within crypt base columnar cells (Fig. 
7). Up-regulated MUCl and type 2 blood group 
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structures show a similar apical or glycocalyceal 
distribution within colorectal cancers. On the 
basis of these observations, it is clear that the ex
pression of particular carbohydrate structures 
may be determined by the underlying apomucin, 
which in turn is influenced by lineage differentia
tion. For example, if a colorectal cancer shows 
loss of the goblet celllineage (expressing MUC2), 
the secretory material described loosely as 
"mucin" may be up-regulated MUCl, MUC3, or 
both, expressed by cells of columnar Iineage. It 
would then be unnecessary to invoke the induc
tion of altered pathways of oligosaccharide syn
thesis to explain mucin changes. The "changes" 
would, rather, reflect the substitution of one 
secretory Iineage by another owing to an altered 
program of differentiation. 

Fig. 6. Demonstration of MUC2 within mucin-like 
secretory material of colorectal cancer following 
sialic acid removal (saponification followed by 
neuraminidase digestion and periodate oxidation. Sa
ponification presumably denatures the nonglycosylated 
apomucin that would normally be present within the 
cytoplasm of subjacent goblet cells. The unmasking ef
feet is not seen in the normal goblet cell theca, perhaps 
because of the presence of longer oligosaccharide 
chains that would conceal MUC2 apomucin despite 
pretreatment. (Immunoperoxidase staining with CCP58 
[18] preceded by KOH-neuraminidase-periodate) 
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Fig. 7. Expression of Le' within the normal crypt base. 
Note the granular staining within the apical cytoplasm 
of crypt base columnar cells. (Immunoperoxidase reac
ti on with monoclonal antibody CMRF7 [16]) 

Characterization of Colorectal 
Cancer Secretions 

A fundamental characteristic of all 
adenocarcinomas is the production of diastase
periodic acid Schiff (dPAS)-positive mucin. In 
some cancers this material is clearly a product of 
cells belonging to the goblet cell lineage, most 
obvious in mucinous adenocarcinomas. The secre
tory material appears foamy or wispy and is 
basophilic; goblet cells may be identified in the 
adjacent malignant epithelium. In other cancers, 
secretions are more eosinophilic, homogeneous, 
and admixed with necrotic debris. Such non
mucin-like material may be seen within lumens 
lined by columnar epithelium lacking goblet 
cells. Similar material occurs in intracytoplasmic 
lumens (ICLs), which are intracytoplasmic 
invaginations of the apical membrane of columnar 
cells. Mucin stains identify a ring representing the 
glycocalyceal covering of microvilli projecting 
into the ICLs together with a central secretory 
droplet (Fig. 8). The mucin-like and non-mucin
like secretions have been classed type I and type 11 
and differ in their histochemical profiles [34]. 

Type I secretions are strongly mild periodic acid 
Schiff (mPAS)-positive and stain with antibodies 
to sialylated carbohydrate structures (STn, SLea, 

SLeX
) [35, 36]. When treated with neuraminidase 

and periodate oxidation, MUC2 apomucin may be 
demonstrated (Fig. 6). Type 11 secretions are less 
obviously mPAS-positive and stain with anti
bodies or lectins specific for sialylated and 
nonsialylated type 2 blood group substances (LeX, 
LeY, SLeX) and the core structure Tn [35]. Type 11 
secretions include the MUCl apomucin (Fig. 4). 

In the past there has been little attempt to link 
histochemical staining patterns with secretory 
material originating from different cell lineages. 
Although the attempt to do so is logical, it is not 
simple to achieve in practice. Malignant cells may 
show either lineage infidelity or failure of differ
entiation (expressing simultaneously the products 
of two different lineages). In addition, there is 
mixing of intraluminal secretions derived from 
different cell types. Furthermore, some carbohy-

Fig. 8. Intracytoplasmic lumens (ICLs) within a mod
erately differentiated adenocarcinoma (arrow). The 
outer ring, equivalent to glycocalyx coating microvilli, 
surrounds a secretory droplet, and both express MUCl. 
The ICL is a marker of the columnar celliineage, being 
a cytoplasmic invagination of the columnar cell apical 
membrane. ICLs co-express LeY (identified with UEA-
1), Le" and SLe' . (Immunoperoxidase with monoclonal 
antibody MUSEll [32]) 



drate structures, such as sialosyl-Le', may be com
mon to different classes of mucin (MUCI and 
MUC2) [27, 36, 37]. Nevertheless, recognition of 
the fact that dP AS-positive secretions are not nec
essarily derived from cells of goblet celliineage is 
of fundamental importance for the proper charac
terization of colorectal cancer mucin. It is likely 
that the type I, or mucin-like, secretions are in
deed of goblet cell origin, whereas type 11, or 
non-mucin-like, secretions are the up-regulated 
products of columnar cells [35]. Although data are 
far from complete, it appears that cancer mucin 
derived from cells of the goblet lineage differs 
only in subtle ways from normal colorectal goblet 
cell mucin. Central to this difference is an altera
tion in the structure of sialic acid. 

Sialic Acid and Gablet Cell Mucin 

Sialic acid differs from the other four sugars mak
ing up the carbohydrate chain in goblet cell mucus 
in having an acidic carboxy group, a three-carbon 
side chain (C7,8,9) and existing in a number of 
variant forms [38-42]. Sialic acid is added at a 
relatively late stage during chain synthesis, either 
to the backbone or to terminal blood group 
structures (Fig. 1). The sialic acid variants are 
of two major types, with or without O-acetyl 
substituents. The O-acetyl groups are substituted 
within the three-carbon side chain (C7,8,9) or at C4• 

O-Acetyl substitution renders sialic acid resistant 
to neuraminidase digestion. O-Acetyl sialic acid is 
found in the large intestine, whereas small intesti
nal goblet cell mucin is largely non-O-acetylated. 
These main structural forms confer different 
antigenicities. Structures incorporating non-O
acetyl sialic acid are recognized by the mono
clonal antibodies AM-3 [43] and TKH2 [35] and 
a panel of antibodies to small intestinal mucin 
antigen (SIMA) [44]. Structures incorporating 
O-acetyl sialic acid are recognized by the 
monoclonal antibodies PR3A5 [45], 3NM [46,47], 
and MMM-17 [48]. 

In colorectal cancer mucin secreted by cells of 
goblet cell lineage, sialic acid is consistently al
tered from the usual colonic O-acetylated type to 
the small intestinal non-O-acetylated type [34]. 
The increased or neoexpression of sialylated 
blood groups substances (SLe", SLe" STn) within 
colorectal cancer mucin is more apparent than 
real, being due merely to the alteration in sialic 
acid structure. Appreciation of the cryptic pres-
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ence of SLea, SLe" and STn within normal 
colorectal goblet cells renders invalid many of the 
conclusions promulgated in prestigious journals 
over the last decade. The cryptic presence of SLe", 
SLex, and STn within normal colorectal mucosa 
can be appreciated following alkali saponification 
to remove O-acetyl groups. STn is then revealed 
within goblet cells of the lower crypt, whereas 
SLea and SLex (representing the peripheral blood 
group structures characterizing longer chains) are 
expressed by more mature goblet cells of the 
upper crypt and surface epithelium [35, 36, 49] 
(Fig. 9). The short-chain STn is presumably in
cluded within mature goblet cell mucin but is ob
scured by the presence of surrounding long-chain 
oligosaccharides. Type 1 blood group substances 
(A, B, H, Lea , Leb) and the sugar GalNAc (identi
fied with the lectin DBA) are also (when present) 
displayed within goblet cells of the upper crypt 
and surface epithelium [50-52]. 

The simplest technique for demonstrating 
small intestinal-type non-O-acetyl sialic acid is 
mP AS staining. Interestingly, the normal 

Fig. 9. Presence of sialosyl-Le' within normal goblet 
cells of the upper crypt and surface epithelium of the 
large bowel mucosa (arrow). Normally cryptic due to 
O-acetylation of sialic acid, SLex can be demonstrated 
following alkali saponification. (KOH-immunoperoxi
dase re action using monoclonal antibody Km-93: 
Serotec) 
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colorectal goblet cells in about 9% of caucasians 
[53] and a higher proportion of Asians [54] are 
stained with mPAS. This secretion of non-O
acetyl sialic acid is explained by genetic varia
bility in the expression of the enzyme O-acetyl 
transferase (OAT). Nine percent of the caucasian 
population is homozygous for inactive OAT genes 
(OAr/OAr). This subgroup shows no in
creased susceptibility to cancer or any other 
colorectal disease. From the Hardy-Weinburg 
equilibrium, approximately 42% of the popula
tion would be predicted to be heterozygous 
(OAT+/OAr). The presence of one active OAT 
gene allows O-acetylation to proceed because 
the inactive gene has a recessive effect. However, 
inactivation of the OAT+ gene (through muta
tion or mitotic loss) would canvert the stern cell 
and its donal progeny to the genotype OA r / 
OAr. This situation is visualized as a single 
mP AS-positive crypt, thereby proving that the 
crypt is adonai unit [55]. The same crypt can be 
shown to express sialylated blood group structures 
(STn) without requiring the saponification step 
[49,56]. 

The switch to the small intestinal phenotype by 
colorectal cancer is not limited to sialic acid but 
implicates the expression of type 1 blood group 
substances (in cancers of the distallarge bowel) 
[14, 52, 57] and small intestinal brush border en
zymes [58-61]. The concerted expression within 
colorectal cancer of type 1 blood group substances 
(SLea, SLeX ) and STn is likely to be due to a single 
underlying switch in direction of differentiation 
toward the small intestinal phenotype (as occurs 
in gastric cancer) [4, 62]. 

Sialic acid gene rally shows an a2,3 linkage with 
the underlying sugar. Colorectal cancer mucin 
shows increased a2,6 sialic acid linkage as demon
strated with the lectin Sambucus nigra agglutinin 
(SNA) [63]. This need not necessarily indicate 
induction of a new sialyltransferase, as STn is 
characterized by a2,6 linkage and is present in 
cryptic form (due to O-acetylation of sialic acid) 
in normallarge bowel goblet cells. This lectin
detected change may merely be "seeing" the sialic 
acid modification described above. The lectin 
Trichosanthes japonica has a high affinity to sialic 
acid in a2,6 linkage with type 2 blood group struc
tures, although the expression of such a structure 
[64] could be a component of concerted up
regulation of MUCI in association with type 2 
blood group substances. 

Regional Variation Within 
Normal Colorectum and 
Intracryptal Variability 

In the fetus, blood group substances are expressed 
throughout the gastrointestinal tract (as deter
mined by Se and blood group genes-see above) 
but disappear from the distallarge bowel during 
postnatallife [52,65-67]. The sugar that is central 
to the Lewis blood group system is fucose. Vlex 
europaeus agglutinin-l (UEA-l) binds to fucose, 
but its greatest affinity is for fucose in the configu
rations found in the type 2 chains H type 2 and LeY 

[68]. UEA-l binds to goblet cells in the proximal 
bowel (presumably H type 2 substance) and 
the columnar cell glycocalyx throughout the 
colorectum. In the distal bowel, UEA-l binding is 
restricted to the apical membrane of crypt base 
columnar cells. Unlike goblet cell binding, the 
glycocalyceal pattern is independent of secretor 
status and presumably reflects the expression of 
LeY• In cancers UEA-l binding is enhanced, and 
its distribution follows non-mucin-like luminal 
material, MUCl, and sites that would indicate 
up-regulation of columnar cell secretory activity 
(glycocalyx and intracytoplasmic lumens) [69-
73]. 

The binding pattern with the lectin Dolichos 
bifiorus agglutinin (DBA) shows a pancolonic dis
tribution [51, 69-71, 74, 75]. Binding is most 
marked within goblet 'cells of the upper crypt and 
surface epithelium (as with blood group sub
stances) (Fig. 10). In the proximal colon it is re
stricted mainly to goblet cells within the surface 
epithelium, whereas in the distal bowel goblet 
cells are stained within the upper two-thirds of the 
crypt. DBA binds to GalNAc in terminal loca
tions. GalNAc is also the first sugar to be added to 
the apoprotein (Fig. 1). STn is generated by a2,6 
sialylation of core GaINAc, which acts to stop 
further chain elongation [76,77]. STn can be dem
onstrated indirectly within normal colorectal gob
let cells by removing the sialic acid through the 
step of saponification-neuraminidase digestion 
[35]. DBA then binds to core GalNAc (Tn anti
gen) within goblet cells of the lower crypt. These 
observations indicate that mucins within goblet 
cells of the lower crypt contain a relatively high 
proportion of short carbohydrate chains, whereas 
long chains with a terminal GalNAc are more nu
merous in the goblet cells of the upper crypt. The 



Fig. 10. Binding by lectin Dolichos bifiorus agglutinin 
to goblet cells of the upper crypt and surface epithe
lium of normal proximal colon, indicating peripheral 
GaINAc. Goblet cells in the lower crypt are reactive 
after removal of sialic acid by the sequence KOH
neuraminidase (revealing structure Tn). (Direct lectin
peroxidase: Sigma) 

short-chain mucins would be less viscous, thereby 
facilitating the upward extrusion of the crypt con
tents into the bowel lumen. The saponification
neuraminidase-DBA effect is particularly marked 
within the transitional mucosa (thickened and 
hyperplastic) bordering colorectal cancers [35, 
69]. This finding indicates an excess of short chains 
(sialosyl-Tn) and would account for the lack of 
sulfation [78], reduced binding with DBA (with
out neuraminidase pretreatment) [35, 69], and 
increased binding with particular monoclonal 
antibodies to small intestinal mucin antigens 
[79]. Precisely the same observations apply to 
colorectal cancer mucin, indicating a relative 
preponderance of short-chain carbohydrates 
(sialosyl-Tn). This re action would explain why 
cancer mucin can be more readily stripped of car
bohydrate to reveal immunoreactive MUC2 than 
normal goblet cell mucin (through the sequence 
of saponification-neuraminidase-periodate oxida
tion) (Fig. 6). Short-chain preponderance can be 
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explained by the same mechanism, whether it 
occurs in normal goblet cells of the crypt base, 
goblet cells throughout transition al mucosa, or 
colorectal cancer mucin. Thus increased a2,6 
sialyltransferase activity stops chain elongation 
through generation of the disaccharide sialosyl
Tn. 

Columnar Cells as Sources of 
Secretory Material in 
Colorectal Cancer 

Columnar cells are generally regarded as 
nonsecretory and absorptive in function. Yet it 
has been known for years that immature columnar 
cells within the normal crypt base region are se
cretory, with glycoprotein-containing vacuoles in 
the apical cytoplasm. These cells have been 
termed differentiating cells [80], intermediate 
cells [81], and, in species other than humans, 
vacuolated columnar cells [82]. Within this imma
ture cell population evidence of glycoprotein 
production can be demonstrated with lectins 
(UEA-1) and monoclonal antibodies to LeY [83], 
monoclonal antibodies to Le' [16, 84, 85], PNA 
(probably recognizing the carbohydrate backbone 
structure Gal--7GlcNAc) [86], and MUC1 probes 
(following periodate oxidation) (Figs. 5, 7). 
Sialosyl-LeX is not normally seen in this location 
except focally in the hyperplastic (transitional) 
mucosa bordering colorectal cancer [84]. The lack 
of co-expression of SLe' and MUC1 in normal 
mucosa has been demonstrated biochemically 
[27]. 

It is likely that colorectal cancer columnar 
cells are closely re la ted to the immature columnar 
cell population within normal crypts. It would ex
plain the co-localized expression of MUC1, LeX, 
and LeY within cancer secretions, albeit up
regulated in comparison with normal. Expression 
of SLe" given the presence of LeX, would be ex
plained most simply by increased sialyltransferase 
activity. 

In summary, cancer mucin production can be 
linked to two major lineages: goblet cells and co
lumnar cells. The normal counterparts are imma
ture crypt base goblet cells with their relative 
preponderance of short-chain oligosaccharides 
and, similarly, immature crypt base columnar 
cells. 
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Biologie and Clinical Significance 
of Mucin Changes 

Traditional models to explain the mucin changes 
in colorectal cancer have ignored the fundamental 
issues relating to lineage and lineage-specific func
tion and have introduced convoluted biochemical 
explanations to account for the differences be
tween normal tissue and cancer. There has been an 
uncritical tendency to regard particular bio
markers as cancer-specific and a general failure to 
integrate information gathered through different 
but complementary approaches. Not surprisingly, 
therefore, the traditional models have added 
little to our understanding of the pathogenesis, 
c1assification, or behavior of colorectal cancer. 
Furthermore, several decades of research have 
failed to enlighten or change the reporting prac
tices of diagnostic pathologists. In the following 
section the lineage-based model is applied to 
precancerous and cancer-associated lesions and to 
cancer diagnosis, c1assification, and prognosis. 

Precancerous and Cancer
Associated Lesions 

Colorectal cancer mucus derived from cells of the 
goblet ceillineage can be distinguished from that 
of normal goblet cells by a variety of methods. 
However, many of these methods are based on the 
fact that sialic acid has switched from the colonic 
type (O-acetylated) to the small intestinal type 
(non-O-acetylated). This switch can be shown by 
means of mucin histochemistry and by numerous 
monoc1onal antibodies to sialylated blood group 
structures (whose reactivities are influenced by 
the sialic acid change). This mucin change is seen 
with modifications of the PAS technique such as 
mP AS [87] in precancerous adenomas, where it is 
associated particularly with the grade of dysplasia, 
rather than size or villosity [62, 88]. The same 
change occurs in a high proportion of hyperplastic 
polyps [89] but is not especially evident in the 
transitional mucosa bordering colorectal cancer 
[90]. 

Distal bowel cancers show reappearance of type 
1 blood group substances [52, 65-67]. This change 
also occurs in distal adenomas but is not related to 
adenoma size or villosity [91]. Hyperplastic polyps 
do not show this phenomenon but do reveal (like 
adenomas) deletion of Lea [91]. 

The type 2 blood group structure LeY is ex
pressed within the normal crypt base [83, 92], but 
extended forms of LeY are more cancer-specific 
and show correlations with increasing adenoma 
size, villosity, and dysplasia [92]. MUCI (ex
pressed only minimally within normal mucosa) 
does not show significant up-regulation in 
adenomas, except within areas of severe dysplasia 
amounting to carcinoma in situ [26]. Expression of 
SLex also correlates with increasing dysplasia [43], 
but this epitope co-localizes with both goblet 
cell- and columnar cell-derived secretions [27, 36, 
37]. 

Hyperplastic polyps do not show cancer
associated change relevant to the columnar cell 
lineage, such as up-regulation of MUCI or type 2 
blood group substances (LeX and LeY) [85,92]. The 
most fundamental change is one of lineage. 
The "columnar" cell population secretes large 
amounts of mucin, and the same cells express 
MUC2 (Fig. 1.11). It appears that the immature 
crypt base cells have switched their program of 
differentiation to produce a population of small 
goblet cells compressed between the larger, more 
conventional goblet cells. These smaller goblet 
cells may express SLex [85] (rendered noncryptic 

Fig. 11. Hyperplastic polyp showing enhanced MUC2 
expression within large and small goblet cell pop
ulations. (Immunoperoxidase with monoclonal anti
body CCP58 [18]) 



by the sialic acid modification) (Fig. 12). Focal 
STn expression mayaiso occur in hyperplastic 
polyps [93]. The switch from columnar to goblet 
ce11 lineage explains the loss of secretory compo
ne nt production and immunoglobulin A (IgA) 
translocation [94], which is anormal function of 
both enterocytes and colonocytes. The hyper
plastic polyp combines epithelial hyperplasia with 
altered differentiation (gobiet ce11 metaplasia) 
and is probably a focal, reactive growth disorder 
secondary to ischemia, ulceration, or inftamma
tion. Hyperplastic type change is common in the 
solitary rectal ulcer/mucosal prolapse syndrome 
and in ulcerative colitis [86], conditions associated 
with inftammation and ulceration. 

The preceding observations are consistent 
with the widely accepted view of adenoma, rather 
than a hyperplastic polyp, being the important 
precursor of colorectal cancer. Cancer-associated 
changes occur in both but more consistently in 
adenomas. Although none of the changes is 
cancer-specific, it is their association with increas
ing grades of dysplasia in adenomas that pro
vides powerful circumstantial evidence in favor of 
the adenoma-carcinoma sequence. Nevertheless, 
the hyperplastic polyp may be associated with a 

, 

Fig. 12. Hyperplastic polyp showing enhanced expres
sion of SLe" particularly in the population of small 
goblet cells. (Immunoperoxidase with monoclonal anti
body Km-93) 
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separate histogenetic pathway involving the 
mixed polyp or serrated adenoma. This hypoth
esis is supported by recognition of the pre
cancerous and familial nature of hyperplastic 
polyposis [95]. 

The concept of a precancerous field continues 
to retain some popularity, despite a number of 
conceptual difficulties. Such a field could not be 
neoplastic (clon al with cancer gene mutations), 
as crypts are clonal units and show little tenden
cy to divide in the normal adult colon. With 
ulcerative colitis, however, regeneration fo11owing 
ulceration could lead to formation of a clonal 
patch, which could explain the demonstration of 
nondysplastic patches showing aneuploidy or p53 
mutation [96]. The hyperplastic mucosa (transi
tional mucosa) borde ring colorectal cancer has 
been considered to represent a precancerous field 
change, but the change must be reactive rather 
than neoplastic for the reason given above. Tran
sitional mucosa is characterized by a number of 
mucin changes, most obviously the switch from 
brown to blue with high iron diamine-alcian blue 
staining, indicating a relative increase in sialic acid 
over sulfate [78]. Although cancer mucin may 
show a similar change, it is not cancer-specific. 
Transitional mucosa has been shown to occur in a 
variety of settings, notably in a11 situations causing 
colorectal mucosal prolapse [97, 98]. It may be 
seen in the vicinity of various tumor types, 
epithelial and nonepithelial, primary and second
ary [99]. Clearly, it is a secondary, reactive change 
and not a precancerous field change. 

Nevertheless, there is evidence to suggest that a 
subset of colorectal cancers does not arise within 
adenoma but originates de novo. It has been sug
gested that positive immunostaining for MUC2 
identifies cancers that arise from adenomas, 
whereas MUC2-negative cancers arise de novo 
[18]. This point is considered in more detail in the 
fo11owing section. 

Attempts have been made to identify mucin 
changes in nondysplastic mucosa from subjects 
with ulcerative colitis, which might indicate an 
increased risk of developing cancer. Although 
no mucin changes are cancer-specific, alterations 
within nonneoplastic mucosa could be a marker of 
severe, long-standing injury and therefore serve as 
a cancer risk factor. The switch from O-acetyl to 
non-O-acetyl sialic acid has been demonstrated 
with mPAS [86] and by antibodies to STn [100] 
and has been shown to be associated with cancer 
risk in colitis. This sialic acid change coincides 
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with morphologic evidence of hyperplasia [86], 
indicating that it is likely to be injury-related and 
not a marker of neoplastic progression per se. 
The difficult distinction between reactive and 
dysplastic change in ulcerative colitis is not facili
tated by mucin histochemistry because of the lack 
of markers with a high degree of specificity and 
sensitivity for neoplastic change. 

Diagnosis and Classification 
of Colorectal Cancer 

Differences in the secretions of cancer versus 
normal mucosa have rarely been exploited for 
diagnostic purposes in clinical practice. Particular 
situations in which markers of altered goblet 
cell sialic acid could be usefully employed are the 
distinction between genuine and pseudoin
vasion (particularly when epithelium is relatively 
weil differentiated) and the diagnosis of well
differentiated mucinous adenocarcinoma. The 
change in sialic acid structure (O-acetyl to non-O
acetyl) is the basis for this distinction and can be 
demonstrated by mucin histochemistry (mPAS) 
or antibodies to sialosyl-Tn or sialosyl-Le'. Up
regulation of columnar cell secretory activity has a 
distinct morphologic counterpart: the presence of 
luminal (including intracytoplasmic luminal) se
cretions with an apparent absence of epithelial 
cells containing mucus. PAS staining of this 
material is intense and highlights an abnormally 
prominent glycocalyx. A similar pattern is seen 
with markers of columnar cell secretory activity: 
MUC1, Le' (Fig. 13), LeY, and sialosyl-Le'. 
Sialosyl-Le' would be a useful broad-spectrum 
marker of colorectal cancer, as it detects malig
nant goblet cell mucin without prior saponi
fication as weil as up-regulated columnar cell 
secretory material. Pathologists differ in their cri
teria for distinguishing dysplasia and carcinoma, 
and the preceding techniques could playa role in 
this debate. 

It is in the classification of colorectal cancer that 
lineage-specific markers ( or sets of markers) could 
be especially useful. The information derived 
from this approach may provide new insight into 
the etiology, pathogenesis, and behavior of can
cer. If MUC2 and MUCl are specific for goblet 
cells and columnar cells, respectively, the pattern 
closest to normal is MUC2+ IMUC1-. This pattern 
is seen also in adenomas of all types. The pheno-

Fig. 13. Expression of Le' within apical cytoplasm 
and glycocalyx of moderately differentiated adenocar
cinoma. (Immunoperoxidase with monoc1onal antibody 
CMRF7 [16]) 

Fig. 14. Presence of MUC2+ cells within a moderately 
differentiated adenocarcinoma. Note the obvious gob
let cell theca in one cell (arrow). (Immunoperoxidase 
staining with monoc1onal antibody CCP58 [18]) 
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Table 2. MUClIMUC2 phenotypes in relation to grade of differentiation of colorectal cancer 
Differentiation MUC2+/MUC1 MUC2+/MUC1 + MUCr/MUC1 + MUC2-/MUC1 -

Good 0 1 (6.7%) 4 (17.4%) 0 
Moderate 9 (100%) 11 (73.3%) 12 (52.2%) 3 (75.0%) 
Poor 0 3 (20.0%) 7 (30.4%) 1 (25.0%) 

The distribution does not differ significantly from the expected, though 8 of 11 poorly differentiated 
cancers were MUCr. 

type MUC2+/MUC1 - , was seen in 9 of 51 cancers 
(17.6%) (Fig. 14) (unpublished observations). Of 
these lesions, only one (11.1%) was associated 
with lymph node metastases. Conversely, MUC1 
expression is known to be associated with a poar 
prognosis [101]. The phenotype MUC2+ IMUC1 + 

included four of the five cancers within the series 
considered to be mucinous, the fifth being 
MUC2+/MUC1 -. Mucinous cancers are associ
ated with villous adenomas [102]. The mucinous 
phenotype probably results from a generalized 
secretory up-regulation of MUC1, MUC2, and 
presumably MUC3 and MUC4. 

Phenotypes MUCTIMUC1 + and MUC2-1 
MUC1- would differ most from normal, but the 
MUC2 negativity could arise through either the 
absence of goblet cells or the cessation of mucin 
production by a population of nonfunctioning 
goblet cells. Interestingly, no cancers considered 
to arise de novo expressed MUC2 [18]. Further 
research is required to confirm the suggestion that 
MUC2- cancers arise de novo (from transformed 
undifferentiated cells within the normal crypt 
base). It is notable that the MUC2/MUC1 pheno
type showed no significant correlation with grade 
of differentiation (Table 2), despite the relation 
with pathogenesis, mucinous type cancer, and 
lymph node spread. 

The production of abundant mucin affects prog
nosis adversely, but the mechanism for this effect 
is unclear [103]. Physical dissection of the normal 
layers of the bowel wall could be one factor. A 
lymphocyte reaction is a good prognostic feature 
but is rarely evident in mucinous carcinomas. 
Mucin could act as an immunosuppressant. Par
ticular carbohydrate structures, such as SLe" 
may serve as ligands to receptors expressed by 
endothelial cells (E-selectin), permitting cell-cell 
attachment, which would be a critical step in the 
process of metastasis [104, 105]. Because SLex is 
expressed constitutively by normal colorectal gob
let cells [36], it may be loss of secretory polarity 

(expression by lateral and basal membranes) that 
is more impartant in influencing cell-cell adhesion 
than the me re presence of particular carbohydrate 
structures. 

Conclusion 

The production of mucin is a process of consi
derable complexity requiring the synthesis of 
multiple gene products and subsequent coordi
nated bioassembly of one of the largest molecules 
in nature. Nevertheless, this highly energy
dependent activity may proceed within malignant 
cells in a manner essentially unchanged from that 
of their normal counterparts Gust as keratin pro
duction may occur in squamous cell carcinomas). 
The distribution of mucin types within cancers 
may even recapitulate the normal crypt pattern 
[50], which suggests that the genetic control of 
mucin synthesis is largely independent of the 
essential molecular processes involved in 
carcinogenesis. Whether mucin production is in
creased or decreased depends on master genes 
involved in lineage differentiation and matura
tion. When relating function to lineage, one's abil
ity to define differentiation and matura ti on in 
objective terms is greatly enhanced, but altera
tions in glycoprotein biochemistry must be 
regarded as epiphenomenal to the more funda
mental changes within the malignant cell. 
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Critical Determinants of Human Colon 
Cancer Metastasis 

Isaiah J. Fidler 

Summary. By the time of diagnosis, human 
colorectal carcinomas are heterogeneous and con
tain a large number of subpopulations of cells with 
diverse biological properties that include invasion 
and metastasis. The tumor cell heterogeneity is di
rected by both genetic and epigenetic events and 
mayaiso be modulated by cell-to-cell interactions 
and tissue microenvironments. To produce 
metastasis, tumor cells must complete aseries of 
sequential, interrelated, selective steps that include 
growth, vascularization, invasion into host stroma 
and entrance into the circulation, survival in the 
circulation and adhesion to capillary endothelial 
cells, extravasation into the organ parenchyma, re
sponse to local growth factors, proliferation, and 
induction of vascularization. All of these sequen
tial steps must be completed by tumor cells if a 
metastasis is to develop.Although some ofthe steps 
in this process contain stochastic elements, metas
tasis as a whole favors the survival and growth of a 
few subpopulations of tumor cells that preexist 
within the heterogeneous parent neoplasm. 
Metastases can have a clonal origin, and different 
metastases can originate from the proliferation of 
single cells. Because each of the discrete steps in 
the pathogenesis of a metastasis is regulated by one 
or several independent genes, the identification of 
cells with metastatic potential in heterogeneous 
primary human tumors requires multiparametric
multivariate analysis of gene expression. The patho
genesis of metastasis depends on multiple favor
able interactions of metastatic cells with host 
homeostatic mechanisms. Interruption of one or 
more of these interactions can lead to the inhibi
tion or eradication of cancer metastasis. For many 
years, all of our efforts to treat cancer have con
centrated on the inhibition or destruction of tumor 
cells. The recent advancements in our und erstand-
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ing of the biologic basis of cancer metastasis rec
ommend that metastases could be eradicated by 
both treatment of the tumor cells and modulation 
of the host environment. 

The major cause of death from colonic or rectal 
carcinoma is metastases that are resistant to 
conventional therapy [1]. For this reason, once 
colon cancer is diagnosed, the urgent question is 
whether the cancer is localized or has already 
spread to the regional Iymph nodes and distant 
organs. The major obstacle to treatment of metas
tasis is the biologic heterogeneity of neoplasms. 
By the time of diagnosis, a malignant tumor 
contains multiple cell populations with various 
properties, such as growth rate, karyotype, cell 
surface properties, antigenicity, immunogenicity, 
marker enzymes, sensitivity to various cytokines 
and cytotoxic drugs, and the ability to invade 
and produce metastasis [1-6]. A second obstacle 
to therapy is the finding that different organ 
environments can modify a metastatic tumor 
cell's response to therapy [7, 8]. Understanding 
the mechanisms responsible for the development 
of biologic heterogeneity in primary cancers and 
metastases and the process by which tumor cells 
invade local tissues and spread to distant organs is 
a primary goal of cancer research. A better under
standing of these processes should allow the de
sign of more effective therapy for colon cancer 
and improvements in the way oncologists deal 
with disseminated cancer. In this chapter, I review 
re cent data on the biology of human colon cancer 
metastasis and the host factors that inftuence this 
process. 

Pathogenesis of a Metastasis 

The process of cancer metastasis consists of a se
ries of sequential steps, each of which can be rate
limiting [1]. After the initial transforming event, 
whether unicellular or multicellular, the growth of 
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Fig. 1. Pathogenesis of cancer metastasis. To produce 
metastasis, tumor cells must detach from the primary 
tumor, invade the stroma to enter the circulation, 
survive in the circulation to arrest in the capillary 
bed, adhere to subendothelial basement membrane, 
extravasate into the organ parenchyma, respond 
to paracrine growth factors, proliferate and induce 

neoplastic cells must be progressive. Extensive 
vascularization must occur if a tumor mass is to 
exceed 2 mm in diameter [9]. Local invasion of the 
host stroma by some tumor cells, the next step, 
could occur by several mechanisms that are not 
mutually exclusive (10]. For example, thin-walled 
venules, like lymphatic channels, ofter little resist
ance to penetration by tumor cells and provide the 
most common pathways for tumor cell entry 
into the circulation. Although clinical observa
tions have suggested that carcinomas frequently 
metastasize and grow via the lymphatic system 
and that malignant tumors of mesenchymal origin 
(e.g., melanoma) more often spread by the 
hematogenous route, the presenee of numerous 
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angiogenesis, and evade host defenses. To produce 
a metastasis, tumor cells must complete every step 
in the process. If they fail to complete one step, the 
cells are eliminated. The outcome of these multiple 
sequential, selective, and interdependent steps depends 
on the interaction of tumor cells with homeostatic 
factors 

venolymphatic anastomoses invalidates this belief 
[11]. Detaehment and embolization of small 
tumor cell aggregates oceur next, and tumor cells 
that survive the circulation must arrest in the cap
illary beds of organs. Extravasation is the next 
step, probably oceuring by the same mechanisms 
that influence initial invasion; and proliferation 
within the organ parenehyma eompletes the meta
statie proeess. To produee deteetable lesions, the 
metastases must develop a vaseular network, 
evade the host immune system, and respond to 
organ-speeific factors that influence their growth 
[7]. Onee they do so, the cells ean invade host 
stroma, penetrate blood vessels, and enter the 
eireulation to produee secondary metastases, 
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the so-called metastasis of metastases [2, 3, 12] 
(Fig. 1). 

Growth at Primary Site 
and Angiogenesis 

The growth and survival of cells depend on an 
adequate supply of oxygen, growth factors, and 
the removal of toxic molecules. Oxygen can 
diffuse radially from capillaries for only 150 to 
200 11m. When distances exceed this limit, cell 
death follows [13]. Thus the expansion of tumor 
masses beyond 2 mm in diameter depends on the 
development of an adequate blood supply (i.e., 
angiogenesis) [14]. 

The induction of angiogenesis is mediated by 
multiple molecules that are released by both 
tumor cells and host cells. Among these molecules 
are members of the fibroblast growth factor 
family, vascular endothelial cell growth factor 
(VEGF) also called vascular permeability 
factor (VPF), interleukin-8, angiogenin, angio
tropin, epidermal growth factor, fibrin, plateiet
derived endothelial cell growth factor, 
transforming growth factors alpha (TGF-a) and 
beta (TGF-ß), and tumor necrosis factor-alpha 
(TNF-a) [13-18]. Angiogenesis consists of se
quential steps: Endothelial cells must proliferate, 
migrate, and penetrate host stroma and the extra
cellular matrix (ECM). To yield a capillary, the 
endothelial cells must also undergo morphogen
esis. The vasculature of many solid tumors is not 
identical to that in normal tissues, with differences 
in cellular composition, permeability, vessel sta
bility, and regulation of growth [19]. The extent of 
angiogenesis is determined by the balance be
tween factors that stimulate and those that inhibit 
new blood vessel growth. In many normal tissues 
the inhibitory influence predominates [9]. In con
trast, many neoplastic cells switch from an angio
genesis-inhibiting to an angiogenesis-stimulating 
phenotype, which coincides with the loss of the 
wild-type allele of the p53 tumor suppressor gene 
and is the result of reduced production of 
antiangiogenic factor TSP-l [20]. 

In rodent and human colonic epithelial cells, 
transformation by activated ras oncogenes has 
been shown to up-regulate the activity of the ang
iogenic molecule VEGF [21]. Because the human 
VEGF/VPF promoter contains four potential 
API sites that are key components of the ras sig-

nal pathway, mutant ras genes may up-regulate 
angiogenic activity via direct transcriptional con
trol of VEGFIVPF. Hence the transformation by 
a dominant oncogene can contribute to tumori
genicity by up-regulation of growth factor or 
receptor activity and up-regulation of angiogensis 
[20,21]. 

Benign neoplasms are sparsely vascularized 
and tend to grow slowly, whereas malignant neo
plasms are highly vascular and fast-growing [1]. 
The increase in vasculature also increases the 
probability that tumor cells will enter the circula
tion and produce metastasis [22-24]. Many [25-
29] but not all [30,31] studies have concluded that 
increased microvessel density in the areas of most 
intense neovascularization is a significant and 
independent prognostic indicator for early-stage 
breast cancer. Studies with other neoplasms, such 
as prostate cancer [32, 33], melanoma [34], ovar
ian carcinoma [35], gastric carcinoma [36], and 
colon carcinoma [37], also support the conclusion 
that the angiogenesis index is a useful prognostic 
factor. 

Tumor Cell Invasion 

After initial growth in the mucosa, colon carcino
mas grow mainly in the transverse axis leading to 
circumferential tumors [38-40]. A tumor that 
traverses the muscularis mucosa and infiltrates the 
submucosa is termed invasive. As the tumor pen
etrates the gut wall, it can invade neighboring 
structures; adjacent organ involvement occurs in 
10% of patients [39-41]. An additional pattern of 
local spread is perineural invasion, or spread 
along the perineural spaces that may reach as far 
as lOcm from the primary tumor [42]. 

At least three nonmutually excluding mecha
nisms can be involved in tumor cell invasion of 
tissues. First, mechanical press ure produced by 
rapidly proliferating neoplasms may force cords of 
tumor cells along tissue planes of least resistance 
[43-45]. 

Second, increased cell motility can contribute to 
tumor cell invasion. Most tumor cells possess the 
necessary cytoplasmic machinery for active loco
motion [46-48], and increased tumor cell motility 
is preceded by a loss of cell-to-cell cohesive forces. 
In epithelial cells the loss of cell-to-cell contact is 
associated with down-regulation of the expression 
of E-cadherin, a cell surface glycoprotein involved 
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in calcium-dependent homotypic cell-to-cell adhe
sion [49, 50]. E-cadherin is located at the epithelial 
junction complex and is responsible for the or
ganization, maintenance, and morphogenesis of 
epithelial tissue [50, 51]. Reduced levels of E
cadherin are associated with a decrease in cellular 
and tissue differentiation and the increased grade 
of various epithelial neoplasms [50-56]. Many 
differentiated carcinomas express high levels 
of E-cadherin mRNA, as do adjacent normal 
epithelial cells, whereas poorly differentiated 
carcinomas do not [55, 56]. Mutations in the E
cadherin gene [57] and abnormalities of a-catenin, 
which is an E-cadherin-associated protein, have 
been associated with the transition of cells from 
the noninvasive to the invasive phenotype [58,59]; 
and the transfection of E-cadherin-encoding 
cD NA into invasive cancer cells has been shown 
to inhibit their motility and invasiveness [60, 61]. 
The motility of tumor cells is associated with the 
alteration of cytoskeletal elements and the re
sponse to the cytokine automotility factor [62-66], 
scatter factor [67, 68], thromboplastin [69], ex
tracellular matrix [70], and monocyte-derived 
monokines [71]. 

Third, invasive tumor cells secrete enzymes ca
pable of degrading basement membranes, which 
constitute a barrier between epithelial cells and 
the stroma. Epithelial cells and stromal cells pro
duce a complex mixture of laminin, collagens, 
proteoglycans, and other molecules; this mixture 
contains ligands for adhesion receptors and is 
permeable to molecules but not to cells [72-78]. 
Colon cancer cells also produce and secrete base
ment membrane components such as laminin [79]. 
Well-differentiated human colon carcinomas pro
duce a large amount of laminin, whereas poorly 
differentiated colon carcinomas produce discon
tinuous basement membranes that are low in 
laminin [80]. A decrease in laminin content has 
also been demonstrated in basement membranes 
of dysplastic adenomatous polyps, but discontinu
ity of basement membranes was noted only in 
colon carcinomas [79-82]. Proteoglycans, includ
ing chondroitin sulfate, heparan sulfate, hyaluro
nate, and heparin, comprise another major 
constituent of the ECM, whose major function 
may be a reservoir for growth factors [83] that can 
be released in an active form by degradation of 
the ECM [84]. 

To invade the basement membrane, a tumor 
cell must first attach to ECM components by a 
receptor-ligand interaction. One group of such 

cell surface receptors are the integrins. Some 
members of the integrin family specifically bind 
cells to laminin, collagen, or fibronectin [85, 86]. 
Many integrins that bind to components of the 
extracellular matrix are expressed on the surface 
of human colon carcinoma cells [86-88]. Tumor 
progression has been associated with a gradual 
decrease of integrin expression, suggesting that 
the loss of integrins may facilitate detachment 
from a primary neoplasm [87]. 

Another group of proteins that bind to ECM 
components are the lectins. Normal intestinal epi
thelial cells contain two highly conserved galactins 
of 31.0 and 14.5kDa [89, 90]. The expression of 
the 31-kDa lectin is increased in carcinomas, ab
sent in adenomas, and weak in normal epithelium. 
Its intramural content is significantly associated 
with carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) [91]. 
CD44, a receptor responsible for lymphocyte 
homing [92, 93], binds to ECM components and to 
CEA [93, 94]. It is expressed as a 90-kDa protein 
in lymphocytes and as a 150- to 180-kDa protein in 
epithelial cells [94]. The production of CD44 gene 
transcript is markedly increased in human colon 
cancer cells as compared with normal adjacent 
mucosa [95]. CD44 may regulate migration 
through the ECM, and an abnormal pattern of 
activity of the CD44 gene has been reported in 
metastatic human colon carcinomas [96]. 

Subsequent to binding, tumor cells can degrade 
connective tissue ECM and basement membrane 
components [97]. Metastatic tumor cells produce 
various proteases and glucosidases capable of 
degrading extracellular matrix components. The 
production of enzymes such as type IV colla
genase (gelatinase, matrix metalloproteinase) and 
heparinase in metastatic tumor cells correlates 
with the invasive capacity of human colon cancer 
cells. Type IV collagenolytic metalloproteinases 
with apparent molecular masses of 98, 92, 80, 68, 
and 64 kDa have been detected in highly meta
static cells. Poorly metastatic cells, on the other 
hand, appear to secrete low amounts of only the 
92-kDa metalloproteinase [98]. 

Under experimental conditions collagenase ac
tivity can be stimulated by purified mucin prod
ucts that are associated with poor prognosis [99]. 
Human colon cancer cells also secrete a plasmino
gen activator, urokinase, which activates the ser
ine protease plasmin from plasminogen. Plasmin 
induces basement membrane (laminin) degrada
tion and invasion. It further degrades the base
me nt membrane by activation of collagenase type 
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IV, which in turn depletes the membrane of both 
laminin and collagen type IV [100]. Furthermore, 
plasmin acts as a chemoattractant for tumor cells 
[101 ]. 

Metastasis by Direct Extension 

Intraluminal spread occurs by the release of viable 
cells trom the mucosal surface of the primary 
tumor and their distal implantation, usually at the 
site of a denuded surface, such as a fistula, ulcer, 
or hemorrhoid. Seros al cell shedding accounts for 
intraperitoneal seeding and carcinomatosis seen 
even in the absence of lymphatic or hemato
geneous spread. Other forms of implantation 
are related to surgical manipulations. The inci
dence of suture line recurrence is about 10%. 
About half of these recurrences are believed to be 
the result of cell shedding or inadequate excision 
during surgery [102]. Tumors can also develop in 
an abdominal scar [103] or at the mucocutaneous 
margin of a colostomy [104]. 

Lymphatic Metastasis 

Early clinical observations suggested that carcino
mas frequently spread and grow in the lymphatic 
system, whereas metastatic tumors of mesenchy
mal origin spread by means of the bloodstream 
[105-107]. This division is arbitrary because the 
two routes are interlinked. Cancer cells may in
vade the lymphatics directly or may gain access to 
them via blood vessels. Tumor cells can readily 
pass from blood to lymphatic channels and back 
again, indicating that venolymphatic communica
tions via the interstitial spaces of lymph nodes and 
other tissues exist [108-110]. Rather than depend
ing on the tissue of origin, the pattern of lymph 
node involvement (growth of tumor cells within a 
lymph node) depends on the site of the primary 
tumor and its lymphatic drainage [111-113]. Mi
croscopic examinations of serial sections of blocks 
of tissues between a primary tumor and the re
gionallymph node draining the site demonstrated 
that lodging of tumor cell emboli in lymph vessels 
is responsible for lymphatic metastasis [113]. 
Tumor emboli may be trapped in the first lymph 
node encountered on their route; alternatively, 
they may traverse lymph nodes or even bypass 
them to form distant nodal metastases (the "skip" 

metastasis) [113]. That lymphatic metastases may 
grow in distant rather than proximallymph nodes 
even when the regional lymph nodes are not 
grossly involved had been recognized by Paget as 
early as 1889 [114] but was ignored when surgical 
approaches to cancer were considered. 

Whether regional lymph nodes can retain 
tumor cells and serve as a temporary barrier for 
cell dissemination has been a controversial issue. 
This question has significant clinical implications 
regarding the extent of surgical resection and 
lymph node dissection required for colon cancer 
treatment. Answering this question experimen
tally is not simple because in experimental models 
normal lymph nodes are usually subjected to a 
sudden challenge with a large number of tumor 
cells, a situation that may not be analogous to 
small numbers of cancer cells that re ach the lymph 
nodes continuously [115]. 

Hematogenous Metastasis 

The most common site of hematogenous metasta
sis for colon carcinoma is the liver, followed by 
the lung. In 40% of autopsies the liver has been 
the only site involved. Involvement of other sites 
in the absence of metastases in the liver or lung 
is rare [116]. During hematogenous metastasis, 
metastatic cells must survive transport in the 
circulation, adhere to small blood vessels or 
capillaries, and invade the vessel wall to enter the 
parenchyma. Therefore the presence of tumor 
cells in the circulation does not constitute a 
metastasis because most circulating cells die 
rapidly [116-119]. Using radiolabeled mouse B16 
melanoma cells, we found that by 24 hours 
after entry into the circulation fewer than 1 % of 
the cells were still viable and fewer than 0.1 % 
of these tumor cells eventually produced metas
tases [118]. Therefore the greater the number of 
cells released by a primary tumor, the greater 
is the probability that some cells survive to 
form metastases, as most cells are obviously 
destroyed in the bloodstream. The development 
of necrosis and hemorrhage in large tumors 
facilitates tumor cell entry into the circulation 
[117]. The rapid death of most circulating tumor 
cells is probably due to simple mechanical factors, 
such as blood turbulence or host defense me
chanisms, including immune cells and nonimmune 
cells (e.g. endothelial cells) or production of 
nitric oxide [118, 119]. Tumor cell survival can 
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be increased if tumor cells aggregate with each 
other [120, 121] or with host cells such as platelets 
[122] or Iymphocytes [123]. Once metastatic cells 
reach the microcirculation, they interact with 
cells of the vascular endothelium. These interac
tions include nonspecific mechanicallodgement of 
tumor cell emboli and formation of adhesions to 
the endothelial cells. These properties of tumor 
cells, in part, determine their organ distribution 
[124, 125]. 

Tumor Cell Arrest, Adhesion, 
and Extravasation into 
the Organ Parenchyma 

Tumor emboli must attach firmly (as contras ted 
with passive lodgement) to the internat layer 
of the intima of avessei; and after attachment 
the successful tumor cells must penetrate the 
vessel wall to reach and grow in extravascular 
tissues [126-128]. The rapid turnover and shed
ding of endothelial cells from the capillary wall is 
anormal and continuous physiologic event. Thus 
the wear and tear of endothelium may lead to 
temporary gaps that expose the basement mem
brane. Tumor cells can attach firmly to avessei 
wall if the endothelium is damaged or contains 
gaps [128, 129]. Because tumor cells can interact 
with platelets during transport in the circulation 
[121], any damage to endothelium may lead to 
adherence of platelets, which is enhanced by early 
deposition of fibrinogen on the endothelial cell 
surface [130, 131]. The initial arrest there of a 
tumor-platelet-Iymphocyte clump could be the 
crucial first step in lodgement and could occur 
via the adherence of platelets associated with 
tumor cells to platelets adhering to the damaged 
endothelium [129-131]. The formation of fibrin 
clots at sites of tumor cell arrest in the micro
circulation can damage blood vessels [132]. The 
increased coagulability often observed in the 
blood of patients with cancer may be related 
to the high levels of thromboplastin found in 
certain tumors, the production of high levels of 
procoagulant-A activity [133], or the presence of 
phosphatidylserine in the outer leaflet of tumor 
cell membranes [134]. 

Other factors, such as mechanical trapping of 
large tumor cell aggregates in small-diameter ves
sels, must also be considered. If the resulting em-

boli are large, a larger proportion of implanted 
cells survive to produce metastases [23, 119]. 
Tumor cells with high metastatic potential tend 
to aggregate with each other (homotypic clumps) 
or with Iymphocytes and platelets (heterotypic 
clumps) [135]. Clumps of tumor cells can be ar
rested in the vasculature simply by a wedging 
process [128]. Tumor cell attachment in the micro
vasculature can also be enhanced by localized 
trauma. Tissue damaged physically, chemically, or 
even by reduced oxygen tension provides a better 
site for attachment [136]. 

The adhesion of tumor cells to the vascular en
dothelium is regulated by mechanisms similar to 
those used by leukocytes. The initial attachment 
of leukocytes to vascular endothelial cells is regu
lated by the selectin family of adhesion molecules, 
wh ich consists of three closely related cell surface 
molecules [137]. E-selectin, which is expressed by 
endothelial cells, mediates the initial attachment 
of Iymphocytes (and tumor cells) by interaction 
with specific carbohydrate ligands that contain 
sialylated fucosylated lactosamines [138]. The 
expression of mucin-type carbohydrates on the 
surface of human colon carcinoma has been 
correlated with their metastatic potential [139], 
perhaps through differential inter action with E
selectins expressed on specific endothelial cells 
[130, 140]. The development of firm adhesion 
requires the interaction of other adhesion 
molecules, another selective process during 
metastasis. Several classes of cell-to-cell adhesion 
molecules regulate this adhesion, including the 
hyaluronate receptor CD44 and its splice variants 
[141-144], the integrins a5ß1, a6ß1, and a6ß4 
[145-147], and the galactoside-binding galectin-3 
[148]. The arrest of tumor cells in capillary beds 
leads to the retraction of endothelial cells [149] 
and exposure of tumor cells to the ECM. The 
adhesion of metastatic cells to components 
of the ECM (e.g., fibronectin, laminin, and 
thrombospondin) facilitates metastasis to specific 
tissues [150, 151], and peptides containing se
quences of these components of the ECM can 
reduce formation of hematogenous metastases 
[138, 151]. 

After they arrest or adhere, tumor cells may 
traverse the vessel wall to reach extravascular 
tissues. Tumor cells can grow and destroy the 
surrounding vessel, invade by penetrating the en
dothelial basement membrane, or follow migrat
ing white blood cells [106]. Malignant cells 
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frequently penetrate thin-walled capillaries but 
rarely invade arte ries or arteriole walls, which are 
rich in elastin fibers [106, 107]. The extravasation 
of malignant cells at particular secondary sites 
also involves their responses to tissue or organ 
factors. Tumor cells can recognize tissue-specific 
motility factors that direct their movement and 
invasion [152]. 

Growth 

The final step in metastasis is tumor cell prolifera
tion at secondary sites. During the interaction of 
metastatic cells with host tissues, signals from 
autocrine, paracrine, or endocrine pathways in
fluence tumor cell proliferation, with growth 
dependent on the net balance of positive and 
negative signals [1]. The presence of stimulatory 
or inhibitory growth factors in a tissue can corre
late with site-specific metastasis [153]. To date, 
only a few organ-derived growth factors have 
been isolated and purified to homogeneity. A 
potent growth-stimulatory factor was isolated 
from lung-conditioned medium [154]; and stromal 
cells in the bone have been shown to produce a 
factor that stimulates the growth of human 
prostatic carcinoma cells [155]. Conversely, a 
number of tissue-specific inhibitors have been 
isolated and purified, including TGF-ß [156], 
mammastatin [157], and amphiregulin [158]. 

Different concentrations of hormones in indi
vidual organs, differentially expressed local fac
tors, or paracrine growth factors may influence the 
growth of malignant cells at particular sites [153, 
159]. Specific peptide growth factors are concen
trated in different tissues. For example, insulin
like growth factor-I (IGF-I) is synthesized in most 
mammalian tissue with the highest concentration 
in the liver [160]. IGF-l stimulates cell growth 
by controlling cell cycle progression through GI 
[161]. The growth of carcinoma cells metastatic 
to the liver is stimulated by hepatocyte-derived 
IGF-I, correlating with IGF-I receptor density 
on the cells [162]. Another example is TGF-ß. 
Many transformed cells produce increased levels 
of TGF-ß and become refractory to its growth
inhibitory effects [163]. Clon al stimulation or 
inhibition of human colon and renal carcinoma 
cells by TGF-ßI has been reported in correlation 
with differential expression of its receptors 
[164]. 

Autocrine or paracrine host growth factors that 
control organ repair and regeneration mayaiso 
affect the proliferation of malignant tumor cells. 
We have completed transplantation experiments 
on human colon cancers and human renal cell 
carcinomas in nude mice subjected to hepatec
tomy, nephrectomy, or abdominal surgery (used 
as a trauma control) [1, 165]. After partial hepate
ctomy the liver undergoes rapid cell division. This 
process of liver regeneration involves quantitative 
changes in hepatocyte gene expression. TGF-a 
has been shown to be one regulator of liver regen
eration [166-168] and proliferation of normal 
colonic epithelial cells [169, 170]. TGF-a exerts 
its effect through interaction with the epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGF-R), a plasma mem
brane glycoprotein that contains within its 
cytoplasmic domain a tyrosine-specific protein 
tyrosine kin ase (PTK) activity. The binding of 
TGF-a to the EGF-R stimulates aseries of rapid 
responses, including phosphorylation of tyrosine 
residues within the EGF-R itself and within many 
other cellular proteins, hydrolysis of phosphatidyl 
inositol, release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores, 
elevation of cytoplasmic pH, and morphologic 
changes [171] . After 10 to 12 h in the continuous 
presence of EGF or TGF-a, cells are committed 
to synthesize DNA and to divide [171, 172]. Hu
man colon cancer cells implanted subcutaneously 
demonstrated accelerated growth in partially 
hepatectomized mice but not in nephrectomized 
mice. Human renal cell carcinoma cells estab
lished as micrometastases in the lungs of nude 
mice underwent significant growth acceleration 
subsequent to unilateral nephrectomy but not 
hepatectomy [1, 165]. Similar data have been re
ported for rat colon carcinoma cells injected 
intraportally. The incidence and size of liver 
metastases were significantly increased in hepate
ctomized rats compared to that in sham-operated 
controls [173]. These results indicate that meta
static cells can respond to physiologic signals pro
duced when homeostasis is disturbed, and that 
tumor cells that originate from or have an affinity 
for growth in a particular organ can also respond 
to these physiologic signals. 

One possible mechanism to explain the acceler
ated growth of human colon cancer in hepatect
omized mice is the production of organ-specific 
growth factors. Liver regeneration that follows 
major hepatectomy involves quantitative changes 
in hepatocyte gene expression [174]. TGF-u 
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mRNA has been shown to increase approximately 
twofold in rat hepatocytes during the first 8 to 24 h 
after partial hepatectomy, coinciding with an in
crease in EGF-R mRNA and down-regulation of 
these receptor proteins, as weil as a loss of EGF-R 
protein kinase activity [167, 175]. These results 
suggest that TGF-a is a physiologic regulator of 
liver regeneration by means of an autocrine 
mechanism [167]. Moreover, TGF-a production 
by hepatocytes might also have a paracrine role, 
stimulating proliferation of adjacent nonparen-
chymal cells or tumor cells [176]. . 

Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), another liver 
mitogen, is synthesized and secreted by non
parenchymal liver cells (endothelial and Kupffer 
cells). Subsequent to liver damage, a rapid in
crease is observed in HGF mRNA in Kupffer 
cells [177], paralleling the down-regulation of its 
receptor, the c-met proto-oncogene, in hepato
cytes. Similar to EGF-R, the receptor for HGF 
(c-met) belongs to the tyrosine kinase family of 
receptors [178]. HGF is a potent mitogen for 
hepatocytes, melanocytes, and prostate cells; and 
it enhances the invasive capacity of carcinomas 
[179]. Levels of TGF-ß mRNAs increase in nor
mal nonparenchymal liver cells coincidentally 
with hepatocyte DNA replication and mitosis; and 
TGF-ß inhibits EGF-stimulated DNA synthesis, 
implying that it may be a component of a 
paracrine regulatory loop controlling hepatocyte 
replication at the late stages of liver regeneration 
[180]. Therefore when the liver is damaged, 
growth factors are likely to be released and stimu
late the proliferation of receptive malignant 
tumor cells (i.e., cells that possess the appropriate 
receptors ). 

The EGF-Rs are present on many normal and 
tumor cells [171, 172]. Increased levels or amplifi
cation of EGF-R have been found in many human 
tumors and cell lines, including breast cancer 
[181], gliomas [182], lung cancer [183], bladder 
cancer [184], epidermoid carcinoma [185], and 
colon carcinoma [186]. These results suggest a 
physiologic significance of inappropriate expres
sion of the EGF-R tyrosine kin ase in abnormal 
cell growth contro!. We assessed the genes encod
ing for growth factor receptors of low- and high
metastatic human colon cancer variants [187, 188]. 
Analyses of human colon cancer cells from 
nonselected surgical specimens that differed in 
malignant potential showed no amplification or 
rearrangements in the genes encoding EGF-R. In 
contrast, highly metastatic human colon cancer 

variants (Dukes' stage D or variant cells selected 
in nude mice from a Dukes' stage B2 tumor) ex
pressed significantly increased EGF-R mRNA 
transcripts when compared with low-metastatic 
human colon cancer cell types [188]. The in vitro 
growth stimulation of cells with high- or low
metastatic potential to TGF-a demonstrated the 
functional significance of increased EGF-R num
bers on specific cell types. 

The EGF-Rs expressed on metastatic human 
colon cancer (HCC) cells were functional based 
on in vitro growth stimulation assays using 
picogram concentrations of TGF-a and specific as 
shown by neutralization with anti-EGF-R or anti
TGF-a antibodies. Moreover, EGF-R-associated 
PTK activity paralleled the observed EGF-R 
levels. Immunohistochemical analysis of the low 
metastatic parental HCC cells demonstrated het
erogeneity in the EGF-R-specific staining pattern, 
with fewer than 10% of the cells in the population 
staining intensely for EGF-R, whereas the in vivo 
selected highly metastatic cells exhibited uniform, 
intense staining. Western blotting confirmed the 
presence of higher EGF-R protein levels in the 
metastatic celliines than in the low-metastatic cell 
line. Finally, isolation of the top and bottom 5 % of 
EGF-R-expressing cells by fluorescence-activated 
cell sorting confirmed the association between lev
els of EGF-R on human colon cancer cells and the 
production of liver metastases [188]. 

The analyses described show a direct correla
tion between EGF-R on variant celliines isolated 
from HCC and the ability to produce liver 
metastases in nude mice. These findings are likely 
to be more generalized because in our analysis of 
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded colon carci
noma surgical specimens for EGF-R-transcripts 
using a rapid calorimetric in situ mRNA hybridi
zation (ISH) technique [189] we found that 
cell-surface hybridization with EGF-R-antisense 
hyperbiotinylated oligonucleotide probes in pri
mary and metastatic colon carcinoma specimens 
directly correlated with immunohistochemistry 
and northern blot analyses. 

Related to but distinct from the EGF-R is the c
met proto-oncogene, whose encoded protein is 
the receptor for HGF [190]. In human tissues the 
highest levels of c-met mRN A expression are 
found in the liver, kidney, stornach, and thyroid. 
Studies with anti-c-met antibodies have revealed 
that receptor protein levels are high in hepa
tocytes and in gastric and intestinal epithelium 
(including colon and rectum), indicating a role for 
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HGF and c-met in the growth and turnover of 
epithelial tissues [190]. Preliminary studies from 
our laboratory indicate high levels of c-met ex
pression in colon cancer cell lines that have been 
adapted to grow in culture from Dukes' stage B2 
or D or from liver metastases. Analyses of mRN A 
isolated direct1y from human colon cancer speci
mens and normal colon mucosa also suggest in
creased c-met transeripts in the tumor tissues 
[187]. 

To produce clinically detectable lesions, the 
metastases must develop a vascular network and 
evade the host immune system. Tumor cells can 
also invade host stroma, penetrate blood vessels, 
and enter the circulation to produce second
ary metastases, the "metastasis of metastases" 
[191-193]. 

Biologie Heterogeneity of Neoplasms 

Most tumor cells in a primary neoplasm fail to 
camplete one or more steps in the metastatic proc
ess, explaining why only a few cells in a primary 
tumor can give rise to a metastasis. These data 
raised the question of whether the development of 
metastases represents the chance survival and 
growth of a few neoplastic cells or the selective 
growth of unique subpopulations of malignant 
cells endowed with special properties [1,4]. Most 
data now show that neoplasms are biologically 
heterogeneous, and that the process of metastasis 
is highly selective. Cells obtained from indi
vidual tumors have been shown to differ with re
spect to many properties, including morphology, 
growth rates, karyotypes, metabolie characteris
tics, antigenie or immunogenic potential, produc
ti on of extracellular matrix proteins, cell surface 
receptors, adhesion molecules, hormone rece
ptors, drug and radiation sensitivities, invasive
ness, and the ability to metastasize [1]. 

Many human neoplasms, including colon carci
noma, have a clon al origin [194, 195]; neverthe
less, by the time of diagnosis the neoplasms have 
become heterogeneous and consist of multiple 
subpopulations of cells with different metastatic 
potential [1]. Data from our laboratory and many 
others clearly demonstrate that the process of 
metastasis is selective and favors the survival of 
unique metastatic cells that preexist within the 
parental neoplasm [196, 197]. 

The first experimental proof for the preexist
ence of metastatic cells in heterogeneous neo-

plasms was provided in 1977 by Fidler and Kripke 
in their work with murine melanoma [196]. Using 
a modification of the fluctuation assay [198], they 
showed that different tumor cell clones, each de
rived from an individual cell isolated from the 
parent tumor, varied dramatically in their ability 
to produce lung tumor nodules following intrave
nous inoculation. Contral subcloning procedures 
demonstrated that the observed diversity was not 
a consequence of the cloning procedure [196]. The 
finding that preexisting tumor cell subpopulations 
exhibit heterogeneous metastatic potential has 
since been confirmed in numerous laboratories 
using a wide range of experimental animal tumors 
of different histories and histologie origins [for 
review, ref. 1]. In addition, studies using nude 
mice as models for metastasis of human neo
plasms have shown that many human tumor lines 
and freshly iso la ted tumors, such as melanoma, 
breast carcinoma, prostate carcinoma, colon carci
noma, and renal carcinoma, are biologically 
heterogeneous and contain subpopulations of 
cells with widely differing metastatic properties 
[199-204]. 

Models for Human Colon 
Cancer Metastases 

Appropriate anima I models are necessary for ad
vancing our understanding of the biology of colon 
cancer metastasis. We have developed a model of 
regionallymph node metastases by injecting colon 
cancer cells into the apicallymphoid follicle of the 
cecum in mice [115]. Dye distribution studies have 
shown rapid distribution of the injected material 
in the Iymphatic channels, and the procedure has 
yielded a high incidence of mesenteric Iymphatic 
metastases [115]. 

To develop a reproducible model of hepatic 
metastasis, we implanted tumor cells into the 
spleens of nude mice [205]. Splenic injections are 
easier to perform than portal or mesenteric vein 
injections; access to the portal bloodstream is 
gained from the spleen, and tumor cells can then 
reach the liver to proliferate into experimental 
liver metastases [206]. Merely implanting tumor 
cells in the spleen did not guarantee liver metasta
sis. Metastatic human renal cell carcinoma, for 
example, injected into the spleen produces only 
spleen tumors, but these cells produce extensive 
lung metastases when they are injected into the 
kidney [203]. Also, orthotopic implantation of 
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HCC cells in nude mice produces liver metastases, 
depending on the nature of the tumor cells [204]. 
In our study we were able to distinguish between 
HCC cells with low or high malignant potentials. 
Specifically, intrasplenically injected cells isolated 
from liver metastases in colon cancer patients pro
duced rapidly growing liver lesions and the mice 
became moribund within 30 days, whereas cells 
from Dukes' stage B2 primary tumors produced 
only a few visible tumor foci by 90 days [202]. 

We also carried out aseries of orthotopic im
plantation experiments to select and isolate cells 
with increased liver-metastasizing potential from 
heterogeneous primary human colon cancers. 
Cells derived from a surgical specimen of a pri
mary human colon cancer, classified as Dukes' 
stage B2, were immediately established in culture 
or were injected directly into the subcutis, spleen 
(for liver metastasis), or cecal wall of nude mice. 
Progressively growing tumors were excised, 
enzymatically dissociated, and then established in 
culture. Subsequent implantation into the cecal 
wall or spleen of nude mice produced only a few 
hepatic metastases. Human colon cancer cells 
from these rare liver metastases were recovered, 
expanded in culture, and then injected into the 
spleens of nude mice, thus allowing further cycles 
of selection. With each successive in vivo selec
tion cycle, the metastatic ability of the iso la ted
propagated cells increased. After four cycles of 
selection, we obtained cell lines with high liver
colonizing efficiency in nude mice [202]. 

As stated above, human colon carcinomas are 
heterogeneous for a variety of biologic properties 
that include invasion and metastasis. The pres
ence of a small subpopulation of cells with a highly 
metastatic phenotype has important clinical impli
cations for diagnosis and therapy of cancer. For 
this reason, it is important to develop animal mod
els for the selection and isolation of metastatic 
variants from human colon cancers and for testing 
the metastatic potential of these cells. We have 
implanted cells from more than 100 surgical speci
mens of human colon and rectal carcinomas into 
various organs of nude mice. Regardless of their 
malignant potential in the patient, the human co
lon cancers did not metastasize unless they were 
implanted orthotopically: Only when they were 
injected into the cecum or spleen of nude mice did 
they yield hepatic metastases. These metastsaes 
were populated by highly metastatic cells [207]. 
Collectively, the results demonstrate that the or
thotopic implantation of human colon cancer is 

mandatory for studying the biology of human co
lon cancer. 

Homeostatic Mechanisms 
and Metastasis: 
"Seed and Soil" Hypothesis 

The search for mechanisms that regulate the pat
tern of metastasis is not new. In 1889 Stephen 
Paget asked, "Wh at is it that decides what organs 
shall suffer in a case of diseminated cancer" [114]? 
Paget's study was motivated by the discrepancy 
between consideration of blood flow and the fre
quency of metastases in various organs. He exam
ined the autopsy re cords of hundreds of women 
who died of breast cancer and many other patients 
with different neoplasms. He noted the high fre
quency of breast cancer metastasis to the ovaries 
and the different incidence of skeletal metastases 
produced by different primary tumors. These 
findings were not compatible with the dogma that 
metastatic spread was due to "a matter of chance" 
or that tissues "played a passive role" in the 
process. To the contrary, Paget concluded that 
metastases were produced only when certain 
favored tumor cells (the "seed") had a special 
affinity for the growth milieu provided by specific 
tissues or organs (the "soil"). In other words, for
mation of metastasis required interaction of the 
right cells with the compatible organ environment 
[114]. 

In 1928 Ewing challenged Paget's seed and soil 
theory and suggested that metastatic dissemina
tion occurs by purely mechanical factors that are a 
result of the anatomic structure of the vascular 
system [208]. These explanations are not mutually 
exclusive because common regional organ coloni
zation or Iymphatic drainage to regional Iymph 
nodes could indeed be due to anatomic considera
tions, but distant organ metastases occur inde
pendent of blood flow [2]. 

A current definition of the seed and soil hypoth
esis includes two principles. First, the process of 
metastasis is selective for cells that succeed in pro
ducing angiogenesis, motility, invasion, emboliza
tion, survival in the circulation, arrest in a distant 
capillary bed, and extravasation into and multipli
cation within the organ parenchyma. Although 
some of the steps in this process contain stochastic 
elements [209], as a whole the process of met asta
sis favors the survival and growth of a few 
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subpopulations of cells that preexist within the 
parent neoplasm [196, 197]. Second, the outcome 
of metastasis depends on multiple interactions 
of metastatic cells with host homeostatic factors 
[7]. 

Clinical observations of cancer patients and 
studies with experimental tumor systems have 
concluded that tumors metastasize to specific or
gans independently of the number of tumor cells 
that re ach an organ. Tumor cells can reach the 
microvasculature of many organs, but growth in 
the organ parenchyma occurs only in some [118]. 
Experimental data supporting the seed and soil 
hypothesis of Paget were derived from studies 
comparing the metastatic potential of human 
tumor cells implanted in orthotopic or ectopic 
sites in nude mice [203,204]. This may weIl be due 
in part to differences in responses to organ
specific growth factors [153, 210]. Depending on 
the physical location of cells within growing 
tumors and metastases, tumor cells are exposed to 
different miceoenvironments created by gradients 
of pH, oxygen, nutrients, and cell waste products 
that develop within tumors [211]. 

The introduction of peritoneovenous shunts for 
palliation of malignant ascites provided an oppor
tunity to study some of the factors affecting meta
static spread in humans. Tarin and colleagues 
described the outcome in patients with malignant 
ascites draining into the venous circulation, with 
the resulting entry of viable tumor cells into the 
jugular veins [212]. Good palliation with minimal 
complications was reported for 29 patients with 
different neoplasms. The autopsy findings in 15 
patients substantiated the clinical observations 
that the shunts do not significantly increase the 
risk of metastasis. In fact, despite continuous en
try of millions of tumor cells into the circulation, 
metastases in the lung (the first capillary bed en
countered) were rare [212]. These results provide 
compelling verification of the venerable seed and 
soil hypothesis. 

Regulation of Angiogenesis 
by the Microenvironment 

Our laboratory demonstrated that the organ 
microenvironment can directly contribute to the 
induction and maintenance of the angiogenic fac
tors bFGF [213, 214] and interleukin-8 (IL-8) 
[215]. The production of these angiogenic factors 
by tumor cells or host cells or the release of ang-

iogenic molecules from the ECM induces the 
growth of endothelial cells and formation of blood 
vessels. For example, in renal cell carcinoma pa
tients the expression of basic fibroblast growth 
factor (bFGF) inversely correlates with survival 
[216], as do elevated levels of bFGF in the serum 
and urine of patients [217]. Studies from our labo
ratory have concluded that bFGF expression (at 
the mRNA and protein levels) is influenced by 
the organ microenvironment. Human renal cancer 
cells implanted into different organs of nude 
mice had different metastatic potentials: Those 
implanted in the kidney produced a high inci
dence of lung metastasis, whereas those implanted 
subcutaneously were not metastatic [213]. His
topathologie examina ti on of the tissues revealed 
that the tumors growing in the subcutis of nude 
mice had few blood vessels, whereas the tumors in 
the kidney had many [213]. The subcutaneous 
(or intramuscular) tumors had a lower level of 
mRNA transeripts for bFGF than did continu
ously cultured ceIls, whereas tumors in the kidney 
of nude mice had 10- to 20-fold the levels of bFGF 
mRNA and protein level. 

Interleukin-8 induces proliferation, migration, 
and invasion of endothelial cells and hence 
neovascularization [218]. Several organ-derived 
cytokines (produced by inflammatory cells) can 
up-regulated expression of IL-8 in normal and 
tumorigenie cells, indicating that specific organ 
microenvironments can influence the expression 
of IL-8 in melanoma cells [219]. Constitutive ex
pression of IL-8 directly correlates with the meta
static potential of human melanoma cells [215]. 
IL-8 expression was up-regulated in co-culture of 
melanoma cells with keratinocytes (skin), whereas 
it was inhibited in cells co-cultured with hepa
tocytes (liver). Similar results were obtained with 
conditioned media from keratinocyte and hepato
cyte cultures. These data suggest that organ
derived factors (e.g., IL-l and TGF-ß) can modu
late the expression of IL-8 in human melanoma 
cells [219]. 

Several factors that down-regulate or inhibit 
angiogenesis have already been incorporated into 
clinical trials, the most widely studied being 
interferon-alpha (IFN-a). Chronic daily adminis
tration of low-dose IFN-a has been shown to in
duce regression of fatal hemangiomas in infants 
[220] and highly vascular Kaposi's sarcoma [221]. 
We tested the ability of IFN-a to down-regulate 
bFGF mRNA expression and protein production 
in human carcinoma cell lines [214]. We found 
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that IFN-a or IFN-ß down-regulated the steady
state mRNA expression and pro tein production of 
bFGF in human rencal cancer cells by mecha
nisms independent of antiproliferation. The inhi
bition of bFGF mRNA and protein production 
required long-term exposure (>4 days) of cells to 
IFNs. Moreover, on ce IFN was withdrawn, cells 
resumed production of bFGF [214]. These obser
vations were consistent with the clinical experi
ence that IFN-a must be given for many months 
to bring ab out involution of hemangiomas [220]. 
Because IFN-ß is not found in all tissues and is 
produced only by differentiated cells, the data 
suggest that modulation of the organ environment 
can lead to alterations in angiogensis. 

Regulation of the Invasive 
Phenotype of Metastatic 
Colon Carcinoma Cells 
by the Microenvironment 

The metastatic capacity of human colon cancer 
cells growing in orthotopic tissues of nude mice 
directly correlates with the level of collagenase 
type IV activity [73, 74, 222, 223]. Histologic ex
ami nation of human colon carcinomas growing in 
the subcutis, wall of the colon, or kidney of nude 
mice revealed a thick pseudocapsule around the 
subcutaneous tumors but not the cecal or kidney 
tumors [201, 202, 224]. These differences sug
gested that the organ environment could influence 
the ability of metastatic cells to invade host stroma 
and hence produce metastasis. We found a strong 
correlation between the type IV collagenase 
activity of HCC cells and production of liver 
metastases [224]. We also found significant 
differences in the levels of secreted type IV 
collagenases between human colon carcinomas 
growing subcutaneously or in the cecum of nude 
mice. In the medium conditioned by human colon 
cancers growing subcutaneously, we detected only 
a latent form of the 92-kDa type IV collagenase. 
In contrast, both latent and activc forms of the 92-
kDa type IV collagen ase were found in culture 
medium conditioned by human colon cancers 
growing in the cecum. Moreover, human colon 
cancers growing in the cecum secreted more than 
twice as much enzyme as the subcutaneous tumors 
[224,225]. 

The invasive ability of HCC cells was directly 
influenced by organ-specific fibroblasts. Primary 

cultures of nude mouse fibroblasts, lung, and co
lon were established. Invasive and metastatic 
HCC cells were cultured alone or with the 
fibroblasts. The cancer cells grew on monolayers 
of all three fibroblast cultures but did not invade 
through skin fibroblasts [226]. Cancer cells grow
ing on plastic and on colon or lung fibroblasts 
produced significant levels of latent and active 
forms of type IV collagenase, whereas colon 
cancer cells co-cultivated with nude mouse skin 
fibroblasts did not. Fibroblasts from the skin pro
duce IFN-ß, whereas those from the kidney or 
colon do not. The incubation of HCC cells [226] 
and human renal cancer cells [227] with IFN-ß 
significantly reduced the expression and activity of 
collagenase type IV MMP-2 and MMP-9 inde
pendent of antiproliferative activity. Improve
ment in the use of IFNs for treatment of colon 
cancer is dependent on a better understanding of 
the mechanisms by which IFNs regulate different 
functions of tumor cells, perhaps through the inva
sive and angiogenic phenotypes. 

Microenvironmental Regulation 
of Colon Cancer Cell Response 
to Chemotherapy 

Clinical observations have suggested that the or
gan environment can influence the response of 
tumors to chemotherapy. For example, in women 
with breast cancer, lymph node and skin meta
stases respond better than lung or bone meta
stases [228]. Experimental systems suggested a 
basis for this observation [229-232]. Studies from 
our laboratory have shown that a mouse fibro
sarcoma growing subcutaneously in syngeneic 
mice was sensitive to systemic administration of 
doxorubicin (DOX), whereas lung metastases 
were not [232]. We obtained similar results with 
the CT -26 murine colon cancer: Subcutaneous 
tumors were sensitive to DOX, whereas meta
stases growing in the liver or lung were not 
[233]. 

Several intrinsic properties of tumor cells can 
render them resistant to chemotherapeutic drugs, 
including increased expression of the mdr genes 
[234-236], leading to overproduction of the trans
membrane transport protein P-gp [235-237]. In
creased levels of P-gp can bc induced by selecting 
tumor cells for resistance to natural product 
amphiphilic anticancer drugs [233-237]. Elevated 
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expression of P-gp accompanied by development 
of the multidrug resistance (MDR) phenotype has 
also been found in many solid tumors of the colon, 
kidney, and liver that had not been exposed to 
chemotherapy [238, 239]. Because the develop
ment of MDR in tumor cells is a major obstacIe to 
the therapy of cancer, understanding the mecha
nisms that control this process has been the goal of 
many researchers. Most of the present knowledge 
of drug resistance in tumor cells is derived from 
examining tumor cells growing in culture, but the 
relevance of these findings to in vivo growing 
tumors has been uncertain. 

We investigated whether different organ 
environments influenced the response of tumor 
cells to chemotherapy and if this response was 
regulated by the expression level of P-gp in the 
tumor cells. In this study, murine CT-26 colon 
cancer cells growing in the lung of syngeneic 
mice were refractory to systemic administration 
of DOX, whereas the same cells growing subcuta
neously were sensitive to the drug. CT-26 cells 
harvested from lung metastases exhibited in
creased resistance to DOX compared with cells 
harvested from subcutaneous tumors or parental 
cells maintained in culture. The resistance to 
DOX was reversed by the addition of verapamil. 
All the CT-26 cells, however, demonstrated simi
lar sensitivity to 5-fluorowracil (5-FU). We found 
a direct correlation between the increased resist
ance to DOX (in vivo and in vitro) of CT-26 cells 
and expression levels of mdr-1 mRNA transcripts 
and P-gp. The drug resistance and accompanying 
eie va ted expression of mdr-1 found for cells grow
ing in the lung were dependent on interaction with 
the specific organ environment. Once removed 
from the lung, the cells reverted to a sensitive 
phenotype similar to that of the parental cells 
[240]. 

The increased resistance to DOX in the CT -26 
cells in lung metastases was not due to selection of 
resistant subpopulations. We based this concIu
sion on the results of the crossover experiment. 
Once implanted into the subcutis of syngeneic 
mice, CT-26 cells from lung metastases produced 
tumors that were sensitive to DOX. In parallel 
studies, DOX-sensitive CT-26 cells from subcuta
neous tumors became resistant to the drug when 
they were inoculated intravenously and grew in 
the lung parenchyma as metastases. P-gp levels 
directly correlated with the drug resistance pheno
type in these experiments. Moreover, the in
creased resistance to DOX and elevated levels of 

mdr-1 mRNA and P-gp were all transient in CT-
26 cells growing in the lung. Subsequent to growth 
in culture for more than 7 days, mdr-1 mRNA and 
P-gp reverted to the baseline levels of CT-26 pa
rental cells [240]. 

The finding of an organ-specific response to 
DOX is not restricted to CT-26 cells. Previous 
reports from our laboratory with UV-2237 fibro
sarcoma cells [232] and human KM12 colon car
cinoma cells [241] also showed significant 
differences in resistance to DOX (but not 5-FU) 
between subcutaneous tumors (sensitive) and 
lung or liver metastases (resistant). Similarly, in 
patients with colon carcinoma, high level P-gp ex
pression is found on the invasive edge of the pri
mary tumor (growing in the colon) in lymph node, 
lung, and liver metastases [239,242]. Whether this 
finding is due to selection or adaptation is still 
uncIear. 

In any event, we have shown that the in vivo 
sensitivity of colon carcinoma cells to DOX de
pends on the organ environment. The organ envi
ronment can induce the P-gp-associated MDR 
phenotype in tumor cells. The expression of P-gp 
is transient: Once removed from the environment 
(Jung), the cells' resistance reverts to that of the 
sensitive parent cells. This environmental regula
tion of the MDR phenotype may explain, in part, 
the polarized expression of mdr-1 in colon carci
nomas [243] and the discrepancy between in vitro 
and in vivo expression levels of the MDR pheno
type [236,237,244, 245]. In any event, the model 
described here can be used to investigate molecu
lar mechanisms that regulate the in vivo expres
sion of the mdr-l gene. 

Predicting the Malignant Potential 
of Human Carcinomas 

To produce a clinically relevant metastasis, meta
static cells must complete all the steps outlined in 
Fig. 1. The failure of most tumor cells to produce 
a metastasis is due to different single or multiple 
deficiencies, such as the in ability to invade host 
stroma, in ability to arrest in the capillary bed, and 
failure to grow in a distant organ's parenchyma. 
Searching for a uniform factor that prevents 
tumor cells from producing metastasis is therefore 
unproductive. Each discrete step of metastasis 
(e.g., invasion or extravasation) can be regulated 
by transient or permanent changes at the DNA or 
RNA level in different genes or by the activation 
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or deactivation of many specific genes [246-248]. 
The identification of tumor cells capable of pro
ducing metastasis therefore requires a multi
parametric analysis. 

We developed a rapid technique for detecting 
the activity of genes involved in the formation 
of metastasis: vascularization, invasion, adhesion, 
and proliferation. This technique, colorimetric 
in situ hybridization (ISH), can detect specific 
mRNA transcripts in cultured cells, frozen tissues, 
and formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens 
[189, 249]. The expression level of several genes 
that regulate different steps of the metastatic 
process correlated with the metastatic potential of 
human colon carcinoma cells. The mRNA expres
sion level for EGF-R (growth), bFGF and IL-8 
(angiogenesis), type IV collagenase (invasion), 
E-cadherin (cohesion), CEA (adhesion), and 
multidrug resistance (mdr)-l (drug resistance) in 
the human colon carcinoma cell lines and clones 
with different metastatic potential was measured 
by northern blot analysis and ISH. Highly meta
static cells growing in culture uniformly expressed 
high levels of EGFR, bFGF, and CEA mRNA, 
whereas cultures of low metastatic cells displayed 
heterogeneous patterns [250]. 

We next examined the expression of metastasis
related genes in surgical specimens of human co
lon carcinomas. Dukes' stages C and D tumors 
exhibited a higher level of expression for EGF-R, 
bFGF, type IV collagenase, and mdr-1 mRNA 
than Dukes' stage B tumors. The expression level 
of E-cadherin did not correlate with the stage of 
disease. The ISH technique revealed intertumoral 
heterogeneity for expression of several genes 
among Dukes' stage B neoplasms. Moreover, we 
found intratumoral heterogeneous staining far 
bFGF and type IV collagenase in some Dukes' 
stage B tumors, with the highest expression level 
at their invasive edge. In Dukes' stages C and D 
tumors, the expression of these genes was more 
uniform [250]. 

In the final set of experiments, we examined 
the expression level of EGF-R, bFGF, type IV 
collagenase, E-cadherin, and mdr-1 in formalin
fixed, paraffin-embedded archival specimens of 
primary human colon carcinomas from patients 
with at least 5 years of follow-up. The ISH tech
nique revealed inter- and intratumoral heteroge
neity for expression of the metastasis-related 
genes. The expression of bFGF, collagen ase type 
IV, EGF-R, and mdr-1 mRNA was higher in 
Dukes' stage D than in Dukes' stage B tumors. 

Among the 22 Dukes' stage B neoplasms, five 
specimens exhibited a high expression level of 
EGF-R, bFGF, and collagenase type IV. Clinical 
outcome data (5-year follow-up) revealed that 
all five patients with Dukes' stage B tumors de
veloped distant metastasis (recurrent disease), 
whereas the other 17 patients with Dukes' stage B 
tumors expressing low levels of the metastasis
related genes were disease-free. Multivariate 
analysis identified high levels of expression of col
lagen ase type IV and low levels of expression of 
E-cadherin as independent factors significantly 
associated with metastasis or recurrent disease. 
More specifically, metastatic or recurrent disease 
was associated with a high ratio of expression of 
collagenase type IV to E-cadherin. Collectively, 
these data show that multiparametric ISH analysis 
for metastasis-related genes may predict the meta
static potential, and hence the clinical outcome, 
of individual Iymph node-negative human colon 
cancers. 

We also found an inverse correlation between 
expression of collagen ase type IV and E-cadherin 
in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens 
of human gastric carcinoma by an in situ mRNA 
hybridization (ISH) technique. The ISH tech
nique revealed intertumoral heterogeneity for 
expression of E-cadherin and collagenase among 
12 cases of early gastric cancer and 13 cases 
of advanced gastric cancer. In most of the tumors, 
we found an inverse relation between the 
reactivities of E-cadherin and collagenase type 
IV. Specifically, E-cadherin was expressed at 
higher levels in the center of the neoplasms 
than in their periphery, whereas collagenase type 
IV was expressed at a higher level on the periph
ery (invasive edge) than in the center. Advanced 
gastric cancers with high levels of expression 
for collagen ase type IV on the periphery had 
a higher incidence of distant Iymph node metasta
sis than those with low expression. The data 
show an inverse relation between E-cadherin (in
volved in cell-to-cell adhesion) and collagenase 
type IV (involved in invasion) in different zones of 
human gastric carcinoma and suggest that the 
relative expression of these independent genes 
may be involved in local invasion and metastasis 
[251 ]. 
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Abnormal CD44 Gene Expression 
in Neoplasia: Biological and Clinical 
Implications 

David Tarin 

Summary. The CD44 gene is one of the most 
interesting and promising new candidate markers 
for early cancer detection and for the analysis of 
genetic disturbances involved in neoplasia. It a 
large gene that under normal circumstances pro
duces a variety of heavily glycosylated cell surface 
pro teins by alternative splicing of its exons. Severe 
abnormalities have been observed in its patterns 
of expression in many types of common human 
tumors by both protein and RNA analyses. They 
are manifested by markedly increased levels of 
unusual CD44 transcripts and proteins in many 
tumors compared to corresponding normal tis
sues. Also, inappropriate expression patterns of 
the alternatively spliced exons have been linked to 
both tumor growth and metastatic potential. A 
unique manifestation of aberrant CD44 gene ex
pression is the retention of introns in mature 
mRNA transcripts in the nucleus and cytoplasm 
of tumor cells but not in their normal counter
parts. This phenomenon would naturally result 
in abnormal or truncated protein products. The 
clinical relevance of these observations is demon
strated by the frequent detection of all these ab
normalities in fresh tissue sampies from tumors of 
many organs and by their presence in preinvasive 
and high risk precancerous lesions. It has also 
been possible to achieve noninvasive detection 
of malignancy by identifying aberrant CD44 
expression in exfoliated cells in body fluids and 
was te products. This chapter reviews the mole
cular mechanisms that result in such profound 
misregulation of the expression of this gene in 
neoplasia and the biological and clinical impli
cations of these changes for tumors of the 
gastrointestinal tract. 

Nuffield Department of Pathology and Bacteriology, 
Oxford University, lohn Radcliffe Hospital, 
Headington, Oxford OX3 9DU, UK 

This chapter is an account of current ideas and 
information on one of the most interesting and 
mysterious components in the mammalian genetic 
repertoire. It is still known only by the code name 
CD44, indicating that its products and functions 
are largely unknown, although it has leapt to the 
forefront of attention and curiosity because its 
expression is so strikingly unusual in many com
mon types of cancer, including those of the 
gastrointestinal tract and because it appears to be 
involved in a large variety of biological processes 
that are unrelated to each other. 

The group of proteins encoded by this locus first 
attracted interest as a result of efforts by several 
research laboratories to identify and characterize 
cell surface molecules on white blood cells that 
might be important in cell-mediated immunity. 
These investigations included studies to isolate 
molecules involved in organizing the recirculatory 
traffic of Iymphocytes as they patrol the organs of 
the body on surveillance missions [1]. The work 
resulted in the raising of a number of monoclonal 
antibodies (mAbs), which were eventually recog
nized to bind to different epitopes on a family of 
structurally related pro teins assigned the designa
tion CD (cluster of differentiation) 44 by the Hu
man Leukocyte Workshop. 

Subsequent studies [2, 3] with these antibodies 
rapidly made it clear that the CD44 family of pro
teins are not confined to the surfaces of white 
blood cells, and that some of them appear to be 
ubiquitously distributed on all cell types. It also 
emerged almost simultaneously that they are in
volved not just in immunological activities but in a 
surprising diversity of biological processes [4, 5], 
although their exact role in these processes re
mains unclear. Some of the functions in wh ich 
they have been implicated include the following. 

- Lymphocyte recirculation 
- T Iymphocyte activation 
- Adhesion to other cells and to the intercellular 

matrix 
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- Embryonic development 
- Hyaluronan metabolism 
- Signal transduction across the cell membrane 
- Growth factor secretion 

Shortly afterward various parts of the gene were 
cloned and sequenced by several groups [6-11], 
and it became evident that by alternative splicing 
of its exons it can produce a large variety of pro
tein isoforms. It appears to be one of the most 
alternatively spliced genes yet found. 

The human CD44 gene has now been mapped 
to the chromosomallocus I1p13 and confirmed to 
encode a family of large transmembrane glyco
proteins. It is composed of a stretch of approxi
mately 60kb comprising at least 21 exons, 10 of 
wh ich (exons 1-5 and 16-20) are constantly ex
pressed on all cell types as the standard form 
(CD44s). The remaining 11 can be alternatively 
spliced with the constant ones (Fig. 1) to generate 
a number of variant protein isoforms (CD44v), 
which can be further modified by differential post
translation al glycosylation. 

The complexity of the processes in which this 
gene is involved in cell and tissue function was 
further revealed when it became apparent that 
its expression is characteristically and severely 
changed in many common types of neoplasia, and 
that such dysfunction is involved in the acquisition 
of metastatic ability in some circumstances. The 
following account summarizes current knowledge 
of the unusual patterns of CD44 expression in 
cancer and considers their clinical and biological 
implications. 
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Abnormalities of CD44 
Expression in Neoplasia 

The deduction from early studies leading to the 
identification of CD44 that it is involved in cell 
attachment phenomena, such as the binding of 
circulating lymphocytes to vascular endothelium 
and of sedentary epithelial and stroma I cells to 
each other or to the intercellular matrix, induced 
curiosity about the status of these cell surface 
molecules in tumors. The initial studies, using 
Northern blotting [6, 12], suggested that fresh 
tumor tissues contained additional unusual CD44 
transcripts relative to corresponding normal ones. 
Separate work on tumor cell lines [13, 14] indi
cated that cells with elevated levels of CD44 pro
teins were more capable of producing metastases 
in animal experiments. However, such investiga
tions were labor-intensive, and the prevalence and 
degree of anomalous expression of this gene in 
many common tumor types could not be fully 
appreciated until the technique of reverse tran
scription polymerase chain re action (RT-PCR) 
became available. This method revealed that 
there is overproduction of a striking array of unu
sual CD44 mRNA species [15] in a wide variety of 
tumor tissues relative to their normal counter
parts. In the meantime, independent investiga
tions on metastatic and nonmetastatic clones 
derived from a rat pancreatic carcinoma cell line 
had led to isolation of a new variant CD44 pro
tein, which was necessary for metastasis of this cell 
type [16]. These two new findings were followed 

SI;Jml;Jrll E\on\ ~ l;JnJ;Jnl E\on, 

Variant EXODS 

Fig. 1. Map of the human CD44 
gene. The nomenclature of exons, 
annealing positions of primers, and 
mode of splicing are shown. The as
terisk marks the position of intron 9 
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by a large number of studies on CD44 gene ex
pression in neoplasia that have established be
yond reasonable doubt that misregulation of this 
gene and disorderly assembly of its products are 
hallmarks of this pathological process [17]. 

It remains unknown at present whether this dis
turbance is causally involved in cancer patho
genesis or is a consequence of this disease process. 
Although it is of considerable biological interest 
to resolve this uncertainty, it does not affect the 
promising implications of these findings for clini
cal cancer diagnosis, as is seen from the data pre
sen ted below. Details of the changes observed in 
individual organ systems have been reviewed 
elsewhere [17], and the discussion that follows 
focuses on further developments and new 
considerations. 
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Abnormalities in Assembly 
of CD44 Transeripts 

Although it has been reported by so me groups 
that the level of expression of this gene can dimin
ish in certain types of cancer, most publications 
[17] have described elevated CD44s and v tran
scription and translation in the most common 
types of cancers, including those of the stomach 
[18], colon [15], breast, bladder, and uterine cer
vix. RT-PCR consistently reveals an extensive ar
ray of amplicons of unusual sizes including many 
that are much larger than would be predicted from 
the known structure of the gene and the primers 
chosen for amplification (Fig. 2). Southern blot 
hybridization analysis with probes for several 
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Fig. 2a-c. Autoradiograph of filters probed with 
oligonucleotide E2 (exposed for I day), E4 (exposed for 
8 hours), and P2 (exposed for 2 hours) in rows I, II, and 
II1, respectively, after amplification with primers PI and 
P4. aNormal breast tissue (Ianes 1-4), peripheral blood 
leukocytes from healthy volunteers (Ianes 5-7) , sternal 
bone marrow from patients with heart disease (Ianes 8-
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10), and breast cancer tissue (Ianes 11-15). b 
Nonneoplastic colon tissue (Ianes 1-4): normal tissue in 
lanes 1 and 3. inftamed colonic mucosa from Crohn's 
disease in lane 2, and ulcerative colitis in lane 4. Tissue 
from primary colonic cancer (Ianes 5-8). c Normal blad
der tissue (Ianes 1-4) and primary bladder cancer tissue 
(Ianes 5-8) 
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exons in the standard and variably expressed re
gions of the gene (Fig. 1) indicate that the abnor
mality is aglobai disorder affecting the expression 
of all exons studied, but it is clear that expression 
of the variant isoforms is particularly elevated. 
Detailed study of the results obtained from nu
merous tumors of several organs has led to the 
conclusion that there is no specific pattern of ex
pression of any individual exon or of any detect
able combination of exons that is characteristic of 
malignant neoplasia. Further analysis by peR has 
revealed that the order of assembly of the exons in 
the transcript is also abnormal in tumors relative 
to comparable normal tissue, and that many 
variations can be seen in the same specimen 
(Goodison and Tarin, unpublished data). It is 

Fig. 3a-d. Paraffin wax sections of colonic carcinoma 
studied by in situ hybridization. a There is a detectable 
signalover carcinoma cells in a section hybridized 
with riboprobe complementary (anti-sense) to CD44s 
mRNA. b Section hybridized with sense riboprobe. c 
Detectable signalover carcinoma cells in a section hy-

therefore the overall irregular assembly of exces
sive amounts of large mRNA species in a given 
lesion that is itself the characteristic marker of 
malignancy. 

The data available on early premalignant le
sions, such as dysplastic areas in the bladder [10] 
and adenomas of the colon [19,20], as weil as on 
early-stage malignancies from carcinoma in si tu to 
minimally invasive carcinomas indicate that the 
disorderly expression of this gene begins when 
the neoplasm is first forming and increases as the 
tumor becomes larger, invasive, and metastatic. 
However, observations on deeply invading late
stage tumors of the bladder [21] and of the colon 
(unpublished observations), where the tumor cells 
have reached the boundaries of the organ or have 

bridized with riboprobe complementary (antisense ) to 
CD44v. d Section hybridized with sense riboprobe. 
Both sense hybridizations show only weak. nonspecific 
background grain density. (Original magnification 
X400) 



entered surrounding tissues, have shown that 
CD44 expression diminished to undetetectable 
levels in the deepest areas of invasion. 

In situ hybridization studies on histological sec
tions of fresh frozen and formaIin-fixed, para
ffinembedded archival specimens of tumors and 
corresponding normal tissues [20-23] from the 
colon, breast, bladder, and cervix with anti-sense 
riboprobes that hybridize exclusively to CD44s or 
CD44v sequences have been performed. These 
studies confirmed that overexpression of this gene 
occurs only in the tumor ceIls, not in any reactive 
inflammatory cells that may be in the vicinity or in 
nonneoplastic resident cells of the supporting 
stroma (Fig. 3). 

It is noteworthy that figures illustrating the re
sults of Southern blot hybridization analysis of 
CD44 expression in tumors frequently show long, 
dense smears between the numerous individual 
bands that represent the predominant mRNA 
species in that specimen. These smears diminish if 
the autoradiograph is underexposed but do not 
disappear. Detailed analysis of this phenomenon 
in colon [24], stornach [25], bladder [11], and 
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Fig. 4. Demonstration of abnormal retention of CD44 
intron 9 in mRNA transcripts from human colon carci
noma tissues (T) and matched adjacent normal mucosa 
(N). Poly(ar selected RNA (lOOng) was used for each 
RT-PCR re action with EI, E5 primers. The estimated 
size of these amplicons containing both exon 9a and 
intron 9 is about 1.6 kb. Ethidium bromide staining of 
the gel is presented below the Southern blot hybridiza
tion autoradiogram. The marker used was Phi X 174 
HaeIII 
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breast cancers [26] has confirmed that these sig
nals represent a smooth range of less prevalent 
alternatively spliced transcripts of intermediate 
sizes among which there are many incompletely 
spliced abnormal mRNA molecules containing 
introns. This interpretation has been proved by 
several converging lines of evidence including 
analysis with probes designed to hybridize to spe
cific intron sequences (Fig. 4), amplifications with 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1357 
1078 

- 872 
- 603 

Fig.5. Results of RNase and DNase digestion analysis 
of PCR products from HT29 human colon carcinoma 
cells are presented in lanes 1,2, and 3. Lane 1: RT-PCR 
on untreated extracts; la ne 2: RT-PCR following RNase 
digestion of extracts; lane 3: RT-PCR following DNase 
digestion of extracts. poly(Ar -selected RNA was di
gested with either RNase or DNase, followed by the 
RT-PCR reaction using primers PI and P4. Southern 
blot analysis of the PCR products was performed using 
a probe for intron 9 for hybridization. Further analysis 
of the retention of intron 9 in mRNA transcripts in 
nuclear and cytoplasmic RNA fractions is presented in 
lanes 4-7. These experiments used lOOng poly(Ar
selected RNA from HT29 human colon carcinoma cells. 
Lanes 4 and 5: PI, P4 primer set was used for the RT
PCR reaction. Lanes 6 and 7: EI, E5 primer set was 
used for the RT-PCR reaction. Cytoplasmic RNA was 
used in lanes 4 and 6, and nuclear RNA was used in 
lanes 5 and 7, respectively. Ethidium bromide staining 
of the gel is presented below the Southern blot hybridi
zation autoradiogram. The marker used was Phi x 174 
HaeIII. The results show that the signal is abolished by 
RNase digestion of the extracts but not by DNase diges
tion, verifying that it is generated by amplification of 
mRNA transcripts containing the intron and that con
tamination with genomic DNA is excluded 
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intron specific primers, DNAse digestion studies, 
and RNase digestion experiments (Fig. 5) [11,24]. 
Similar studies conducted on normal tissues from 
the same organs rarely showed any signal with 
intron-specific probes, and when they were de-

Fig. 6a-f. Immunocytochemical analysis of CD44 pro
tein isoforms in ZR 75-1 breast cancer cell line and in 
frazen seetions of normal and malignant breast tissue. 
In ZR75-1 cells, strang membrane and cytoplasmic 
staining was observed with a MAb Hermes 3 (exon 5 
epitope) which demonstrates all CD44 isoforms and b 
MAb 23.6.1 (exon 7 epitope) which reacts only with 
variant CD44 isoforms containing the peptide encoded 
by exon 7. c-f Representative immunohistochemical 
staining in normal and malignant tissues. c normal 
breast duct stained with Hermes-3 (exon 5 epitope); 
myoepithelial cells showing positive immunoreactivity 

tected they were present in only trace amounts at 
the limit of detection. 

Further experiments involving separation of 
nuclear and cytoplasmic components of HT 29 
colon carcinoma cells and on RTl12 bladder can-

are indicated by arrows, whereas negative ductal 
epithelial cells are marked with an asterisk. d-f Malig
nant breast tumors stained with Hermes-3, MAb 23.6.1 
(exon 7 epitope) and MAb 2FlO (exon 11 epitope), 
respectively. The arrow in e shows residual positively 
stained myoepithelium and the asterisks mark the 
position of unstained tumor cells. The microscopical 
studies show that there is widespread grass over
expression of standard and variant CD44 proteins in the 
tumor cells and that there is regional heterogeneity of 
expression in different parts of the same tumor 



cer celliine indicated that substantial quantities of 
the abnormal, intron-retaining transcripts enter 
the cytoplasm (Fig. 5), although such RNAs are 
virtually undetectable in nonneoplastic cells (e.g., 
urine cell sediments from patients with no evi
dence of neoplasia [11]). As with the previous 
hybridization studies using exon-specific probes, 
there does not appear to be any specific intron 
that is characteristically incorporated in cancer 
cells. The initial data on intron retention in CD44 
transcripts in tumor cells were obtained using 
probes for intron 9, but subsequent work using 
probes for introns 14 and 18 on bladder and 
colorectal carcinomas, respectively (unpublished 
results), showed that these sequences, together or 
alone, are expressed in each specimen. These 
findings demonstrate that there are profound dis
turbances in assembly and processing of CD44 
gene transcripts in tumors that do not appear to 
affect transcription of at least some other alterna
tively spliced genes (Goodison and Tarin, unpub
lished data), but that none of these individual 
disorderly transcripts is diagnostic of cancer. 

Fig. 7a-d. Immunohistochemical analysis of the distri
bution of CD44 protein isoforms in normal and 
neoplastic bladder. aNormal bladder stained with 
Hermes 3. b-d Malignant bladder tumor stained with 
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Abnormalities in Translation 
of CD44 Products 

There have been several immunohistochemical 
investigations on CD44 gene expression in a vari
ety of cancers [20, 27-34] using monoclonal anti
bodies to epitopes encoded by several individual 
exons. These studies have confirmed that in many 
types of common cancers (with the apparent ex
ception of squamous cell carcinomas of the head 
and neck and neuroblastomas) there is over
expression of CD44 protein isoforms in tumor tis
sues relative to nonneoplastic control tissues 
(Figs. 6-8). Such expression is not seen in every 
cancer cell but is limited to tumor cells and is 
heterogeneous throughout the tumor. An impor
tant exception has been observed in deeply in va
sive cells in late stage, advanced, aggressive 
cancers of the bladder [21] and colon (Y oshida 
and Tarin, unpublished data) that have reached 
the boundaries of the organ or penetrated sur
rounding tissues. These cells uniformly show little 
or no expression of any isoform. 

Hermes 3. MAb 23.6.1. and MAb 2FlO, respectively. 
The arrow in c identifies a cell showing strong 
immunoreactivity among others showing less. but still 
elevated. staining 
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Fig. 8a-cl Distribution of CD44 protein isoforms in 
normal and neoplastic colonic mucosa. a Normal colon 
stained with Hermes 3. b-d Colon carcinoma stained 
with Hermes 3, MAb 23.6.1, and MAb 2FlO, respec-

These immunohistochemical studies have re
vealed that there is not only an overall increase in 
the amount and diversity of CD44 protein produc
tion in tumors but also a marked alteration in the 
spatial location of these pro teins within the indi
vidual cells involved and within the tissues in which 
the neoplasm is growing. Such changes are not 
seen in the cells of the nonmalignant stoma within 
the lesion. This finding implies that the abnormali
ties in the regulation of expression of this gene, 
which is known to have functions in cell adhesion 
and signal transduction, may contribute to the bi
zarre morphogenetic re arrangements of tissue 
components characteristic of malignant tumors. 

Direct Comparison of CD44 
Transcription and Translation 
in Tumor Cell Lines 

Studies correlating CD44 mRNA and protein pro
files simultaneously in the same populations of 
tumor cells [34] have provided additional intrigu-

tively. The arrow in c marks malignant cells exhibiting 
strong immunoreactivity with MAb 23.6.1. Widespread 
overexpression of all isoforms can be seen in many parts 
of the tumor 

ing insights into the degree of misregulation of this 
gene in neoplasia. These investigations revealed 
that the production of transcripts and the transla
tion of these gene products appear to become un
coupled, resulting in the presence of many mRNA 
transcripts without corresponding proteins in the 
corresponding cells (Figs. 9, 10). In particular RT
PCRISouthern blot hybridization analysis with 
various probes showed that in each of the three 
ceillines studied (HT29 colon carcinoma and ZR-
75-1 and MDA435-4A4 breast cancer) many 
prominent bands did not have counterparts in the 
Western blots of cells harvested from the same 
dish analyzed with mAbs to epitopes encoded by 
the corresponding exons (Fig. 10). This discrep
ancy is unlikely to be the result of amplification 
of rare transcripts by PCR because some of the 
mRNA bands that were translated were no more 
prominent than those that were not. More prob
able is the interpretation that the retention of 
introns in some of the transcripts results in abro
gation or truncation of the translation process or 
in secretion and loss of products that may not have 
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Fig. 9a-f. Autoradiographs of Southern hybridizations 
of RT-PCR products obtained from mRNA extracted 
from MDA-MB-435-4A4; (lane 1), HT29-1-2-H; (lane 
2), and ZR75-1 (la ne 3) celliines. The blot was hybrid
ized with probes specifically annealing to exon 7 (a) , 
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Fig. 10a-e. Western blot analysis of MDA-MB-435-
4A4; (lane 1), HT29-1-2-H; (lane 2), and ZR75-1 (lane 
3) cell lysates. The lysates (5 flg of protein per weil) 
were probed with antibodies to epitopes encoded by 

an anchoring trans-membrane domain. This view
point receives some support from the reports that 
soluble truncated forms of CD44 can be detected 
in culture media [34] and in elevated amounts in 
clinical sampies of body fluids such as blood [35] 
and urine (Woodman and Tarin, unpublished 
data) from cancer patients. 

Biological and Clinical Implications 
01 Disturbances in CD44 Gene 
Expression 

Bioiogicai impiications 

Cel/ Differentiation, Turnover, 
and Tissue Organization 

As mentioned above, an extensive body of work 
in many laboratories has implicated the CD44 
family of proteins in a wide variety of cellular 
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exon 8 (b), exon 10 (c), exon 11 (d), exon 15 (e) and 
standard exons (f) of the CD44 gene. Between each 
hybridization, the filter was stripped to remove the pre
vious probe 
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CD44 exon 7 (23.6.1; a); exon 8 (3G5; b), exon 10 
(VFF8; c), exon 11 (2FlO; d), and Hermes-3 (e). Mo
lecular weights are shown by the arrows depicting the 
positions of prestained protein markers 

functions. Some of this research has demonstrated 
the prevalence of certain isoforms containing the 
products of exons 13-15 in many epithelia. From 
this and other work on the mechanisms of attach
me nt of epithelial cell lines to hyaluran and other 
components of the intercellular matrix, it has been 
inferred that these CD44 isoforms are involved in 
the attachment of cells to each other and to the 
adjacent supporting connective tissue. Given the 
information from other unrelated studies that in 
certain circumstances CD44 proteins can also ex
ercise signal transduction functions, the possibility 
emerges that this group of proteins may be active 
in epithelial mesenchym al interactions known 
to be essential for the establishment and 
maintenance of normal organotypic histological 
structure. 

Histochemical analysis of the distribution of 
CD44 proteins in various tissues show that some 
isoforms are almost ubiquitous, whereas others 
are predominantly located in the basal layer or 
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stern cell compartment of epithelia; still others are 
strictly localized to more superficial layers of a 
stratified epithelium or to individual special cell 
types elsewhere (e.g., myoepithelium). In the nor
mal colon CD44 standard form protein is ex
pressed on the stroma and the epithelium, but 
variant isoforms are detected only on the me m
branes of cells at the bases of the mucosal glands 
where cell replication occurs. This finding is con
sistent with the present state of knowledge that 
the gene has several functions, probably each ex
ecuted at a different site by one of the several 
proteins it encodes. In carcinoma cell populations 
such orderly localization of expression is lost in 
favor of global haphazard overexpression associ
ated with disorderly function of the tissue. Such 
immunohistochemical investigations also reveal 
that loss of the regular spatial patterns of CD44 
expression is seen only in the tumor cells and 
not in the nonneoplastic cells of the supporting 
stroma. These changes in the patterns of activity 
of a multifunctional gene in a single tissue of an 
organ are expected to disrupt essential epithelial
mesenchymal interactions and thus contribute to 
the progressive structural and functional disor
ganization characteristic of cancer. 

Tumor Metastasis 

Metastasis is the defining and most intriguing 
characteristic of malignant tumors. It constitutes 
the major challenge to cancer biology and medi
cine. The initial indications that the products of 
the CD44 gene may have some involvement in 
metastasis came from studies on melanoma and 
lymphoma tumor cell lines inoculated into an i
mals. Using a fluorescence activated cell sorter, 
Birch et al. [13] divided melanoma cells into 
populations that strongly expressed the 90 kDa 
form of the protein recognized by the Hermes 3 
antibody and ones that did not. They found that 
the former were substantially more metastatic. 

Almost simultaneously Sy et al. [14] described a 
moderate increase in metastatic capability of hu
man lymphoma cells if they were transfected with 
the standard form of the gene but not if they 
were transfected with a construct coding for the 
epithelial variant. That same year Herrlich and 
colleagues [16] published a study identifying a 
new variant isoform of the CD44 gene that was 
expressed by a metastatic clone of a rat pancreatic 
carcinoma cell line but not by a nonmetastatic 
sister clone from the same parent cell line. The 
variant was cloned into an expression vector and 

transfected into the nonmetastatic celiline, which 
then became metastatic. Further work by this 
group later convincingly confirmed and extended 
this finding [36], but there are so far no published 
data indicating whether overexpression of this 
CD44 isoform can induce a similar effect in other 
tumor cell lines. 

Although another group [37] has reported that 
double knockout of the CD44 gene in a metastatic 
tumor celiline did not abolish its metastatic abil
ity, the issue of whether expression of certain 
CD44 variant isoforms (containing exons 11, v6 
and 12, v7) usually play an important role in natu
ral tumor metastasis remains open. It remains 
formally possible that CD44v isoforms perform 
important functions during the process, but that 
these functions can be fulfilled by other related 
molecules in certain circumstances. It also cannot 
be excluded that inappropriate overexpression of 
CD44 might not induce metastasis because other 
important components with which it needs to in
teract to do so are absent. 

Clinical Implications 

Early Cancer Diagnosis 

The profound misregulation of the expression of 
the CD44 gene in neoplasia identifies it as one of 
the most interesting and promising new candidate 
markers for early cancer detection. The clinical 
relevance of the observations described above is 
demonstrated by the frequent detection of all 
these abnormalities in fresh tissue sampies from 
tumors of many organs and by their presence in 
preinvasive and high-risk precancerous lesions. 
With these techniques it has also been possible to 
achieve noninvasive detection of malignancy by 
identifying aberrant CD44 expression in exfoli
ated cells in body fluids and was te products. 

For example, we [38] investigated whether 
colonic cancer cells that exfoliate into the lumen 
of the organ can be detected by identifying their 
abnormal CD44 gene products. Exfoliated cells 
were obtained by centrifugation of saline 
washouts of 27 surgically resected colon speci
mens obtained from 15 patients with carcinoma, 7 
with ulcerative colitis, and 5 with Crohn's disease. 
After extracting cellular mRNA, amplification by 
the RT-PCR technique and analysis by Southern 
blot hybridization were performed to examine the 
levels and patterns of transcription of exons 11 
(v6) and 12 (v7) and intron 9 of the CD44 gene. 



We also examined the transcription of these C044 
components in snap-frozen solid tissue specimens 
from 11 of the above patients with colorectal 
carcinoma, 7 with ulcerative colitis, and 5 with 
Crohn's disease with RT-PCR. Abnormal expres
sion of exons 11 (v6) and 12 (v7) was detected in 
exfoliated cells from 11 (73%) of 15 carcinoma 
cases but not in the cells from patients with inflam
matory bowel disease (IBO). The retention of 
intron 9 in C044 mRNA transcripts was detected 
in washings from 4 (27%) carcinoma cases but not 
in washings from nonmalignant specimens. It 
was confirmed that in solid tissue sampies from 
the same carcinomas there was abnormal over
expression of numerous alternatively spliced 
C044 species containing transcripts of exon 11 
and 12 and retention of intron 9. Low-Ievel ex
pression of these exons was detected in tissue 
from inflammatory lesions from five of seven pa
tients with ulcerative colitis and four of five with 
Crohn's disease, but the retention of an intron was 
not seen in normal mucosa or IBO tissue. 

These findings suggest that abnormal expres
sion of the variant exons and of intron 9 of the 
CD44 gene in tumor cells that exfoliate into the 
colonic lumen may be helpful markers for early, 
noninvasive diagnosis of colorectal cancer. The 
clinical implication of this result is that modifica
tion of this technique to apply it to evacuated stool 
specimens could result in a noninvasive test for 
colorectal cancer. In preliminary experiments we 
have successfully detected abnormal C044 ex
pression, using RT-PCR on mRNA from exfoli
ated cells in stools from a small group of patients 
(6/11) with colorectal cancer but not in cells from 
normal subjects (Matsumura and Tarin, un
published observations). For the sensitivity and 
specificity of this approach to be accurately evalu
ated, it is necessary to develop reliable techniques 
for retrieving viable exfoliated cells from evacu
ated stools. Clinical bowel preparation regimens 
that render the stools liquid and evacuate the lu
men in preparation for surgery or radiological or 
endoscopic examination may be helpful for this 
purpose. 

These results indicate that tests for this and 
other genetic abnormalities will probably soon 
revolutionize the diagnostic repertoire for early 
cancer detection in clinical gastroenterology. Tra
ditional methods for noninvasive investigation or 
screening for bowel cancer are crude. Fecal occult 
blood (FOB) testing is unsatisfactory as a detec
tion method for colorectal cancer. Most of the 
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carcinoma patients in the study had symptoms of 
anal bleeding or tested positive for FOB. Most of 
the IBO patients revealed the same symptoms, 
however, illustrating the difficulty of discriminat
ing cancer patients from IBO patients. Cytology is 
a powerful, reliable method for identifying cancer 
cells, but it is labor-intensive, and expensive, and 
depends heavily on the quality of preservation of 
the cells in the sampie. It has not been found 
useful for colorectal cancer diagnosis, but the data 
now accumulating indicate that molecular genetic 
analytical methods are poised to offer more spe
cific and informative diagnostic alternatives. 

As an aid to the evaluation of the c1inical poten
tial of using assays for abnormal CD44 gene activ
ity for early cancer diagnosis, all data published by 
this laboratory between 1992 and 1996 on this 
subject were compiled and statistically analyzed. 
The results are presented in Table 1 overleaf. This 
analysis c1early supports the interpretation that 
disorderly expression of the CD44 gene is a char
acteristic feature of these common types of cancer 
and could therefore prove to be a useful diagnos
tic marker, but it is important to note that (1) the 
amalgamated figures have been obtained by pool
ing data from studies using different analytes and 
methods on sampies of different types (e.g., solid 
tissues, exfoliated cells); and (2) the work has 
been done on a hospital-based population among 
whom the prevalence of disease is higher. Statisti
cally, it is a fact that, as the prevalence of disease 
increases, the positive predictive value rises. 
Hence a test that is effective for diagnosis may be 
less valuable for screening and vice versa. 

Prognostic Features 

The science of evaluating the individual prognosis 
of patients with cancer is still in its infancy. Sev
eral studies have shown statistical associations 
between some of the c1inical and molecular prop
erties of tumors and the survival of the host, 
wh ich in general correlates with the presence of 
metastases, but the ultimate goal of accurately 
evaluating the prognosis of individual patients so 
their treatment can be tailored accordingly is still 
out of reach. 

Several groups have reported data indicating 
that overexpression of splice variants containing 
epitopes encoded by exon 11 (v6) of this gene 
assessed by immunohistochemistry correlates 
with a poor prognosis of patients with colorectal 
cancer [32], breast cancer [39], non-Hodgkin 's 
lymphoma [40], and other neoplasms [17] as 
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Table 1. CD44 gene expression in tumars of the bladder, breast, and colon; evaluation of CD44 as a diagnostic 
marker: 1992-1996 

Part 1: Raw Data 
Figures denote numbers of sampies recarded as 
positive (numeratar) over total number of sampies 
studied (denominator). Criteria for positive results are 
given below. References to published wark are given 
in brackets. 

Bladder 
Solid tissues [15,21] 

Cancer: 20"/25 
Controls: 0/8 
Technique: RT-PCR with probe far exon 12 

Urine: exfoliated cells [10, 11, 45] 
Cancer: 96h/121 
Controls: 8'/128 
Techniques: RT-PCR with probe far exon 12 

RT-PCR with probe far intron 9 
Western blotting with Hermes 3 

antibody 

Colon and rectum 
Solid tissues [10, 15, 24, 25] 

Cancer: 72/80 
Controls: 4d/47 
Techniques: RT-PCR with probe far exon 12 

RT-PCR with probe far intron 9 
Colon washings [38] 

Cancer: 11/15 
Controls: 0/12 
Technique: RT-PCR with probe for exon 12 

RT-PCR, reverse transcription-polymerase chain re action. 

Breast cancer 
Solid tissues [26, 46] 

Cancer: 42/42 
Controls: 3'/21 
Techniques: RT-PCR with probe for exon 12 

RT-PCR with probe far intron 9 

Part 2: Statistical Analysis 
Bladder 

Solid tissues 
Sensitivity = 20/25 = 80% 
Specificity = 8/8 = 100% 
Positive predictive value = 20/20 = ] 00% 

Urine 
Sensitivity = 96/121 = 79% 
Specificity = 1201128 = 94% 
Positive predictive value = 96/104 = 92% 

Colon 
Solid tissues 

Sensitivity = 72/80 = 90% 
Specificity = 43/47 = 91 % 
Positive predictive value = 72/76 = 95% 

Washings 
Sensitivity = 11/15 = 73% 
Specificity = 12/12 = 100% 
Positive predictive value = 11/11 = 100% 

Breast 
Sensitivity = 42/42 = 100% 
Specificity = 18/21 = 86% 
Positive predictive value = 42/45 = 93% 

Note: This compilation does not include further unpublished data in our possession. Where more than one technique was 
used the figures represent amalgamated results from separate studies on separate specimens. 

A positive result in RT-PCR studies using probes for exon 12 requires amplicons above 1 kb in size on autoradiographs. 
A positive result in RT-PCR studies using probes for intron 9 is recorded if any signal is seen on the autoradiograph of 
that sampie. A positive result in Western blotting requires bands above 150kDa reacting with Hermes 3 antibody. 

We consider that a weak signal obtained from normal tissue in studies with an intron probe is easily recognized with 
the naked eye as different from the signal from a positive cancer sampie. However, it is still a signal and we have recorded 
it as such. (The signal probably comes from pre-mRNA in the nucleus, which is in the process of being spliced.) 
"The live cases that were negative were all deeply invasive advanced cancer. All early cancers and precancers were 
positive. 
hCollated data from separate studies using different techniques as shown. 
'All eight "false positives" resulted from weak signals in RT-PCR studies with exon 12. In the other studies the controls 
were all negative. 
d All four "false positives" resulted from weak signals in RT-PCR studies with intron 9. In the other study all controls were 
negative. 
e All three "false positives" resulted from very weak signals in RT-PCR studies with intron 9. In the other study all 
controls were negative. 



judged by a more advanced tumor stage, the pres
ence of metastases, or a shorter survival time. 
Results obtained by other groups using RT-PCR 
[15,41,42] and Northern blotting [43] supported 
these conclusions. On the other hand, a few con
tradictory reports describing either a lack of any 
such correlation in breast cancer [33] or down
regulation of CD44 isoforms in pulmonary 
adenocarcinomas [44] have also been published. 
Collectively, most of the available evidence 
indicates that there are meaningful associations 
between abnormal expression of alternatively 
spliced CD44 isoforms, tumor metastasis, and 
reduced survival. However, the mode of evaluat
ing histochemical staining results and Southern 
blot hybridizations is subjective and not quantita
tive. Therefore although the data show an overall 
general trend that the degree of CD44s and v 
misregulation correlates with the aggressiveness 
of the disease, it is presently not a sufficiently 
reliable indicator of the outcome of disease in 
an individual patient to use it when making 
treatment decisions. This situation might weil 
change if an accurate, reliable method for 
measuring CD44 gene overexpression be comes 
available. 
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Molecular Diagnosis of Gastrointestinal 
Cancer 

Wataru Yasui, Hiroshi Yokozaki, and Eiichi Tahara 

Summary. Multiple genetic alterations of 
oncogenes, tumor-suppressor genes, and DNA 
repair genes are involved in the conversion of nor
mal cells to clinical cancers. These genetic altera
tions can be applied in a multistep mechanism of 
development and progression of gastrointestinal 
cancers, although common and distinct genetic 
changes are observed in esophageal, gastric, and 
colorectal carcinomas. Inactivation of the p53 
gene, reactivation of telomerase, and anomalous 
CD44 expression are common events that serve as 
genetic markers for the differential diagnosis of 
cancer. Amplification of the cyclin D1 gene is 
preferentially found in esophageal cancer, where
as amplification of c-met is common in gastric can
cer. The cyclin E gene amplification is frequently 
associated with both gastric and colorectal can
cers. Deletion of the cyclin-dependent kinase 
inhibitor gene is often found in esophageal carci
noma cell lines. The scenario of multiple genetic 
alterations differs depending on the two histologi
cal types of gastric cancer, suggesting that they 
may have different genetic pathways. By applying 
these observations to routine clinical practice, we 
can facilitate and improve the differential diagno
sis of cancer, obtain information of the grade of 
malignancy, foresee patient prognosis, identify 
patients at high risk for developing multiple can
cers, and discover novel therapies for cancer. The 
molecular diagnosis of gastrointestinal cancers, 
wh ich has been performed at Hiroshima City 
Medical Association Clinical Laboratory, may 
provide a new approach to cancer diagnosis for 
the twenty-first century. These advances raise a 
number of questions concerning the ethics of mo
lecular diagnosis and treatment. The practical and 
ethical implications of identifying carriers of he-
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School of Medicine, 1-2-3 Kasumi, Minami-ku, Hiro
shima 734, Japan 

reditary cancer should be considered in clinical 
and nonclinical contexts. 

Introduction 

It has become clear that the precise molecular 
mechanisms of the development and uncontrolled 
proliferation of gastrointestinal cancers involve 
abnormalities of oncogenes, tumor-suppressor 
genes, and growth factor/receptor systems [1-4]. 
The significance of cell cycle regulation, the ge
netic instability and DNA repair system, and hu
man telomerase in the pathogenesis of cancers has 
been under discussion [5-11]. Among various ge
netic events, common and distinct genetic or 
epigenetic alterations are observed in gastro
intestinal cancers [2-12]. The points at which ge
netic changes occur are different. The genetic 
instabilities and inactivation of tumor-suppressor 
genes mainly confer an early step of tumori
genesis, whereas gene amplification of growth fac
tor receptor or cyclin is frequently associated with 
advanced cancers, indicating the causative role in 
cancer progression [2, 13-15]. 

New techniques in molecular biology and ge
netics enable us to detect specific alterations in 
cancer and precancerous tissues that have been 
obtained during surgery or from biopsies [16, 17]. 
We can analyze various genetic alterations, such 
as point mutations, loss of heterozygosity, genetic 
instabilities, gene amplification, and overex
pression, even in formalin-fixed paraffin
embedded specimens obtained for the purpose of 
histopathological diagnosis. By transferring this 
knowledge and the techniques to practice, we can 
make powerful cancer diagnoses to differentiate 
cancers from benign lesions, foresee the grade of 
malignancy or the patient's prognosis, and iden
tify individuals at high risk for developing cancer. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 
concepts and principles of molecular diagnosis 
and introduce the strategy and markers of diag-
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nostie moleeular pathology on gastrointestinal le
sions that have been routinely implemented at the 
Hiroshima City Medical Association Clinical 
Laboratory since 1993. Cost-benefit and ethical 
concerns are also discussed. 

Concept of Molecular Diagnosis 
of Cancer 

Molecular diagnosis, also called DNA diagnosis 
or genetic diagnosis, entails analyzing genetic al
te rat ions that participate in the development and 
progression of cancer using clinical materials 
and introducing these results to clinical diagnosis 
and treatment. The role of molecular diagnosis of 
cancer is to predict susceptible individuals 
preclinically, determine if cancer is present, make 
a precise differential diagnosis, obtain informa
tion about the grade of malignancy, and so on 
(Table 1). By analyzing the gene abnormalities 
related to careinogenesis, an objective differential 
diagnosis between the benign state and malig
nancy is possible. In the ease of hematopoietic 
tumors, speeific genetic changes or chromosomal 
aberrations suggest subtyping of the diseases [18]. 
Detection of genetic alterations related to prolif
eration, invasion, and metastasis can be utilized to 
obtain information about the biological behavior 
of the cancer. Chemosensitivity can be studied by 
analyzing multidrug-resistant gene status [19]. 
Identification of gene carriers in kindreds of famil
ial or hereditary cancer prior to clinical manifesta
tion can be done only by analyzing the status of 
the causative genes [20,21]. In the case of molecu
lar diagnosis of gastrointestinal lesions, the main 
purpose is to make a precise differential diagnosis 

Table 1. Clinical implications of molecular diagnosis of 
cancer 
Clinical implication 

Diagnosis of existence of cancer 
Objective differential diagnosis 
Information on grade of 

malignancy 
Identification of gene carrier 
Subclassification of cancer 

Prediction of susceptibility to 
multiple cancer 

Sensitivity to chemotherapy 

Object 

General cancer 
General cancer 
General cancer 

Hereditary cancer 
Hematopoietic 

cancer 
Solid cancer 

General cancer 

and to obtain information about the grade of ma
lignancy because materials are usually taken trom 
the suspicious lesions endoscopically. Genetic in
stabilities monitored by replication error is a good 
indicator for high susceptibility to multiple can
cers [22]. 

Methods and Materials 
for Molecular Diagnosis 

In general, the materials for molecular diagnosis 
are the same as for clinical examinations. For the 
purpose of determining the presence of the tumor, 
blood, urine, bile, and pancreatic juice are an
alyzed. For preclinical predietion of hereditary 
diseases, such as familial polyposis coli (F AP) 
and hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal can
cer (HNPCC), lymphocytes or normal-looking 
mucosa are used because germline mutations of 
causative genes are sought. In the case of solid 
tumors, tissue sampies obtained by surgery, 
endoscopic removal, or biopsy are used. Although 
the most suitable sam pies for genetic analyses are 
fresh or frozen, various genetic alterations can be 
analyzed on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tis
sues, as shown in Table 2 [23]. To obtain clear 
results, however, the period between removal and 
fixation should be minimized. 

The DNA can be extraeted from paraffin
embedded tissue prepared for routine histopatho
logieal examination [16]. Formylation of nucleic 
acids produces Schiff bases on free amino groups 

Table 2. Application of molecular techniques to 
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded material 
Method Application 

Slot blot analysis 
PCR-SSCP method 
PCR-sequencing 

method 
PCR-RFLP method 
Microsatellite method 

In si tu hydridization 

Immunohistochemistry 

Gene amplification 
Screening of gene mutation 
Identification of gene 

mutation 
Loss of heterozygosity 
Replication error (genetic 

instability) 
Localization of mRNA 

expression 
Protein expression and 

accumulation 

PCR, polymerase chain reaction: SSCP, single-strand con
formation polymorphism analysis: RFLP, restrietion frag
ment length polymorphism. 



of nucleotides, and exposure of nucleoproteins to 
formaldehyde results in the formation of cross
links between proteins and DNA. These processes 
are reversible in aqueous solution, implying that 
DNA can be recovered from formalin-fixed tis
sues. Although DNA extracted in this way is not 
intact, it is double-stranded, is cleaved with re
striction endonucleases, can be hybridized with 
labeled probes, and can be amplified using the 
polymerase chain re action (PCR). The paraffin
embedded sections were deparaffinized by se
quential incubation in xylene and ethanol as 
conventional deparaffinization for histological 
staining. After cutting out the portion of interest 
from the sections, it is digested with proteinase K 
and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). DNA is ex
tracted with phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol. 
The most important cause of failure to recover 
nearly intact DN Ais the use of inadequately fixed 
tissues. 

Amplification of known genes is detected by 
Southern blot analysis or dot-blot analysis [16]. 
Although the latter can be applied to paraffin
embedded tissues, the specificity of hybridization 
should be carefully checked. Amplification is de
termined by comparing the signal intensity by 
densitometry of equal parallel sampies hybridized 
with a single-copy gene such as ß-actin and the 
gene of interest. Southern blot analysis in combi
nation with adequate restriction enzymes and 
DNA probes (restriction fragment length 
polymorphism, or RFLP) can also detect loss of 
heterozygosity (LOH). The altered mobility of 
restriction fragments on the gel is detected with a 
labeled probe. Variable numbers of tandem re
peats (VNTRs) are available as RFLP markers. 

The PCR is a powerful technique for analyzing 
sm all amounts of DNA (e.g., that extracted from 
paraffin-embedded sections). PCR allows specific 
in vitro DNA amplification by synthetic olig
onucleotide primers. The basic PCR cycle in
volves heat denaturation of DNA followed by 
primer annealing and then DNA synthesis, which 
can be achieved simply by altering the tempera
ture of the reaction. After the sequences of inter
est are amplified and labeled by PCR, point 
mutations can be screened by single-strand con
formation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis [16]. 
Most of the single-base changes in fragments of up 
to 200 bases can be detected as mobility shifts. 
Because this analysis cannot determine the pre
cise position or the exact nature of the base 
changes, sequencing analysis of the shifted band is 
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recommended to identify the base substitutions. If 
information on the polymorphic site in genes of 
interest is available, target sequences amplified by 
PCR are digested with adequate restriction en
zymes, and RFLP can be undertaken to detect 
LOH. 

Genetic instability in the form of replication 
errors (RER) at microsatellite loci is monitored 
by microsatellite assay [9]. Microsatellite loci are 
composed of simple repeated sequences, such as 
(CA)n, (GA)n, and (A)n, scattered in the human 
genome and represent polymorphism. These 
nucleotide repeats may be inserted or deleted at a 
certain rate by the phenomenon of "slippage" 
during DNA replication. Alteration of the 
number of these repeats, called RER, reflect a 
genetically unstable status. DNA extracted even 
from paraffin-embedded sections is amplified by 
PCR with labeled primers of microsatellite loci, 
and the products are analyzed on polyacrylamide 
gel or an autosequencer. The autosequencer is 
useful, as it can analyze many sampies (many loci) 
at a time for short periods. This method is also 
applied to detect LOH because microsatellite loci 
sometimes show polymorphism. 

Immunohistochemistry can detect overex
pression or abnormal accumulation of gene prod
ucts on paraffin-embedded sections. This method 
can identify the site of the protein, and Western 
blot analysis can suggest the molecular abnormali
ties, which appear as altered migration on gels. A 
fresh or frozen sampie is necessary for the latter. 
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) can de
termine the loss or gain of the genes of interest in 
paraffin-embedded sections. 

Biomarkers for Molecular Diagnosis 
of Gastrointestinal Cancer 

Esophageal Carcinoma 

Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma has a poorer 
prognosis than that of gastric or colorectal carci
nomas not only because the anatomical location 
of the tumor is difficult to approach by the sur
geon but also because the esophageal tumor may 
show highly malignant behavior. The genetic 
abnormalities of tumor-suppressor genes or 
oncogenes implicated in the development and 
progression of esophageal cancer are summarized 
in Table 3. These abnormalities include the ampli
fication and overexpression of the epidermal 
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Table 3. Genes altered in esophageal cancer 

Gene and molecule Abnormality Incidence (%) 

Tumor suppressor genes 
p53(17p13) 
APC(5q21) 
RB(13q14) 
MTSl/CDK4/(9p21) 
3p,9q, 10p, 17q, 18q, 19q,21q 

Oncogenes 
cyclin DlIhst-l/int-2(1l q13) 

erbB (EGF receptor) 

Growth factors 
EGF 
TGF-a 

LOH, mutation 
LOH 
LOH 
Loss, mutation 
LOH 

Amplification 

Amplification 
Overexpression 

Overexpression 
Overexpression 

30-50 
40-70 
40-50 
50 

>30 

Primary: 40-50 
Metastasis: 100 

10 
50-80 

30 
80 

LOH, loss of heterozygosity; EGF, epidermal growth factor; TGF-a, transform
ing growth factor-a. 

growth factor (EGF) receptor gene [24, 25], am
plification of the cyclin Dl gene [26, 27], LOH at 
multiple chromosomal loci (e.g., 3p, 5q, 9p, 9q, 
l3q; 17p, 17 q) [28, 29], mutation of the p53 gene 
[30], total deletion or mutation of the MTSl gene 
[31], and overexpression of growth factors. 

Among these alterations, LOH and mutation of 
the p53 gene at chromosome 17pl3 occur at an 
early stage of esophageal carcinogenesis, such as 
dysplasia and carcinoma in situ [30]. About 40% 
of esophageal carcinomas show mutations of the 
p53 gene, most of wh ich are missense mutations 
with amino acid changes. Considering the base 
substitution spectrum, G:C to T:A transversion is 
common in esophageal carcinomas, similar to that 
in carcinomas of the lung and liver [30, 32]. This 
situation is different from the observation that 
colorectal carcinomas frequently share transition 
of CpG to TpG. This evidence suggests that differ
ent environmental or intrinsic factors may affect 
the tumorigenesis between the esophageal carci
nomas and colorectal carcinomas. Because a half
life of mutant p53 protein is much longer than that 
of the wild type, abnormal accumulation of p53 
protein can be easily detected by immunohisto
chemistry. About 60% of esophageal carcinomas 
are immunohistochemically positive for p53. 

Wild-type p53 functions as a transcription fac
tor for several genes, such as p2l wAF'/C'P', GADD45, 
and BAX [33-35]. The promoters of these genes 
have a p53 binding site, and the transcription is 
activated by wild-type p53 but not mutated p53. 

p21 WAF'/CIPI is a negative regulator of the cell cycle 
through inhibition of enzyme activity of various 
cyclins/cyclin-dependent kin ase (CDK) com
plexes [36, 37]. GADD45 binds to proliferating 
cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), anormal compo
nent of CDK complexes, and is involved in DNA 
replication and repair [34]. BAX makes a 
heterodimer with BCL-2 protein and positively 
regulates with the induction of apoptosis [35]. 
Taken together with this evidence, p53 gene al
terations may confer esophageal carcinogenesis 
through abnormalities in cell cycle progression, 
DNA repair, and cell survival. Although 
microsatellite instability is frequently observed in 
Barrett's-associated adenocarcinoma, it is rare in 
squamous cell carcinomas of the esophagus [38]. 

Abnormalities in cell cycle progression are im
portant determinants in developing a variety of 
carcinomas [5,6]. Cyclins and CDKs regulate cell 
cycle progression through key checkpoints in 
mammalian cells [6, 7]. The enzyme activity of 
several cyclin-CDK complexes is modulated 
by a group of cellular CDK inhibitors, such as 
p21 WAF'/CIP', pI6'NK4A/MTs" pI5'NK4B/MTs2, and p27K1P1 [36-44]. 
Because the loss of these inhibitors would lead to 
unbridled cell proliferation, they should be candi
dates for tumor-suppressor genes. The pl5 and 
pl6 genes, both located on chromosome 9p21, 
encode related proteins that primarily inhibit the 
activities of cyclin D/CDK4 and cyclin D/CDK6 
[39-41]. The mutations and homozygous deletions 
of the pl6 gene have been reported in celliines 



from many tumor types, including the esophageal 
origin [39-41]. We have also confirmed that 
homozygous deletion of the pI6 gene is closely 
correlated with the increased expression of cyclin 
01 and COK4 in the esophageal carcinoma cell 
lines [45]. Although alterations of the pI6 gene 
are less common in primary tumors than in the cell 
lines, pI6 gene mutations are found in 50% of the 
primary esophageal carcinomas [31]. 

On the other hand, we have discovered the co
amplification of hst-l and int-2 genes, both of 
which are located on chromosome 11q13, in ap
proximately 50% of primary tumors and in 100% 
of metastases of esophageal squamous cell carci
nomas [46]. Gene amplification, however, is not 
accompanied by overexpression of the two genes. 
Subsequently, cyclin Dl gene, an important target 
of pI5 and pI6, has been located on the same 
chromosomal locus as hst-1 and int-2 genes [47]. 
The amplicon of this locus found in esophageal 
carcinomas has been demonstrated to include 
these three genes. We also confirmed frequent co
amplification of the cyclin 01, hst-l, and int-2 
genes in esophageal carcinomas, accompanied by 
enhanced expression of cyclin 01 [27]. No ampli
fication can be detected in dysplasia of the 
esophagus. The amplification of the cyclin 01 
gene is closely correlated with tumor staging, 
depth of tumor invasion, and distant metastasis 
[27]. Cyclin 01 binds to RB protein and stimulates 
its phosphorylation [48]. Unregulated phospho
rylation of RB in response to overexpressed cyclin 
01 could lead to loss of growth control. LOH at 
the RB gene locus (13q14) frequently occurs in 
esophageal carcinomas [28, 29]. 

Overexpression of EGF, transforming growth 
factor-a (TGF-a), and EGF receptor is frequently 
associated with esophageal carcinoma. They are 
found in 30%, 80%, and 50%, respectively, of the 
primary tumors by Northern blot analysis [25]. 
Amplification of the EGF receptor gene (erbB) 
occurs in 10% of primary tumors [24]. Further
more, the number of EGF receptors is about 10 
times greater than that of the gastric carcinomas, 
and EGF receptor levels are correlated with meta
static potential and patient prognosis [49]. In in 
vitro examinations, EGF and TGF-a produced by 
tumor cells function as autocrine growth factors 
for esophageal carcinoma cells [50]. In addition, 
EGF and TGF-a stimulate the production of 
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) such as inter
stitial collagenase (MMP-1) and stromelysin 
(MMP-3), which promote tumor cell invasion [25]. 
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These findings indicate that the detection of p53 
alterations can be used to differentiate between 
the benign state and malignancy. Amplification 
and overexpression of the cyclin 01 gene and in
activation of pI5 and pI6 genes, as well as 
overexpression of the EGF receptor system, are 
valuable biomarkers for a high-grade of malig
nancy of esophageal carcinomas. 

Gastric Carcinoma 

Gastric carcinoma displays multiple genetic al
terations of oncogenes, tumor-suppressor genes, 
cell cycle regulators, and ONA repair genes and 
genetic instability. The scenarios of multiple gene 
changes found in gastric cancer differ depending 
on the histological type, suggesting that the two 
types (well-differentiated and poorly differenti
ated adenocarcinoma) may have different genetic 
pathways [2, 4, 12]. The molecular mechanism of 
the development and progression of gastric cancer 
is described in detail in the chapter by H. 
Y okozaki and E. Tahara in this volume. Genetic 
alterations in gastric cancer and the possibility of 
their being genetic markers for a molecular diag
nosis are discussed briefly. 

Genetic instability, chromosomal instability 
(telomere reduction), and immortality (reactiva
tion of telomerase) may be involved in the first 
step of stomach carcinogenesis [13, 14, 51]. The 
amplification and aberrant expression of the c-met 
gene, inactivation of the p53 gene, and anomalous 
expression of CD44 are common events of both 
well differentiated and poorly differentiated gas
tric cancers [52-54]; cyclin E gene amplification is 
frequently observed regardless of histological 
type [55]. Oecreased expression of p21 WAFl/CIPl oc
curs mostly independent of the p53 gene status 
[56, 57]. Reduced expression of p27K1P1 is associ
ated with advanced stage and invasiveness [58]. 
On the other hand, K-ras mutations, c-erbB2 gene 
amplification, LOH and mutations of the APC 
gene, LOH of the bcl-2 gene, and LOH at the 
DCC locus are preferentially associated with the 
well-differentiated type [2]. Precancerous lesions, 
such as intestinal metaplasia and adenoma, share 
genetic changes found in well-differentiated 
cancers, which are similar to those of colorectal 
cancer [13]. Reduction or loss of cadherin and 
catenins, K-sam gene amplification, and c-met 
gene amplification are necessary for the develop
ment and progression of poorly differentiated or 
scirrhous-type carcinoma [2]. An interaction be-
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tween cell-adhesion molecules in the c-rnet
expressing tumor cells and hepatocyte growth fac
tor (HGF) from stromal cells is implicated in the 
morphogenesis of the two types of gastric cancer 
[59]. Multiple autocrine loops of growth factors/ 
cytokines, such as EGF, TGF-a, and interleukin-
1a (IL-1a) confer the progression of gastric can
cer [60, 61]. Reduced expression of nrn23 may 
participate in the metastatic potential of gastric 
cancer cells [62]. 

Therefore inactivation of tumor-suppressor 
genes such as p53 and APC, genetic instability, 
and telomerase activity could be useful markers 
for the early detection and differential diagnosis 
of gastric cancer. The gene amplification and 
overexpression of c-rnet, c-erbB2, K-sarn, and 
cyclin E and the overexpression of multiple 
growth factors are indicators of high grade 
malignancy. 

Colorectal Carcinoma 

The accumulation of multiple genetic alterations 
in tumor-suppressor genes and oncogenes takes 
pi ace during colorectal carcinogenesis [63]. LOH 
at chromosomes 5q, 17p, and 18q and K-ras muta
tion occur during the course of the malignant pro
gression from normal mucosal cells through 
adenomas (adenoma-carcinoma sequence) [63]. 
Tumor-suppressor genes APC, p53, and DCC 
have been identified at 5q, 17p, and 18q, respec
tively [64-66]. DNA mismatch repair genes have 
been identified as responsible for genetic instabil-

MLH1, MSH2, PMS1, PMS2 mutation 

HNPCC: hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer 

Genetic instability 

~ I ----
APC 
mutation 

K-ras • 
mutation 

p53 LOH! 
mutation 

Large 
adenoma 
with atypia 

ity found in hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal 
cancer (HNPCC) [67]. The molecular mechanism 
for development and progression of colorectal 
cancer is illustrated in Fig. l. 

The APC gene, first isolated as a causative gene 
for familial adenomatous polyposis (F AP), en
codes a large protein of 2843 amino acids, which 
forms a complex with a- and ß-catenins and may 
mediate cell adhesion, cytoskeletal anchoring, and 
signal transduction [64, 68, 69]. The APC gene is 
abnormal in the germline of F AP patients [20]. In 
addition, LOH and mutations of the APC gene 
occur in 60% of sporadic colorectal adenomas and 
adenocarcinomas [70]. These tumors usually show 
loss of the APC gene in one allele and mutation of 
the gene in the remaining allele, supporting the 
two-hits theory of carcinogenesis proposed by 
Knudson [71]. The characteristic of the mutation 
is the base substitution to make a stop codon 
(nonsense mutation), which occurs in about 70% 
of F AP kindred [20]. The APC alterations are 
found even in small adenomas «3 mm in diam
eter) with mild atypia [72]. Therefore APC gene 
mutation may playamajor role in the early devel
opment of colorectal adenomas. 

Mutation in K-ras oncogene is involved in the 
progression from small adenoma with mild atypia 
to large adenoma with severe atypia. About 40% 
to 50% of large adenomas with severe atypia and 
adenocarcinomas show K-ras point mutations at 
codon 12 or 13, whereas fewer than 10% of small 
adenomas with mild atypia do [63,73-75]. On the 
other hand, the frequency of K-ras mutations is 
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transcript 
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Fig. 1. Molecular mechanism of 
colorectal carcinogenesis. *K-ras 
mutation is infrequent in superfi
ci al-type (Hat) adenomas 

FAP: lamilial adenomatous polyposis 

APC mutation 



lower «10%) in superficial-type or flat adenomas 
with considerable atypia than in polypoid 
adenomas [76, 77]. Jen et al. [78] have reported 
that K-ras mutations alone are common in small 
nondysplastic (hyperplastic) lesions that appar
ently have a limited potential to progress to larger 
tumors, whereas APC mutations alone are closely 
associated with adenomatous polyps. Therefore 
the nature and order of genetic changes have a 
specific impact on tumor morphology and the like
lihood of tumor progression. 

Loss of heterogeneity of the p53 gene locus is 
found in about 80% of colorectal adenocar
cinomas, and most of them show inactivation of 
the p53 gene in both alleles (LOH and mutation of 
the remaining allele) [63,79,80]. Because only 5% 
to 20% of the adenomas have p53 inactivation it 
must play a crucial role in the transition from 
adenoma to adenocarcinoma [63, 79, 80]. There 
are hot spots for point mutations in the highly 
conserved region of the gene, such as codon 175, 
248, and 273, where G:C to A:T transition occurs 
[79]. Furthermore, the incidence of LOH of the 
p53 gene among colorectal adenocarcinomas in
creases as the tumor stage progresses [81]. Abnor
mal accumulation of p53 protein detected by 
immunohistochemistry is frequently associated 
with deeply invasive carcinomas and carcinomas 
with metastatic lesions [82]. Colon cancer patients 
with a p53 mutation have a poorer prognosis [83]. 
The p53 abnormalities thus participate not only in 
the development of colorectal carcinomas but in 
the malignant behavior of the cancer cells. The 
expression of p21 wArl/clPI, a CDK inhibitor, is not 
necessarily correlated with p53 gene status in 
colorectal carcinomas, suggesting the importance 
of p53-independent induction of p21. 

The DCC (deleted in colorectal cancer) gene 
encodes protein that is highly homologous to a cell 
adhesion molecule, the neural cell adhesion mol
ecule (N-CAM) [66, 84]. LOH of the DCC gene 
on chromosome 18q is rare in adenomas but fre
quent (about 70%) in adenocarcinomas of the 
colorectum [66, 84]. LOH of DCC increases as 
the tumor cells invaded deeply, and almost all the 
metastatic liver tumors show this LOH [85]. 

The colorectal carcinomas express multiple 
growth factors, such as EGF and TGF-<x and their 
receptors, to make autocrine loops [86]. The 
cripto gene was originally identified in undif
ferentiated human embryonal carcinoma cells and 
encodes an 188-amino-acid protein containing a 
37-amino-acid region that shares structural ho-
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mology with other members of the EGF family, 
although the cripto protein cannot bind EGF 
receptor [87]. Expression of cripto is detected in 
40% of tubular adenomas and 80% of 
adenocarcinomas [88]. The level of cripto is 
closely related to the tumor stage [89]. 
Amphiregulin (AR) is another member of the 
EGF family that utilizes EGF receptor as an ac
ceptor [90]. About half of the colorectal carcino
mas express AR [88]. It has been confirmed that 
cripto and AR act as autocrine growth stimulators 
for colorectal cancer celllines [91]. The amplifica
tion of c-erbB2 gene, which is common in gastric 
weil differentiated adenocarcinoma, is observed 
in 5% of colorectal carcinomas. The amplification 
of cyclin E gene, a positive regulator of the cell 
cycle progression, occurs in about 10% of 
colorectal carcinomas [92]. The incidence of 
overexpression of cyclin E is significantly higher in 
adenocarcinomas (20%) than in adenomas (5%) 
[82]. Among adenomas, a significant correlation 
is detected between cyclin E expression and the 
grade of atypia [82]. Overexpression of cyclin E is 
prominent in carcinomas invading the submucosa 
or deeper compared to those limited to the 
mucosal layer. These factors are thus candidates 
for molecular markers to predict high grade 
malignancy. 

The CD44 gene is expressed not only in 
lymphocytes but in a variety of epithelial cells and 
cancer cells [93]. The CD44 gene consists of at 
least 20 exons, of which 10 are alternatively 
spliced to make up variants [94]. Overexpression 
of CD44 splice variants has been considered to be 
implicated in tumor progression and metastasis 
[95]. Among several CD44 variants, aberrant tran
scripts with a retention of intron 9 are best for 
distinguishing carcinoma tissues from normal 
tissues in the colorectum [54, 96]. All the 
adenocarcinomas overexpress this variant con
taining the intron 9 sequence, and it is observed 
from an early stage. The variants do not correlate 
with nodal or distant metastatic status [54]. Aber
rant CD44 transcript with retention of intron 9 is a 
powerful indicator for the presence of colorec
tal cancer but not for malignant behavior. It is 
not applicable to the diagnosis of malignancies 
originating from squamous epithelia, such as 
esophageal cancer, because the aberrant tran
scripts are frequently observed in both squamous 
cell carcinomas and corresponding normal 
mucosa [54]. Osteopontin has been found to be a 
ligand of CD44 [97]. It is of interest to examine 
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the significance of osteopontin in colorectal 
carcinogenesis. 

A candidate suppressor gene of tumor metasta
sis, nm23, encodes nucleotide diphosphate kin ase 
and c-myc transcription factor (PuF) [98]. Al
though most of the colorectal carcinomas 
expressed nm23 at higher levels than the non
neoplastic mucosa, the levels of nm23 protein ex
pression in tumors show an inverse correlation 
with tumor stage [99]. Moreover, reduced expres
sion of nm23 is associated with distant metastasis. 
Another candidate for a molecular marker that 
indicates metastatic potential is cell surface carbo
hydrates, sialyl-dimeric Le antigens [100]. Both 
sialyl Lex (SLX) and sialyl Lea (SLA or CA19-9) 
as ligands bind to E-selectin, also known as 
ELAM-1, one of the adhesion molecules on acti
vated endothelial cells [101]. SLX and SLA may 
participate in distant metastasis through interac
tion between cancer cells and endothelial cells of 
the blood vessel. The expression of SLX in 
colorectal carcinoma shows significant correlation 
with liver metastasis and poor prognosis [102]. 

HNPCC, or Lynch syndrome, is one of the most 
common hereditary diseases in humans, account
ing for 3% to 10% of colorectal cancers [67]. 
HNPCC is diagnosed if (1) three or more first
degree relatives are affected with colorectal can
cer, and (2) at least one of these cancers has been 
diagnosed before age 50. Linkage analyses and 
sequencing have identified hMLHI (3p21), 
hMSH2 (2p21-22), hPMSI (2q31-33), and 
hPMS2 (7p22), homologs of bacterial DNA mis
match repair genes, as responsible genes for 
HNPCC [103-107]. Ubiquitous changes in the 
length of simple repetitive DNA sequences be
tween constitutional and tumor DNA (RER) oc
cur in 90% of HNPCC, of which 70% contain 
mutations in the DNA mismatch repair genes 
(frequently in hMLHl and hMSH2 and rarely in 
hPMSI and hPMS2) [10, 103-108]. Germline mu
tations affecting one allele within one of the four 
mismatch repair genes aggregate perfectly with 
HNPCC, whereas unaffected relatives had no 
mutations [10]. Therefore they are crucial new 
tools in the detection of patients or family mem
bers at high risk of developing the colorectal can
cer. RER phenotypes of HNPCC are closely 
associated with the alteration at (A)1O repeated 
sequence in TGF-ß type 11 receptor gene (BAT
RIl) [109, 110]. In addition to HNPCC, RER oc
curs in 10% to 15% of sporadic colorectal cancer, 
although mutations of the DNA mismatch repair 

genes are rare [111, 112]. Moreover, RERs are 
detected in 89% of multiple primary cancers, in
cluding colon and stornach cancers or gallbladder 
and stornach cancers [22]. 

The ribonucleoprotein enzyme telomerase syn
thesizes the G-rich strand of telomeric DNA that 
stabilizes chromosomal structure [113]. Telomere 
reduction may result in chromosomal instability, 
additional genetic alterations, telomerase reacti
vation, and ultimately development of cancer [11, 
114]. Because most normal cells lack telomerase 
activity, telomeres in normal cells progress
ively shorten with each cell division [113, 114]. 
The adenomas and adenocarcinomas of the 
colorectum display shorter telomeres than those 
in normal tissues [115]. Most of colorectal 
adenocarcinomas express significant telomerase 
activity regardless of tumor staging and histologi
cal differentiation [51, 116]. All the adenomas also 
show considerable levels of telomerase activity 
[51]. Reactivation of telomerase and ensuring 
stabilization of telomeres occurs concomitantly 
with the acquisition of immortality, contributing 
to an early stage of colorectal carcinogenesis. 
Measurement of telomerase activity thus may 
serve as a powerful additional tool for cancer diag
nosis. 

Strategy of Molecular Diagnosis 
01 Gastrointestinal Cancer 

We can facilitate and improve cancer diagnosis, 
foresee the grade of malignancy or patient prog
nosis, identify patients at high risk for developing 
multiple cancers, and discover novel therapeutic 
approaches by applying the above-mentioned ob
servations. Since August 1993 we have imple
mented a new molecular diagnosis strategy at 
Hiroshima City Medical Association Clinical 
Laboratory that uses molecular and immu
nohistochemical techniques [117]. The strategy of 
molecular diagnosis of gastrointestinal lesions is 
presented in Fig. 2. The materials to be analyzed 
for molecular diagnosis are formalin-fixed biopsy 
specimens or surgical specimens submitted to the 
laboratory for the purpose of histopathological 
diagnosis. First, the histological diagnosis is re
ported within a week after receiving the speci
mens from the clinic. At the time of histological 
observation, cancers, adenomas (dysplasia), or 
borderline lesions are detected and suitable 
blocks for molecular analysis are prepared. 



Fig. 2. Strategy of molecular diag
nosis of gastrointestinal lesions in 
Hiroshima 
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Immunohistochemical analysis of a set of selected 
markers is performed on newly prepared sections 
to grade the malignancy and to differentiate be
tween the benign state and malignancy. If suffi
cient information is obtained by this analysis, the 
molecular dia gnosis is reported to the clinician. 
According to the information derived from the 
differential diagnosis or the biological behavior of 
the cancer, the clinician can make a proper deci
sion whether polypectomy/strip biopsy, surgical 
treatment. chemotherapy, or radiation therapy is 
to be undertaken. 

For molecular analyses, five serial slides stained 
with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) but with no 
coverslips are prepared at the time of observing 
the immunostained slides, and the portion to be 
analyzed is marked by a feit pen. DNA is ex
tracted and PCR-SSCP, PCR-RFLP, and micro
satellite assays are performed. The final molecular 
diagnosis is reported to the clinician. The advan
tage of this system is that we can examine a variety 
of molecular alterations in the portion where we 
observed the changes microscopically; hence it is 
not necessary to take another sampie solely for 
the purpose of molecular diagnosis. Most of the 
steps of molecular analysis, including immu
nohistochemistry, DNA extraction, PCR, and 
SSCP or RFLP are carried out by laboratory tech
nicians. It is important to note that the techniques 
routinely used must be nonradioactive and simple 
enough to be reproduced precisely by technicians. 

Prediction of Molecular 
Day 26-28 

susceptibility of diagnosis of 
multiple cancer differentiation 

I I 

Glose follow-up Strip biopsy 
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Table 4. Biomarkers of molecular diagnosis of gas
trointestinal cancer 
Tumor and biological marker 

Esophagus 
p53 
EGF, TGF-a, EGFR, Ki-67 
cyclin Dl 

Stornach 
p53,APC 
EGF, TGF-a, EGFR, cripto, 

c-erbB2, c-met, cyclin E, 
p27, Ki-67 

nm23, CD44 
Replication error 

Colon 
p53, APC 
EGF, TGF-a, cripto, EGFR 
cyclin E, Ki-67 
nm23, SLX, CD44 

Purpose 

Diagnosis 
Malignancy 
Metastasis 

Diagnosis 
Malignancy 

Metastasis 
Susceptibility 

Diagnosis 
Malignancy 

Metastasis 

Practical biomarkers for molecular diagnosis on 
gastrointestinallesions are shown in Table 4. Ac
cording to the characteristic genetic alterations 
already mentioned, we seleet eommon biomarkers 
for the esophageal, gastric, and eoloreetal lesions 
and specifie ones for individual organs. Abnormal 
aceumulation of the pS3 protein deteeted by 
immunohistochemistry is a useful marker for 
screening the genetie alterations of p53 in sampies 
of all three organs. LOH and mutations of the p53 
gene are confirmed by PCR-SSCP and PCR-
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RFLP. LOH of the APC gene and aberrant CD44 
expression are useful for differential diagnosis 
in the gastric and colorectal sampies. Over
expression of EGF, TGF-a, and EGF receptor are 
biomarkers for determining the grade of malig
nancy for cancer of all three organs. Gene ampli
fication and overexpression of c-met and c-erbB2 
are sought in patients with gastric cancer to iden
tify high grade malignancy, because they are weil 
correlated with tumor stage, metastasis, and prog
nosis. Amplification and overexpression of cyclin 
D1 in esophageal cancer and cyclin E in gastric 
and colorectal cancers are good biomarkers for 
aggressive behavior of the cancer. Reduced ex
pression of nm23 pro tein predicts potential metas
tasis. Detection of RER is potentially useful for 
identifying patients at high risk for developing 
multiple primary cancers. 

To predict high grade malignancy of gastric can
cer, c-erbB2, EGF receptor, and c-met are regard
ed as definite biomarkers. If one of these molecules 
shows overexpression, which corresponds to gene 
amplification, we diagnose thetumor as high grade 
malignancy. As for the other biomarkers, synchro
nous expression is taken into account. 

Molecular Diagnosis of 
Gastrointestinal Cancer in Hiroshima 

Practice 

A total of 7357 cases (8402 lesions) were exam
ined from August 1993 to May 1996. They con-

sisted of 132 cases (136 lesions) of esophageal 
abnormality, 3164 cases (3313 lesions) of gastric 
abnormality, and 4061 cases (4953 lesions) of 
colorectal abnormality. About 10 cases a day un
derwent molecular diagnosis routinely. Histo
pathological diagnoses of the examined cases 
were adenoma, dysplasia, borderline lesion, carci
noma, and suspected carcinoma. 

The results of molecular diagnosis on gastric 
lesions are summarized in Table 5. Of the 879 
adenomas, 80 (9%) were diagnosed as adenoma 
with malignant potential (high prob ability of be
coming carcinoma) owing to abnormal accumula
tion of p53. Fifteen adenomas (2%) were 
suspected to be adenocarcinoma because of ab
normal accumulation of p53 and mutation or 
LOH of the p53 gene as weil as the APC gene, 
although histological atypia was not severe 
enough to be regarded as suspected carcinoma. 
Among 317 borderline lesions, between the 
benign state and malignancy, 72 (23%) were 
judged to be malignant because of the p53 and 
APC abnormalities. Among 1924 adenocar
cinomas, 199 (10%) were found to be highly ma
lignant owing to overexpression of several growth 
factors/receptors or other abnormalities, includ
ing c-erbB2, EGF receptor, cyclin E, and so on. 
Molecular findings and report of a representative 
case are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Reports of mo
lecular diagnosis on gastric lesions were prepared 
for 861 (26%) of 3313 lesions and were sent to the 
clinicians. New information based on the molecu
lar diagnosis could be obtained for 421 lesions 
(13% ). 

Table 5. Molecular diagnosis of gastric lesions 

Lesions Molecular diagnosis 

Histological diagnosis (no.) Diagnosis No. % 

Adenoma 879 Adenoma with malignant 80 9 
potential 

Suspected adenocarcinoma 15 2 

Borderline 317 Adenoma with malignant 3 
potential 

Suspected adenocarcinoma 31 10 
Adenocarcinoma 41 13 

Suspected adenocarcinoma 193 Adenocarcinoma 50 26 
High-grade malignancy 2 

Adenocarcinoma 1924 High-grade malignancy 199 10 
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Fig. 3. Molecular findings of a representative gastric 
cancer case. Cancer ceHs show strong expression of c
erbB2 and abnormal accumulation of p53 protein. 
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PCR-SSCP analysis of the p53 gene reveals the abnor
mal band in exon 5. Loss of heterozygosity at DlS191 
and D17S855 loci is detected by microsateHite assay 
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Molecular-Pathological Diagnosis 
Fig. 4. Representative report of 
molecular diagnosis (same ca se as 
in Fig. 3). Original report was in 
Japanese except the diagnosis. The 
English translation was made for 
the purpose of this chapter 

No. 497272 Date received: 7/13196 Date reported: 8/10196 

Patient's name: Age: 63 (M) 

Histopathological DIagnosis 

Group V, gastric biopsy 
(Moderately differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma) 

Final Diagnosis 

Adenocarcinoma of high grade malignancy 

Molecular-Pathologlcal Flndlngs 

Overexpression of growth factor/receptor gene 
TGFa(+), cripto (±), EGFR (++), c-erbB2 (+++), c-met (-) 

Expression of growth-related molecule 
cydin E (+), Ki-67 (+++) 

Abnormatity of tumor suppressor gene 
p53 protein; abnormal accumulation (++) 
p53 gene; abnormal band in exon 5 (PCR-SSCP) 

Metastasis-related gene product 
nm23 (++, heterogenous), CD44v9 (+) 

Microsatellite assay 
l..oss of heterozygiosity at DlSl91 and D17S855 

Clinical Implication: Molecular-pathological findings indicate that this 
cancer is potentially high grade malignancy. The patient requires 
additional treatment and dose follow-up. 

Hospital code 06-0676 
XXXX Clinic 

Diagnosed by Eiichi Tahara, M.D. 
WataruYasui,M.D. - ,/ ~L_/2 
Hiroshi Yokozaki, M.D~ Dr. __ _ 

First Department of Pathology, Hiroshima Univ. Seh. Med. 

Hlroshima City Medlcal Assoclatlon Cllnlcal Laboratory 

Adenomas and adenocarcinomas were exam
ined for the molecular diagnosis of colorectal le
sions. Among adenomas with moderate atypia 
and severe atypia, 4% and 9%, respectively, were 
regarded as adenoma with malignant potential. 
Among 1599 cases of adenocarcinoma, 134 (8%) 
were found to be of high-grade malignancy. In 
contrast,24 (21 %) of the 117 esophageal carcino
mas were judged to be highly malignant mainly 
because of overexpression of the EGF receptor 
and cyclin Dl. The same strategy of molecular 
diagnosis has been applied to breast cancers, and 
36% of them were found to be of high-grade ma
lignancy. 

Evaluation 

The incidence of high-grade malignancy in the 
gastric and colorectallesions was low compared to 
that for esophageal and breast cancers. There are 
three possible reasons for this lower incidence: (1) 
Molecular biomarkers used may be insufficient to 
predict all the high-grade malignancy, and many 
tumors may be falsely negative. (2) Most gastric 
and colorectal carcinomas are not characteristi
cally highly malignant. (3) The carcinomas exam
ined may consist incidentally of those with 
low-grade malignancy, such as superficial carcino
mas or early stage lesions. 



We then examined about 260 gastric carcino
mas obtained by surgical or endoscopic removal 
and analyzed the relation between the molecular 
diagnosis and tumor staging or depth of tumor 
invasion. Molecular diagnosis of the grade of ma
lignancy by tumor stages and determinant 
biomarkers are shown in Table 6. More than 70% 
of the gastric carcinomas examined were stage 1, 
among wh ich 7% were diagnosed as high-grade 
malignancy. In contrast, 42%,35%, and 55% were 
judged to be highly malignant in the stage 2, 3, and 
4 cases, respectively. A similar trend was seen 
between the grade of malignancy and the depth of 
tumor invasion (Table 6). The examined cases 
comprised 52% of mucosal carcinomas and 22% 
of carcinomas limited to the submucosal layer; 
fewer than 30% were deeply invasive carcinomas. 
The incidence of cases in which high-grade malig
nancy was diagnosed was 4%, 19%, and 27% to 
55% for mucosal carcinomas, carcinomas limited 
to the submucosa, and deeply invasive carcino
mas, respectively. These observations indicate 
that we diagnosed more than 30% of advanced 
carcinomas or deeply invasive ones as high-grade 
malignancy. Furthermore, it is likely that molecu
lar analyses have been performed mainly on su
perficial or early stage carcinomas possibly 
because gastric cancer can be detected at an early 
stage by routine examination of the upper diges
tive tracts for the adult population in Japan. Most 
of these superficial or early stage carcinomas are 
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low-grade malignancies at the time of diagnosis. 
However, it is important to note that a certain 
proportion of these carcinomas could be diag
nosed as high-grade malignancies. It is weil known 
that the cumulative 5-year survival of the patients 
with early gastric cancer is not 100%, and a small 
proportion of the patients certainly die of recUf
rent cancer. Our molecular diagnosis may detect 
carcinomas with malignant behavior even at an 
early stage. We are carefully following these cases. 
Because limited surgery for early gastric cancer, 
such as partial gastrectomy or endoscopic re
moval, becomes common, prediction of high
grade malignancy among early cancers is gaining 
importance. As shown in Table 6, the markers for 
identifying high-grade malignancy even in superfi
cial carcinomas are c-erbB2, EGF receptor, cyclin 
E, and so on. In addition to deviation of the exam
ined cases described above, the possibility cannot 
be neglected that an insufficiency of the molecular 
biomarkers used may result in false-negative re
ports. The search for new significant biomarkers 
should thus be ongoing. 

We evaluated the usefulness of OUf strategy by 
monitoring advanced cancer patients with re
peated molecular diagnosis examinations. Among 
48 patients who underwent both biopsy and sur
gery, 23 (48%) were found to have highly malig
nant lesions by molecular diagnosis performed on 
surgical specimens. Among these cases, 12 (52 %) 
were regarded as high-grade malignancy at the 

Table 6. Grade of malignancy and molecular biomarker of gastric carcinomas and its relation to tumor 
stage and depth of tumor invasion 

Stage 
and deptha Cases (no.) 

Stage 
1 194 (74%) 
2 19 (7%) 
3 37(14%) 
4 11 (4%) 

Depth 
m 134 (52%) 
sm 57 (22%) 
mp 11 (4%) 
ssa, ssß 11 (4%) 
ssy 9 (4%) 
se, si 35 (14%) 

High-grade 
malignancy 

(no.) 

14 (7%) 
8 (42%) 

13 (35%) 
6 (55%) 

5 (4%) 
11 (19%) 
3 (27%) 
6 (55%) 
4 (44%) 

12 (34%) 

Molecular markers 

c-erbB2, cyclin E, cripto, TGF-a, EGF 
c-erbB2, EGFR, cripto, TGF-a, EGF 
c-erbB2, c-met, cyclin E, cripto, TGFa, nm23, EGF 
c-erbB2, EGFR, c-met, cyclin E, CD44, cripto, TGF, EGF 

c-erbB2, cyclin E, TGF-a, and others 
c-erbB2, EGFR, cripto, cyclin E, TGF-a, EGF 
EGF, cyclin E, CD44, cripto, TGF-a 
c-erbB2, EGFR, cripto, TGF-a, nm23 
c-erbB2, cripto, TGF-a, EGF, nm23 
c-met, c-erbB2, EGFR, cyclin E, TGF-a, EGF, cripto 

a 80th according to the criteria of the Japanese Classification of Gastric Carcinoma [118]. 
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time of biopsy. The clinicians could therefore ob
tain a diagnosis of high-grade malignancy in more 
than half of the gastric cancer patients before 
starting treatment. Among the patients who were 
diagnosed as having adenoma with malignant 
potential by molecular diagnosis at biopsy, 57% 
were found to have adenocarcinoma by histo
pathological examina ti on of surgical materials. 

We asked two questions of the clinicians who 
had received molecular diagnosis reports to evalu
ate our strategy of molecular diagnosis. The first 
question was, "How is molecular diagnosis useful 
in practical medicine?" Eighty percent of the clini
cians answered that molecular diagnosis was use
ful for determining cancer treatment or that it was 
a good reference for follow-up care; 20% of the 
clinicians said that it was good for nothing. 
The second question had to do with the "style of 
the report." Sixty percent of those responding said 
that the molecular diagnosis report was presented 
in an understandable format. Although the report 
form can be improved so it is more easily under
stood, the results of the questionnaire indicate 
the possibility that 20% of the physicians may be 
ignorant about the significance of the molecular 
findings, which are deeply implicated in cancer 
care. The objects of our strategy were ordinary 
clinicians working in small hospitals or private 
clinics. Moving toward the next century-an era 
of molecular medicine and medical genetics-we 
must develop educational programs with respect 
to genetics not only for medical students but also 
for practicing clinicians. 

Cost-Benefit 

The subject of cost-benefit of molecular diagno
sis, as it is of any medical care, is complex. Cost
effectiveness me ans maximization of health 
benefits within a limited budget [119]. As to our 
strategy of molecular diagnosis of gastrointestinal 
lesions, the running cost per case was approxi
mately 1000 Japanese yen (1!1000) for immuno
histochemistry, \!l000 for PCR analyses, and an 
additional1!1000 for microsate11ite assay. This cost 
includes expenses for reagents, antibodies, prim
ers, and so on but excludes salaries for molecular 
pathologists and wages for technicians. Because 
we undertake 10 molecular diagnoses a day, at 
least one technician for immunohistochemistry 
and two for molecular analyses are engaged. 
These expenses are not covered by health insur
ance. At present, the system of molecular diagno-

sis carried out in Hiroshima is supported solely by 
the contribution of the Hiroshima City Medical 
Association. Molecular pathologists are working 
on this project as volunteers. In the near future we 
expect the practical results to be approved by the 
Ministry of Health and Welfare of the Japanese 
government and the costs to be covered by the 
national health insurance plan. 

Calculating the costlbenefit ratio must take into 
account the we11-being of the patients, which is 
beyond appraisal. For instance, patients who are 
diagnosed by histopathological examination as 
having a borderline lesion of the stomach should 
undergo repeat endoscopy to confirm the diagno
sis. With our system, because the benign state and 
malignancy can be differentiated by molecular 
analyses on the initial biopsy specimen, an appre
ciable number of patients can avoid a second 
endoscopic examination. Alternatively, for cancer 
patients who undergo endoscopy, the clinician can 
obtain information about the grade of malignancy 
by molecular analyses at the time and can select 
the most suitable treatment. The patients can thus 
escape the tragedy of recurrence or too intensive 
care. In other words, the benefit of molecular di
agnosis not only to contributes the welfare of pa
tients; it also a110ws avoidance of unnecessary 
medical care and reduces the total expenditure. 
Considering such benefits, we believe that mo
lecular diagnosis is not unprofitable. Too much 
discussion about the costlbenefit ratio conflicts 
with health care policies that should be equitable 
for a11 humans. 

Ethical Aspects of Molecular 
Diagnosis of Cancer 

Discovery of genes associated with clinical disor
ders increases the ability of clinicians to more ac
curately assess risk for their patients to develop or 
to be carriers of a disease. Determining these risks 
has become more precise with the addition of ge
netic examinations, most of which technology has 
been established. Many ethical concerns raised by 
genetic testing are based on the use and effects of 
genetic information in both clinical and non
clinical contexts. According to ethical principles, 
benefits should be to the patient, clinician, family, 
and possibly society [120]. Informed consent, pri
vacy, confidentiality, insurability, employability, 
and social stigma are involved [121]. From the 
international point of view, cultural traditions, re-



ligions, languages, political structure, and educa
ti on must be taken into account [122]. 

The serious problem of genetic predictive test
ing for hereditary or genetic diseases is disconnec
tion between diagnosis and treatment. Although a 
causative gene is identified for more than 2000 
diseases, effective treatment has not been devel
oped for most. For such diseases, prenatal pre
diction by genetic examination includes the 
dangerous possibility of denying the existence of 
the individual (elective termination of a preg
nancy) to prevent the disease [123]. Genetic pre
diction of some diseases, such as Huntington's 
disease and Alzheimer's disease, may affect not 
only the patient but the family as weil; these con
ditions do not involve life-and-death issues but 
have a disappointing cure rate [124, 125]. There
fore the legal principles of informed consent, such 
as the obligation of clinicians to provide their pa
tients with adequate explanations and the rights of 
patients to autonomy, self-determination, and giv
ing consent to clinicians, may be reconsidered so 
as to include the intention of the family [126, 127]. 
On the other hand, genetic ex ami nations can iden
tify people at high risk prior to the onset of some 
diseases. For instance, genetic identification of 
high-risk patients for developing type I diabetes 
mellitus enables us to have an intervention strat
egy designed to delay or prevent progression to 
clinical disease [128]. 

Molecular research on cancer has opened a new 
era by two major advances in cancer diagnosis. 
First, it is possible to identify persons at risk of 
developing cancer or carriers of the gene responsi
ble for cancer. Second, it is possible to better char
acterize cancer by the use of molecular or genetic 
alterations. One must keep in mind the distinction 
between constitutional or germline genetic muta
tions and acquired or somatic gene alterations. 
Our molecular diagnosis of gastrointestinal cancer 
by examining cancer tissues corresponds to the 
latter and provides information about the differ
ential diagnosis and grade of malignancy. In this 
case, the ethics are mainly concemed with in
formed consent-that clinicians provide adequate 
explanations about the conditions and diagnoses 
of the disease, the treatments that can be under
taken, the possible benefits and risks, and the 
prognosis [126]. An uninformed diagnosis results 
not only in infringement of the patient's rights 
but inadequate choices of treatment. Clinicians 
should respect the wishes and opinions of patients 
based on the patients' own values and should not 
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insist on their own dogmatic opinions. In addition 
to the right to know, the patients must be guaran
teed their right to veto any decisions made by the 
physician. Considerable attention should be given 
to ethical conflicts raised by such issues as disclo
sure of the diagnosis and prognosis, the role of the 
family in making decisions, and the withholding or 
withdrawing of treatment from terminally ill pa
tients. 

Examination of germline mutations of causative 
genes can identify individuals at risk for develop
ing cancer or gene carriers in the family of heredi
tary cancer, such as F AP and HNPCC, prior to 
its clinical manifestation [129, 130]. Benefits for 
individuals who are judged to be noncarriers are 
supreme. They can avoid the fearfulness of devel
oping the disease, and they can escape wasteful 
medical care. On the other hand, gene carriers 
diagnosed by genetic analyses are confronted with 
a number of complex mental, medical, and social 
issues. Therefore we must obtain fully informed 
consent regarding the hazards and the benefits of 
genetic analyses, defining risk as one of the ethical 
principles of autonomy [131]. It is the responsibil
ity of the counseling system to ensure that the 
individual is psychologically equipped to deal with 
the emotional distress that may result from the 
genetic examination. People must leam how to 
live with their risk status so the negative psycho
logical sequelae are minimized. An undue burden 
must not be imposed, and harm must not be in
flicted. In fact, timely diagnosis by careful follow
up and appropriate treatment can rescue cancer 
patients from tragedy. As an ethical principle of 
confidentiality, it is important to be aware of the 
potential social problems, including insurance, 
employment, and matrimony. If technology re
solves the problem of developing widely available 
screening tests, the genetic information about can
cer can be obtained even by third parties, which 
may become a serious problem. For instance, indi
viduals who leam that they are at high risk of 
cancer are more likely to purchase insurance; and 
the insurance companies, in an effort to avoid 
increasing the possibility of paying, may seek 
genetic information about their prospective cus
tomers [132]. Recommendations for genetic test
ing, regardless of the results, should be carefully 
provided. 

The practical and ethical implications of identi
fying an individual with a high risk of cancer 
are complex and require clarification. As with 
many ethically challenging problems in medicine, 
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clinicians and their patients should work together 
in a manner with wh ich they are most comfortable 
in medical and nonmedical contexts. 
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Interactive Effects of p53 Tumor Suppressor 
Gene and Hepatitis B Virus in Hepatocellular 
Carci nogenesis 

Libin Jia, Xin Wei Wang, Zongtang Sun, and Curtis C. Harris 

Summary. Chronic infection with hepatitis B 
(HBV) or C (HCV) virus and dietary exposure to 
either aflatoxin BI or alcoholic beverages are the 
major risk factors of hepatocellular carcinoma 
(HCC). Mutations in the p53 tumor suppressor 
gene are frequently found in HCC. Aflatoxin BI 
exposure also has a positive correlation with codon 
249ser mutation of the p53 tumor suppressor gene. 
The continued expression of hepatitis B virus X 
protein (HBx) plays an important role in hepato
cellular carcinogenesis. The protein-protein inter
action between the HBx and p53 tumor suppres
sor protein can abrogate the normal functions of 
p53. This review discusses the role of the p53 
tumor suppressor gene and its interactive effects 
with HBx in human liver carcinogenesis. 

Introduction 

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a common 
tumor worldwide and ranks as one of the four 
most prevalent malignant diseases of adults in 
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa [1]. More than 
250000 cases of HCC are diagnosed each year, 
and fewer than 3% of these patients survive 5 
years or more. Chronic infection with hepatitis B 
virus (HBV), ingestion of aflatoxin BI (AFB j )

contaminated foods, alcoholic consumption
associated cirrhosis, and other factors associated 
with chronic inflammatory and hepatic regenera
tive changes are important risk factors for 
hepatocarcinogenesis [1-6] (Fig. 1). 

Molecular genetic investigations have revealed 
that mutations in proto-oncogenes and tumor sup
pressor genes are critical events in carcinogenesis 
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[7-10]. The p53 tumor suppressor gene is a 
frequent target for genetic abnormalities in 
diverse types of human cancer [11-13]. Certain 
domains of the p53 gene have been highly con
served during evolution, reflecting the functional 
importance and selection in the p53 protein [14]. 
The significance of p53 gene abnormality in can
cer development has been further defined by re
ports on germ line p53 mutation in Li-Fraumeni 
syndrome of breast cancer, sarcoma, and other 
neoplasms [15]. 

p53 Tumor Suppressor 
Gene Mutation Spectrum 

Most of the base substitution mutations fall within 
exons 5-8 of the p53 gene. Analysis of p53 gene 
mutations indicated that the sites and features of 
DNA base changes differ among cancers, indud
ing lung, colon, esophagus, breast, liver, brain, and 
skin cancers [13]. Mutagenesis experiments have 
revealed a positive relation between the inter ac
tion of carcinogen with DNA (e.g., DNA adduct 
formation) and permanent DNA changes recog
nized as mutations [13]. 

Most mutations in tumor-suppressor genes are 
nonsense mutations, deletions and insertions that 
produce either a truncated protein product or no 
protein at all. These mutations are dearly loss of 
function mutations. The p53 tumor suppressor 
gene has an unusual spectrum of mutations when 
compared with other suppressor genes (e.g., APC, 
BRCA-l, or p16'NK4 ) (Fig. 2). Missense mutations 
in which the encoded protein contains amino 
acid substitutions are commonly found in the 
p53 tumor-suppressor gene. The missense dass 
of mutations can cause both a loss of tumor
suppressor function and a gain of oncogenic 
function [16-18] perhaps by chan ging the re
pertoire of genes whose expression is controlled 
by this transcription factor. The p53 gene was 
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Fig. 2. Mutational spectra of the p53 and p161NK4 genes in primary tumors. INK4, inhibitor of cyclin dependent 
kinase 4a 

initially classified as an oncogene until it was dis
covered during the late 1980s that the cDNAs 
cloned from murine and human tumor cells con
tained missense mutations, at which time it was 
correctly classified when a true wild-type p53 gene 
construct suppressed the growth of tumor cells 
[19-24]. 

The p53 gene mutational spectrum of HCC is an 
example of a molecular link between carcinogen 

exposure and cancer. In HCCs from persons living 
in geographie areas in wh ich AFB} and HBV are 
cancer risk factors, most p53 mutations are at the 
third nucleotide pair of codon 249 [25-28]. A 
dose-dependent relation between dietary AFB1 

intake and co don 249,er p53 mutations is observed 
in HCC from Asia, Africa, and North America 
(Fig. 3). The mutation load of 249,e, mutant cells in 
nontumorous liver also is positively correlated 
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Fig. 3. Correlation of aflatoxin BI estimated dietary exposure and codon 249ser p53 mutation in hepatocellular 
carcinoma. ser, serine 

with dietary AFB1 exposure [29]. Exposing human 
liver cells to AFB1 in vitro produees dominantly 
249ser (AGG to AGT) p53 mutants [30; K. Mace, 
F. Aguilar, c.e. Harris, and G.P. Pfeifer, unpub
lished results]. These results indieate that expres
sion of the 249ser mutant p53 protein provides a 
specific growth or survival advantage to liver cells 
and is consisted with the hypo thesis that p53 mu
tations can oeeur early in liver careinogenesis. 

Beeause eellular context may influenee the 
pathobiological effects of speeific mutants of p53, 
the 249ser mutant may be especially potent in 
hepatoeytes. The enhanced growth rate of p53-
null Hep-3B cells by transfected 249ser mutant p53 
indieates a gain of oncogenic funetion and is con
sisted with this hypothesis [31]. The 249ser mutant 
p53 also is more effective than other p53 mutants 
(143a1a, 175his, 248lrP, 282his) in inhibiting wild-type 
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Fig. 4. Differential effects of p53 mutants on transcrip
tional activity of wild-type (WT) p53 in HEP-3B liver 
carcinoma cell line. CMV, cytomegalovirus 

p53 transeriptional actlVlty in human liver eells 
[32] (Fig. 4). One hypothesis concerning the gen
eration of HCC with an 249ser p53 mutation states 
that: (1) AFB1 is metabolically activated to form 
the promutagenic N7dG adduct; and (2) enhaneed 
eell proliferation due to chronie aetive viral hepa
titis allows both fixation of the G:C to T :A trans
version in eodon 249 of the p53 gene and selective 
clon al expansion of the cells containing this mu
tant p53 gene owing to a defieieney in the p53-
dependent apoptotic pathway. In addition to 
producing ehronic active hepatitis, HBV has other 
significant pathobiological effeets. For example, 
hepatitis B viral gene products may form com
plexes with cellular transeription faetors (e.g., 
ATE2 [33]), up-regulate transcription of cellular 
and viral genes [34-38], or aetivate the RAS
RAF-MAP kinase signaling caseade [39]. 

Inactivation of p53 tumor-suppressor gene 
funetions including DNA repair and apoptosis 
may be other consequences of the p53-HBV 
oncoprotein complex formation. Because the 
HBV-X gene is frequently integrated and ex
pressed in human HCCs trom high risk geo
graphie areas [40, 41], we have foeused our 
attention on the HBx protein, whieh binds to p53 
[42-44] and inhibits its sequence-specifie DNA 
binding and transcriptional activity [43]. HBx pro
tein also inhibits p53-dependent apoptosis [45]. 
Based on the above results, we have speculated 
that HBx protein may modulate p53 function in 
nucleotide excision DNA repair [45], including 
repair of the AFB1-DNA adduet; we are currently 
testing this hypothesis. HBV integration also 
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could increase genomic instability, including ab
normal chromosomal segregation, and increase 
rates of DNA recombination [46,47]. Therefore a 
second hypothesis of liver carcinogenesis emerges 
in wh ich integration of the HBV gene is an initial 
event in these high cancer risk geographic areas 
and AFBj-mediated 249ser p53 mutation is the sec
ond genetic lesion that leads to further genomic 
instability. 

HBx Transcription-Transactivation 
Functions 

The genome structure of HBV is a partially 
double-stranded relaxed circle of 3.2 kilobases 
(kb) [48]. It contains four recognized open reading 
frames, three of which encode virion structural 
proteins including the surface antigen (HBsAg), 
core antigen (HBcAg), and viral polymerase. The 
fourth open reading frame, conserved among all 
mammalian hepadnaviruses, encodes a 16.5-kDa 
protein, termed the X antigen (HBx). The HBV-X 
gene is expressed during viral infection, producing 
a 1-kb mRNA [49]. The HBx protein has multiple 
functions in the pathogenesis of HCC. It is a tran
scriptional activator [34, 35, 50] that performs an 
essential function for viral infection. Most primary 
tumors and tumor-derived cell lines have some 
or all of the HBV-X region and upstream preS/S 
sequences integrated transcripts, whereas rela
tively few made transcripts from other regions of 
the genome [51]. HBx is an activator of a variety 
of RNA polymerase II transcription factors, 
including API [39, 52-55], AP-2 [52], NF-KB 
[56-59], and RNA polymerase III transcription 
factors [60]. HBx is a dual-function nuclear and 
cytoplasmic protein, activating specific transcrip
tion elements in the nucleus and RAS-signaling 
pathways in the cytoplasm [61]. In the nucleus, 
HBx protein might activate transcription directly 
at the promoter [52, 62], possibly by binding and 
stimulating the transcription factor ATF/CREB 
[63, 64], the RPB5 subunit of RNA polymerase 
[65], and TATA-binding protein [66]. In 
transgenic mice the HBx protein can induce liver 
cancer [50]. 

p53-HBx Binding 

Feitelson et al. [42] reported that by using im
munoprecipitation and Western blot analysis, it 

was found that anti-HBx specifically immunopre
cipitates p53 from human liver cells only in the 
presence of HBx, and anti-p53 also specifically 
immunoprecipitates HBx only in the presence of 
p53. Wang et al. [43] found that HBx protein can 
physically bind to tumor suppressor p53 by using 
GST -p53 fusion proteins produced in Escherichia 
coli as "bait" in incubations with in vitro trans
Iated sulfur 35 eSS)-labeled HBx protein. A 17-
kDa band can be immunoprecipitated by rabbit 
anti-HBx antibody. HBx protein also exhibits dif
ferent binding abilities with various p53 mutants. 
Wang et al. [43] examined the complex formation 
between HBx protein and mutated p53 protein 
and found that HBx can bind to certain types of 
mutated p53, such as p53_249ser and p53_273hiS • 

Mutant p53-135,yr can be weakly bound by HBx. 
The explanation for this weak binding may be 
explained by the conformation differences among 
mutant p53 proteins. 

HBx can inhibit p53 sequence-specific DNA
bin ding activity in vitro. The transcriptional 
transactivation activity of human wild-type p53 
may be the result of its interaction with specific 
DNA sequence adjacent to functionally important 
cellular genes such as p21wAFlICipl, MDM2, and 
GADD45 [67,68]. We postulated that HBx may 
block the transactivation activity of p53 by 
preventing its sequence-specific DNA bin ding 
and detected that the bin ding between p53-WT 
and its DNA consensus sequence (PG13) was 
diminished nearly 90% after adding HBx to 
the re action mixture [43]. One hypothesis to ex
plain this change is that HBx may alter the confor
mation of wild-type p53 in a manner analogous to 
the dominant negative p53 missense mutants 
found in human cancers. Interestingly, complexes 
between HBx and other cellular transcription fac
tors (e.g., CREB and ATF-2) enhance the DNA
binding specificity of these proteins [63]. These 
contrasting results indicate that the functional 
consequence of HBx on gene expression may de
pend on its interaction with specific cellular tran
scription factors. 

The HBV-X gene expression inhibits p53-
media ted transcriptional activation in vivo. Bind
ing of p53 to its DNA consensus sequence is nec
essary for transactivation of genes adjacent to 
these binding sites [69]. Wang et al. [43] used a co
transfecting p53 and HBV-X gene expression 
vector to determine if HBx can modulate the 
transcription-transactivation ability of p53-WT. 
Co-transfection of cytomegalovirus (CMV)-



driven wild-type human p53 vector and p53-
responsive reporter (CA T) construct into human 
liver THLE-5b cells result in a 16-fold activation 
of CA T gene expression. Addition of HBx expres
sion vectors results in about a 90% reduction of 
p53-mediated transactivation. The RNase protec
tion data indicate that there is no significant differ
ence in the p53 level in the cells expressing or not 
expressing transfected HBV-X gene. Therefore 
HBx did not inhibit p53-mediated transactivation 
by down-regulation of p53 expression in THLE-
5b cells. However, HBx modulation of p53 
transactivation activity in a transient transcription 
assay is dependent on cellular context. An appar
ent enhancement of p53-mediated transactivation 
by HBx is observed in another HCC cell line 
(Hep3B) and a lung adenocarcinoma cell line 
(Calu 6). The cell-type specificity observed in 
these experiments appears to be contradictory. 
Because HBx can transactivate many cellular and 
viral promoters in a variety of cell lines through 
activation of the PKC signal transduction pathway 
[70], one hypothesis is that inhibition of p53-
media ted activation of the CMV promoter 
through the protein kinase C (PKC) pathway to 
elevate the levels of p53 in the Hep3B and Calu 6 
cell lines. It has been found that HBx trans
activated the CMV promoter in the Hep3B and 
Calu 6 celliines but not in the THLE-5b celliine. 
Furthermore, transactivation of the CMV pro
moter by HBx in the Hep3B celliine is blocked by 
potent PKC inhibitors, suggesting the activation 
of PKC by HBx in this celliine. 

HBx and DNA Repair 

HBx interferes with the binding of p53 to XPB 
(ERCC3) [43], which is a basic transcription factor 
that is also involved in nucleotide excision repair 
[71]. Wild-type p53 can form a protein-protein 
complex with XPB. HBx almost completely inhib
its the binding of p53 to XPB [43]. The finding 
that p53 and XPB associate in vitro leads to a 
model in which p53 contributes to the mainte
nance of genomic stability by modulating tran
scription and DNA-nucleotide-excision repair 
processes. Inactivation of p53 by either mutation 
or interaction with viral oncoproteins, including 
HBx, could increase the mutation frequency of 
important cellular genes and increase the pro
bability of neoplastic transformation of human 
hepatocytes. 
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Lee et al. [72], using the yeast two-hybrid 
system, identified a cellular protein that can 
interact with HBx protein. This protein, desig
nated X-associated protein 1 (XAP-l), is a human 
homolog of the UV-damaged DNA-binding 
protein (UV-DDB) recovered from a monkey 
cell cDNA library. UV-DDB is presumed to 
be involved in the DNA repair process. 
The speculation of this interaction of HBx with a 
DNA repair protein may recruit cellular proteins 
to either repair the partially double-stranded 
HBV genome or modify cellular transcription 
processes. Therefore the effects of HBx on 
the cellular DNA repair system may indicate an
other pathway by which HBV contributes to liver 
carcinogenesis. 

HBx Block of p53-lnduced Apoptosis 

The p53 tumor suppressor gene product is in
volved in the maintenance of genomic integrity 
[73]. Various DNA tumor virus es encode trans
forming oncoproteins that bind to p53, including 
the T antigen from SV40 [74, 75], E6 from on
cogenic HPV [74], IE84 from human CMV [76], 
and HBx from HBV [42-44]. Among them, the 
T antigen from SV 40 and EIB relative molecular 
weight (Mr ) 55000 proteins have been shown 
to inhibit p53-dependent programmed cell death 
[79, 80], an intrinsic cellular process essential 
for maintaining tissue homeostasis [81, 82]. In 
addition, IE84 was shown to abolish p53 tran
scriptional activation, which may lead to coronary 
restenosis [78]. The protein p53 is an inducer 
of apoptosis [83, 84], which contributes to its 
function as a tumor-suppressor gene [85-87]. 
Disruption of p53-mediated apoptosis by viral 
oncoproteins may be a significant step in car
cinogenesis. HBx can also block p53-mediated 
apoptosis [45]. Microinjection of the CMV-driven 
wild-type p53 expression vector into the nucleus 
of normal human primary fibroblasts can induce 
apoptosis. When the wild-type p53 and HBV-X 
genes (both CMV promoter-driven) are co
injected into the nucleus of primary human 
fibroblasts, apoptosis is blocked and only 2% 
of the cells display the apoptotic phenotype 
(Table 1). It is interesting that co-injection of 
p53 and HBV-X result in an increased percentage 
of cells with p53 accumulation in the nucleus 
(81 %), compared to 32% expression vector 
when p53 alone is microinjected. This phenom-
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Table 1. Inhibition of the p53-dependent apoptosis by the hepatitis B virus 
X gene 

Microinjected 
expression 
vector 

WTp53 
WT p53 and HBx 

WT, wild type. 

Apoptotic 
cells' 

% No." 

59 
52 

p53 Localization (% of cells) 

Nucleus Cytoplasms 

32 
81 

o 
o 

68 
19 

a Cells with condensed and fragmented nuclei as weil as cytoplasmic blebbing char
acteristic of cells undergoing apoptosis. 
bNumber of p53-immunopositive cells scored following microinjection of the p53 
expression vector. 
C Chi-sequare test compared to WT p53 alone (P < 0.002). 

enon may partially demonstrated that HBx can 
efficiently block p53-mediated apoptosis in pri
mary human fibroblasts. 

HBx Deregulation of Cell Cycle 
Checkpoint Controls 

The HBx protein can deregulate cell cycle check
point controls [88]. HBx can also activate the 
RAS-RAF-mitogen-activated protein (MAP) 
kinase signaling cascade, through activation of 
transcription factors AP-1 and NF-KB [55, 59], 
and stimulate cell DNA synthesis [88]. HBx 
stimulates cell cycle progression, shortening the 
emergence of cells from quiescence (Go) and 
entry into S phase by at least 12 hours, thereby 
accelerating transit through the checkpoint con
trols at the GofG j and GiM phases. Compared 
with serum stimulation, HBx is found to increase 
markedly the rate and level of activation of 
the cyclin-dependent kinases CDK2 and CDC2, 
and their respective active association with cyclins 
E and A or cyclin B. HBx overrides or greatly 
reduces the serum dependence for cell cycle 
activation. Both HBx and serum are found to 
require activation of RAS to stimulate ceIl 
cycling, but only HBx can shorten the checkpoint 
intern als. HBx therefore stimulates cell pro
liferation by activating RAS and a second un
known effector, which may be related to its 
reported ability either to induce prolonged activa
tion of JUN or to interact with cellular p53 pro
tein. These data indicate the presence of a 
molecular mechanism by which HBx likely con-

tributes to viral carcinogenesis. By deregulating 
the checkpoint controls, HBx may participate in 
the selection of ceIls that are genetically unstable, 
some of which accumulate as unrepaired onco
genic mutations. 

Conclusions 

Human HCC, which accounts for more than 90% 
of primary liver cancers, can progress through in
activation of the p53 gene (or other tumor sup
pressor genes) via mutations or interaction with 
HBx (or both). The p53 mutations have been ob
served more frequently in large tumors and in 
advanced grades of malignancy in human HCCs, 
indicating that p53 mutations can be late events in 
liver carcinogenesis. 

Hepatitis B virus is a major risk factor associ
ated with human HCC. HBx, an oncogenic pro
tein encoded by HBV, plays a major role in the 
development of human HCC. The multiple func
tions of HBx include (1) transactivation of cellular 
genes; (2) activation of the PKC pathway and the 
RAS-RAF-MAP kin ase signaling cascade; (3) 
neoplastic transformation of rodent cells in vitro 
and, as a transgene, induction of HCC in mice; (4) 
binding to the tumor-suppressor protein p53 and 
to the DNA re pair protein UV-DDB; (5) inhibi
tion of transactivation or apoptotic functions of 
p53; (6) deregulation of cell cycle checkpoint 
controls. The chemical-virus interactions in liver 
carcinogenesis are providing cancer researchers 
with a better understanding of the molecular 
pathogenesis of HCC. 
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Molecular Genetics of Hepatocellular 
Carcinoma 

Christopher J. Bakkenist and James O'D. McGee 

Summary. The major exogenous agents underly
ing hepatocellular carcinoma have been identified 
and characterized in detail. These agents, which 
include hepatitis viruses and cirrhosis, function 
primarily as mitogens causing hepatocellular 
hyperplasia. Disorderly hepatocyte hyperplasia 
with concurrent mutagenesis may give rise to 
hepatocellular carcinoma. Little progress has 
been made in identifying either the somatic or 
germline mutations underlying the development 
of hepatocellular carcinoma. As such, the molecu
lar genetics of hepatocellular carcinoma are not 
weil understood. Hepatocyte mutagens include 
endogenous oxygen free radicals and H20 2, which 
may diffuse out of mitochondria and peroxisomes. 
Hepatocytes are also the location of cytochrome 
p450s, which catalase more than 60 different types 
of reaction concerned with the metabolism of 
steroids and fatty acids involved in hormone 
regulation and the metabolism of exogenous 
dietary-derived compounds. Hepatocyte 
microsomes are therefore the site of metabolic 
activation of many procarcinogens. Taken to
gether, these reactions place the hepatocyte 
genome in a highly mutagenic environment. 
Hyperplasia greatly increases the rate at which 
mutations accumulate because the time for DNA 
repair is reduced, DNA replication has an in
trinsic error, and cell division can result in 
re arrangements of the genome. However, no sin
gle tumor suppressor gene has been found to be 
preferentially inactivated or oncogene to be pref
erentially activated in hepatocellular carcinoma. 
The identified germline mutations predisposing to 
hepatocellular hyperplasia generally either in
crease hyperplasia (e.g., MHC) or the amount of 
endogenous mutagens produced in the hepatocyte 
(e.g., p450). Taken together, these data suggest 
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that rather than being a genetic disease, hepa
tocellular carcinoma is a disease of a "chronically 
afflicted genome." 

Introduction 

The hepatocyte is a differentiated cell that only 
rarely divides under normal conditions but retains 
a unique capacity for restoration of hepatic mass 
after injury resulting from a wide range of insults, 
such as chemical or viral damage or surgical resec
tion. It is one of the fundamental responses of the 
liver to injury and means that extensive loss of 
liver cells can be compensated by hyperplasia. 
Hepatocyte numbers are increased through the 
division of existing adult cells rather than by stern 
cell proliferation; as such, if the structural integ
rity of the liver is damaged during liver cell injury, 
regeneration may be disorderly. As a result, al
though the liver cell mass may return to normal 
the architectural relations are not restored and the 
regeneration is nodular and cirrhotic. Disorderly 
hepatocyte hyperplasia in a mutagenic environ
ment mayaiso give rise to hepatocellular carci
noma (HCC). 

Hepatocellular carcinoma has an estimated an
nual incidence of 250000 to 1.2 million cases 
worldwide [1]. It is the seventh most common can
cer in men and ninth most common in women. 
HCC is an aggressive malignancy that carries a 
poor prognosis, with a median survival of less than 
8 months without treatment [2]. Only the early 
diagnosis of isolated sm all tumors without vascu
lar involvement or metastases allows an op
portunity for cure through hepatic resection or 
transplantation. 

Although considerable progress has been made 
in understanding the somatic mutations that 
accumulate during the development of several 
neoplasias (most notably colorectal carcino
genesis), and familial germline mutations have 
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been identified that make individuals susceptible 
to certain neoplasia, progress has been slower in 
identifying mutations involved in HCC. In con
trast, the major exogenous etiological agents re
sponsible for HCC have been identified and 
molecularly characterized in some detail. It would 
be a considerable advance, however, if the likeli
hood of an individual developing HCC fo11owing 
exposure to the major exogenous risk factors, par
ticularly infection with a hepatitis virus or devel
opment of cirrhosis, could be assessed. In this 
chapter the literature describing the molecular 
basis of human hepatocellular carcinogenesis is 
reviewed and the relevance of several murine 
models of HCC to the human disease assessed. 

Epidemiology and Etiology 

The incidence of HCC shows striking geographi
cal and racial variation. The disease is rare in the 
developed countries of northern Europe and the 
United States, with 3 cases presenting per 100000 
male inhabitants each year; in coastal areas of 
China, Southeast Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa, 
however, 20 to 30 new cases per 100000 male in
habitants are reported annua11y [3]. In Italy, Ro
mania, Spain, France, and Poland there is an 
intermediate incidence of 6 new cases presenting 
per 100000 male inhabitants each year. In a11 these 
countries, however, there is considerable internal 
variation in the incidence of the disease. Although 
it is likely that the divergent indigenous po
pulations of Africa, Asia, and Europe have differ
ent inherent susceptibilities to the initiation and 
promotion of HCC, the genetic bases of this sus
ceptibility have not been characterized. 

Infection with hepatitis B virus (HBV) or hepa
titis C virus (HCV), cirrhosis, and exposure to 
aflatoxin BI are the greatest risk factors for HCC 
development [4]. Male sex and, in Western coun
tries, advancing age are also considered to be risk 
factors, as are alcohol ingestion, smoking, high
dose anabolic steroids, and genetic diseases such 
as hemochromatosis, ul-antitrypsin deficiency, 
tyrosinemia, or porphyria cutanea tarda, and pos
sibly oral contraceptives [3]. Even though HBV 
and HCV infect less than 1 % of the U.S. popula
tion, hepatitis infection accounts for half of the 
HCC cases in the United States among non
Asians and even more among Asians [5, 6]. 
This finding demonstrates the pronounced asso-

ciation between hepatitis Band C infections with 
HCC. 

The incidence of HCC is increasing among 
males in the Uni ted States, Canada, northern Eu
rope, and Japan; in contrast, it is decreasing in 
populations where it has been high, such as in 
black men in parts of southern Africa [7, 8]. The 
incidence of HCC nearly doubled between 1983 
and 1993 in Japan, with HCV implicated as the 
etiological agent responsible for this increase on 
epidemiological grounds [9]. 

Hepatitis B Virus 

The HBV is spread principa11y by exposure to 
blood or blood products and by unprotected sex. 
HBV infection acquired during adult life is not 
always clinically apparent, and most acutely in
fected adults recover completely from the disease 
and clear the virus. Up to 5% of patients infected 
during adult life, however, have persistent infec
tion and develop chronic liver disease of varying 
severity [10]. In contrast, neonata11y transmitted 
HBV infection is rarely cleared, and more than 
90% of such children become chronica11y infected. 
Vertical transmission of HBV is common in highly 
populated areas of Africa and Asia, and as a result 
several hundred million people are persistently 
infected with the virus. These individuals have 
chronic liver disease for much of their lives and 
have a greatly increased risk of developing cirrho
sis and HCC at a relatively young age. As a result, 
up to 98% of HCC cases have been identified as 
HBV-positive in Taiwan, and the incidence of 
HCC has been reported as high as 473 cases per 
100000 HBV-infected male individuals; in com
paris on the incidence in the HBV-negative popu
lation was 5 cases per 100000 individuals [11]. The 
lifetime risk of HCC in males infected at birth 
with HBV approach es 40% [12]. In contrast, in 
Japan, where the neonatal transmission of HBV is 
rare, the risk of developing HCC in patients suf
fering from chronic HBV infection is increased 
sevenfold [9]. 

Hepatitis C Virus 

During the early 1970s more than 40% of Japa
nese cases ofHCC were HBV-positive, but during 
the 1980s HBV was responsible for fewer than 
20% of a11 HCC cases in Japan. This decrease 
resulted from the increase in incidence of non-A, 
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non-B hepatitis-associated HCC [13]. Following 
its discovery, HCV was rapidly implicated as the 
etiological agent responsible for HCC in these in
dividuals [14, 15]. Subsequent studies have dem
onstrated that the positivity rates for HCV among 
HCC patients are as high as 94% in Japan [16], 
75% in Spain [17], and 65% in Italy [18]. Japanese 
patients with HCV have a fourfold increased risk 
of developing HCC, and because HCV infection is 
three to four times more common in Japanese 
patients with chronic liver disease than HBV, 
HCV is the major cause of HCC in Japan [9]. The 
incidence of HCV infection in patients with HCC 
in the United States is lower, at 53% [19]. 

In areas where HBV infection is high and most 
HCC patients are HBV-positive, HCV positivity 
is low. It has been reported at 29% in southern 
Africa [20] and 33% in Thailand [21]. This low 
positivity corresponds to a low additional risk fac
tor for HCC development as a result of HCV 
infection-1.3 in Thailand [22] and 1.1 in Mozam
bique [23]-reflecting the prevalence of other risk 
factors in these areas. 

Approximately 50% of individuals infected 
with HCV develop persistent chronic active hepa
titis; and although the remainder display 00 symp
toms, biopsies have shown that none has normal 
hepatocellular histopathology. Although chronic 
active hepatitis C infection in itself is not fatal, 
20% of such individuals develop HCC over a pe
riod of 20 to 40 years following HCV infection 
[24]. The disease progresses from acute to chronic 
hepatitis!cirrhosis and finally HCC during this pe
riod. Clinicopathological evidence clearly demon
strates that chronic HCV infection is a major 
cause of HCC development worldwide. 

Cirrhosis 

Hepatocellular carcinoma is a frequent complica
tion of cirrhosis, and the frequent coexistence of 
cirrhosis and HCC suggests that cirrhosis plays a 
role in the pathogenesis of HCC [25]. Cirrhosis is 
characterized by diffuse fibrosis (i.e., fibrosis in
volving the whole liver), which results in the 
normallobular architecture of the liver being con
verted to structurally abnormal nodules. In West
ern countries and Japan where cirrhosis is 
considerably more common than HCC, patients 
with HCC have background cirrhosis in up to 90% 
of cases regardless of the etiology [26, 27]. Simi
larly, 30% to 40% of Japanese patients who die 

from cirrhosis have HCC at autopsy [28]. Sequen
ti al ultrasound studies of patients with cirrhosis 
have clearly established that the natural history of 
HCC (in many instances) is that the HCC devel
ops in underlying cirrhotic nodules [29]. 

In a cohort study of patients with a diagnosis of 
alcoholism, liver cirrhosis, or both, it was found 
that alcoholism alone carried a moderately in
creased risk of HCC, and liver cirrhosis due to 
alcoholism did not increase the risk over that due 
to cirrhosis alone [30]. Similar risks for HCC have 
been found in Japanese patients, suggesting that 
alcohol may be a liver "carcinogen" because it is 
causally involved in the development of cirrhosis 
(see below) [9]. This implication is supported by 
the observation that ethanol acts as a promoter in 
rodent HCC but not as an initiator [31]. The inci
dence for HCC in association with alcoholic cir
rhosis is 5% to 15% [32], whereas the incidence 
for HCC in those with HBV infection is 23% to 
40%, clearly demonstrating that the development 
of HCC from cirrhosis is influenced by additional 
factors [33]. Cigarette smoking has been causally 
related to the development of HCC from cirrhosis 
[34]. This relation is probably due to the fact that 
the liver is the natural si te of activation and de
toxification of many of the potential carcinogens 
in tobacco. 

In most parts of the world HCC is rare, whereas 
symptomatic cirrhosis is far more common, but in 
sub-Saharan Africa and in some parts of the far 
East symptomatic HCC occurs commonly and 
may precede symptomatic evidence of cirrhosis. 
In a study of 463 South African black men with 
HCC, only 63% were found to have cirrhosis at 
autopsy, which demonstrates that HCC does not 
always arise in a cirrhotic background [35]. How
ever, the type and etiology of both the cirrhosis 
and HCC that coexist or occur separately has not 
been adequately studied for any mechanistic con
clusions to be drawn from these findings. 

Aflatoxin 8 1 

The fungal toxin aflatoxin BI' produced by strains 
of Aspergillus jiavus, is found in moldy peanut and 
corn products. Humans exposed to contaminated 
foodstuffs have a high er incidence of HCC [36]. 
Aflatoxin BI is metabolized by the P-450 system to 
produce metabolites that can form adducts with 
nucleoside bases and as such are potent mutagens. 
Aflatoxin BI exposure is greatest in southern Af-
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rica, particularly Mozambique, and in Qidong, 
China. Its mutagenic properties and chronic hepa
titis (e.g., HBV -induced) interact in an additive 
manner in the development of HCC in areas 
where exposure to the chemical is high. 

Mechanism of Hepatocellular 
Carcinoma Development 

Carcinogenesis is now generally considered to be 
a "multihit" process involving the progressive ac
cumulation of somatic mutations, which result in 
the activation of oncogenes or inactivation of 
genes that exert negative regulatory control on 
cell division (tumor-suppressor genes) . Three 
steps are proposed to result in the development of 
a malignant tumor: initiation, promotion, and pro
gression (Fig. 1) [37]. Measurements of the age
dependent HCC incidence in rats indicate kinetics 
dependent on the fifth or sixth power of elapsed 
time, suggesting that these three steps require five 
or six mutations [38]. The development of these 
mutations is dependent on both exposure to 
mutagens and the rate of cell division. 

The initiation step involves an irreversible ge
netic change that occurs in cells either "spontane
ously" or upon exposure to chemical and physical 
agents. Promotion selectively expands the number 
of initiated cells and is considered to be reversible. 
The final stage of tumor development/progres
sion, entails the accumulation of additional ge
netic lesions that result, among other things, in the 
activation of oncogenes and the inactivation of 
tumor-suppressor genes. Because an irreversible 
genetic alteration is required for initiation, an ad
ditional earlier step of induced cell division may 
be another mechanism in HCC development. 

Exposure to Mutagens 

It is becoming increasingly apparent that muta
tions that result in promotion frequently result in 
the attenuation or loss of genes that protect DNA 
from damage and promote DNA repair and genes 
involved in cell cycle checkpoints that maintain 
the normal chromosome complement. The major 
cause of a DNA lesion is frequently thought to be 
exposure to exogenous chemicals or loss of the 
process of DNA replication. Lesions resulting 
from endogenous chemicals however, particularly 

Progression 
toHCC 

~ Initiation 

~ Promotion 

Fig. 1. Summary of the mechanisms underlying 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development. The ini
tiation event is considered to involve an irreversible 
genetic change. Promotion selectively expands the 
number of initiated cells 

oxygen free radicals, have been estimated to occur 
105 times per cell per day in rats and 104 times per 
cell per day in humans [39]. Protons derived from 
oxygen reduction cycles and oxygen free radicals 
diffusing out of mitochondria or ethoxy com
pounds coming from oxidized lipids represent ex
amples of metabolites produced by internal 
biochemical reactions that can damage DNA. It 
should be noted that mitochondria are particu
larly numerous in hepatocytes, occupying about 
18% of cell volume with about 800 per cell. 
Peroxisomes are also abundant in mice and oc
cupy about 1 % of the cytoplasmic volume of a 
hepatocyte. Peroxisomal respiration accounts for 
about 20% of the oxygen consumption in the liver 
and generates hydrogen peroxide (H20 2), which 
in turn is degraded by the enzyme catalase in a 
process that may release oxygen free radicals. 
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The liver is a major location of cytochrome P-
450, which catalyzes more than 60 reactions, in
duding aromatic and aliphatic hydroxylations, N
and S-oxidations, epoxidations, and dealkylations. 
These reactions are concerned with the met abo
lism of steroids and fatty acids involved in 
hormone regulation and the metabolism of 
exogenous dietary-derived compounds. As such, 
liver microsomes are the site of metabolic activa
ti on of many procarcinogens. These reactions are 
also "oxygen activating" and involve microsomal 
electron transport between flavoprotein, NADPH 
cytochrome P-450 reductase, and cytochrome P-
450. 

Taken together, the oxygen free radicals leak
ing from mitochondria, the H2ü 2 produced by 
peroxisomal respiration, and the highly reactive 
carcinogens produced as metabolites by the P-
450s from exogenous compounds place the 
hepatocyte genome in a highly mutagenic envi
ronment. There are, however, elaborate defense 
mechanisms to protect the genome. The inducible 
enzyme glutathione transferase guards against 
oxygen free radicals, and catalase protects against 
H2ü 2• In addition, any lesions produced by these 
mutagens (the base damage resulting from oxida
tion, addition of metabolites of absorbed chemi
cals to bases to form adducts, or strand breaks) 
are normally repaired by the DNA repair appara
tus or in the worst cases recognized as terminal by 
cell cyde checkpoints that subsequently trigger 
apoptosis. As such most of the lesions never be
come mutations (Fig. 2). 

Role of Mitogenesis 

For alesion to become a mutation (point 
mutation, deletion, chromosome break, or 
translocation) the cell containing the lesion must 
replicate its DNA and divide before the lesion is 
repaired (Fig. 3). The probability of alesion be
coming a mutation depends on the efficiency of 
the DNA repair machinery and the rate of cell 
division, which is influenced by hormones, growth 
factors, cytotoxicity, inflammation, and so on. If 
there is an increased rate of cell division, there is 
an increased risk of mutation and thus cancer. 
Furthermore, it has been suggested that it may be 
impossible for many exogenous chemicals to in
crease the number of mutations significantly in the 
absence of increased mitogenesis [39]. 

Somatic DNA Damage 
I I I I I I 1)( 1 I I I I I I 

Checkpoints in S phase and GI 
prevent entry into M phase. 

Fig. 2. Although the hepatocyte genome is exposed to 
many mitogens, its structure is maintained by the DNA 
repair machinery. Cell cycle check-points mayaiso pre
vent progression to M phase if DNA damage is detected 

Mitogenesis increases the rate of mutations in 
many ways. 

- When cells are proliferating there is less time 
for the DNA repair machinery and the cell cyde 
checkpoints to repair lesions before they are 
converted to stalling points for DNA poly
merases and ultimately gaps in the replicated 
DNA. These gaps must be repaired by the 
DNA replication repair pathways, some of 
wh ich are error-free and some of which are 
error-prone. Those that do not efficiently 
repair DNA cause point mutations, double
stranded point deletions, or double-stranded 
breaks. 

- In addition, the DNA polymerases have an in
trinsic error frequency subjected to the same 
repair pathways. When a base is incorrectly in-
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Endogenous and Exogenous Mutagens 

Endogenous and Exogenou 

or 

Second Allele Lost 

serted it is recognized as the newly replicated 
strand by the repair apparatus because it is not 
methylated. 

- Single-stranded DNA without base pairing or 
histones is the template for DNA replication. It 
is intrinsically more sensitive to damage than 
double-stranded DNA. 

Fig. 3. Mitogenesis (induced cell division) is a 
multiplier of endogenous (or exogenous) DNA 
damage, leading to mutation. The pathway to in
activating both copies of a recessive tumor
suppressor gene is shown 

- Cell division can result in mitotic recombina
tion, nondisjunction, and gene conversion, 
which can convert a heterologous recessive 
gene (tumor suppressor) to homozygosity or 
hemizygosity. This situation is particularly 
likely if a DNA polmerase has stalled at a base 
lesion. 
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- Cell division allows gene duplication, which can 
increase the expression of otherwise poorly ex
pressed oncogenes. 

- 5-Methylcytosine can be lost during DNA 
replication, which can reverse differentiation 
[40]. 

- Because all DNA polymerases replicate DNA 
in the 5'-3' direction, initiated by an RNA 
primer, there is always a fragment at the 5' end 
of each single-stranded chromosome template 
that cannot be replicated because primer syn
thesis does not occur at the absolute end of the 
chromosome. Thus chromosomes are short
ened by approximately 50 basepairs (bp) every 
cell division. 

- Cell division also increases the expression of 
some oncogenes. 

Hepatocellular Hyperplasia 

A valuable experimental model of hepatocyte 
hyperplasia is the rat liver following partial 
hepatectomy. It shows the changes in gene expres
sion that follow any liver damage that results in 
hepatocyte division. 

Regrowth of rat liver after a 70% hepatectomy 
occurs within 7 to 10 days [41]. The residual lobes 
grow until they are the same size and volume as 
the original liver, after which cell division ceases 
abruptly. If the liver is too large, some cells enter 
apoptosis, and its size is reduced until it is the 
same as that of the originalliver. Peak DNA syn
thesis occurs 24 h after resection, and approxi
mately 35% of the hepatocytes are dividing at this 
point. Mitosis follows after 6 to 8 h, and during 
the course of liver regeneration 95% of the 
hepatocytes divide at least once in a young rat. In 
an older rat liver regeneration proceeds more 
slowly, involves the division of fewer hepatocytes, 
and is apt to be less successful. 

No single mediator has been identified as solely 
responsible for the passage of hepatocytes from 
Go to G j • Instead, the interplay of several path
ways and many diverse growth factors are in
volved. The growth factors include mitogens, 
which are defined as compounds able to sustain 
the S-phase and M-phase in hepatocytes growing 
in serum-free media; they include hepatocyte 
growth ("scatter") factor, epidermal growth factor 
(EGF), and transforming growth factor-a (TGF
a). Co-mitogens are defined as compounds that 
are unable to sustain hepatocytes in serum-free 

medium per se but can stimulate the cells in the 
presence of mitogens. Co-mitogens include hor
mones such as insulin and the insuin-like growth 
factors. In contrast to the mitogens and co
mitogens, hepatotrophic agents such as TGF-ß 
and certain interleukins generally inhibitory to 
hepatocyte division are also expressed [42]. TGF
ß, which is generally considered to be a negative 
regulator of cell division, is abundant in HCC. 

Within minutes of partial hepatectomy or toxic 
injury, hepatocytes exhibit changes in membrane 
polarization, ion fluxes, intracellular pH, post
translational modification of transcription factors, 
activation of immediate-early genes (those that 
are activated independent of protein synthesis, in 
contrast to delayed-early genes, which are de
pendent on protein synthesis), and many other 
processes involved in priming hepatocellular divi
sion [43]. More than 70 genes have been found to 
be induced in the immediate-early response to 
hepatectomy, and it is assumed that they are 
all involved in the initiation and promotion of 
liver regeneration. Of these, several are proto
oncogenes implicated in carcinogenesis, and at 
least 41 are novel [44]. Steady-state levels of the 
proto-oncogenes c-fos and c-jun increase alm ost 
immediately following hepatectomy in the rat and 
return to basal levels after 2h [45]. Levels of c-myc 
increase more slowly to a maximum at 2 to 4h and 
then decline to basal levels after 6h [45]. The ex
pression of these genes is critical for regulation of 
cell growth and proliferation and must be highly 
regulated and specific. Steady-state levels of other 
proto-oncogenes, such as c-mos, c-abl, and c-src, 
are not changed during liver regeration. The 
insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-binding protein is 
also induced during the immediate-early re
sponse, as are members of the ras gene family. 
Differential expression of G proteins and accu
mulation of cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
(cAMP) in the regenerating liver result from 
growth factor interactions almost immediately af
ter partial hepatectomy [46]. 

Whether these growth factors affect the activa
ti on of cyclins, tumor-suppressor genes, other 
growth factors, and members of the proto
oncogene families is unknown. It is worth noting 
that the receptor for hepatocyte growth factor is 
the c-met proto-oncogene product [47]. The list of 
immediate-early genes includes proteins as di
verse as growth factors, transcription factors, and 
unique nuclear tyrosine phosphatases, which in
teract to release heptocytes from growth arrest 
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and allow them to proeeed through the eell eycle. 
The mechanisms underlying the restoration of Go 
onee the liver has been regenerated are eom
pletely unknown. 

This ability of hepatocytes to divide in response 
to many injuries presents many pathways that 
viruses can exploit and disrupt for their own 
propagation. It also presents myriad actively 
expressed oncogenes and tumor-suppressor 
genes whose mutation could result in HCC 
promotion. 

Hepatitis B Virus 

Hepatitis B virus is a circular double-stranded 
DNA virus that causes acute and chronie 
necroinflammatory liver disease. It encodes the 
various forms of the viral envelope proteins, the 
transaetivating protein encoded by the HBV X 
gene, and the viral polymerase. HBV is not di
rectly eytopathic for the hepatocyte; rather, the 
associated liver diseases are the result of an im
mune response to viral antigens expressed by the 
infected hepatocytes. HBV-induced HCC could 
result through a variety of mechanisms. 

- Integration of the virus into the host genome 
could lead to direct disruption of cell cycle regu
latory genes (epigenetic mutation is also possi
ble as a result of integration). 

- Random deregulation of cell cycle regulatory 
genes by genetic mutation (and epigenetic mu
tation) could result trom inereased mitogenesis 
and the mutagenic environment of the chroni
cally inflamed liver caused by chronie hepatitis. 
Mitogenesis and therefore mutagenesis would 
be increased further if the patient developed 
cirrhosis. 

- The altered hormone and growth factor expres
sion resulting from increased hepatocellular 
division and inflammation could result in see
ondary immune responses, whieh could further 
inerease the mutagenie environment of the 
liver. 

- The transcriptional deregulation of cell eycle 
regulatory genes eould be eaused by the trans
aetivating viral protein HBV X protein, which 
could be deregulated itself following viral inte
gration into the host genome. The HBV X 
protein could also bind to cellular proteins, 
disrupting their normal function. 

- HBV replicating during S phase may inerease 
genetic instability in the host genome. 

These mechanisms have been investigated in 
HBV-infected patients and monkeys and in the 
HBV-related hepadnavirus infections of the 
outbred species of woodchuck, ground squirrel, 
and Pekin duck. More recently transgenic mouse 
strains have been developed, into which partial or 
complete copies of the HBV genome have been 
incorporated. Experimental models are discussed 
below and human comparisons drawn, as the ex
perimental models are better characterized. 

Woodchuck Hepatitis Virus 

Captive woodchucks infected with woodchuek 
hepatitis virus (WHV) at birth develop HCC after 
17 to 36 months of persistent infection in 97 % of 
eases; WHV infection starting during adult life 
earries a far lower risk of HCC development [48, 
49]. This pattern of HCC development after WHV 
infection is somewhat analogous to the HCC 
incidence and HBV infeetion in humans. 
Hepatogenesis in this animal does not require cir
rhosis or external carcinogenic factors, as HCC 
has been shown to develop in all woodchueks 
raised and infected in the controlled environment 
of the laboratory. Integrated WHV genomes are 
found in most cases of HCC developing in wood
chucks infected at birth or while young, as is the 
ease with human patients with chronic HBV infec
ti on [50]. Integration of WHV (which also occurs 
in a large fraction of carrier woodchucks) eauses 
deletions of the host genome, translocations, and 
inversions of host chromosomes [4]. Integration of 
WHV into c-myc (33%) and N-myc (20%) with 
concurrent activation of 5- to 50-fold has been 
demonstrated, but the insertion is generally re
garded as random [51]. 

Significant changes in expression of insulin-like 
growth factor-II (IGF-II) in the precancerous 
WHV liver have been observed and related to 
precancerous nodules [52]. This point may be of 
particular relevanee, as the M6P/IGF-II receptor 
is deleted in a eonsiderable number of human 
HCCs [53]. 

Integration of HBV into the human cyclin A 
gene (chromosome 4q) and the retinoic acid 
receptor has been reported, but integration is gen
erally thought to be random [54, 55]. Integration 
may be preferentially located at fragile sites [56]. 
HBV integrations that cause re arrangements in 
both viral and flanking sequences have been 
reported, particularly in chromosome IIp [57]. 
This finding may be of some consequenee, as de-
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letions of this chromosome have been found in a 
sizable number of HCCs. In many cases multiple 
copies of the HBV genome are found, and 
most HCC cells have been found to be 
monoclonal. A number of studies have demon
strated activated oncogenes dominantly expressed 
in HBV-infected HCC, in du ding hst, lca, ras 
family members, rat, and hhc [4]. However, 
no predominant transforming oncogene and no 
common chromosomal abnormality have been 
identified. 

Integration events leading to the direct activa
ti on of oncogenes and inactivation of tumor
suppressor genes therefore seem to be rare in 
both woodchucks and humans. Work with trans
genic models points to other mechanisms. 

Transgenie Mouse Models of HBV Infection 

Transgenic mouse strains have been constructed 
containing only HBV-derived regulatory se
quences that express all of the viral gene products 
and replicate the virus in the hepatocyte. They are 

excellent models for dissecting the human disease. 
Such mouse strains have demonstrated that viral 
gene expression is developmentally regulated [58] 
and is positively regulated by androgens and 
glucocorticoids, suggesting a reason why HCC 
occurs predominantly in human males [59, 60]. 
The expression of most HBV gene products and 
the process of viral replication has generally been 
shown not to be cytotoxic for the hepatocyte. 
Abnormal expression of two viral gene products, 
the large envelope protein and the HBV X pro
tein, can result in HCC (Fig. 4). 

The pathological potential of the cellular im
mune response to HBV has been investigated in 
transgenic mice by administering CD-8+, major 
histocompatability complex dass I (MHC-I)
restricted, hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg)
specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) gen
erated in nontransgenic syngeneic mice (i.e., the 
mouse strain into which the exogenous HBV 
DNA was inserted to make it transgenic; because 
the exogenous DNA is inserted into the germline 
the transgenic mouse immune system recognizes 
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Fig. 4. Transgenic mice strains expressing the hepatitis 
B virus (HBV) large envelope protein develop chronic 
hepatitis, which leads to hepatocellular carcinoma 

(HCC). The expression of HBV X protein, however, 
results in HCC only in the genetically susceptible CD-l 
strain 
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the HBV proteins as self). HBsAg consists of ma
jor, middle, and large viral envelope proteins. 
Some of the mice strains injected with HBsAg
specific CTLs develop a disease resembling acute 
viral hepatitis [61]. The severity of the HBsAg
specific antibody-induced necroinflammatory dis
ease has been found to depend on the following 
[62]: (1) production of interferon-y (IFN-y) by the 
CTL when it recognized the antigen; (2) number of 
HBsAg-positive hepatocytes present in the lover; 
(3) amount of HBsAg within each hepatocyte; and 
(4) the gender of the mouse. 

The first detectable step following administra
tion of dass I CTLs is their attachment to the 
HBsAg-positive hepatocytes, which undergo 
apoptosis [63]. This seetion causes the appearance 
of acidophilic apoptotic hepatocytes which is 
characteristic of acute viral hepatitis in humans. 
The direct cytopathic effect of the CTLs in these 
experiments is limited to a few heptocytes, 
however, and it has been postulated that this is 
due to the solid architecture of the liver, which 
restriets the movement of CTLs. CTLs recruit 
many host-derived, antigen-nonspecific inflamma
tory cells into their immediate vicinity several 
hours after they are administered. It results in the 
formation of necroinflammatory foci in which the 
hepatocellular necrosis extends weIl beyond 
CTLs, indicating that most hepatocytes are not 
killed directly by CTLs [62]. In most transgenie 
mouse strains expressing HBV surface antigen 
proteins, as in humans, the disease does not 
progress beyond this point. In most mice the dis
ease is also transient and nonfatal, destroying no 
more than 5% of the hepatocytes. In trasgenic 
mouse strains that express the large envelope pro
tein, however, the disease process becomes 
fulminant and kills nearly half of the mice through 
liver failure within 48 to 72 hours of CTL injec
tion. These mice maintain the large envelope pro
tein (i.e., HBsAg) in the endoplasmic reticulum 
(see below). Nonspecific inflammatory cells, par
ticularly macrophages, vastly outnumber HBsAg
specific CTLs in the fulminant hepatitis 
characterized by diffuse lymphomononudear 
inflammatory cell infiltrate. Therefore much of 
the liver damage caused by hepatitis, except 
hepatocyte apoptosis, is media ted by antigen
nonspecific cytokines and effector cells that have 
been activated by virus-specific T cells and not 
CTLs per se. 

Thus there is markedly increased mitogenesis 
and large numbers of macrophages, and their as-

sociated cytokines, in the HBV -inflamed liver. 
This environment may be highly mutagenic. 

Both intrahepatic dass I (CD8+) and dass 11 
(CD4+) MHC-restricted HBsAg-specific CTLs 
have been isolated from humans with chronic 
hepatitis B, indicating that HBsAg may be an im
portant target moleeule for killing infected 
hepatocytes via the dass I and dass 11 processing 
pathways [64]. In most cases, whether the persist
ent infection was established in utero, at birth, or 
after birth, a host immune response is genera ted 
to the virus. In the former case the immune 
response is generally insufficient to dear the 
virus but sufficient to cause severe, prolonged 
cellular injury as in the mouse model. Increased 
mitogenesis in HBV-infected hepatocytes could 
result from a cytopathic re action with anti
HBsAg-specific CTIs. 

Expression 0/ Large Envelope Protein. In trans
genie mice expressing large amounts of the HBV 
large envelope protein, the foreign protein as
sociates into long, branching, filamentous par
ticles that become trapped in the endoplasmic 
reticulum and are not secreted [60]. It results 
in a dramatic increase in the amount of endo
plasmic reticulum, which eventually causes his
tological changes characterized by "ground-glass" 
hepatocytes found in the liver of patients chroni
cally infected with HBV [60]. The HBsAg-Iaden 
ground-glass hepatocyte is hypersensitive to cer
tain endogenous stimuli, induding bacterial 
lipopolysaccharide and IFN-y [65]. These chemi
eals cause severe hepatitis in the animals, and the 
degree of hepatocellular injury is directly propor
tional to the amount of HBsAg maintained in 
the endoplasmic reticulum. Prolonged storage of 
the long subviral partides in the endoplasmic 
reticulum is cytopathic for the hepatocyte when 
expressed in large amounts, and the hepatocytes 
die spontaneously. This chronic hepatocellualr 
necrosis causes a secondary inflammatory and re
generative response [60,66], which leads to HCC 
in all trans genie mouse strains overexpressing the 
large envelope protein, although the background 
and gender affect the incidence [67-69]. The inci
dence of HCC in this model corresponds to the 
frequency, severity, and age at onset of liver cell 
injury, which itself corresponds to the intrahepatic 
concentration of HBsAg. Hepatocellular turnover 
in these mice, relative to nontransgenie controls, is 
increased 100-fold for at least a year before the 
onset of HCC [70]. In addition, oxygen radical 
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production is greatly increased and antioxidant 
(glutathione transferase ) conte nt greatly de
creased in the livers of these mice [71]. These 
changes are associated with a dramatic increase 
in oxidative DNA damage to hepatocellular 
genomic DNA. It is reasonable to assurne that 
these events could lead to the accumulation 
of random mutations throughout the genome 
that contribute to the formation of HCC in these 
animals. 

Expression of HBV X Protein. A level of expres
sion of the HBV X protein in transgenic mice 
results in almost ubiquitous HCC in some strains 
of mice [72, 73]. The transgenic mouse strains 
overexpressing HBV X protein that develop HCC 
have a CD-1 mouse genetic background. CD-1 is 
an outbred strain of mice particularly susceptible 
to spontaneous HCC (approximately 20% of CD-
1 mice develop HCC) and as such has been used 
extensively in long-term bioassays to determine 
chemical carcinogenicity. Those transgenic mouse 
strains that express the X protein in a genetic 
background other than that of the CD-1 suscepti
ble mouse do not develop HCC. This finding sug
gests that the X protein may function as a cofactor 
in HCC promotion and may require genetic sus
ceptibility in the host. 

The mechanism by wh ich these mice develop 
HCC is not fully understood. The HBV X protein 
binds p53, confining it to the cytoplasm in the 
transgenic mice, and it has been proposed to be a 
primary transforming component [74]. It has been 
shown that the HBV X protein interacts with wild
type human p53 protein and inhibits its sequence
specific DNA binding and transcriptional activity 
in vitro [75, 76]. It has also been shown that in 
areas where the incidence of HCC is high up to 
78% of tumors have been found to contain an 
intact HBV X gene, which may be expressed and 
functionally inactivate p53 [77]. 

The HBV X protein can transcriptionally acti
vate several cellular genes in vitro, including c
myc and c-jun, which are associated with growth 
control, and this could also be transforming. The 
HBV X protein is also known to transcriptionally 
activate AP1 and AP2 [78] and bind the cAMP
responsive element (CREB) and the activating 
transcription factor (ATF2) [79]. 

Insulin-like growth factor 11 and the mdr III 
gene are transcriptionally activated in most HCC s 
in the HBV transgenics [80, 81]. These genes are 
not overexpressed in the preneoplastic lesions, 

however, suggesting that they represent late 
changes associated with tumor progression but 
not initiation. Significantly, no changes in the 
DNA copy number, gene structure, steady-state 
mRNA level, or protein content has been de
tected in the HBV transgenic HCCs in any of the 
following: p53, RB-I, Ha-ras, Ki-ras, N-ras, c-myc, 
N-myc, erb-A, erb-B, src, mos, abl, sis, fms, fes, 
fos, jun, TGF-a, TGF-ß, prostaglandin-derived 
growth factors a and ß, EGF receptor, HNF-1, cl 
ERP, or CREB [82]. 

It is also important that HCC has not been ob
served in any HBV transgenic lineage that does 
not display liver injury apart from that expressing 
the HBV X protein in a CD-1 HCC-susceptible 
background [10]. This finding strongly suggests 
that the inflammation and resultant immune re
sponse are directly or indirectly responsible for 
the generation of HCC in patients with hepatitis 
B. The immune system attacks the HBV-infected 
cells it can reach, driving them into apopto
sis, increasing the rate of cell division in the 
neighboring cells (one of which may eventually 
develop into a malignant neoplasm), and produc
ing a secondary immune response. 

Because these transgenic mouse strains over
expressing the large envelope protein have been 
observed to develop HCC in separate lineages, 
without transgene re arrangement or instability, 
again viral integration is not likely to have acti
vated an oncogene or inactivated a tumor sup
pressor. Instead, severe, prolonged cellular injury 
induces a preneoplastic proliferative cellular re
sponse that fosters subsequent secondary genetic 
events that program the cell for unrestrained 
growth. It is also likely that the HBV X protein 
can perform a role in the promotion of HCC by 
binding and functionally inactivating p53 and by 
acting as a trans-activating transcription factor. 

Aflatoxin 8 1 

The p53 gene is mutated in about 50% of human 
cancers, and loss of wild-type function of this gene 
is generally an important step in carcinogenesis 
[83]. p53 functions at the GI phase ofthe cell cycle, 
suppressing both growth and transformation in 
response to DNA damage. Part of its tumor
suppression function also sterns from its role in 
inducing cell entry into apoptosis. 

Hepatocellular carcinoma in the Qidong Prov
ince of China [84], Senegal [85], Mozambique [77], 
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and southern Africa [86], aB of which are high 
aftatoxin-exposure regions, have been found to be 
associated with a specific mutation in the p53 
gene. Between 50% and 75% of HCC cases in 
these regions have p53 mutations, most being a G
T transversion in the third nucleotide of codon 
249, which results in an arginine to serine substitu
tion. Because this mutation has been identified in 
apparently normallivers of aftatoxin B1-exposed 
individuals it could well be an early event in HCC 
development in regions of high aftatoxin B1 expo
sure [87]. In vivo and in vitro studies have demon
strated that the third nucleotide, G, of codon 249 
in p53 is a specific target for adduction of the 
aftatoxin B1 metabolite (aftatoxin-8,9-epoxide) in 
human hepatocytes [87, 88]. The corresponding 
mutation in TRP53 in the mouse has been shown 
to confer a growth advantage to murine celliine in 
vitro [89]. 

Because this aftatoxin B1-induced mutation is 
not found at high levels in HBV-positive HCC in 
other parts of the world it seems likely that HBV 
is not causally related to this mutation [90]. Coop
erative interaction of the p53 mutation and HBV 
X protein inactivation of p53 are likely in the 
transformation of hepatocytes in situations where 
aftatoxin BI and hepatitis incidence are high. Mu
tations in p53 codon 249 are equally prevalent in 
HBV X protein positive and negative cases of 
HCC [77]. 

Hepatitis C Virus 

Hepatitis C Virus is a posItIve, 10 kb single
stranded RNA virus that is spread by exposure to 
blood (whether vertical and sexual transmission 
are possible remains controversial). There is con
siderable nucleotide variation throughout the vi
ral genome, which has led to the classification of 
numerous strains of the virus with different epide
miology. The virus replicates via formation of a 
full-Iength complementary RNA strand, and be
cause there is no known DNA intermediate in its 
replicative cycle, integration of the virus into the 
host genome is not possible. HCV has been 
claimed to have a direct cytopathic effect, as the 
virus has structural analogies with known 
cytopathic viruses, such as ftaviviruses and 
pestiviruses, but the direct cytopathic effect is vig
orously contested [91]. The virus contains no 
known oncogenes, although the 5' half of the 
HCV nonstructural protein NS3 is capable of 

transforming mouse fibroblast cells foBowing 
transfection [92]. There is no direct evidence that 
HCV is cytopathic to the hepatocyte. 

The mechanism by which HCV in duces HCC 
therefore appears to be confind to random de
regulation of cell cycle regulatory genes as a result 
of increased mitogenesis in the necroin
ftammatory liver disease. Most HCV -associated 
HCCs are also associated with cirrhosis, which 
could be an additional promoting factor [3, 93, 94]. 
However, HCCs can develop in HCV patients in 
the absence of cirrhosis, albeit at low incidence 
[95]. 

Several lines of evidence suggest that immune
mediated mechanisms similar to those in HBV 
trasgenic mice contribute to the pathogenesis of 
chronic hepatitis C. 

- Studies using in situ hybridization and im
munohistochemistry have demonstrated a lack 
of correlation between the low number of in
fected hepatocytes and the intensity of the in
ftammatory lesions [96, 97]. 

- Patients with chronic HCV infection have en
hanced hepatocyte HLA-I and cytokine
dependent immune adhesion molecule expres
sion in liver lobules, and predominant CD-8~ 
MHC-I-restricted CTL infiltration in areas of 
lobular hepatitis [98]. 

- HCV antigen-specific, CD-8' CTLs and CD4' 
hel per cells are present in both the peripheral 
blood and liver of patients with chronic hepititis 
C [99]. 

The development of a mouse model of HCV in
fection and reproducible techniques for in vitro 
tissue culture of HCV are required to investigate 
the pathogenesis of this virus in detail. 

Somatic Mutations in HCC 

In contrast to the above etiological agents, little 
progress has been made in identifying somatic and 
germline mutations associated with HCC devel
opment. As previously discussed, although a high 
rate of mutation in the p53 gene, particularly a 
G-T transversion at codon 249, is observed in 
most HCCs arising in areas of high exposure to 
aftatoxin BI, it is not a general step in HCC. 
Low frequencies of a broad spectrum of mutations 
in the p53 gene are observed in areas of low 
aftatoxin BI exposure, The frequency of mutation 
in the p53 gene reported include 10% in Britain 
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[100],15% to 29% in Japan [101-103], and 14% to 
27% in Europe [104, 105]. There have been sev
eral reports that HCCs associated with either 
HBV or HCV infection have higher levels of p53 
mutation [94, 106-108]. These reports have been 
questioned by others, however, and it seems Iikely 
that where p53 mutation and HBV-associated 
HCCs do occur in the absence of aftatoxin BI ex
pos ure the mutation arose at an advanced stage in 
HCC [109]. 

Although activated ras oncogenes have been 
detected in a high percentage of spontaneous 
HCCs in the B6C3F1 mouse [110], no single 
oncogene has been shown to be preferentially 
amplified in human HCC. A point mutation in 
members of the ras gene family is common 
in colorectal carcinomas [111] but uncommon in 
HCCs [112]. Similarly, amplification of the cyclin 
D1 gene has been detected in HCCs, but subse
quent studies have shown it in a low percentage of 
HCCs [113]. 

Numerous investigations of allelic imbalance 
have been carried out in HCCs. They followed 
from the successful role that similar studies played 
in assisting in the position al cloning of tumor
suppressor genes that had initially been localized 
by other means, for example, retinoblastoma 
(RBl is the tumor-suppresser gene mutated in this 
inherited cancer) and Wilms' tumor (WTl is one 
of the mutated genes causing this inherited can
cer). The APC gene, which is commonly deleted 
in colorectal carcinomas, was discovered by allelic 
imbalance investigations. The hypothesis behind 
these studies is that an inactivated tumor suppres
sor is recessive but becomes evident when the 
functional allele is lost, with the result that the cell 
is relieved from negative growth contro!. 

1. Chromosome 1p allelic losses may be an 
early event in HCC [114, 115]. Allelic imbalance 
on this chromosome has been found in early and 
weil differentiated advanced HCC, whereas allelic 
imbalance on chromosomes 4q, 8p, Bq, 16q, and 
17p was not as frequent in early HCC. In this 
study (which is cited for each of the chromosomes 
it examined) among 104 tumors, allelic imbalance 
on chromosome 1p was detected in 38% of early 
tumors ( <2cm) and in 33% of well-differentiated 
tumors [115]. 

2. Chromosome 4q showed allelic imbalance 
in 17% of early tumors and 37% of well
differentiated tumors [115]. Levels of allelic im
balance as high as 100% of informative cases were 

originally reported in proximal 4q [116]. Later re
ports showed considerably lower levels of allelic 
imbalance, however, particularly for distal 4q 
(14%), suggesting that any tumor-suppressor gene 
is in the proximal region [117, 118]. 

3. Chromosome 5q terminal deletions have 
been reported in 100% of noncirrhotic HCCs and 
in 0% of cirrhotic HCCs in one cohort of patients 
[119]. In a study in which the cirrhotic status was 
not examined, allelic imbalance on this chromo
some arm was identified in approximately 40% of 
HCCs [117, 118]. The APC gene is located on 
chromosome 5q, but no somatic mutations have 
been identified in this gene in HCC. Furthermore, 
the smallest deletion map does not contain the 
APC locus 5q21 [120] . 

4. Chromosome 8p has been shown in allelic 
imbalance in 25% of early tumors and 35% of 
well-differentiated tumors [121]. Levels of allelic 
imbalance as high as 48% on 8p have been re
ported in HCCs, whereas in control sporadic 
breast carcinomas only 8% of cases showed allelic 
imbalance [118, 122]. 

5. Chromosome 8q has been shown to be am
plified in a relatively large proportion of HCCs; all 
the other allelic imbalances described here are 
thought to result from deletions [123]. This ampli
fication event has not been detected in high num
bers in any other tumor types and may be specific 
to HCC. Chromosome 8q shows amplifications in 
20% of early HCCs and 31 % of weil differentiated 
tumors [121]. 

6. Chromosome 11 p has been reported in 
allelic imbalance in approximately 40% of HCCs 
[117, 124]. This has also been reported to be a 
preferential si te for HBV integration. The WTl 
gene is located at 11p13, but expression of this 
gene is confined to the urogenital system; and the 
minimal deletion map obtained to date suggests 
11p15 as the locus of a tumor suppressor involved 
in HCC [125]. 

7. Chromosome Bq showed allelic imbalance 
in 15% of early tumors and 36% of well
differentiated tumors [121]. In other studies chro
mosome Bq has been shown in allelic imbalance 
in up to 50% of HCCs [125]. The minimal deletion 
map covers 13q14, which contains the RBl locus. 
Subsequent studies have demonstrated that this 
locus is deleted in 40% of well-differentiated ad
vanced HCCs, and that in approximately 20% of 
these cases RB] is mutated on the remaining allele 
[126]. Loss of RB1 protein in these cases was 
confirmed using immunohistochemistry, which 
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showed no RB1 protein expression in the carcino
mas. BRCA2 (the second gene isolated that is 
linked to hereditary breast cancer) is located on 
13q12-q13, and allelic losses of this chromosome 
are common in sporadic breast carcinomas [127]. 
It is another candidate tumor suppressor for HCC, 
as it has been reported that allelic imbalance oc
curs in two discrete regions on 13q, one corre
sponding to deletion of RB1 and the second to 
deletion of BRCA2 [121]. 

8. Chromosome 16q showed allelic imbalance 
in 7% of early tumors and 37% of well
differentiated tumors [121]. Levels of allelic im
balance of 28% [118], 36% [117], and 52% [128] 
have also been reported. All the reports link allelic 
imbalance at 16q with progression of the HCC. 

9. Chromosome 17p, the location of the P53 
gene, showed allelic im balance in 17% of early 
tumors and 35% of well-differentiated tumors 
[121]. Levels of allelic imbalance as high as 57% 
have been reported [118]. 

This laboratory has identified and characterized 
a novel locus of allelic imbalance at human chro
mosome 11q23 in a variety of human malignan
cies: melanomas and cervical and breast cancers 
[129-132]. Approximately 40% of the English 
cases of HCC examined to date have been found 
to have allelic imbalance at 11q23. In contrast, the 
South African cases examined have a far lower 
level (approximately 15%) of allelic imbalance at 
11q23. These results support the hypothesis that 
HCC in Europe is genetically distinct from that 
found in South Africa, and that the allelic imbal
ance found at 11q23 could be contributing to the 
cancer process. 

A novel mutation in the mannose-6-phosphate/ 
IGF-II receptor (M6P/1GF-llr) in HCC has been 
identified partially by allelic imbalance studies. 
The identification followed the finding that M6P/ 
IGF-IIr expression was significantly reduced in 
both rats and humans [133]. In mammals M6P/ 
IGF-IIr possesses distinct binding regions for both 
phosphomannosyl residues and IGF-II [134]. 
The primary functions of M6P/IGF-IIr include 
the trafficking of newly synthesized lysosom al 
enzymes from the Golgi complex to lysosomes, 
endocytosis of extracellular lysosomal enzymes, 
binding of the growth factors IGF-II and 
proliferin, and binding of the latent complex of 
TGF-ß1 [135]. Although bin ding of these growth 
factors to M6P/IGF-IIr ultimately results in their 

internalization in lysosomes, the extracellular acti
vation of latent TGF-ß1 by plasmin is greatly fa
cilitated by the binding [136]. This receptor is 
therefore required for activation of the growth 
inhibitor TGF-ß1 and degradation of the mitogen 
IGF-II; it consequently plays an important role in 
negative growth control. 

In a study allelic imbalance around 6q26-q27, 
the location of M6P/1GF-llr, 69% of HCCs, 33% 
fibromeller tumors, and 67% of liver adenomas 
were found to have adeletion [53]. Subsequent 
studies found that 25% of the M6P/1GF-llr that 
remained after the deletion event were mutated, 
resulting in a nonfunctional protein [137]. As 
such, the M6P/1GF-llr functions as a tumor sup
pressor in HCC, which may in part explain the 
observation of up-regulation of IGF-II in all the 
HBV transgenic mice that developed HCC. In
terestingly, because M6P/1GF-llr is maternally 
imprinted in mice and imprinting in humans is a 
polymorphic trait, only one mutation (in the pa
ternal gene) may be required to completely inacti
va te the gene in those individuals who have 
imprinted maternal genes [138]. 

TGF-ß1 levels have been reported to be 
considerably increased in HCC [139]. This finding 
is unexpected for a negative regulator of hepa
tocyte division but may result, at least in part, 
from the deletion of M6P/IGF-IIr, whose binding 
results in its activation or degradation. It has also 
been shown that overexpressing HBV X protein 
in transgenic mice results in increased TGF-ß1 
expression [140]. It has been proposed that in
creased expression of TGF-ß1 could be tumor
promoting through a mechanism of immune 
suppression, but it is possible that genetic muta
tions have resulted in altered biochemical 
function. 

Germline Mutations Predisposing to HCC 

Epidemiology clearly shows that most HCCs de
velop after exposure to exogenous agents. Studies 
of immigrants have shown that the risk of HCC in 
some ethnic groups is associated with the popula
tion's exposure to environmental factors. The in
cidence of HCC is lower in Chinese, Japanese, and 
Filipino people born in the United States than 
those who immigrated there; and the latter have a 
lower incidence than the population in their coun
try of origin [7]. Reduced exposure to carcinogens 
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and diminished intrafamilial spread of HBV are 
among the possible explantations. 

Epidemiology also strongly suggests that ger
mline mutations exist in different populations that 
make individuals more or less susceptible to HCC. 
For example, it is reasonable to assume that the 
ability of some individuals to clear hepatitis virus 
infection, whereas others go on to develop chronic 
hepatitis, is a result of different genetic sus
ceptibilities to viral infection. HCC genetic sus
ceptibilty is expected to be linked to genotypes 
that are unable to clear the hepatitis viruses. 
Transgenic mice expressing the HBV X pro tein 
develop HCC only if they have a susceptible CD-
1 mouse background, demonstrating that genetic 
germline mutations can predispose to HCC in the 
presence of trans-activating factors. Genetic sus
ceptibility to HCC is also proved by the finding 
that different strains of inbred mice have different 
rates of spontaneous HCC. 
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Germline mutations in M6P/IGF-Ilr and RB] 
have been identified in HCCs, and they make indi
viduals more susceptible to promotion and pro
gression of HCC, as only one mutation during 
these processes is sufficient to inactivate each of 
these genes. Little progress has been made in 
identifying other genetic causes of susceptibility. 
The major genetic factors likely to be involved in 
HCC development include the following. 

1. Because the principal etiological agents are 
viral, the immune response to viral infection (and 
cirrhosis) is a critical susceptibility factor. As such, 
the HLA genotypes would be expected to be an 
important susceptibilty factor for viral infection, 
which is in turn a susceptibilty factor for HCC 
(Fig. 5). Epidemiological studies have found link
age disequilibrium between MHC genes and sus
ceptibility to HBV infection [141]. This situation 
has not been characterized on a molecular level. 
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Fig. 5. Summary of the genetics underlying HCC development. Some of the likely targets for somatic mutation 
during the promotion and progression of HCC are indicated 
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2. Because the liver is a major site for detoxifi
cation, and therefore activation of procarcinog
ens, it is likely that mutations in these genes are of 
considerable importance to HCC susceptibility, 
especially given that a principal response to the 
primary etiological agents may be hyperplasia. 

Cancer susceptibility due to chemical exposure 
is likely to be determined by an individual's 
phenotype for a number of enzymes, both 
activating and detoxifying, relevant to those 
compounds. Mutation in P-450 genes (CYP) can 
dramatically change the natural substrate spec
ificity of the cytochrome and the rate of drug 
metabolism and chemical activation. Similarly, 
mutations in the glutathione S-transferases and N
acetyltransferases could alter an individual's sus
ceptibility to cancers due to altered activation or 
detoxification of carcinogens (or both). Many of 
the polymorphie genes of carcinogen metabolism 
show considerable ethnic differences in gene 
structure and allelic distribution. Variations in 
metabolie phenotypes and genotypes have been 
reported in different geographie populations. The 
phenotype of carcinogen metabolism is complex, 
as many proteins are involved, and as such it is a 
complex genetic trait; few data are available. 

A difference in the ability to detoxify the 
mutagenic metabolite of afiatoxin BI (afiatoxin-
8,9-epoxide) has been identified among individu
als. Microsomal epoxide hydrolase (EPHX) and 
glutathione S-transferase M1 (GSTM1) are both 
involved in the detoxification of this mutagenic 
metabolite in hepatocytes. Polymorphisms in both 
of these genes have been described. GSTM1 
isoenzyme is polymorphie in humans as a result of 
a gene deletion, and individuals homozygous for 
the deletion have no GSTM1 enzyme activity 
[142, 143]. EPHX actlVlty varies within 
populations, and several DNA polymorphisms 
have been described [144]. A correlation between 
mutant alleles of the EPHX gene and diminished 
enzyme has also been reported. It has been found 
that the substitution of His-l13 for the more 
commonly occurring Tyr-133 results in a 40% 
decrease in the enzyme's activity in vitro [145]. 
A significant association between EPHX and 
GSTM1 genotypes and the presence of afiatoxin 
BI adducts on DNA bases has been found [146]. A 
significant association was also found in this study 
between EPHX genotype and HCC, and results 
were obtained that were highly suggestive that 
GSTM1 genotype and HCC, and p53 mutations at 

position 259, were associated. This is a strong ge
netic susceptibility factor for HCC development 
in individuals who are exposed to aflatoxin BI. 

Individuals with certain genetic diseases have 
an increased risk of developing HCC. 

1. Chronic hereditary tyrosinemia: a disorder of 
amino acid metabolism that in its chronic form 
causes cirrhosis with progressive liver dysfunc
ti on and death during the first decade. HCC 
develops in 37% of these patients [147]. 

2. Hereditary hemochromatosis: excess iron stor
age. Results in cirrhosis and HCC in 17% to 
29% of patients [148]. 

3. Porphyria cutanea tarda: 18% patients develop 
HCC frequently as a complication of cirrhosis 
[149]. 

It seems that the increased risk of HCC in indi
viduals with these diseases is associated with an 
increased risk of cirrhosis and the infiammation 
and mitogenesis associated with this disease. 

Inbred Murine Models 
of Hepatocellular Carcinoma 

Male B6C3F1 mice develop spontaneous HCCs at 
an average incidence of 25%. The C3H/He (C3) 
parent mouse is highly susceptible to HCC, 
whereas the C57BL/6 (B6) parent is not suscepti
ble. This difference in susceptibility of inbred mice 
to HCC clearly demonstrates the infiuence of ge
netic factors. The B6C3F1 mouse is an ideal 
model for studying chromosomal aberrations that 
occur during the development and progression of 
hepatic cancer. Large numbers of stage-specific 
tumors can be obtained from these mice following 
their promotion using a single etiological agent 
such as phenobarbital; the latter compound is 
a prototype for other hepatic tumor-inducing 
agents. Because these mice are kept in a control
led environment, and the promotion of hepatic 
tumors is "standardized," it can be postulated that 
the resultant malignant phenotype is the conse
quence of a specific sequence of chromosomal 
changes. Any background genetic changes that 
occur randomly as a result of disruption to the cell 
cycle control mechanisms are unlikely to be 
present in a high percentage of tumors. These 
changes therefore can be distinguished from the 
series of chromosome aberrations associated with 
tumor development but are not necessarily prima-
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rily relevant. This distinction is aided by the ability 
to equate chromosome imbalance with the suscep
tibility of the parental mice. However, the genetic 
dissection of the disease in these mice to date has 
not resulted in the identification of any germ
line mutations or frequent chromosome 
abnormalities. 

Current data suggest that initiation could weil 
be a specific point mutation at codon 61 of the 
H-ras oncogene. Chromosome loci on murine 
chromosome 1 [150] and chromosome 17 [N. 
Drinkwater, personal communication] have been 
linked with HCC susceptibility in the C3 mouse. 
The latter studies have been based on linkage be
tween C3 loci and susceptibility for HCC in the 
progeny of B6C3Fl mice (F2). Murine chromo
somes 7, 8, and 12 have also been linked with 
HCC susceptibility [151]. Chromosome 7 may be 
of particular interest, as it is the location of H-ras-
1 which has previously been shown to be activated 
in B6C3Fl HCCs. An understanding of the devel
opment of HCC in the B6C3Fl mouse could be 
particularly revealing, as it has been used exten
sively for toxicity testing. 

Two susceptibility loci for HCC in females have 
been mapped in the C57BR/cdj (BR) strain of 
inbred mouse [152]. Sensitivity to HCC in mice is 
highly sexually dimorphic due to contrasting ef
fects of androgens and ovarian hormones on liver 
tumor induction: Androgens promote HCC, 
whereas ovarian hormones inhibit HCC [153, 
154]. As a result, male mice have a higher inci
dence of both spontaneous and chemically in
duced HCC. Females of the BR strain are 15 to 30 
times more susceptible to HCC than females from 
other inbred strains of mice [155]. The unusual 
susceptibility of the BR female is characterized by 
its insensitivity to the suppressing effects of ovar
ian hormones. Thus ovariectomized and intact BR 
females have a similar susceptibility to HCC, 
whereas female mice from other strains have a 
significantly increased susceptibility to HCC fol
lowing ovariectomy [155, 156]. Linkage analysis 
on B6BRFI X B6BRFI (F2) and B6BRFI X B6 
mice have mapped two loci that account for nearly 
all of the difference in HCC susceptibility of fe
males on chromosomes 17 and 1 [152]. 

The incidence of HCC is two- to fivefold higher 
in men than in women. It is not known whether 
this sex difference results from differences in ex
posure to risk factors such as alcohol, HBV, and 
aftatoxin or from hormonal effects on the 
pathogenesis of HCC [157]. 

Toxicity Testing in 
the 86C3F1 and CD-1 Mouse 

The B6C3Fl mouse and the CD-l outbred mouse 
have been used extensively for long-term 
bioassays to evaluate carcinogenicity. CD-l mice 
develop spontaneous HCC at an incidence of 
20%. Animals have been administered the maxi
mum tolerated dose (MTD) of the chemical being 
tested over a prolonged period. About half of the 
chemicals tested in this way have proved to be 
rodent carcinogens at least in one of these strains 
of mice or in Fischer 344 rats [39]. By 1990 that 
amounted to approximately 220 of the 350 (63 %) 
synthetic chemicals tested and 37 of the 77 (48%) 
natural chemicals tested. 

The liver is the major site of malignancy in the 
rodent carcinogenicity bioassay; and of 299 mouse 
carcinogens, 171 (57%) induced tumors in the 
liver [158]. A considerable proportion of these 
chemicals do not appear to directly damage DNA 
or induce mutations; they are nongenotoxic in the 
Salmonella test. The mouse therefore paralleis 
the human in its development of HCC in that the 
etiological agents are not directly chemically 
mutagenic. These chemicals do, however, share 
one or more biological effects in the mouse. 

- Induction of mixed function oxidase enzymes, 
which increases the oxygen free radicals in 
hepatocytes 

- Inhibition of gap junction intercellular commu
nication, which removes cells from homeostatic 
control or hormonal modification 

- Mitogenesis 
- Cytotoxicity 
- Immunosuppression 

These nongenotoxic chemicals have been 
shown to increase or promote the natural occur
rence, development, or progression of liver 
tumors, and their effects are reminiscent of the 
etiology of human HCC. These experiments dem
onstrate that the liver is the natural target of dis
ease for exogenous compounds and reiterates 
what may be the major cause of HCC: Prolonged 
hepatocellular injury induces a preneoplastic pro
liferative and inftammatory response that places 
the dividing cells at risk of developing multiple 
random mutations or other chromosomal 
changes, which can result in unprogrammed cell 
division. 

The relevence of the carcinogenicity associated 
with these chemicals at the maximal tolerated 
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dose in the murine models to human risk assess
ment is controversia!. Because the animals are 
saturated with the chemicals it seems likely that 
the liver is unable to metabolize them efficiently, 
causing impaired homeostasis. Such impaired 
homeostasis results in inflammation of one sort or 
another, which in the liver can result in HCC. The 
saturation of these animals with the chemicals is 
so artificial that no conclusions can be drawn con
cerning the risk to humans of exposure to chemi
cals proved positive in the bioassay. 

Conclusions 

Collectively, the literature cited implicates cell in
jury as being perhaps the major risk factor for 
HCC and notes that it results from mitogenesis. 
HBV or HCV, alcohol abuse, hemochromatosis, 
<xj-antitrypsin deficiency, and glycogen storage 
disease generally progress to cirrhosis before 
HCC. Cirrhosis is characterized by necrosis, in
flammation, and hepatocellular regeneration. 
Thus severe, prolonged hepatocellular injury in
duces a preneoplastic proliferative and inflamma
tory response that places the dividing cells at risk 
of developing multiple random mutations or other 
chromosomal changes, some of which program 
the cell for unrestrained growth. Chronic liver cell 
injury thereby sets in motion a cascade of 
pathophysiological events, including inflamma
tion, oxygen free radical production, hepato
cellular regeneration, and oxidative DNA 
damage, which produce random genetic and chro
mosomal changes that ultimately cause HCC. The 
liver's remarkable capacity for regeneration in re
sponse to injury may be primarily responsible for 
the accumulation of all the genomic changes that 
are required for initiation, promotion, and pro
gression to neoplasia. 

The fact that no genetic homogeneity has been 
identified to date in hepatocarcinogenesis may 
also be a result of hepatocyte hyperplasia. Genetic 
abnormality is not required for hyperplasia, wh ich 
could be considered the first crucial event in any 
mechanism of HCC development. After the onset 
of cell division, the genetically irreversible initia
tion event is possible; then, while cell division 
continues, mutations accumulate through the 
promotion and progression stages of carcino
genesis until a cell escapes from growth contro!. 
Interestingly, if mitogenesis ceases in a liver that 

has recovered from injury, the progression of the 
disease is stalled almost indefinitely. 
~ore than 70 genes have been found to be 

induced in the immediate-early response to 
hepatectomy, and it is assumed that these genes 
are all actively involved in the initiation and pro
motion of liver regeneration. This could weil rep
resent more than the number of genetic targets 
available for mutation in colorectal carcinoma and 
as such may result in considerably more genetic 
heterogeneity in HCC. There mayaIso be more 
point mutations in the liver resulting from adduc
tion than in the colon, where large deletions see m 
to be of particular importance in progression due 
to its role in detoxifying chemicals. 

Genetic factors are clearly involved in suscepti
bility to HCC, best demonstrated by the different 
rates of spontaneous HCC in inbred mice. Identi
fication of the genes underlying these factors is 
of considerable importance to understanding 
hepatocyte division and the development of HCC. 

A reduction in the incidence of HCC worldwide 
is clearly best approached by eliminating the 
etiological agents. Steps such as the universal vac
cination against HBV and HCV (when a vaccine 
becomes available), areduction in contamination 
of food during storage and distribution, and in
creased education in respect to the mitogenic dan
ger of alcohol are expected to be considerebly 
effective in the reduction of HCC. 

Finally, it is interesting to speculate that al
though many cancers have been found to have 
germline genetic mutations underlying initiation 
(hereditary cancers) and particularly promotion, 
it is not necessarily the case for HCC. HCC may 
not be a genetic disease; rather, it may be the 
manifestation of a "chronically afflicted genome." 
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Telomeres and Telomerase 
in Gastrointestinal Cancers 

Hidetoshi Tahara\ Eiji Tahara\ Eiichi Tahara2, and Toshinori Ide1 

Summary. Most gastrointestinal and hepatocel
lular carcinomas have strong telomerase activity 
that correlates weil with malignant progression, 
despite their shortened telomeres. Precancerous 
lesions including gastric intestinal metaplasia, gas
tric and colorectal adenomas, and normal epithe
lial stern cells express weak telomerase activity 
and low levels of human telomerase RNA com
ponent (hTR). These observations suggest that 
telomerase activity responsible for cell immor
tality may reflect the progressive selection of 
clonogenic stern cells in the arrest of differen
tiation, and that telomerase activity may play a 
pivot al role in an early stage of gastrointes
tinal carcinogenesis. Moreover, quantitation of 
telomerase activity and in situ hybridization using 
hTR as a probe have important clinical applica
tions to the diagnosis of gastroenterological 
cancer. 

Introduction 

Telomere maintenance is important for the 
cellular immortality of cancer cells. Telomerase, 
a ribonucleoprotein enzyme, is necessary for 
cancer cells to maintain their telomere and to 
become immortal. Is there a universal cancer 
bio-marker? The answer may be yes-telomerase. 
This chapter reviews cell mortality and telomere 
maintenance, telomerase activity in gastroin
testinal cancers, cancer diagnosis strategy by 
telomerase detection, and the application of 
telomerase activity to cancer diagnosis and cancer 
therapy. Moreover, telomerase-related genes, in
cluding telomerase RNA components, and tel
omere binding proteins are described. 

1 Department of Cellular and Molecular Biology, 2 First 
Department of Pathology, Hiroshima University School 
of Medicine, Kasumi 1-2-3, Minami-ku, Hiroshima 734, 
Japan 

Cell Immortality and Cancer 

To clarify the mechanism of carcinogenesis, it is 
important to determine the mechanism of cellular 
senescence and immortalization [1-4]. Normal so
matic cells such as fibroblasts have limited prolif
erative capacity in vitro [5-11]. When the cells 
re ach their limit of proliferation, they stop prolif
erating even if stimulated with serum or other 
growth factors, although they can attach to the 
dish and survive for a long time [8, 9]. These non
dividing viable cells are called senescent cells, and 
this nondividing phase is called the mortality 1 
(MI) stage [12] (Fig. 1). 

Fusion of young cells with senescent cells, 
microinjection of mRNA from senescent cells into 
young normal cells, or addition of membrane frac
tion protein of senescent cells into a medium of 
normal young cells inhibits the growth of the 
young cells. These results indicate that the senes
cent phenotype is dominant over the young, grow
ing phenotype. Introduction of SV 40 large T 
antigen into normal fibroblasts causes bypass of 
the MI stage, and these cells continue to prolifer
ate over the MI stage; but most SV 40-transformed 
cells cease proliferation after 20 to 30 population 
doublings over the MI stage [13]. This second 
phase is called mortality 2 (M2) stage (Fig. 1). 
These observations clearly indicate that SV40 
large T antigen can bypass the MI stage but is 
insufficient for cell immortalization. Inactivation 
of SV 40 large T antigen of life-extended cells or 
immortalized cells after SV 40 transformation in
duces growth arrest with the morphology of senes
cent cells [14], suggesting that at least two-step 
genetic alterations are necessary for immortaliza
tion, wh ich regulates cell proliferation in either 
the MI or M2 stage. The cells that pass through 
both MI and M2 stages acquire unlimited prolif
erative capacity and are called immortalized cells 
(Fig. 1). 

One of the most important phenotypes of can
cer cells is cell immortality. If cancer cells cannot 
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Fig. 1. Cell mortality and immortalization in human fibroblasts 

obtain or lose their immortal phenotype, they 
may die after several proliferations, even if 
they retain all other cancer phenotypes, such 
as autonomous growth, anchorage-independent 
growth, or metastasis. Therefore cell immortality 
may be the essential, universal phenotype of can
cer, although it is not sufficient for growing into 
mature cancer cells. 

Senescence and Immortalization 
Regulatory Genes 

Microinjection of mRNA from normal senescent 
cells into normal young cells inhibits the induction 
of DNA synthesis [15], indicating that normal se
nescent cells express antiproliferative genes that 
regulate the cell cycle. Because the senescent phe
notype is dominant, cDNAs or proteins that ex
press at high levels in senescent cells are cloned 
through various approaches [16-19]. During func
tional experiments in which the cD NA library of 
senescent cells was transfected into normal 
fibroblasts to clone a cD NA that inhibits DNA 
synthesis, p21/sdi-l was cloned and was found to 
be an inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kin ase [19-
21]. Induction of p21 in normal young fibroblasts 
causes inhibition of induction of DNA synthesis 
[19]; p21 is a mediator of inhibition of DNA syn
thesis in senescent human fibroblasts. Introduc
tion of SV 40 large T antigen can bring about 
bypass of the MI stage; this antigen binds to p53 

and Rb protein and inactivates their function. Ml
bypassed transformed cells (calIed life-extended 
transformed cells) can continue proliferation for 
about 20 to 30 population doublings beyond the 
MI stage; but they then cease proliferation and 
enter crisis (M2 stage). Expression of p21 is re
duced in SV 40-transformed cells owing to the in
activation of p53 by its binding to SV 40 large T 
antigen, resulting in inhibition of the transa
ctivation of p21 [22]. However, an increase in p21 
expression still occurs with increasing cell divi
sion, even when SV40 large T antigen completely 
inactivates p53. When T antigen is inactivated in 
young SV 40-transformed cells, expression of p21 
increases up to the same level as in normal cells of 
the same age [22] . When T antigen is inactivated 
in life-extended SV40-transformed cells, p21 ex
pression increases over that of normal senescent 
cells. These findings indicate that an increase 
in p21 expression with cell division in normal 
and SV40-transformed cells occurs by a p53-
independent pathway [22]. 

Telomeres 

At the end of the human chromosome are long 5'
TTAGGG-3' DNA repeats called telomeres [23, 
24] (Fig. 2). Telomeres consist of DNA and pro
teins [24-26]. Human telomeres have been dem
onstrated to associate with the nuclear matrix 
protein fraction, suggesting that telomeres are at-



tached to the nuclear matrix [27]. In eukaryotic 
cells the telomere DNA sequence cannot be com
pletely copied by the replication mechanism [28] 
(Fig. 3), resulting in shortening of the telomere 
DNA; this phenomenon is revealed by Southern 
analysis of terminal restriction fragment (TRF) 
lengths using TT AGGG repeat oligonucleotide 
probes [29,30]. 

The standard method for measuring telomere 
length begins with human genomic DNA being 
digested with HinfI and RsaI, which frequently 
cuts restriction endonucleases, digesting the inter
nal subtelomeric region but not the telomeric re-

subtelameric region 
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gion (Fig. 2). Digested DNA is analyzed by elec
trophoresis in agarose gels (0.7%), blotting the 
resulting bands onto a filter, and hybridization 
with labeled probes of TT AGGG repeat oligonu
cleotide. TRFs consist of the TT AGGG repeat 
sequence region and the subtelomeric region [31, 
32] (Fig. 2). The function of the subtelomeric re
gion is unknown. It is not required for aberrant 
chromosome breakage and healing by telomerase, 
which can synthesize telomere sequences. 

Telomere reduction is observed in normal so
matic cells with cell division, but not in immortal
ized cells established from in vitro transformed 

telaneric region 3 'overhang 

~~~~~~~~ 
(TTAGGG)n 

chromosome 

Fig. 2. Chromosome structure and telomere. Telomeres consist of a TI AGGG repeat at the end of the chromo
some and are attached to the nuclear matrix. They may stabilize the chromosome 
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cells and in vivo cancer cells. Hence telomere re
duction may be associated with cellular senes
cence [33, 34]. 

The immortalizing frequency of in vitro human 
cells is low, even after transformation with an on
cogenic virus such as SV40 [13]. Immortalized 
cells, especially cancer cells, have widely variable 
TRF length, but most cancer cells have short 
telomeres, ab out 1 to 6kbp length. Interestingly, 
one study showed that the telomere size of 
each chromosome is different for each cell, and 
the specificity of the chromosome is not observed 
in these cells. In regard to telomere shortening, 
even the cells of a clonal cell line seem to 
be highly heterogeneous. Furthermore, even in 

telomerase-positive celliines, subclones of the cell 
lines may share a variety of telomerase activities. 

Telomerase: Characteristics 
and RNA Component 

Telomerase activity was first detected in Tetrahy
mena in 1985 [35], and its cD NA was cloned in 
1995 by Greider. Tetrahymena telomerase pro tein 
consists of two protein subunits, p80 and p95 [36]. 

Human telomerase was first detected by Morin 
using HeLa cells, but neither cDNA nor protein 
has yet been cloned [37]. Telomerase activity of 
both Tetrahymena and other species, including 
humans, is sensitive to ribonuclease (RN ase ) 

Blndir>g 01 
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Fig. 4. Telomere elongation by telomerase. Telomerase binds at the 3' end of the chromosome and is then 
polymerized with TT AGGG on the RNA template. Telomerase is next translocated and polymerized again 

Table 1. Sequence of telomeres and size of telomerase RNA components 
Organism 

Human 
Mouse 
Didymium (slime molds) 
Physarum (slime molds) 
Trypanosoma (fiagellates) 
Cladosporium fulvum (fungi) 
Neurospora (fungi) 
Podospora (fungi) 
Histoplasma (fungi) 
Tetrahymena (ciliates) 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
Oxytricha 
Euplotes 

Telomere sequence 

TTAGGG 
TTAGGG 
TTAGGG 
TTAGGG 
TTAGGG 
TTAGGG 
TTAGGG 
TTAGGG 
TTAGGG 
TTGGGG 
TG(1-3) 
TTTTGGGG 
TTTTGGGG 

nt = length of the RNAs in nucJeotides. 

RNA component 

450nt 
450nt 

160nt 
1300nt 
190nt 
190nt 



treatment [35, 37], suggesting that telomerase con
sists of an RNA component in addition to protein 
subunits. The telomerase RNA component is es
sential as a template to elongate telomere se
quences from 5' to the 3' end of the chromosome 
(Fig. 4). The opposite strand of chromosome 
DNA is probably synthesized by DNA poly
merase. The end of the chromosome consists of a 
3' overhanging single strand. The precise over
hang size is unknown, it is probably not long, per
haps arcmnd 12 bases. 

The telomerase RNA component was first 
cloned by Greider in Tetrahymena [38]. Mouse 
and human telomerase RNA components also 
have been identified [39]. The sequence and size 
of telomerase RNA components vary among or
ganisms [40] (Table 1). At the end of chromosome 
are also telomere-binding proteins that may regu
la te telomere elongation by telomerase, telomere 
shortening, blockage of degradation by nuclease, 
and replication. However, telomere-binding pro
tein has not yet been cloned in mammalian cells 
except for one telomere-binding pro tein (TRF1) 
cloned by Chong et al. [41]. Telomere-binding 
protein is undoubtedly important for und erstand
ing telomere maintenance and telomerase regula
tion [41]. 

Telomerase in Cancer 

Telomerase maintains the telomere length by its 
reverse transcriptase activity. It is believed to bind 
to the overhanging 3' end of the telomere se
quence and to synthesize the telomere sequences 
at the end of chromosomes [24] (Fig. 4). Telomere 
maintenance is aprerequisite for unlimited prolif
eration. All cancer cell lines, almost all in vitro 
immortalized cells, and all germ line cells have 
telomerase activity to maintain the telomere 
length; and they are able to proliferate indefi
nitely. It was first reported that the human cancer 
cell HeLa had telomerase activity, detected by a 
conventional telomerase assay [37]. Other cancer 
cells and cancer tissues have not been examined 
because conventional detection methods are not 
sensitive enough to detect telomerase activity in 
human cells and tissues. In 1994 Kim et al. re
ported a simple polymerase chain re action (PCR)
based telomerase assay method, the telomeric 
repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) [42]. They 
reported that many cancer celliines and a variety 
of cancer tissues had telomerase activity, whereas 
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normal cells and tissues were telomerase
negative. These observations suggested that 
telomerase activation was necessary for the im
mortal growth of cancer cells. Hence telomerase 
activity was expected to be a useful marker for the 
universal diagnosis of human cancers [43]. 

Telomerase Assay 

Telomerase was first detected by Greider and 
Blackburn in Tetrahymena in 1985. In this series of 
experiments, a single telomeric strand such as 
(TTGGGG)4 was used as a primer for the 
telomerase assay [35]. Telomerase elongated the 
telomere DNA repeats on the oligonucleotide 
primer, incorporating 32P-labeled deoxynucleo
tides. For this assay about lOH cells were necessary 
to extract the telomerase and to detect telomerase 
activity. However, this conventional assay was not 
sensitive enough to detect telomerase activity in 
mammalian cells and tissues, especially small num
bers of cells or small tissues such as biopsy sampies. 

The new telomerase assay-the PCR based on 
the TRAP assay developed by Kim et al.-is a 
sensitive, simple technique that can detect 
telomerase activity in only a few cancer cells [42] 
(Fig. 5). A nonisotope method is also available, 
but its sensitivity is about lO-fold lower than the 
isotope methods under the same conditions (Fig. 
5); either method is sensitive enough and conven
ient for detection of telomerase activity in mam
malian cells and tissues. Generally , 61lg protein in 
tissue sampies or 1000 cells for cultured cells is 
sufficient for detecting telomerase activity in bi
opsy sam pies, fine-needle aspiration sampies, and 
microdissection sampies. 

The PCR-based telomerase assay has been ap
plied to many tumor tissue sampies and cultured 
cells, and it has been found that so me sampies 
contain an inhibitor of the telomerase assay, the 
Taq polymerase inhibitor [44]. This inhibitor in
terferes with cancer diagnosis by the PCR-based 
TRAP assay. To eliminate this problem an inter
nal telomerase assay standard (IT AS) was devel
oped [45] (Fig. 6) that consists of 150 basepairs 
(bp) of rat myogen in oligonucleotide connected 
to TS (5'-AATCCGTCGAGCAGAGTT-3') and 
CX (5' -CCCTT ACCCTT ACCCTT ACCCT AA-
3') primers at each end. If the Taq polymerase 
inhibitor is present, the IT AS is not amplified suf
ficiently. After applying the TRAP assay using 
IT AS, telomerase activity can be standardized ac-
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Fig.5. Telomerase activity in cultured cells. Sensitivity 
of the TRAP assay by the radio isotope (RI) method 
and the non-RI method. The same dilution se ries of 
the TMK-l cell extracts was used in both non-RI 
method (A) and RI method (B). (C) Detection of 
telomerase activity in a variety of cultured cells. MRC-
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5, normal human fibroblast; SVts7-1 E, early passage 
SV40-immortal cellline; SVts7-1 L, late passage SV40-
immortal cell line; VA4, VA 13, HTI080, SV40-
immortal cell line; TMK-l, KATOlll, human gastric 
cell lines; IT AS, internal telomerase assay standard 
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Fig. 6. TRAP assay with internal telomerase assay standard (lT AS) 

cording to the intensity of the IT AS, band and 
telomerase ladders using an image analyzer. An
other interna I contral has been developed by 
Oncor (Gaitherburg, Maryland) as weIl. This 
TRAPeze kit includes the contral and is useful for 
quantitating telomerase activity. It is a 36-bp in-

ternal contral that appears at the bottom of the 
telomerase signal. 

Semiquantitation of telomerase praducts by 
fluorescent sequencer has been reported by 
Ohyashiki [46]. In addition, a hybridization pra
tection assay (HP A) was developed by Chugai 
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Fig.7. Quantitation of telomerase assay with IT AS and the hybridization proteetion assay (HPA). PCR, polymer
ase chain reaction; CHAPS, 3[ (3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylamino ]-l-propanesulfonate; A.A, acrylamide; UV, 
ultraviolet light 

Pharmaceutical (Tokyo, Japan) that can detect 
telomerase activity quantitatively, easily, and 
quickly [47]. This assay can quantitate telomerase 
activity only 30min after the TRAP assay (Fig. 7). 
Quantitation of telomerase activity is necessary 
for cancer diagnosis because some normal cells 
(e.g., activated lymphocytes, epithelial cells, skin 
cells, and hair follicles) contain weak telomerase 
activity [48-52]. Although cancer cells usually dis
play higher telomerase activity than normal cells, 
false-negative results may be obtained in the pres
ence of polymerase inhibitors (e.g., Taq). 

Telomere Maintenance and 
Telomerase Activity in Cultured Cells 

In vitro cultured cells have two phenotypes: the 
mortal phenotype (obtained in normal fibro
blasts ) and the immortal phenotype (obtained in 
cancer celllines or in vitro transformed immortal
ized cells). The most apparent difference between 
mortal cells and immortal cells is the proliferative 
capa city strongly associated with telomere main
tenance [32]. Although the telomere shortens pro
gressively with each cell division in normal 
somatic cells, the immortal cells (e.g., cancer cell 
lines and virally transformed immortalized cells), 
which have infinite replicative capacity, do not 
exhibit an apparent alteration in TRF length with 

cell divisions [2). These results suggest that 
telomere maintenance is involved in cellular 
immortality. 

Using the standard TRAP assay, Kim et al. re
ported that 100% of human cancer celliines have 
detectable telomerase activity [42]. We also 
searched for telomerase activity in a variety of 
human immortalized cells, including cancer cell 
lines and in vitro transformed immortalized cells. 
Most (99%) of the cancer cell lines expressed 
strong telomerase activity; the exception was the 
cancer celliine Saos-2, which is derived from oste
osarcoma (unpublished data). 

In terms of cell mortality and immortality, the 
human fibroblast is a good model for examining 
the mechanism of immortalization, as the human 
fibroblast has two distinct stages: MI and M2. 
Some in vitro transformed immortalized cells are 
not always tumorigenic and have weak as no de
tectable telomerase activity. What is of more 
interest is that these telomerase-negative immor
talized cells have an elongated TRF compared to 
that of young, normal cells [29] (unpublished 
data). Why are these celliines immortal, and why 
are their telomeres long but without telomerase 
activity? At present, there is no explanation for 
these phenomena, although there are several pos
sibilities. One is that a telomerase-independent 
telomere maintenance mechanism exists for these 
cell lines, so the cells can continue to prolifer-
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ate forever, maintaining a long telomere by a 
telomerase-independent pathway. In the case of 
yeast, telomerase-independent telomere recombi
nation was found to maintain their telomeres [53]. 
In humans there is no evidence of telomere main
tenance by the recombination-like mechanism as 
in yeast. Another is that telomerase activity is sup
pressed by an unknown factor that recognizes the 
long telomere. If telomeres shorten when divid
ing, the telomerase activity "turns on" and elon
gates the telomere; thus telomerase-negative cell 
lines can maintain a long telomere. The mecha
nism of telomere maintenance in telomerase
negative immortal cell lines must be clarified in 
the future. 

Telomerase Activity in 
Hepatocellular Carcinoma 

About 20000 persons die to hepatocellular carci
noma (HCC) every year in Japan. Although early 
detection of HCC is important, it is often difficult 
to diagnosis smalI, early foci. If telomerase activity 
is activated in all HCCs, detection of telomerase 
activity may serve as a useful tool for diagnosing 
this disease. We examined telomerase activity in 
malignant and nonmalignant human liver tissues 
obtained by needle biopsy or surgical resection to 
determine if malignant progression correlates 
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Fig. 8. Telomerase activity in hepatocellular carci
noma. Telomerase was measured by the TRAP assay 
with IT AS at 0.611g protein extracts. Telomerase activ
ity was quantitated by the intensity of the telomerase 

with telomerase expression. Telomerase activity 
was detected in 85% of HCCs regardless of tumor 
stage, histological type, or tumor size, whereas 
normal tissues did not have detectable telomerase 
activity [55]. Interestingly, 82% (37/45) of small 
HCCs «3 cm) that were difficult diagnose by 
other methods expressed telomerase activity, indi
cating that telomerase activity is useful for early 
detection of cancer cells in liver with fine needle 
aspiration [55]. Furthermore, 68% (13/19) of weil 
differentiated HCCs had strong telomerase activ
ity [55]. Another study reported similar results 
[56]. 

Weak telomerase activity is sometimes detected 
in non tumor tissues and requires explanation. 
If normal tissues are completely telomerase
negative, weak telomerase activity may be due to 
sm all number of cancer cells that cannot be recog
nized histologically. If some normal tissues, such 
as regenerating cells, express telomerase activity, 
nontumor lesions may have weak telomerase ac
tivity. Studies indicate that normal Iymphocytes 
have telomerase activity, though their activity is 
weak compared to that of cancer cells. Therefore 
contamination by migrating lymphocytes in 
non tumor tissues may be responsible for the weak 
telomerase activity. Furthermore, in patients with 
chronic liver disease, including cirrhosis and 
chronic viral hepatitis, it is possible that regener
ated or dividing hepatocytes express weak 
telomerase activity. At present, it is impossible to 

.n .1.n.l .n rn .n .n, .n .n ,no 

ladder and IT AS band. N, normal liver; CPH, chronic 
persistent hepatisis; CAH, chronic active hepatisis; C, 
negative control; P, positive control (cancer cell line 
TMK-l, 1000 cells) 



distinguish whether the activity in precancerous 
lesions is derived from migrating lymphocytes or 
regenerating stern cells. This question can be clari
fied using the in situ telomerase assay. 

At present the best strategy for detecting 
telomerase activity is to quantify it. In the case of 
HCCs, a telomerase assay was performed by 
TRAP assay with IT AS at 0.6/-lg of protein. A 
large amount of extract (>6/-lg) sometimes shows 
reduced telomerase activity owing to inhibition of 
the PCR reaction. Although some inhibition ex
ists at 0.6/-lg protein, telomerase activity in HCCs 
is clearly higher than in nontumor tissues (Fig. 8). 
Despite the difficulty of quantitating telomerase 
activity with IT AS or other methods, telomerase 
activity should be considered a powerful 
biomarker for early detection of HCC. 

Telomerase Activity 
in Gastric Carcinomas 

Genetic alterations in multiple oncogenes, tumor 
suppressor genes, and DNA repair genes are ob
served in gastrointestinal cancer. We analyzed 
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Fig. 9. Telomerase actJvlty in gastric tissues. 
Telomerase was measured using the TRAP assay with 
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telomerase activity in 20 gastric carcinomas, in
cluding two early gastric carcinomas, four meta
static lymph node foei, and recurrent tumors. The 
results showed that 85% (17/20) ofthe gastric car
cinomas had strong telomerase activity, whereas 
normal mucosa did not have detectable telo
merase activity. One of three telomerase-negative 
sampies were stage 11 poorly differentiated adeno
carcinoma. Two of three telomerase-negative 
sampies were mucinous adenocarcinoma, stage III 
and IV. Hiyama reported that gastric cancer had 
strong telomerase activity, and that telomerase
positive cancer patients had significantly shorter 
survival than telomerase-negative patients [57]. 
Although some extracts contained an inhibitor of 
Taq DNA polymerase, telomerase activity in gas
tric adenocarcinomas was higher than that in nor
mal tissues, which had weak telomerase activity 
(Fig. 9). Hence telomerase activity may be a good 
biomarker for both diagnosis and prognosis of 
gastric cancer. 

Telomerase Activity 
in Colorectal Carcinomas 

The human colorectal carcinoma harbors many 
genetic alterations in p53, APC, ras, DCC, and cell 
cycle regulatory genes. In addition to these ge
netic changes, colorectal and gastric cancers pos
sess the important feature of cell immortality, 
which is one of the most important properties 
of the cancer phenotype. Telomerase activity 
in colorectal cancers was first reported by 
Chadeneau et al. in 1995, who found that 14 of 15 
(93 %) colorectal adenocarcinomas contained 
strong telomerase activity, and that telomerase 
activity was not seen in nonmalignant diseases, 
including diverticular disease, Crohn's disease, 
and adenomatous polyps [58]. We have found that 
most colorectal adenomas had telomerase activity 
[44]. Although most of colorectal adenomas con
tain weak telomerase activity, the activity is sensi
tive to RNase treatment. Dilution of the extract 
shows ladder extension of telomerase products, 
probably due to dilution of the inhibitor of the 
telomerase assay (e.g., Taq polymerase inhibitor). 
Mixing an extract of telomerase-positive cancer 
cells with an extract of the weakly positive precan
cerous lesion shows a reduction of the telomerase 
ladder in a protein concentration-dependent man
ner [44]. Other experiments revealed that strong 
Taq polymerase inhibitor is present in most 
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gastrointestinal tissues, both normal and cancer 
tissues. The weak telomerase activity may account 
for stern cells or migrating Iymphocytes described 
below. We also found that 95% of colorectal ad
enocarcinomas displayed strong telomerase activ
ity regardless of the tumor stage or histological 
type, whereas normal colorectal mucosa did not 
display activity using the standard TRAP assay. 
Telomerase activity in colorectal lesions was also 
sensitive to RNase treatment or he at treatment 
prior to use of the TRAP assay. Quantitation of 
telomerase activity using IT AS or other conve
nie nt quantitation method may provide an early 
diagnosis of colorectal cancer (our unpublished 
data). 

Telomerase Activity in Normal 
Tissues and Precancerous Lesions 

Telomerase activation occurred in a high percent
age of early stage gastric and colorectal cancers. 
These results indicate that telomerase activation 
may playa pivotal role in early gastrointestinal 
carcinogenesis. We analyzed telomerase activity 
in gastric and colorectal precancerous lesions 
to determine if malignant progression depends 
on telomerase activation and at what stage of 
carcinogenesis the cells express detectable 
telomerase activity (Fig. 10). Thirty-five percent 

of gastric intestinal metaplasia (complete type) 
shows telomerase activity and overexpression of 
human telomerase RNA component (hTR). It is 
exciting that the number of Helicobacter pylori 
organisms correlates weil with the degree of hTR 
expression and telomerase activity [59, 60), sug
gesting that H. pylori infection may be a strong 
trigger for hTR overexpression in gastric intesti
nal metaplasia, which may precede telomerase ac
tivation [59,60]. Chronic mitogenesis due to stern 
cell hyperplasia caused by H. pylori infection, 
which in duces the production of both reactive 
oxygen species and reactive nitrogen species, 
could facilitate increased mutagenesis in gastric 
mucosa. In fact, in situ hybridization studies have 
demonstrated localization of hTR expression in 
excessive proliferating stern cells in gastric intesti
nal metaplasia, and more than 80% of gastric can
cers express hTR at a higher level than in the 
corresponding mucosa [59]. Therefore low-Ievel 
telomerase activity is likely to be present in prolif
erating stern cells showing Ki-67-positive cells. 
Gastric and colorectal adenomas express telo
me rase activity at low levels. 

We have evidence that some gastric intestinal 
metaplasia and gastric and colorectal adenomas 
share not only epigenetic changes but also genetic 
alterations containing pS3 and APC mutations, as 
weil as microsatellite instability and CD44 abnor
mal transcripts [61]. A direct in vivo test based on 
the hypothesis that telomerase reactivation is an 
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Fig. 10. Telomerase activity in gastrointestinal precan
cerous lesions. Telomerase was measured using the 
TRAP assay at 6.0, 0.6, and 0.061lg protein extracts. IM, 
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enoma; CC, colorectal cancer; CN, normal colon 



obligatory step in gastrointestinal carcinogenesis 
via these genetic alterations in the tumor suppres
sor genes and genetic instability should be 
developed. 

Application for Cancer Diagnosis 
and Cancer Therapy 

The results of telomerase studies on breast, colon, 
stornach, kidney, liver, lung, ovary, prostate, skin, 
and bladder cancers indicate that telomerase ac
tivity may serve as a powerful additional tool for 
cancer diagnosis, and that telomerase could be a 
new target for anticancer therapy [42,44,49,51, 
54-58, 62-69]. 

Oshimura's group reported that the introduc
tion of chromosome 3 into renal carcinoma cell 
lines suppressed telomerase activity and subse
quently induced a crisis of introduced cells [70], 
suggesting that the genes on chromosome 3 may 
contain repressive function of telomerase activity. 
The possible regulation of telomerase in normal 
cells may be implicated in telomerase repressor 
genes, which is consistent with results from cell 
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fusion. When the function of telomerase repressor 
genes is blocked, telomerase activity is "turned 
on" and maintains the telomere. Moreover, the 
introduction of hTR antisense nucleotide into 
HeLa cells, which have strong telomerase activity 
and express hTR, results in a reduction of 
telomerase activity and TRF length, and ulti
mately cell division stops [39]. Peptide nucleic 
acids (PNAs) which recognized hTR were also 
effective in inhibiting telomerase activity [71]. AI
though telomere length in cancer tissues and can
cer cell lines is variable, repression of telomerase 
activity could bring about a reduction in telomere 
length; and in the case of the cells that have a short 
telomere it could cause genetic instability and 
then cell death. In the case of cancer cells that 
have a long telomere, a block of telomerase activ
ity using antitelomerase drugs, allows the cells to 
proliferate many times until the telomere shortens 
(Fig. 11). Most human cancers are known to have 
reduced telomere length [72-78]. We also found 
that telomere reduction (under 10 Kb) was de
tected in over 50% of primary gastric cancer in a 
parallel with advanced tumor stage (unpublished 
data). The possible antitelomerase drugs may be 
effective for cancer cells with short telomeres but 
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Fig. 12. Strategy of cancer diagnosis according to 
telomerase activity, human telomerase RNA compo
nent (h TR) expression, and genetic instability. RT-

not for those with long telomeres (Fig. 11). Even if 
the antitelomerase drugs did not effect inhibition 
of cancer cell proliferation immediately, de
creased telomerase activity by antitelomerase 
drugs could suppress the proliferation of cancer 
cells in metastatic lesions, as metastatic cancer 
cells may divide many times until they are visible 
in a metastatic lesion. This hypothesis may shed 
light on the possibility that telomerase inhibitors 
provide a new strategy for preventing cancer 
metastasis. 

In Tetrahymena experiments, mutation of the 
telomerase RNA component of Tetrahymena 
elongated the mutant telomere at the end of the 
chromosome and maintained telomere length; 
eventually, however, the Tetrahymena died, sug
gesting that modification of the telomere se
quence causes telomere instability dramatically 
[79]. Mutated telomerase RNA is also a possibility 
for cancer therapy in telomerase-positive cells 
with both long and short telomeres, even if 
telomerase activity was not suppressed (Fig. 11). 

Some normal cells, such as peripheral blood, 
epithelial, and skin cells and hair follicles have 
telomerase activity, although the activity is weak 
compared to that in cancer cells [50, 80]. In the 
case of human stern cells with a CD34 + /CD38+ 
phenotype purified from adult bone marrow, tel
omere reduction is observed (Fig. 11). It would be 
of interest to determine if the antitelomerase 
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(Southem analysi'l) 

peR, reverse transcripture-polymerase chain reaction; 
TRF, terminal restriction fragment 

drugs used to treat cancer patients produce similar 
effects in normal stern cells. The growth advan
tage of telomerase-positive cancer cells may be 
more effectively counteracted by treatment with 
antitelomerase drugs than that in normal stern 
cells, which express weak telomerase activity and 
a long telomere (Fig. 11). 

A new cancer diagnostic strategy using 
telomerase activity and hTR expression is shown 
in Fig. 12. Endoscopically or surgically iso la ted 
tissues are dissected into two pieces quickly. One 
is then rapidly fixed with formalin for examination 
of hTR expression by in situ hybridization and 
histological examina ti on, and the other is quick
frozen and stored at -80°C until a TRAP assay is 
undertaken. The frozen tissues are sectioned and 
lysed with buffer containing CHAPS for the 
telomerase assay. The activity is then quantitated 
by several methods (e.g. , HP A or image scan
ning). The genetic changes, genetic instability, and 
TRF length can be analyzed in the remaining tis
sues after lysis, which contain genomic DNA (Fig. 
12). This diagnostic algorithm may provide a new 
strategy for genetic diagnosis of gastrointestinal 
cancer during the twenty-first century. 
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